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This book takes a new look at occupied and liberated France through
the dual prism of race, specifically Jewishness, and gender – core com-
ponents of Vichy ideology.

Imagining liberation, and the potential post-Vichy state, lay at the
heart of resistance strategy. The development of these ideas, and their
transformation into policy at liberation, form the basis of an enquiry
that reveals a society which, while split deeply at the political level,
found considerable agreement over questions of race, the family and
gender. This is explained through a new analysis of republican assimi-
lationwhich insists that genderwas as important a factor as nationality
or ethnicity. A new concept of the ‘long liberation’ provides a frame-
work for understanding the continuing influence of the liberation in
post-war France, where scientific planning came to the fore, but whose
exponents were profoundly imbued with reductive beliefs about Jews
and women that were familiar during Vichy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: the long liberation

I remember the day I saw the first Germans . . . there was a rumour, we went
down to the street and I saw the motorized troops arrive. It was a sort of grey-
green block. It was sparkling, it was backfiring, it was bellowing. They turned
the corner of the road . . . and in my mind . . . it was death which advanced.1

To begin with, was the invasion. Six weeks later came the defeat, fol-
lowed by four years of occupation. Riven into pieces (map 2), France
was at war with the occupiers and with itself. The government, demo-
cratically elected in 1936, ‘committed suicide’ when those parliamentar-
ians still left in the chamber of deputies – the communists had already
been banned andother opponents to the occupation hadfled – voted full
powers to the veteran FirstWorldWarmarshal, PhilippePétain.2 He and
his collaborationist government would rule with a brand of Catholic,
racist, technocratic and anti-feminist authoritarianism framed by what
was posited as a return to authentic French values, in order to wrest the
nation from the grip of decadence to which it had succumbed. For the
first two years, a large proportion of the population supported Pétain
and his National Revolution. Indeed, many people – and not only those
on the right – hadbeendisturbed for some time about France’sweakness
that Pétain seemed set to restore, believing the country to be debil-
itated by, among other elements, degenerate foreigners and a feeble
birth-rate so that it could no longer hold its own on the international
stage.

To begin with, then, were the fantasmatic ponderings of writers like
Louis-FerdinandCéline, PierreDrieu laRochelle, even JeanGiraudoux.3

They found France enfeebled after the First World War and the loss of
more thanamillionyoungmenwhich the leaders of theThirdRepublic –
whom they regarded as decrepit – did little to assuage. Instead of con-
fronting the crisis of the early 1930s with firm controls, the government
permitted the admission of ever greater numbers of foreigners, es-
pecially Jews, whose arrival did nothing to aid restabilization. Amid
mounting political polarization and growing membership lists of
communist and far right parties, the installation of the Popular Front
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Map 1: French départements in 1944 (courtesy Oxford University Press)

government in 1936 was, for those on the right, a final betrayal of their
nationalist values. For the ordinary, working immigrants who were
increasingly the target of the right’s venom, it was a different story.

To begin with, then, was a France embattled against the fascism of
its neighbours but whose own 150-year-old values maintained it as a
nation of individual freedom and asylum. France welcomedmore new-
comers than any other country apart from the USA, and in the inter-war
years they came from all over southern and eastern Europe, France’s
colonies and, after 1933, from central Europe too. Those who wanted to
be politically active, and they were numerous, could enrol in the Main-
d’CEuvre Immigrée (MOI) – communist party sections that operated in
their own language – or join native French activists in trade unions, or
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subscribe to one of the dozens of social and cultural associations that
immigrants themselves established. These organizations offered excit-
ing opportunities. Imagine the significance to poor,workingwomen, for
example,who, at a timeof strong social divisionswhenwomenwere still
denied contraception and abortion – and providing even information
on them was illegal – were given the chance to meet a doctor not only
addressed by her first name, but who explained contraceptive meth-
ods in detail.4 To counter their financial hardships, employees benefited
for the first time from paid holidays and more limited working hours
(though these were inapplicable to that large proportion of Jewish im-
migrants who bore the insecure conditions in the garment trades). If the
mid-1930s offered hope to these individuals, the increasing severity of
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German Nazism, and the installation of Edouard Daladier’s more au-
thoritarian regime in France, followed soon after by war and invasion,
were traumatic.

But the majority of the population was neither immigrant nor politi-
cally active. After the initial shock of the invasion, and in particular the
exode,whichaffectedevenmore than the8–perhaps10–million individ-
uals trekking across France ahead of the invading armies, most people
settled into getting on with their lives as best they could. To begin with,
then, was a complex and subtle web of compromise, accommodation,
making do and getting by . . .5

If there is no single beginning to the story of the German occupation
of France, there is even less a single end. In one sense, the Liberation of
France was both beginning and end, being the start of a new political
and historical era, and the end of the occupation. But only in one sense.
It is to challenge the comfortingly neat periodization of 1940–44, and
thereby to suggest new interpretations of the history of France at this
time, that this book has been written. Even at its most basic level – the
liberation of territory in 1944 – the liberation did not start and end with
the Normandy landings in June, or the Provence landings in August,
or the liberation of Paris the same month, or any other of the multiple
events that encompassed the military liberation. It did not even end
in 1944. Only in 1945 would the German coastal strongholds and the
bases in eastern France annexed to the Reich come once more under
French control.Only in 1945would the approximately 1.5millionpeople
taken from France to Germany as prisoners of war, forced labourers and
resisters start to returnhome.6 And the settlingof scores tookmanymore
years yet.

The liberation of French territory was prolonged and violent. More
people lost their lives and more property was destroyed during the lib-
eration than at any time since thewar began. Twomillionpeople became
homeless, many as a result of Allied bombing.7 Communications were
chaotic and supplies unreliable, especially to the cities. In the unusually
harsh winter of 1944–45, urban inhabitants really started to starve. That
winter was particularly arduous in the annexed zone as, in addition to
all the terrors of Nazi rule and the knowledge that most of France was
now free of it, to say nothing of the dreadful cold, Allied aircraft return-
ing from raids on Germany routinely discharged their unused bombs
over the area.8 Nazi reprisals were devastating, as they had been dur-
ing the occupation.9 So the significance of despatching the Nazis from
France must not be minimized. But the liberation involved more than
ejecting two sets of rulers (Vichy andNazi) and installing a viable third.
Just what kind of rule and, moreover, what kind of France it would
govern was the burning question at liberation, and had been constantly
discussed during the occupation years.
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Introduction: the long liberation

Liberation started the day the armistice was signed. While many
people initially believed in Pétain’s promise to protect ‘the French’
and help them survive the occupation as best they could, his growing
number of opponents were anticipating and working to achieve libera-
tion. What would become the highest honour for those who fought to
free France, the Compagnon de la Libération, was instituted by General
de Gaulle and his supporters as early as November 1940. Throughout
the occupation, ideas for a liberated France were defined and refined
in a process of ‘aspirational liberation’. Plans for the post-occupation
future were debated in the resister clandestine press, among the Free
French in London and Algiers, and certainly by ordinary people. This
protracted process of imagining, hoping for and planning liberation,
merged and intersected with discourses emanating from Vichy, and it
continued until well after the installation in Paris of the provisional gov-
ernment in August 1944. We could point to a variety of cut-off dates for
this liberationism: the inauguration of the Fourth Republic in 1947; the
end of thewar in Indochina and the start of the one inAlgeria in 1954; or
the end of the Algerian war in 1962; or possibly the events of May 1968;
or even 1995 when, for the first time, a French head of state admitted
French responsibility for the deportation of the Jews.10 My discussion of
sourcematerial ends in the early 1950s, notwith amajor historical event,
but with commentators’ own historicization of the Vichy past. For all
its curtailment from the potential longer views that may be explored in
the future, though, this book is about the ‘long liberation’.

The long liberation and the issues it raises are viewed here through
the prism of Jewishness and gender – concerns at the heart of Vichy’s
idealized France. While Vichy excluded all sorts of groups from its
France – freemasons, Roma and communists, for example – its own anti-
semitism combined with that of the Nazi occupiers led to a catastrophic
policy of deportation andmurder. For the racists andxenophobeswhose
moment seemed to have arrived under Vichy, moreover, Jews had
come to represent the very worst dangers that immigration and infil-
tration by outsiders were supposed to portend. With respect to gender,
ever-stricter differentiation between men and women, and their public
and private roles, formed one of the most significant foundations on
whichVichy’sNational Revolutionwas based.11 These two aspectswere
adopted and manipulated by resisters too. But studying them reveals
more than the sum of their parts: taken together, the combination opens
a door to the very conceptualization of theworld that resisterswanted to
make against that conceived by Vichy. Resisters – whether small groups
of communist women producing clandestine newspapers, members of
the Free French provisional government in Algiers, or high-status men
whoworkedwith Vichy and its agencies butwho claimed resister status
afterwards –were the peoplewho formedor influencedpolicy and ideas
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at the end of the occupation, though they did not do so with equal au-
thority or power. It is their transformations of these notions of race,
gender and exclusion within liberationist imaginings that concern us
here. Before shifting to an examination of how liberationism cohered
with the belief in technocratic planning that became such a force in
post-war French politics, this study explores aspirational liberationism
as it was expressed in the clandestine press. Subsequently, it investi-
gates the effects and interpretations of these discussions on some of the
people most implicated in Vichy’s exclusionary policies. To begin with,
though, we focus on that classic moment of liberation – Paris in August
1944.
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Chapter 2
Narrating liberation

Cramped on tiny wooden school-room chairs in one of the two re-
maining rooms belonging to the Union des Juifs pour la Résistance
et l’Entr’aide (UJRE), we came, in the summer of 1996, to honour the
memory of a former resister. In its post-war heyday, the clinic, news-
paper printing and distribution, meeting rooms and orphans’ adminis-
tration centre took over the entirety ofwhat, fifty years later, had become
a crumbling three-storey building not far from the Gare de l’Est in Paris.
Early in 1943, this communist affiliated, Jewish resistance organization
based in Paris, brought together a number of Jewish clandestine group-
ings under a single umbrella, the better to draw all Jews, immigrant and
French-born, into the resistance, and to represent Jews in France once
the occupation was over.1 After liberation, its Commission Centrale
de l’Enfance, like the CEuvre de Secours aux Enfants, ran a number
of orphanages for some of the thousands of children its members,
largely women, had helped to hide during the occupation and whose
parents had been deported.2 It continued to publish Droit et liberté, the
clandestine newspaper that had appeared during the occupation, as
well as La Presse nouvelle and its Yiddish version, Di Naı̈e Presse, and
provide medical assistance. Former resisters still found a home there,
and a hundred or so gathered to pay their last respects to the Polish-
born resister and lifelong activist PerelaTraler. Stories, poems, songs and
jokes were succeeded by orations on her resistance character and polit-
ical adroitness informed, we were told, by an innate maternalism. They
were delivered in amixture of Yiddish andFrench, a division apparently
dependent on the age of the speaker. Finally, the Kaddish, the Jewish
prayer of mourning, signalled the sad ending of the gathering and its
palpable sense of losing a generation as well as a comrade. But what to
do? Everyone present, it might be assumed, was Jewish, nearly all over
the age of sixty-five. But these were also communists or ex-communists
who had consciously rescinded any pre-existent Judaic piety in favour
of a politicized antipathy to rabbinical doctrine. A few people’s sense of
propriety forced them to rise, a movemost others in the room gradually
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followed. Led by those at the front, chairs and walking sticks scraped
the stainedwooden floor as the congregation shuffled to its feet, in noisy
competition with the elderly singer’s faltering tones. At the same time,
he was waving his hands in a furious gesture telling us to sit down,
and so, once again from the front of the room to the back, everyone
retook their seat. The entire Kaddish, a call for peace within and be-
yond the unity of the Jewish people, had been disrupted by this creaky
indecision. In its small, tragi-comic way, the spectacle symbolized the
ambiguities at the heart of this group – an expression, perhaps, of its
uncertain relations to religion, to the political party, to the republic. It is
these uncertain relations, and their reformulation within the changing
nationalized and gendered contexts of occupation and liberation, that
will be explored in this book.

Liberation was the moment that France emerged from the politics of
exclusion that characterized Vichy and the Nazi occupation of France.3

The Vichy regime sought to control not only what the inhabitants of
France did, in the manner of all legislatures, but to mould the popula-
tion according to ideals that befitted its National Revolution, embodied
in the redrafted state slogan, Travail, famille, patrie. It rapidly enacted
exclusionist policies. Exactly one month after the armistice of 22 June
1940, Vichy legislation stripped French nationality from those indi-
viduals who had been naturalized after 1927. This act was applied
rather unevenly, directly affecting some 15,000 of the potential
900,000, and particularly targeted Jews.4 Within a few months, the
regime had barred foreigners (including these newly foreign) and
married women (11 October) from public office and the liberal profes-
sions, repealed the lawagainst antisemitic publications (27August), and
reduced Jews to inferior civil status, excluding them frommany areas of
public life and influence (3 October), before diminishing their rights still
further the followingyear and stealing their propertyunder thepolicy of
what it called ‘Aryanization’.5 All Jews, including those born in France,
effectively became foreigners in the early stages of the regime, which
aided their later transformation into the special threat that would be
‘solved’ by deportation.6 Jewish and non-Jewish refugees were forced
into internment camps. About 3,000 Roma and Sinti were also rounded
up into camps, where they remained until 1946, two years after liber-
ation, and seventy were deported as forced labour to Germany.7 All
sorts of groups were regarded as not appropriately French, including
freemasons, Protestants and resisters, 30,000 of whom were executed
in France. Approximately 60,000 individuals identified as non-Jewish
political resisters were taken to concentration camps in Germany.
More than 75,000 Jews, two-thirds of them never having held French
nationality, were transported first to transit camps in France and
thence to the killing centres in Poland; all but about 5,000 ended their
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days in Auschwitz-Birkenau. In common with other parts of occupied
Europe, more than half the Jewish deportees from France were taken
in 1942, and more than a third of the total in just two months, July and
August, of thatyear.Theywere roundedupacross theoccupiedandnon-
occupied zones. Less than 3 per cent of the Jewish deportees, and about
60 per cent of the politicals would return.8

The politics of exclusion embodied in the National Revolution was
not confined to those subject to deportation and internment, and cut
still deeper into the social fabric. Vichy’s insistence on the priority of
the heterosexual Catholic family, which was seenmost powerfully in its
apparent elevation of motherhood which confined women to the home
via its femme au foyer policy, the woman at home;9 its reformulations of
gender via youthprogrammes and labour constraints;10 its venerationof
the figure of Pétain, insisted on in the multifarious uniformed leagues
that adults and young people were constrained to join; its introduc-
tion of specific legislation against male homosexuality – all these fed a
radical new vision for a population deemed appropriate for France. For
all its devastating impact on some elements of the population, many
people managed to adapt without much difficulty. The regime was
inconsistent, and regional differences in people’s responses to it were
stark. It is important nonetheless to remember the subtledepths atwhich
Vichy ideology acted, as well as to seek the extent to which its legisla-
tive efforts achieved their stated ends, which had four years to take
effect.

Vichy had new ideals to fulfil and was a radically different regime
from its republican predecessors; it was also indebted to them.11 The
authoritarian republican government of Edouard Daladier installed in
1938, signed the Munich Agreement in September that year, and es-
tablished some of the anti-immigrationist legislative framework and
internment camps which were to prosper under Vichy and facilitate its
projects. After a new wave of anti-communism had been unleashed by
the Red Army’s entry into Poland in September 1939, Daladier’s gov-
ernment banned the French Communist Party (PCF). Even before the
invasion in May 1940, Daladier was interning ‘political undesirables’.
Populationist concerns too had beset Third Republic governments and
commentators since the First World War. Troubled by what they per-
ceived as a falling birth-rate, particularly in comparison with its erst-
while enemy, Germany, pro-natalists had seen their support augment.12

This was given state support in various ways, not least laws in 1920 and
1923 against abortion and contraception, and legislation that was sup-
posed to support large families. In July 1939 when another war was all
but certain, newmeasures designed to bolster the family and to repress
abortion and contraception still further were enacted in the Code de la
Famille.
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Immigration from the colonies and Europe also increased during the
inter-war years. Most of those arriving filled jobs in the industrial and
agricultural sectors, whose needs were not met by labour available in
France, though somecame in searchof educational opportunitiesdenied
them at home. In a European context of heightened political tension
during the 1930s, and in which greater reliance was being placed on
biological notions of race, the influx of these immigrants was in many
quarters interpreted in terms of the threat and damage theymight cause
the republic. The arrival of thousands of refugees from the growing
German Reich and Spain only exacerbated older tensions, so that by the
time war was declared, many commentators and those in government
were willing to accept that the non-French really did pose significant
threats to national well-being.13

The concept that came to define and confine these disparate ele-
ments of the population was assimilationism. This was the mechanism
whereby people learnt to become French. From its earliest days, the re-
public demanded that individuals regarded as welcome would need to
conform to certain requirements in order to fulfil their duty to the re-
public and to benefit from the rights it conferred upon them. In defining
itself as singular and indivisible, the Jacobin republic also instituted a
set of exclusionary principles to identify those individuals permitted
citizenship or the potential to become citizens. This dynamic contrac-
tual arrangement between the republic and its citizens, as well as those
regarded as not, or not yet, appropriate for citizenship, is called here
the assimilatory project. Its capacity at once to contain notions of assim-
ilation that inevitably dilute difference, and notions of individualism in
which difference resists redefinition,made the assimilatory project open
to continual refinement. At the top, the state demanded conformity and
excluded those it deemed nonconformist and maverick; at the bottom,
the individual internalized assimilationism so as to make it their own.
Theproject’s dynamismprivileged the individual’s feeling that theyhad
fashioned themselves within the universal, itself an inherent part of the
project, and fashioned the universal within themselves.

Difference was inherent to assimilationism, not in opposition to it,
and it always contained a ‘double bind’ whereby the community which
the outsider was required to join could always reject it on grounds of
difference.14 In a work that provides a very clear analysis of assimi-
lationism in France, Max Silverman argued that the national commu-
nity was to supersede all other forms of identification in the modern
nation-state that the republic inaugurated.15 This was certainly true for
men, who were the only people offered the possibility of citizenship.
Women, though, had other primary allegiances. The modern French
nation, while excluding women from access to public power and also
from the democratic process of choosing whichmen should have access
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to it, was scarcely going to proceed entirely without women. But it de-
manded no single primary allegiance of them. Instead, they were split
between identifying with the nation and the home. Women were as im-
plicated in the assimilatory project as much as men, but the processes
by which they were enjoined to participate in it were differentiated by
gender; for women, nationality was but a part. Even when the Third
Republic endeavoured the fullest realization of assimilationism that had
been accomplished so far, by ensuring that everybody received an edu-
cation in the French language that taught them to believe in the republic
rather than the church, gender differences remained.16 And those dif-
ferences were as inherent to the assimilatory project as were differences
based on national origin, which itself was sometimes equated with that
other biological attribute, race.17

It is this dual interplay of race and gender within assimilationist dis-
courses and the ways that they would help to define a new, liberated,
republic after the occupation that will be scrutinized in this book. Quite
apart from its denial of citizenship for women until 1944, the republic
increasingly constrained women to define themselves in terms of their
familial ties. The continuing effects of this would be seen during the
Vichy period, as both Vichy and its opponents went to some lengths to
represent women as the embodiment of these relations. In the social,
political and economic conditions of inter-war France, Jacobin notions
of necessary unity and universality were adapted, providing new sets
of associations between the individual and the state. Laws on immigra-
tion, nationality and the family were all revised. Even if these were on
occasion liberalizations of previous legislation, such as the 1927 law on
nationality, they served to reconfirm and reconfigure the necessity of
assimilationism.

The deep roots of assimilationism explain some of the continuities
between Vichy ideology and republicanism. As has been implied, the
cleavage between the two was never as clear cut as many republican
commentators at liberation hoped. Certainly, republicanism was pro-
foundly anti-clerical, while Catholicism was to triumph under Vichy.
Equally, Vichy was deeply anti-republican and went so far as to put the
Third Republic on trial. Yet the confluences between the two are man-
ifold, in the systematic categorization and surveillance of non-French
nationals, in the rapprochement between church and state, in anti-
communism, and in the increasing acceptability of antisemitism.18 As
far as gender roles are concerned, despite profound differences between
republicans and Catholics on the issue of motherhood, similarities be-
tween Vichy and its predecessors are also traceable. Historically, repub-
licans, although the family was a core part of their world view, assigned
to the mother a much less significant role in shaping the child than did
Catholics. They expected that the mother would be the guide in the
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first stages of life, when the child needed a sort of repetitive education
based on symbols that appealed on a non-rational level. Thereafter, the
male child required an education based on reason and independence.
Republicans therefore emphasized state schools, and sometimes even
said that the child belonged to the state (since mothers were supposed
to be tooCatholic and too irrational, attributes that also justifieddenying
women the vote).19 For sixty years before Vichy, Catholics campaigned
fruitlessly for recognition of the rights of the family in the sphere of
education. Republican ideas on these issues are closely related to those
concerning the assimilation of immigrant children,wherein the excesses
of the mother were held to be more pronounced than ever, and the as-
similation of girls who were to be trained to grow into mothers. De-
spite these divergent approaches to motherhood, the family remained a
key part of republican thinking. The family’s paradoxical rechristianiza-
tion at liberation, as the secular republic was reinstated against Catholic
Vichy, and the war-torn family emerged into a liberated future, will be
explored in the next chapter. During the occupation, both the Vichy Na-
tional Revolution and its dissidents went to some lengths to represent
women as the embodiment of familialism. Other points of crossover
are indicated by the presence in resister literature of antisemitism and
anti-foreigner expression.20 The extent towhich resisters sharedpopula-
tionist ideaswithVichy is confirmed byGaullist and communist expres-
sion. Framed especially, but not solely, by Gaullists, a revived post-war
Jacobinism stimulated a public redefinition of uniformity and the as-
similatory demands of the state, as our analysis of the state’s focus on
populationism will show. So, while the resistance protested against the
radical effects of exclusionism, the categorical basis for that exclusionism
was, in many ways, taken at face value.

The assimilationist framework sketched above forms the context in
which amore detailed examination of aspects of Jewish life in Paris dur-
ing andafter the occupationwill proceed. Its sister concept, assimilation,
has been a major theme in the historiography of European Jewry. Since
the destruction of a third of the Jewish population of Europe and same
Jews in North Africa during the war, the assimilation of Jews has some-
times been seen as a negation of Jewish specificity, that reflected Jews’
alleged voluntaristic but myopic assumption of the dangerous qualities
of an inherently antisemitic society.21 In conforming to state demands,
it has been held, Jews who desired full integration in their societies di-
vested themselves of outward signs of their Jewishness, without ever
being able to leave behind the essential qualities thatwould permit their
enemies to identify them as Jews when the time came, as it inevitably
would. This move was further complicated by the fact that these Jews
are also believed to have rescinded the qualities that formed their in-
ternal communities, and so became unrecognizable as Jews, except to
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those antisemites intent on distinguishing them under whatever guise.
While this sort of analysis has pertained in particular to excursions into
the reasons behind the rise of murderous antisemitism in Germany, the
concern that Jews would stop being Jewish predate the Holocaust by
at least a century. In France, as early as 1840, doubts were expressed
whether succeeding generations would find anything on which to base
their Jewishness:

The grandfather believes, the father doubts and the son denies. Grandfather
prays in Hebrew, father reads the prayer in French and the son doesn’t pray
at all. Grandfather observes all the festivals, father only observes Yom Kippur,
and the son observes none whatsoever. Grandfather has remained Juif , father
has become Israelite, the son simply believes in God – as long as he isn’t an
atheist . . .22

As this quotation suggests, in France, the dichotomy between Israélite
and Juif has in some senses occupied similar historiographic ground to
theworries aboutassimilation.UnderNapoleon, Jews–orat least Jewish
men – were emancipated and became citizens of France of Jewish, or
Mosaic, faith. Part of the contract with the state entailed the establish-
ment of new administrative structures, the consistories, so that the state
played a role inwhatmight be regarded as the private affairs of the com-
munity.Around the same time, Jewsof France came tobe called Israélites.
No longer did Jewishness form their entire identity, as members of that
international and amorphous ‘Jewish nation’, and Judaism came to be
regarded solely as a private religion, rather than in any way being able
to determine Jews’ public existence, such as which school they could
attend or which profession theymight carry out. For reasonsmore to do
withwhat happened in the 1940s than the 1790s, thewholesale adoption
of this name has been interpreted as a voluntaristic rejection of Jewish-
ness, with the consequent implication that a secular Israélite, in rejecting
Judaism as a faith, was in effect no longer Jewish. In this vein, Simon
Sibelman noted that ‘it is indeed astounding how rapidly and easily an
entire community abdicated without regret its traditional Jewishness
in favour of the more “universally acceptable” vision of the israélite’.23

Then again, ‘traditional Jewishness’ and its exclusionary implications
might have seemed a fair exchange for entry to citizenship in the early
nineteenth century, when equality with other nationals was systemati-
cally denied Jews across Europe. Support for Sibelman’s argument cen-
tres on public and largely urban pronouncements. It also implies that
Jewish self-consciousness was somewhat flimsy in the face of changing
state control. Given the noteworthy endurance of recognizable Jewish
communities and expression in western Europe during the past millen-
nium, such presumed insubstantiality seems implausible. It should be
questionedwhy the term ‘Israélite’ implies so strongly for some a lack of
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Jewishness, when the biblical allusion to the ‘the people of Israel’ is so
plain. Even if ‘Israélite’ did decouple the sense of peoplehood from the
religiosity of ‘Juif’, it seems doubtful that those drafting the Napoleonic
Code had cleverly contrived a neologism and then unproblematically
mapped it on to the population concerned.24

Prior to later Enlightenment rejection of biblical formulations of his-
tory, the terms ‘Hebrew’, ‘Israelite’ and ‘Jew’ (and their appropriate lin-
guistic variants) had been deployed across Europewith a certain degree
of accuracy in both Jewish and non-Jewish texts.25 Thus, ‘Hebrews’
were positioned in the wilderness, the ‘Israelites’ were those who had
settled the promised land, while ‘Jews’ were seen as members of the
dominant remaining tribe of Judah and ancestors of contemporary
Jewry. During the eighteenth century, ‘Israelite’ drew increasingly
derogatory associations with the barbaric primitivism attributed to the
age of King David, in distinction to a more respectful appellation,
‘Hebrews’, as original recipients of the word of God.With the rise of na-
tional consciousness and history’s newly secular turn, ‘Israelite’ became
a preferred term to impute a settled sense of nationhood, in contrast to
the rootless ‘Jew’. During the nineteenth century, the term ‘Israelite’
acquired the respectability attributed to it today, a meaning that was
by no means limited to France. Nor was it contrasted in France with
‘Juif’ to the latter’s detriment until the 1890s, which saw changes in an-
tisemitic discourses in general, and the dramas of the Dreyfus Affair in
particular, earlier debates over the two terms notwithstanding.26 By the
1930s, Israélite had become associated with Jews whose families had
been in France for many generations, and Juif with immigrants. The
Jewishness of these immigrant, largely Polish, Jews tended to be more
distinctive than that of non-immigrants: unlike Jews from France and
otherwesternEuropean countrieswho spoke the local languages, Polish
Jews habitually spoke Yiddish, and also wrote in Yiddish, on their shop
fronts and in their newspapers. Like other immigrants, they lived and
worked in close proximity to each other, establishing the sorts of links
that make up a community – shops and businesses, leisure, religious
and political, especially left-wing, organizations. They also lived in a
society with the antisemitic propensities to notice them.

The view of western European Jewish communities as in flight from
their cultural and religious specificities into the welcoming but still sus-
pect arms of the state does not fully explain the complex developments
that European Jewry underwent during the nineteenth and the first
half of the twentieth centuries. In France, there was, and still is, little
coherence between these communities in terms of depth of religious
adherence, urban or rural location, manner of their arrival and recep-
tion in France, and gender.27 While public statements from senior male
members of some communities might flatter the authorities and bring
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these two parties into closer harmony, in the home, women were often
expected to provide a traditional Jewish upbringing for their children.
Where Jews in large citiesmightfindnumerousmilieux inwhich towork
and socialize, separations based on earlier ideas persisted in smaller
towns. Allegiances could be multiple, and the sort of exclusive arrange-
ments anticipatedbothby thosewhowere suspiciousof the entryof Jews
into full civil rights, and some historians, do not bear close scrutiny.

Implicit within the condemnation of Jewish assimilation is a rigidity
that counterpoises an assumed Jewish self-perception as the ‘chosen
people’ against an exclusionary Catholicism unable to brook internal
difference. Is it not the over-determination of hindsight that leads to
the assumption that Jews who adopted majority culture automatically
internalized the antisemitism that is supposed to have accompanied
it, for does this interpretation not depend on the belief that the Holo-
caust should have loomed large long before it ever occurred? This per-
ception also owes much to a vision of the European diaspora as one,
for reasons of centuries of ineluctable antisemitism, essentially unsuit-
able for Jews. Yet the nature of antisemitism, and the reasons provided
for its justification, far from continuous and unchanging, have shifted
within varying historical and geographical contexts. For example, in
the late nineteenth century, many migrant Jews saw Germany as a safer
option than France, while in the 1930s, the situation was reversed.28

Arguments about whether Europe was appropriate for Jews are in-
debted to Zionist historiographic inflections that suggest not one, but
two places as suitable permanent homes for Jews: the promised land
of Israel, and the goldene medina of the United States. Not only has the
United States the largest Jewish population in the world, but its Jew-
ish communities are by and large self-conscious of their Jewishness.
The greatest proportion of the culturally significant Jewish population
of the US has its roots in the eastern European communities that the
Nazis later destroyed. These communities consisted of the shtetls, small
towns, and of great centres of Yiddish learning and culture such as
Vilna, known before 1939 as the ‘Jerusalem of the East’. Since the Sec-
ond World War, parts of the United States to some extent assumed
this central role, but with the critical difference that in a sort of proto-
Zionist move, the US itself has come to be seen as an authentic Jewish
home. The Jewishness that existed in pre-Holocaust eastern Europe
was characterized by economic independence, numerous urban centres
with a high density of Jewish population, and particularism expressed
through language, educationandreligion. Fromthe romanticizingview-
point of bourgeois Jewry, particularly in the United States, these char-
acteristics are represented as immutable, as though they too would not
have modernized given the chance. Instead, they have been critically
compared to the acculturation and accommodation that Jews made
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in western Europe, where religious practice was reformed, languages
unique to Jews declined in favour of national languages, and Jews,
while tending to settle in urban over rural locations, were nowhere so
numerous as they had been further east. Eastern EuropeanAshkenazim
have come to contain an authenticity denied and, apparently, betrayed
by Jews of Germany and France, prior to the destruction of Jewish com-
munities of the east, and their resurrection in Israel and, more particu-
larly, the United States after 1945.

Judaism is a religion practised largely in the home. The examina-
tion of lives beyond and behind established, urban and generally male
expression, reveal a more nuanced and complicated position vis-à-vis
Jewish tradition than was suggested by the public utterances about
Israélites noted above.Whatmight abdication of ‘traditional Jewishness’
mean in the context of the household of that exemplar of assimilation,
Captain Alfred Dreyfus, where an elaborately embroidered cloth de-
picting important Jewish holidays was displayed?29 Jewish women in
nineteenth-centurywesternEuropewere chargedwith responsibility for
the acculturation of their children into the wider, Christian and national
community, and yet blamed for their over-rapid assimilation when this
came to be seen as problematic. They were also supposed to oversee
their offspring’s Jewish education. Their control over the domestic was
vitiated through the inevitably imperfect fulfilment of these contradic-
tory requirements. The homewas a contested site, and the domesticwas
an affair at once public and private. The Jewish home, and amother crit-
icized as too Jewish or not Jewish enough – dependent to an extent on
her children’s relations to the outside world – allows us better to view
the home less as a place of private refuge than as a corridor.

To such complex arrangements need to be added the abrupt changes
of status that immigration brought about in the period before the
SecondWorldWar,whenpeople accustomed to life in small towns found
themselves in a large city, when those who had kept relatively strict re-
ligious rules in Poland submitted to the need to work on Saturdays,
when intellectuals became workers in the garment trades, when those
who had felt oppressed by religion and small communities discovered
the freedom of independent political activity in a vibrant city, or when
marriedwomenwhose lives hadbeen eased bydomestic servants found
themselves burdened by low wages and full responsibility for running
a home, to say nothing of the need rapidly to learn a new language and
the rules of French culture.30 If mothers themselves were anxious about
all these changes, nationalist commentators were still more so. Doubts
about the home and the mother’s role in it in occupied and post-war
France will come under further examination in chapters three and five,
via discussion of the relationship between mother and child, and the
non-French mother’s responsibility for assimilation.
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French Jewry’s self-consciousness was changing after the Second
World War. After the deportation of a quarter of the pre-war Jewish
population, the meanings attached to ‘Juif ’ and ‘Israélite’ had radi-
cally changed. It is not the case, though, that ‘those who survived the
War sought’, through intermarriage, ‘to escape their Jewishness in total
assimilation’.31 If that were the case, we would expect minimal partic-
ularist expression. Some merging of the particular into the general did
occur, as when the Union de la Jeunesse Juive (Union of Jewish Youth)
became the Union de la Jeunesse Républicaine de la France (Union of
Republican Youth of France).32 But in the late 1940s and early 1950s,
Jewish journals proliferated, covering the full spectrum of political, re-
ligious and intellectual interest. They appeared in French, Yiddish and
Hebrew, and were published in Paris, Marseilles, Strasbourg, Lyons,
Algiers, Toulouse, Grenoble and elsewhere; the interest groups they
sought included left- and right-wing Zionist youth, former resisters,
the religious from orthodox to reformist, philosophers, anti-racists,
students, Sephardim, and medical practitioners, among others.33 By
1948 there were two Jewish primary schools and five lycées, an increase
on the pre-war situation.34 Jewish youth groups began to flourish,35

and there were a number of children’s homes. Oral sources suggest
that people consciously sought a new Jewish milieu after the war that
would contrastwith the Jewishness thatVichy andNazismhad imposed
during the occupation.36 The symptomatic dichotomous approach of
some historians, and the choice it enforces on its subjects to question
whether they were French or Jewish limits our comprehension and
relies for its truth on depicting a sole and unitary Jewish community,
as well as a singular version of France. It is further hidebound by the
view that individuals who chose a non-Jewish partner would find that
person’s religion to be inevitably dominant, a natural victor over a frail
Jewishness alluded to above.

This picture can be drawn in greater detail via the examination of
Jewish women’s changing lives and expression during the occupation
and will be approached here through the writings of a Jewish woman
activist whose war-time diaries and journalism were published in the
1950s. Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar was born into a family of bankers and
lived in the sixteenth arrondissement of Paris until the invasion. Hers
was a classic life of the ‘assimilated Jew’, growing up with Jewish and
non-Jewish friends and rarely, if ever, according to her diaries, ques-
tioning her place as a Jewish woman in pre-war France. The occupa-
tion changed all that, and the liberation had an even greater impact
on her assessment of Jewishness. During the occupation, Mesnil-Amar
became involved with the Armée Juive (AJ), the independent Jewish
resistance organization founded in Toulouse in 1942. The AJ held dear
the desire for a Jewish state, alongside the equally strong commitment
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to full Jewish rights in the diaspora. It later united other Jewish resis-
tance groupings into the Organisation Juive de Combat. Mesnil-Amar’s
husband, André Amar, was one of its leaders. Along with thirteen
others, he was arrested in July 1944 and imprisoned in Fresnes. When
this group was deported in August from Drancy, most of the fourteen
managed to escape from the train in northern France and he returned to
Paris.37 Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar provided funding for the AJ and was
one of its liaison agents. In 1944 she became one of a group of women
(who included Juliette Stern, Nine Jefroykin, Mme Lion, Gisèle Gonse
and Tony Lublin) to establish the tracing and information service, the
Service Central des Déportés Israélites (SCDI).38 Between late 1944 and
mid-1947, she wrote a column in their fortnightly journal, the Bulletin
du Service Central des Déportés Israélites. In 1957, Les Editions de Minuit,
the celebrated resistance publishing house established in 1942, brought
out as one volume a collection of these articles preceded by selections
from her war-time diary.39

The first entry reads: ‘18 July 1944. Rue de Seine, 11 p.m. A. hasn’t
come home tonight,’ which immediately marks her as a waiting wife.40

In occupied France, tens of thousands of women were waiting wives.
Wives of prisoners of war had the most public and, for Vichy, re-
spectable, face, but wives of maquis fighters also figured as resistance
emblems of feminine virtue (before some of them were punished for
their independence).41 Immigrant Jewish women were denied the pos-
sibility of waiting: the threat of deportation made waiting a luxury, and
affected many of the gender assumptions that might be made about
women, the abnormal conditions of war and occupation notwithstand-
ing. Those immigrant Jews who were apparently doing very little – and
a degree of resentment sometimes adhered to people who seemed to
spend their time sitting in the sun in southern French villages – were
actively hiding, and the constant risks of betrayal deferred ‘waiting’
for less hazardous times.42 Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar’s ability to speak
native French, her wealth, the social connections that arose as a conse-
quence of these factors and her intimate knowledge of France in general
endorsed her gendered self-characterization that severed her from im-
migrant women. Historically, as an active resister, Mesnil-Amar was far
more than a waiting wife. That she should write herself as waiting, and
thereby create her own discursive disconnection from immigrant Jews,
should alert us to the subtle mechanisms of identity that emerge more
powerfully elsewhere in the diary.

The text seems to offer a ready-made contrast between the native-
born Israélite and the incoming Juif . Attachment to France is present,
but it is the city of Paris that emerges as formative of notions of national
belonging. Mesnil-Amar’s ruminations on what never quite achieves
the stature of alienation expose the limitations of assimilationism that
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the rest of this work will explore. Mesnil-Amar reflected constantly on
whether or not she was foreign, as Vichy had decreed, and whether
the city of her birth was indeed hers. On 23 August 1944, in the middle
of the week from 19 to 25 August, when Paris was retrieved from
theNazis, she joined a non-Jewish resister whom she admired, Suzanne
S. ‘Yes,’ the author reflects, watching Suzanne as, with the aid of her
Black Martinican servant, she selected some special clothes suitable for
building barricades, ‘Suzanne will rediscover Paris and the Parisians.
And I? I find myself between two worlds, between two destinies,
subject to a series of hazards; which Paris will be mine?’43 Meditations
on the author’s city, and on her position under threat, clarify the extent
towhichher prior claims on the city have been left intact by the invasion.
This only serves to throw into sharper relief the immigrant’s absence of
security. What she saw, but suspected to be only temporarily unified,
was a Paris of class and sexual unity, as diverse individuals emerged
into the August sunshine to support the liberation. Hiding had pro-
vided her with opportunities to observe the local characters. Now she
saw them joined in building barricades, but this did not diminish her
disdain, however tender, for the prostitutes, homosexuals andworking-
class people who had become more visible to her while she attempted
to maintain the fiction of her own invisibility:

At our barricade on the rue de Clichy, everyone’s working together: the elderly,
women, kids, the corner florist arranging her dusty pinks and faded roses, even
the local prostitutes, the most painted and the most pale, abandoning their
crocodile skin bags, tripping on their platform shoes – everyone is forming a
chain for the cobble stones that the patriots are digging up, looking for iron
bars, chairs to build crenelated defences, sandbags. The Parisians’ uprising is
bursting forth from the depths! All the classes are dragged into this frenzied
whirlwind! . . . the strait-laced bourgeois, for they’ve finally ended up joining
in, the shopkeepers, the black-market butter dealers, the antique shop owners,
even themost ‘refined’ interior decorators of the Boulevard Saint-Germain have
thrown themselves with virility into the chain (‘Oh, but I simply must join
the freedom fighters!’ the blondest of them repeats, with a gentle flick of his
wrist), finally the chic people (not toomany), the concierges, students, andmost
definitely the sons of collaborators.

Despite this wonderful zeal [to build barricades everywhere] I do wonder
what it’s all really for. No matter! It’s fantastic!44

That week, hundreds of barriers built of paving stones, sandbags and
old furnitureblocked roads across the city to impedeGermanescape and
control. It is this image above all that has come to symbolize the popular
Paris uprising that preceded liberation. As Mesnil-Amar suspected, the
barricade was occasionally a more symbolic than practical measure.
Instead of blocking the path of the German forces, they hindered the
advance of the US army, andwere sometimes taken down as fast as they
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were built.45 Equally suspect here is whether the barricade, and its long
history in popular Paris protest, really sufficed to erase the underlying
differences among Parisians. Yet however conscious Mesnil-Amar was
of these distinctions – and Vichy’s separation of people from each other
is a core theme throughout the diary – they are framedwithin terms that
derive from exclusionism as well as against it.

In the diary, the increasing erasure of the author’s sure sense of self
reveals how these divergences operate in practice. The greatest impact,
apart from the war, comes from the presence of outsiders in the shape
of German occupiers and Jewish immigrants. At the book’s opening,
Mesnil-Amar’s occupation-time residences had included Marseilles,
Bordeaux and nine Paris addresses. Much of her time was spent seek-
ing safe housing for herself, her parents and her daughter, all lodged
separately. This unremarked ‘women’s work’ of resistance as survival
was fraught with danger, as it entailed trust and an ever-increasing
number of people to be drawn into the secrecy of hiding.46 The cur-
few imposed on Jews and their constant danger of arrest, closed down
Paris for them as city of the polyglot and international human ex-
change. Re-establishing the city’s former roles along these lines is part
of the discursive work that Mesnil-Amar’s diary performs towards
closure.

The feeling of belonging, she asserted, was indispensable. Imagining
that her husband would be deported – and return safely – she reflected
on what a homecoming to France should entail. The deportee needed
once again to feel at home, with his own armchair, lamp and room, and
his own street and city to build on a sense of shared past. She further
reflected:

The only decor, the only landscape that he seeks is that which cannot be recon-
stituted artificially – street life, the monument in the square, the broad accents
of bus passengers, a schoolchild reciting the same irregular verbs and the same
French history textbook that his father had learnt before him, a brother-in-law
whoannounces adistant cousin’smarriage to a former army comrade’s nephew.
The expatriate will only be cured within the arms of his country.47

Like the pious grandfather and his family cited above, the imagined
returning deportee and those he has missed are male. Moreover, the
implicit distance between the French and the non-French deportee, or
the French and the non-French Jew, seems in this account to be per-
manent. The necessity that home be based on the deep familiarity of
language, schooling and a shared historical past is denied immigrants.
Their ‘broad accents’ are not what the deportee yearns to hear. If repub-
lican assimilationism was practised via schooling and military service,
the significance of learning irregular verbs extends beyond a shared
linguistic base, into the very mapping of the meaning of home.
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Mesnil-Amar’s potential fate as a Jew emerges throughher increasing
sense of ephemerality. Former certainties that she could gaze at others
and see her own undistorted image reflected back have vanished. A
telling passage during the evolution of this shift concerns her distant
and yet shared subjectivity with a friend referred to as Madame L., who
is unaware that the author is Jewish. Early in August 1944, the two
friends sit in the Tuileries gardens, awaiting their husbands’ return –
Mme L.’s from a prisoner of war camp, Mesnil-Amar’s from Gestapo
detention. The twowomenwatch children at play.Mesnil-Amar’s vision
of Paris and France is rooted in the solidity and apparent timelessness
of the city itself:

my city Paris, such a subtle and secret vision of France. Surely in the thick
shadow of your prison, dearest ‘absent’, wherever you are, wherever beats
your heart, surely certain faces of your Paris return to haunt and reassure you.
This tapestry of stones and foliage that is France, under the trees’ long tresses,
the prayers in its cathedrals, the land charged with faith and scepticism, de-
feats and victories, blood and freedom, crossroads of so many ideas, battles,
and with these houses, these roads, these woods, which ever deepen down the
centuries . . .48

This is a France that accommodates difference. Mesnil-Amar’s identifi-
cationwith resisterdiscourses canbe interpreted inpart viaher adoption
of theumbrella term ‘the absent’, then inwidespreaduse,which referred
to the prisoners of war, political deportees and forced labourers (almost
all male) that the war had taken from their families, who together num-
bered more than 1.5 million. Commemoration of ‘the absent’ having
been disallowed by Vichy, the new provisional government sponsored
a ‘week of the absent’ in the period of acute nostalgia betweenChristmas
and new year in 1944.49 By this time, the end of the war was anticipated,
and the government encouraged the belief that these men’s successful
rehabilitationwould depend notmerely on the re-establishment of their
professional and local lives. The temporary ministry for prisoners of
war, deportees and refugees, headed by Henri Frenay, was enjoined to
facilitate the large-scale transfer of people from Germany in both prac-
tical and ideological terms. Those few surviving individuals who were
not in Germany but had been taken ‘to the east towards an unknown
destination’, as deportation to the killing centres in Poland was termed,
did not benefit from any of these plans and had to make their own
way back, journeys that took many months and, in some cases, years,
following spells in displaced persons’ camps. Republican reassertion
of state assimilationism instrumentalized the notion of the ‘absent’.
Its unificatory aspects, which refrained from mentioning Jewish de-
portees, and women, included hefty doses of familialism that would
reposition French women back into the republican – as opposed to the
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Vichy – home, and restore the heterosexual family with the father at its
head.50 If the returning patriot needed an armchair, thenwomenwere to
provide the cushions. In Mesnil-Amar’s instance in August 1944, some
ten months before the repatriation of the ‘absent’ was to start, her sense
of Jewishness and commonality with other women that earlier she had
regarded as mutual, had begun to be displaced as a result of her expe-
riences as a Jew in occupied Paris:

I look at this woman sitting next to me, foreign and similar to me, bound to
this earth by so many roots from the past and the future, and at her side, I feel
mobile and transitory, coming from far away through the centuries with this
other secret face which is also me and which comes to me from ‘elsewhere’, I
don’t know where, from nowhere, and despite myself I am also the sister of all
these children of Israel whom I don’t know, the foreigners, the unknown, the
tracked, the lost, my companions in misery, like me hunted and beaten by our
Fate, our misunderstood God . . .

And yet, in this torment that grips Europe, in this corner of Paris, in this
garden, this evening like so many other evenings, like thousands of other wives
without news, Mme L. and I, we wait, we wait . . .51

It was noted above that the diary character’s resistance activism and
Jewishness rendered her more than a waiting wife. Her comparison to
the non-Jewish Madame L. clarifies the transience and mysteriousness
of her Jewishness, formulated in terms largely adopted from outside.
During the second half of the occupation, immigrant Jewish resisters
battled against the reluctance prevalent among French-born Jews to
form strong Jewish alliances. While it is known that some Armée Juive
activists were immigrant, the deeper political ramifications of these
alliances seem to have left Mesnil-Amar relatively untouched. Only
‘despite herself’ does she admit to connections with the ‘foreign’ and
the ‘lost’. It should not be forgotten that the author embraced Jewish
particularism. Membership of the Armée Juive entailed swearing a se-
cret oath in Hebrew beneath a Star of David flag. There were plenty of
Jewish resisters who fought the occupation in organizations that were
wholly dedicated to the restoration of the French republic and which
paid little attention to the deportation of Jews or to Vichy antisemitism.
The sensationof allegiance to the foreign ‘despite herself’ is thereforenot
the result of a refusal to recognize herself as Jewish. Such is the power
of the combination of a class-infected republican assimilationism with
Vichyist exclusionism that Mesnil-Amar cannot discuss her separate-
ness except viadiscourses that excludeher at theverymoment that those
discourses become untenable. During the 1920s, the republic had not
made Jewishness an issue: never had there been census questions about
religion, for example. Now, in occupied France, Jewishness has become
primordial, butMesnil-Amar has no language to hand that allows her to
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locate herself. Only the materiality of Paris retains its reality in contrast
to the ethereal semi-presence of other Jews, identifiable via the tracks
and traces they inadvertently leave their hunters.

By the end of the week of the liberation of Paris, when crowds gath-
ered at the Hôtel de Ville and there was dancing in the streets, the two
worlds of Jew and non-Jew had seemingly been remade as one:

That day, for the first time in four years, we were finally like other people; we
could wave our false papers under the noses of police officers, burn our stars or
pack themaway in a drawer,we could shout our names, saywhowewere on the
telephone, in restaurants; we were no longer these ‘foreigners’, these tourists,
secret pedestrians in the city of our birth, or these prison fugitives, tracked from
lodge to lodge, from attic to attic. We were returned to our deepest identity,
to society, to France – to the war . . . Everything was easy as it had been before,
exhilarating with ease, with dangers overcome, and of a common destiny. We
were diving into a deep and divine similitude. We were reconciled.52

The extent towhichMesnil-Amar’s occupation-time identitywas a tem-
porary one emerges here with force. Inasmuch as Vichy had fatally
marked all Jews, itwas indeed joyful to relinquish this identity at the end
of the occupation. For what remains unclear: Madame L. and Suzanne
S. both had roots in the future; Mesnil-Amar did not. Her future was
defined by her past, and the certainties of that had just been dismantled,
if not destroyed. But ‘we were reconciled’? Scarcely.

The most striking aspect of her writing in the bulletin of the Ser-
vice Central des Déportés Israélites, in comparison to the diary, is its
profound lack of reconciliation. A deep sense of betrayal by her adored
France replaces the diary’s yearning and loss, with its hymns to Paris
and high French culture. This dislocation has several roots: first, there is
a difference in genre, as the author switched fromwriting a secret diary
to journalism with a public addressee. Second, the imagined audience
was broadened, since a diary’s might be conceived as far from that
for campaigning articles. The third divergence between the two forms
of Mesnil-Amar’s writing lay in knowledge of the Holocaust, which
surfaced a few months after the newsletter’s launch. But perhaps the
most crucial distinction was in Mesnil-Amar’s discursive transforma-
tion from transient onlooker to public political engagement. The diary
voice adopted the character of a tourist, a mobile, unrooted passer-by of
no fixed abode, whose only consistency was a desire for an unchanging
Paris. In the journalism, this diary character gives way to an activist,
which further masks the militant resister that the diary author in fact
was. Only euphemistic expressions such as ‘tourism’ reveal clandestine
hiding to have been undertaken with autonomy and an anticipated re-
turnhome.This vision is in contrast to theone sheprovides of immigrant
Jews, where a residual superiority tempers both her sympathy for their
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fate and her admiration for the combatants who made up the majority
of resister Jews fighting against antisemitism:

These people still more alone than we, and poorer too! Sometimes very easy
victims, innocent and pathetic prey, offered up to the perpetrators, some-
times combative in the extreme like these young OJC Jewish comrades. Young
heroes . . . whom no one has helped apart from chance neighbours or the
concierge who knew no parliamentarians, no ministers, no deputy mayors, not
one single person in the world! And, quite frankly, hardly any French Jews
either! Sometimes they have remained bitter towards the France that they
loved, where they came with their parents, and which abandoned them. I
like them however they are, even the badly brought-up, quibbling, difficult,
quickly aggressive and fanciful, but often they’re full of feeling, generosity, in-
telligence, and they threw themselves madly into the clandestine war . . .with
their dark eyes, their feverish complexion, their foreign accents, their imprudent
words, their over-French ‘noms de guerre’ and their vengeance. Their sublime
vengeance, sacred as God.53

Representing immigrant Jews via their aggression and physical appear-
ance suggests that Mesnil-Amar, while regretting the paucity of their
contacts with French-born Jews, herself knew them little or at least
relied on pre-war public perceptions that the occupation had done little
to alter. Her alliance with them – based in part on an imposed love of
France – is conditional on immigrant Jewish participation in the
resistance. With regard to their false names, it was suggested (by one
of Mesnil-Amar’s resister comrades) that it was Jews of French origin
who took themost French-sounding false names during the clandestine
period.54 Communist immigrant Jewish resisters protested with vehe-
mence these fractures between resister Jews.55 And yet, despite Mesnil-
Amar’s self-conscious amalgamation of Jewish and resister values,
national, class and cultural divisions amongactivists seemmoremarked
for her than any cohesiveness that ethnicity, politics or, indeed, perse-
cution might confer. Mesnil-Amar’s protest against Jewish divisions is
formulated as a complex extension of exclusion.

How far these divisions extended into understandings of suffering
tells us a great deal about their nature at liberation. Non-French Jews
had been subject to the earliest deportation orders and made up the
majority of Jews deported from France. The biggest round-up of the
occupation, the Vél d’Hiv rafle in Paris on the 16–17 July 1942, for ex-
ample, targeted only Jews who had never held French nationality in-
cluding, for the first time, women and children. As women with chil-
dren were initially taken to the Vélodrome d’Hiver sports stadium in
western Paris, the round-up quickly became known as ‘Vél d’Hiv’. In
liberated Paris, discourses of Christian suffering were widespread in
visual and written texts and were not, as one historian suggests, later
additions to a historicist canon of suffering.56 Amajormeeting of former
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deportees and prisoners of war in support of world peace, for example,
was advertised with a variety of posters that dwelt on this theme.
One depicted a deportee in concentration camp stripes, arms spread
as though crucified, while another showed a number of saints andmore
recent martyrs encircling the important Paris churches, to produce an
image of Paris as the global representation of suffering in a Catholic
frame. Other public images of this time include Raymond Gid’s red,
white and blue poster to welcome the return of the absent which shows
a skeletal man, reminiscent of the concentration camp inmate, with a
red sacred heart, and Georges Rouault’s sombre anti-war series, the
Miserere, which, although it had been planned in the 1920s, was only
revealed to the public in 1948.57 Texts by Jewish immigrants, which
might be expected to demonstrate greater claims to notions of suffering
(albeit devoid of Catholic references), tended to relinquish this stance in
favour of images of strength and renewal. InMarch 1945,Droit et liberté,
the UJRE weekly, suggested:

The Jewish community of France has escaped the major Nazi massacres rela-
tivelywell in comparisonwith eastern and central European countries. In conse-
quence, it will be called on to play an important role in the renaissance of Jewish
life in Europe. Certainly, we have suffered cruelly with our 120,000 deportees.
But, thanks to the active solidarity of the French people, we have had the luck
to save a great number of our children who were destined for destruction.58

Here, it is notprior suffering, but successful resistance – that is, survival –
that endows immigrant Jewswithvalue. Implicitlygendered– thearticle
was written by an activist in the Union des Femmes Juives – immigrant
Jewish worth is achieved through children, approximately 60,000 of
whom were not deported. The author combines here claims for France,
since the French helped to save the Jewish people, and for interna-
tionalism that made it vital to consider Jews beyond French national
boundaries.Her suggestionsmerge post-Holocaust demands for Jewish
reproduction with republican assimilationist pro-natalism that was
already underway. Nonetheless, she writes in favour not simply of a
French renaissance – a favourite PCF desire at this time – but for an
identifiably Jewish future too. Across the political spectrum, commen-
tators reiterated a relatively self-enclosed nationalism after the occupa-
tion. In defiance, the internationalism present here invokes a Jewishness
whichdemands recognitionwhile serving tobestowgreatermerit on the
republic.

At liberation, former Jewish resisters emphasized Jewish agency
again and again. The photograph captioned ‘Freedom rediscovered:
liberated Jewish women from the Kaunitz camp show their tattooed
arms’ (illustration 1) that Droit et liberté reproduced in April 1945 is a
case in point.59 Here,womenwearing the headscarves of slave labourers
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Illustration 1: Liberated Jewish women (YIVO Institute, courtesy of USHMM Photo
Archives)

are shown laughing and showing off the tattoos on their forearms. It is
difficult to read the photograph unless it is against images of the camp
survivor that have become familiar to us. Even in April 1945, stories
were appearing daily of the horrors being revealed from concentra-
tion camps in Germany, and the gaunt face of the concentration camp
survivor was becoming a recurrent figure in the press at this time.60

Images of men returning from Buchenwald, staring blankly from the
windows of trains or leaning on walking sticks as they entered centres
set up for their immediate care, formed the majority of those published.
The arrival in Paris of the first female political resisters freed from the
women’s concentration camp, Ravensbrück, was also covered in April
1945 before the news was eclipsed by President Roosevelt’s death the
following day.Womenwere described as having aged beyondmeasure;
it was said that people who seemed to be grandmothers turned out to
be youngsters. In contrast, the women in the Kaunitz photograph are
not skeletal, nor are they shaven. Smiling, they point to the tattooed
numbers on their arms as to a prize. Indeed, in the version published
in Droit et liberté, the tattoos were touched up to increase their promi-
nence and to forge an indisputable link between the tattoo and the smile.
The tattoo, while a mark of persecution, was also a sign of survival, as
only those not selected for immediate death would receive a number.
In accentuating the tattoo, the photograph underlines what might be
read as the eroticism of the women’s bare arms, which goes some way
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to sexualizing the tattoo itself, that permanent distinction between Jews
transported to die and the rest of the European population. Droit et
liberté’s publication of the photograph refused the more usual por-
trayals of moribund concentration camp survivors seen elsewhere. It
asserted a Jewish femininity that refused to die, and that moreover de-
clared itself sexual, independent and unbroken. The photograph is also
part of a new repertoire that initiated the process whereby Auschwitz,
the only camp in which inmates were tattooed, became synonymous
with the Holocaust.61

The texts in Droit et liberté and that of Mesnil-Amar shared a disdain
for the dominance of suffering and redemption that pervaded republi-
can discourse at the end of thewar. De Gaulle’s victory speech on 8May
1945 is a prime example: ‘Not a single effort by [France’s] soldiers, her
sailors or her aviators, not a single act of courage or of self-effacement
by her sons anddaughters, no suffering of her prisoners ofwar and their
wives, no mourning, no sacrifice, not a tear will have been lost!’62 Here,
he stressed the worthwhile sacrifice for national good and eternal mem-
ory that theFrenchpeopleasawholehadmade. JacquelineMesnil-Amar
reacted in anger, repeating, if misquoting, again and again de Gaulle’s
phrase, ‘no mourning, not a tear in vain,’ as a dissident response to his
victorious litany. Where the Jewish communist text quoted above ap-
plauded the survival of Jewish children, Mesnil-Amar confronted the
public instead with children’s destruction and irredeemable loss. For
her, no national glory was permissible when so many Jews, especially
children, were killed. In her reply to the speech, a new connection to
non-French-born Jews accompanies her former emphatic and emotive
bondwith a France that she continues to see as unquestionably her own:

Must I spell out that we, the Jews of France, march on this marvellous night
in the joy of France with even more ghosts at our side than everyone else . . .
[ghosts] who arrived [at] Auschwitz where the SS, assisted by their doctors,
yelled the call to death so methodically . . .All the children . . . so many children,
massacred because they couldn’t work, thrown in the ovens with their mothers
because they didn’t want to leave them? . . . All this wasn’t in vain? There is
some sense in such suffering? And am I to understand this evening, General de
Gaulle, that France claims for itself not only the misfortune of these French Jews
that it can’t deny because they belong to it, these French Jews burstingwith love
for their only country, ofwhomwe know exactlywhich hymn theywere singing
as they departed, with which cry they died. But what of the misfortunes of the
others, those who weren’t French? These people to whom France gave asylum,
who were taken to its land, who were rounded up by ‘summons’, or passport
checks and held for months in Vichy camps, then handed to the Germans . . .
these foreigners of whom many had lost their sons for France, and these poor
French army prisoners who are now returning to find no one, neither wife nor
children, taken, alas, by our French police? . . . Do I take it that none of this
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suffering will be disowned, even that of the most off-putting, the most distant,
the most foreign, and should I think that your ‘Vive la France’ includes all these
dead?

France, my country where I was born, you have rewarded me this evening
for my sorrows; I would like to kiss the cobbles on your streets, the walls of
your houses, Paris, oh my city, and sleep tonight on your earth which is my
land, where I hope one day to sleep forever. Andmy ghosts andmy absent ones
and my dead who walk beside me, you have recovered them as well, they have
found you again.

But the ‘others’, distant brothers of the transports and the camps, those who
were not born here and who were prey to all kinds of suffering, towards whom
will their dead turn?63

These are hardly the words of reconciliation. Nine months after libera-
tion, Paris remains the reveredand sacred city itwas in thediary;Mesnil-
Amar’s entitlement to the land of her birth and her imagined interment
in its earth have not been revoked. Indeed, these prior claims, compared
with those who had none andwho are presented as lacking any connec-
tion to the city, are exposed evenmore starkly. De Gaulle’s insistence on
sacrificial unity and his consequent erasure of the death of non-French
Jews, now become ghosts, has jarred Mesnil-Amar’s conviction of her
ownplace inFrance, evenwhile shecontinues todistinguishbetween the
relative certainty of ‘home’ felt by the French-born andnon-French-born
Jew. But her new-found necessity to act on behalf of the ‘others’ serves
to underscore again the differentiation between French and non-French
Jew within the diary. Her angry mobilization of these unacknowledged
dead, figuratively waving them under de Gaulle’s nose as she had pro-
poseddoingwith the falsepapers of the living, repositions theirmemory
back into an imagined land from which they will physically be forever
gone.

And yet . . . France, for Mesnil-Amar as for de Gaulle, has become a
holy territory of the dead and she narrates the disarticulation of her
rightful place in words that underwrite Gaullist unity even while they
deride it. Redemption through war is possible, she suggests, and the
problem lies in de Gaulle’s exclusion of the foreign dead from the
community of the blessed, rather than the fact that they died at all.
Mesnil-Amar’s dead are glorified through their recovery, theywalk side
by side with her on Paris streets as ghosts, an image that cannot fail to
conjure up that of de Gaulle’s triumphal march through the masses
along the Champs Elysées on 26 August 1944. Mesnil-Amar’s demands
that immigrant Jews be included in thewar dead nationalizes the immi-
grants, integrating them into a discourse which never permitted them
space when they were alive.

And yet again . . .Mesnil-Amar undeniably celebrates republican as-
similationism, and the physical andmoral landscape in which it occurs.
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Shedoesnot, however, unthinkingly embrace assimilationist uniformity
or refuse Jewish particularism. Shemay speak in terms familiar from the
language of assimilationism, but she suggests somethingmore complex.
We know much about the bilateral versions of national unity that were
declared at liberation – on the one hand, deGaulle’s fantasy of a singular
France that had liberated itself in unison with him, on the other hand,
a vast resistance fused with the clandestine communist party. In her in-
sistence on a place for the immigrant Jewish dead, on recognition of the
utter pointlessness of their mass murder, and on France’s responsibil-
ity for these crimes, Mesnil-Amar departs from these stories of national
unity at the very moment of their narration.

Narrating liberation forMesnil-Amarwas in the process of evolution
and change even as the liberation progressed. The issues her texts raise
map outmany of the areas of enquiry that will be deepened in the pages
that follow. These refer to Paris as formative of a certain French identity,
and of the separation between Jews born in France and those migrating
from elsewhere, especially Yiddish-speaking eastern Europeans. The
diary drew out some of the meanings of the life of a clandestine, and
one under double threat, being targeted as both a resister and a Jew –
though those Jewish resisters deported as resisters rather than as Jews
had a greater chance of survival in the concentration camps in Germany
than in the killing centres in Poland. The absence of much narrative of
what Mesnil-Amar the resister did owes something to the diary’s nec-
essary secrecy, but also to her gender, and thus the text opens questions
associatedwithwomen resisters, typically identified as joined familially
to men, as well as aspects of the female response to liberation. The dis-
appointments of liberation that many women expressed are evident in
Mesnil-Amar’s response to de Gaulle’s victory speech, and her linkage
of that with the Jewish tragedy of the war years lends the glories of
liberation a special piquancy. Reading this text of liberation allows the
reader to recall how central the question of the Holocaust was for some
at the time. This is in sharp contrast to subsequent historical accounts
whichhave started to regard the emphasis on theHolocaust as overdone
and anachronistic since, it is said, they come more than fifty years after
the events, contradict discourses of the time and are expressed by and
large by individuals who were not there.64 Motherhood also plays its
part here, and the maternalism of Mesnil-Amar, Perela Traler and other
women resisters is something we will explore further. Ways of narrat-
ing the liberation have been in constant shift in the years since the war.
Anticipating liberation, however, started as soon as the German author-
ities had established their rule. How liberation was imagined, andwhat
sort of social divisions would emerge within a France liberated from its
Vichy and Nazi rulers, is our next point of departure.
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Chapter 3
Anticipating liberation: the gendered
nation in print

Late in 1943, when the all-male Fédération Nationale de la Presse Clan-
destine was founded within the resistance Mouvement de Libération
Nationale (MLN), there was plain agreement on what the resistance
press was, and that indeed a coherent genre of clandestine journalism
existed.1 When people found the first home-made leaflets protesting
against the occupation in their letterboxes, it is doubtful that any such
grandiose or collective notions were at play that would permit either
actors or recipients to conceive of their work as unified. Nor is it likely
in 1940 that many regarded the roughly copied single sheets as journal-
ism inasmuch as they were neither for sale nor did they much resemble
newspapers. But in an environment of censorship and the suppression
of communications between the different zones, information became as
scarce as other goods. People read the clandestine press as much for
news that was otherwise impossible to obtain as for the fulfilment of
their desire for comment coloured by a politics they shared.2 The latter
is a standard attribute of the press, whether published under conditions
of relative freedom or not. The clandestine press also performed a third,
but equally important function: it helped to instrumentalize and confirm
readers’ opposition to the occupation.

Aspirational liberationism – what France would look like after the
occupation – was repeatedly exposed in clandestine literature. Along-
side aversion to the current regime it discussed a liberated political and
social future at a time when this could only be fantasy. This exami-
nation of clandestine literature concentrates on the women’s press –
that 8 per cent of the total number of titles which was aimed at women.
In some ways it was no exception to the general trends just outlined,
although it had its own interests, styles and concerns. How did it
construct an idea of femininity appropriate to France in the context
of state racism that was supported by authors and journalists?3 How
far did it oppose Vichy’s views of France and femininity, and what
were the ramifications for the post-liberation period? What role did
constructions of sexuality play in the press’s definition of women as
French? Finally, what happened at liberation, when the clandestine
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Table 1 Annual clandestine press
production in France

Year Number of copies

1941 100,000
1942 250,000
1943 1,000,000
1944 2,000,000

Source: André Bendjebbar, Libérations
rêvées, Libérations vécues 1940–1945
(Hachette, 1994), 79.

press metamorphosed from oppositional secrecy into a new hegemonic
order after the war?

One of the German authorities’ early acts in occupied France was to
inaugurate press censorship and control of other publishing through
the Propaganda Abteilung (18 July 1940). Amonth later, Vichy repealed
the Marchandeau law that had banned racist publications. Antisemitic
weeklies such as Au pilori and Je suis partout and, later, monthlies like Le
Cahier jaune and L’Ethnie française could be openly distributed.4 Despite
the Propaganda Abteilung’s lists of approved and banned publications,
contained in the Service W and Liste Otto respectively, its success with
books was limited.5 Other media were subject to stricter and, from the
occupier’s point of view, more effective surveillance, and newspapers
were heavily censored.6 Much of the earliest resistance, therefore, was
dedicated to the publication and dissemination of views oppositional to
Vichy, collaboration or occupation. These activities endured throughout
the four years of occupation and by 1944, small format publications up
to sixteen pages long, such as Les Lettres françaises or Franc-tireur had
grown into recognisable newspapers that appeared with relative regu-
larity. Some – for example, Défense de la France, Combat or Libération –
continued after the war. These papers were the exception.7 Most re-
sistance press remained spasmodic and small-scale; readers shared the
rare, poorly printed copies until they were scarcely legible. The author-
ities’ control, and the relatively large number of people involved in
finance, journalism, production and distribution, meant that producing
this press involved considerable risk and many titles have been lost.
Nevertheless, well over a thousand are listed in the largest catalogue of
these journals.8 As thewar progressed, annual production increased ex-
ponentially; between January andAugust 1944, it is estimated that about
2 million copies of papers appeared (Table 1), though even these figures
may be conservative given that one paper,Défense de la France, alone pro-
duced 450,000 copies.9 Certain cases have become celebrated. Growth
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of the clandestine press was in inverse proportion to that of the official
press, whose production figures – at least in Paris – fell from a high in
1940 to a steady low in 1942 and 1943.10 But there was no correlation
between print-run figures and readership, for while the authorities im-
poundedmany papers, countless individuals read the surviving copies.
As far as the women’s press is concerned, print-runs are impossible to
ascertain. All that can be stated for certain is that where region of pro-
duction is known, the proportion of papers produced in the Zone nord
was about twice that of those from the Zone sud.

For all their numerical abundance, publishing a clandestine news-
paper required some effort. With paper and ink supplies under strict
control, finding, acquiring and hiding the necessary materials was only
the first step. Type had to be set (or stencils typed for small offset
production for the press examined here) at night, printing machines
found or stolen, and skilled printers entrusted with the larger papers.11

Distribution and bill-posting, often undertaken by women, were per-
haps even more fraught, as discovery in possession of these forbidden
materials could lead to arrest and deportation or execution.12 ‘Chucking
a bundle of tracts from the top of a railway bridgewas just as perilous as
throwing a grenade into a garage,’ commented one former resister, con-
firming figures that show that most women arrested in the Paris region
were held on charges relating to tracts or journals.13 This neatly counter-
acts the view that armed resistance, largely carried out bymen, involved
greater bravado thanwomen’s, though such an idea has been repeatedly
asserted since liberation. It was not unusual for women to cycle hun-
dreds of kilometres, or dart in and out of buildings under the nose
of police officers, or develop more creative distribution methods, such
as showering cinema-goers with tracts from a balcony at the moment
the word ‘fin’ appeared on screen.14 While certain writers and politi-
ciansmade or enhanced their reputation (though hardly their ‘name’) as
anonymous or pseudonymous resistance authors, for themoremarginal
resistancepress, immediacy, small resources and fear ofdiscoverymeant
that papers were hand-made in small quantities.

All these factors applied to the women’s press. Some studies of the
clandestine press have emphasized its producers’ professional pride in
quality, the fact that named individuals were involved with different ti-
tles and that themeans of productionwere technically quite advanced.15

This did not apply to the women’s press. Rarely typeset, it consisted of
single-sheet, two- or four-page bulletins produced in haste and under
penurious conditions. Many had hand-lettered mastheads; every inch
of the paper was covered with cramped, typewritten articles and occa-
sional drawings. As the resister Esther Frydman explained, in the sum-
mer of 1942, ‘our Solidarité committee was made up of women in the
twentieth arrondissement of Paris. They haddecided to publish an appeal
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to the Jewish population of the arrondissement. We got ourselves a prim-
itive “printer” – in fact it was a children’s toy – and Sunday afternoons
we got down to work at our “new job”.’16 Production conditions may
have been makeshift, but that did not undermine the significance of the
papers. That they survive at all is a mark of the combined assiduity of
the censors on one side and the producers and recipients on the other.
Where the regional spread of the ‘professional’ clandestine press cen-
tred on anything between a city and a zone, the smaller publications
for women sought a neighbourhood readership. Their typical means of
distribution was to be handed out quickly to women waiting in food
queues. In the politics of exclusion operating in occupied France, this
haphazard and dangerous diffusion method meant that Jewish women
were even less likely than others to receive a copy as their shoppingwas
restricted to the last hour of trading each day. It would be a mistake to
view the women’s press as journals at an earlier stage of evolution, or
aspiring to imitate the larger press. Their home-made quality expressed
women’s own participatory capacities in a way a ‘professional’ news-
paper could not.17 In consequence, the women’s press could capitalize
on the relative ease with which readers might perform resistance tasks
within or not far from their domestic environment.

Esther Frydman may imply that the decision to publish a paper was
independent. In fact, the clandestine communist party or its various
fronts, in the form of women’s committees that started to meet from
1940, initiated much of the women’s press. In 1944 these committees
collectively became the Union des Femmes Françaises (Union of French
Women,UFF).18 Towards theendof theoccupation, theirpapersoftenat-
tributedproduction to ‘theUnion ofwomen for the defence of the family
and for the liberation of France’ – though the journals spoke somewhat
more in favour of the former, while enjoining the reader to demonstrate
their commitment to the latter. Some papers for women were produced
directly by the clandestine communist party. Groups ofmarraines (god-
mothers) who supported individual Francs-Tireurs et Partisans (FTP)
fighting groups also produced papers towards the end of the occupa-
tion. Aside from these, two papers had Jewish interests, one came from
the Mouvements Unis de la Résistance (MUR), one was trade union
and four were for prisoner of war wives.19 It should not be inferred that
non-communist resistance organisms were uninterested in female mili-
tants. Instead, they used other recruitment and communications meth-
ods, had different objectives and were less interested than communists
in building a mass resistance movement.20 The communist party had
long advocated local activism and had developed effective organiza-
tional hierarchies. Anticipating illegality arguably formed part of its
foundational structure. This helped in its bid to become one of themajor
organizers of resistance, despite its confusion after theNazi–Soviet pact,
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whichhas in any case been subject to somemisrepresentation.More than
other groupings, it regarded women as a significant potential resister
constituency worthy of being addressed in literature designed for them
alone. Nor were women the only group singled out in this way. Resis-
tance papers from various political camps addressed a huge variety of
sectors – peasants, cinematographers, teachers, anti-racists, immigrants
of diverse origin and in a variety of languages, musicians, Jews, medical
personnel and inhabitants of individual districts, towns or regions, to
name only a few. Reading the women’s press therefore cannot encom-
pass all resistance views.

The pre-war forerunners to this press might help to explain its
profusion during the occupation. The PCF, having been banned in
September 1939, was already publishing clandestine journals before the
occupation, and other political groups were accustomed to publishing
bulletins. Immigrant communities had formed networks with journals
at their heart.21 In the 1930s, the PCF’s Main-d’Œuvre Immigrée (Immi-
grant Work-Force, MOI) sections based on language provided a further
boost. Between 1936 and 1939, women could read the pro-natalist – and
flirtatious – Jeunes Filles de Francepublishedby thePCF’syoungwomen’s
organization, the Union des Jeunes Filles de France, and edited by the
future resistance heroine Danielle Casanova.22

During the occupation, the women’s press covered issues regarded
as resting within women’s sphere, and archivists have curated these
journals in collections of resistance press. But the question of how far the
women’s press was journalism remains far from simple to determine. In
idealistic and contestatory mode shortly after liberation, Albert Camus,
then editor of Combat, understood a free press in the following terms:

Thepress is not an instrument of commercial profit; it is an instrument of culture.
Its purpose is to give accurate information, to defend ideas, to serve the cause
of human progress . . . The press is free when it does not depend on either the
power of government or the power of money, but only upon the conscience of
its journalists and readers.23

Camus was defending the post-clandestine press against government
control after the liberation. The provisional government decided on 22
June 1944 that all pre-occupation journals that had continued to ap-
pear after June 1940were by definition collaborationist and at liberation
would be forced to cease trading; the same conditions applied to those
journals that had begun publishing after the armisticewas signed.24 The
sole daily newspaper to be permitted after liberation was Le Monde, but
it was not only the collaborationist press that was singled out for clo-
sure. In the weeks that followed liberation, kiosks displayed a wealth
of former clandestine newspapers but many papers could not afford to
continue, and others were hampered by new rules governing content.
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The resistance tool of which Camus had been an important part thus
found itself both celebrated and discouraged and, one by one, papers
disappeared. But Camus’s idealismdid not tell the entire story about the
clandestine press. In terms of conscience, it would seem clear from his
definition that the women’s press did indeed form part of a free press.
In terms of accuracy and information provision, however, the women’s
press did not reach Camus’s standard, even if we accept the unconvinc-
ing premise that its readership only sought the information actually
contained therein. This becomes clearer if, in contrast to Camus’s ap-
proach as an editor, we investigate the act of reading.

Resisters’ reading

It was said at the time, and subsequently, that one of the resistance’s
primary aims in publishing newspapers was to recruit readers.25 This
suggests that the clandestine press could be transformative of readers’
opinions, and that editors were sufficiently knowledgeable of potential
resister motivation as to be capable of manufacturing a publication that
could aid in a one-way process that led from print via reading to partici-
pation. Readers’ relationships to the press were rather more nuanced.26

A journal could help to channel pre-existent desires into action, and
provide a set of contacts – to ‘feed their courage’, as one former re-
sister remarked.27 Madame Hanna, for instance, attributed her active
involvement in the FTP–MOI to the catalyst of a resistance tract. Not
long after the Vél d’Hiv round-up, she found a clandestine flyer. By this
time she had taken refuge just outside Paris, and her landlord’s fear of
being discovered with this document on his premises combined with
her existing political stance to impel her to leave the relative safety of
her housing, find a resistance network and eventually go underground
until liberation.28 It seems to have been as much the landlord’s rejection
of clandestine literature as that literature’s appeal to the nascent resister
thatprovokedMadameHanna’spolitical conscience.Yet thedebateover
whether reading constituted an act of resistance in itselfwas not one that
emerged only after the fact.Mères de France ironized this self-reflexivity;
under a hammer and sicklemasthead it shouted, ‘A communist journal!
The “hammer and sickle”! No! Not that! I don’t read that kind of thing!
Brrr!!!’ before reassuring readers that the party was the sole organiza-
tion to protect ‘the happiness of your maternity’.29 Madeleine Baudoin,
leader of an armed unit in Marseilles, was scathing of those ‘resisters’
who found reading an adequate form of protest:

You either did something or you were one of the mass who wouldn’t do any-
thing. Everyone found ways of getting bread, more vegetables, more food. But
they didn’t resist the Germans. There were a few individuals in Marseilles
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before 1942: a few small groups of resisters . . . but it was mostly a question
of discussion and writing tracts. Very few of those who wrote or read tracts
went into active, armed resistance after 1942.30

Baudoin’s isolation in armed resistance notwithstanding, the rigid sep-
aration between active resisters and those who ‘merely’ read and wrote
tracts is questionable. Producers of the press, often involved in resist-
ance that went beyond tracts, needed to disseminate their opposition to
the occupation, and reader-resisters needed to know that they shared
their hatred of the occupation with others; both could encourage each
other. Reading could palpably aid resistance: while we do not know
figures, many of the 12,000 Jews who escaped the Vél d’Hiv round-up
(which had planned for 25,000 but in the event captured slightly under
13,000) hid because they had read about it beforehand in leaflets deliv-
ered to the door in defiance of normal resister practice.31 Moreover, the
process of engagement did not necessarily start with words and end
in action, but could work in opposite or two-way directions. And yet
people who did not read the clandestine press also counted themselves
as non-resisters. In response to questions as to whether she had read
this press, for example, Madame Denise replied that she played no part
in the resistance at all, suggesting that the link between reading and
resistance was manifest.32

Thewomen’s press contained limited and few representational mod-
els of femininity. It is therefore easy to comprehend the impatience and
disappointment that are evident in one early study of it.33 Reading it in
the hushed and reverent environment of the Bibliothèque Nationale’s
rare books department reinforces only one aspect of continuity between
its original conditions of production and the present day: its scarcity
value. Otherwise, the constant demands for greater milk and bread ra-
tions and for readers to demonstrate outside this or that town hall seem
rather repetitive to the modern reader, and perhaps to former readers
too.34 The restrictive view of women as motherly carers is equally hard
to avoid. Yet we should recall the thrill consequent upon reading one of
these documents in a bread queue or in the ‘privacy’ of awoman’s home
(where it could always be discovered during a raid). Only now do we
have the luxury of reading these journals en bloc, obscuring the extent to
which their clandestine nature augmented their worth and significance.

The women’s press shared with the clandestine press in general this
excited readingengenderedbyrarity. Its contentwasmarkedlydifferent.
The largest proportion of articles in the women’s press consisted of calls
for campaigns to improve rations and to prevent food and fuel being
exported to Germany. The suggested means of protest to achieve these
ends were demonstrations and delegations to the town hall and, more
rarely, strikes. After 1943, there were protests against the transportation
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Figure 1: Women’s clandestine press: first publication date by year

of STO workers and, occasionally, resisters, and readers were enjoined
to demonstrate at embarkation points. It is probably the start of the STO
that explains the increase in production, just as it motivated thousands
of other resisters (Figure 1). Therewere also calls to helpwives of prison-
ers of war, complaints about the black market and hoarding, and news
of successful actions carried out elsewhere in France. The press called
special demonstrations to mark French victory over Germany, such as
11 November or Valmy (whose 150th anniversary fell on 20 September
1942)35 and attacked Vichy for causing undue suffering to children
and the elderly. Finally, it appealed for readers to raise funds. Inter-
national news was a rarity.36 In 1944, we find increased encouragement
for women to collect medical supplies, clothes and money for resisters
and occasionally to join armed units. The lack of political news beyond
the domestic interests assigned to readers and the absence of any ex-
tended commentary are the initial significant differences between this
and the general clandestine press. A few exceptions aside, the female
reader’s interest was framed in local and domestic terms – similar, in
fact, to images evident elsewhere.37

One of the strengths of the clandestine press was its instrumentaliza-
tion of the local and temporal context. In a France hewn into pieces, the
acquisition of information in one zone about events in anotherwas vital.
The women’s press deliberately invoked the familiar in a way that non-
resisters could understand: for example, after Allied bombs targeted at
industrial areas had devastated the local population, the press called
on bombed-out mothers not to let their children be sent away to Vichy
camps.38 Likewise, it confronted Vichy familialism, but here, against
the pressure of Vichy policy and its contradictory practice, it could only
ironize and invert. Early disgust at the expulsion of women from the
labour force and back into the home39 soon gave way to a recasting of
Vichy rhetoric. So, papers demanded a ‘real’ home, not the removal of
women from the confines of the domestic sphere. Youngwomen’s ‘dear-
est desire’, Jeunes Filles de France asserted,was ‘ “to create a home”where
they will no longer be servants, but French women, workers, peasants,
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intellectuals’.40 Vichy did not imagine French women as workers, and
still less as intellectuals. Like Vichy, though, the clandestine press went
some way towards identifying the French nation with the domestic.41

Far from the Pétainist lie that Vichy protected the family, the birth-rate
and themother andchild, papers suggested,Vichy tore families asunder,
removedmen and so prevented the birth-rate from rising, and provided
insufficient means for women and children tomaintain their health. For
many papers, protection of women and children was in itself an act of
opposition, particularly in respect of the STO.42 These compromised cri-
tiques of Pétainism signalled the way for the protectionist pro-natalist
policies of the liberation that will be discussed in the next chapter.
Exposés ofVichymaternalismwere resister inversionsof ahated regime;
but, as in any inversion, the original was almost as necessary to the clan-
destine women’s press as to Vichy.

Thewomen’spress soughtnot somuch the introductionof anewform
of democracy inwhichwomenmight play a fuller part as the restoration
of democracy defined in conventionally gendered terms familiar from
the 1930s. Marie-France Brive noted the unanimous esteem in this press
for women’s traditional nurturing roles. She suggested that women
adoptedpositions at oddswith each other, reading themas active agents
in the construction of this ‘unanimity’. While they might have refused
the totalizing confines of the home by becoming reader–resisters and
as a consequence recognized their anti-Nazi or anti-Pétainist position,
they also endorsed the limited range of self-images which Brive argued
they had been offered.43 To be sure, there is little evidence that resistance
inevitably implied a commitment to anti-Pétainism, and it should not
be assumed that readers of the clandestine press would have necessar-
ily departed from Pétainist domesticizing ideology.44 Nor should the
simultaneity of resistance via reading, and acceptance of limited, and
possibly Pétainist, versions of femininity be regarded as contradictory.
Anti-Pétainism – or pro-Pétainism, for that matter – were not absolutes,
and while the gender perspective of these journals may have followed
Pétainist ideology, their demand for better housing in which maternity
might flourish contained explicit critique from a social perspective.

Closer investigation of readers’ reception of this press provides a fur-
ther departure from the apparent conundrum of simultaneous pro- and
anti-Pétainism. For the recipient, the sparse content of the press might
attest to the fact that reading it was not its primary aim. Journals were
a kind of symbolic glue that connected opponents of the occupation
to each other, and performed a functional syllogism whereby the very
act of producing a journal proved an organism’s resistance credentials
– it was resister because it produced a journal. Brive’s examination of
the women’s press analysed the initial interpellation of a reader via
the journal’s title. Newspapers called ‘The housewife’ or ‘Mothers of
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France’ were supposed to appeal to individuals so described. But unlike
a press not subject to censorship, these journals announced themselves
to readers not so much through their titles as via their very clandestin-
ity; production and distribution methods spoke more loudly than any
signal a title couldmake. These were not conditions in which numerous
paperswere displayed on a newsstand, each clamouring for the reader’s
attention and choice; acquiring one involved the decision to be recep-
tive, but also the accident of being in the vicinity of a distributor, and it
might be months before another could be found. In any case, countless
readers shared their copies, so receptivity was confirmed via comrade-
ship and friendship, rather than the more distant relation readers have
to newspapers in ordinary conditions.

Acquisition methods aside, the extent to which the authorities tried
to suppress this press is testimony to its propagandistic efficacy. It has
been argued that women readers’ response to literature in general has
been conditioned by their historical social exclusion frompower.45 Stud-
ies of women’s readings of genres such as romance found in the writing
an ability to express women’s aspirations while simultaneously con-
taining and neutralizing them.46 Readers were not necessarily duped
by what they read, but were in some way conscious of using, within
limits, their reading towards a specific end, such as pleasure or, here,
resistance. Female readers’ capacity for scepticism towards Vichy pro-
paganda and presswas not simply abandonedwhen they read the resis-
tance press, even if the appeal of the latter was made largely in terms of
the maternal.47 The reader might have responded to the resistance text
indirectly and creatively; the pleasure of holding a clandestine docu-
ment directed to themmay have been combined with a critical distance
from the limited representations it contained. Nor should the limita-
tions be exaggerated. Was it mothers or resisters that one paper called
on when it implored, ‘MUMS, our children’s lives are in our hands; we
won’t let them be torn from us. Let’s make a rampart of our bodies for
our children. Everywhere our cries will resonate: “Our children will not
go to Boche-land to die for Hitler” ’?48 Read against other resistance lit-
erature, the prosaic content of the women’s press, its domesticization of
the political, stands out. But read against an existing genre of feminine
journalism, the politicization of the domestic becomes more plain.

In the end, at the level of the politics of family and gender, the com-
munist resistance failed to reconcile its conservatism with its expressed
desire for women to be politically active. Building on the experience of
the non-party political women’s committees, it encouragedwomen into
positions of power after liberation.49 More women would be elected
to local and national political seats at this period than at any other
time until the 1990s.50 But submission to familialism militated against
women’s activism.51 Women were to be both separate from the greater
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life of France and essential to its well-being. Their literary aspirations as
represented in these texts were not expressed in the poetry published
elsewhere in the clandestine press, but limited to slogans, pared down
to the essentials of daily life. While women’s role in this literature
was shot through with the ambiguities of dual ideological allegiances
to Vichyist and resister gender politics, the texts themselves showed
women’s lives to be uncomplicated by the discrepancies of contempo-
rary politics.

Being French: the nationalization of sexuality

Addressed primarily as ‘maman’, ‘ménagère’ and ‘Française’ (mum,
housewife, Frenchwoman), women were to be both domestic and pa-
triotic. How did the women’s press codify ‘French’ and ‘foreign’ femi-
ninity in the muddled context wherein both the resistance and Vichy
identified the objects of their hatred as foreign – the occupiers for
the resistance, and non-French nationals (especially Jews) for Vichy?
Claudine Michaut, president of the UFF, suggested at the end of the
war that during the occupation, women had learnt ‘not to separate the
security of the home from the country; the joys of free life and the free-
domof the nation’.52 Thewomen’s press regardedVichy’smoves to shift
women into the home as a foreign import, inimical to French values.53

But when Jews were coded as ‘foreign’, the construction of two com-
peting notions of Frenchness – Vichy and resister – and the equation
of ‘foreign’ with ‘undesirable’, was highly problematic. Resistance de-
sire to restore a non-fascist, French government in some ways mirrored
Vichy’s own exclusionism. It removed the focus from the need to protect
the victims of Vichy exclusionism, and in part reinforced the very qual-
ities of Frenchness that Vichy promoted. These problems are especially
noticeable in the clandestine press with regard to issues of sexuality,
which constructed two versions of femininity – an asexual resister, and
a sexualized collaborator.

Even towards the end of thewar, when papersmore frequently asked
women to support armed resistance (by nursing wounded men, for
instance), women were supposed to be the moral bedrock on which the
home rested. ‘Despite the exigencies of modern life,’ observed Femmes
françaises in January 1944,

the woman has the advantage of maintaining amore liberated conscience, more
vigorous reactions than the man. Thus, the important role of animator falls to
her. Our homes must not be centres of defeatism. Every one of you must use
your ingenuity to create an atmosphere of courage and confidence. Your fathers,
your husbands, your brothers must always be sure of finding there a faithful
collaborator, awomanwho knows their needs and doesn’t distance herself from
them.54
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Femmes françaises insisted that the woman work alone to maintain
morale for her company of men. In the clandestine press, the home
remains the locus of feminine solitude, without other adult women,
despite all the changes that the war and occupation had brought to
transform women’s lives, and that the press itself frequently recog-
nized (what it calls here ‘the exigencies of modern life’). The clandes-
tine press reinforced the values of motherhood and familial instinct by
its repeated addresses to women in these terms, while simultaneously
protesting against Vichy’s negative transformation of them. It regarded
‘the anti-France of Vichy’55 as attached to foreign, German, values, hav-
ing ‘import[ed] from abroad’ its femme au foyer policy and celebrating
Mothers’ Day ‘in theGermanmanner’. The press’s self-avowal as cham-
pion of the French family overlapped with the sort of nationalism em-
bedded in Vichy family policy (and centre-right republicanism of the
1930s) and which the new government would reassert without much
change after liberation.56

The resistance press virtually always positioned the righteous French
woman in relation tomotherhood – as a youngwoman looking forward
to her mature days as a parent, the legion ménagères and mamans who
were to solicit extra rations for their family, or themarraineswhowere to
mother their fighting units, providing food, shelter, comfort and laun-
dry services. In contrast, the public nature of prostitution rendered it
open to scrutiny; it was associated on a recurrent and profound level
with danger and betrayal. Those represented as bringing this threat into
being found that their relation to France itself was seen as transitional
and suspect. Prostitution became a metaphor for the uncertain status of
national identity, and doubts were raised concerning the right for such
individuals to claim to belong to the nation.57

Sex work was widespread in France despite various proposals for its
control. Many of the regulatory attempts around the time of the First
WorldWarwere connected to an exaggerated viewof syphilis as the root
of allmoral and physical degeneracy. Before the occupation, the number
of brothels in Paris was diminishing; from 1940, as an environment in
which disease control could be carried out in regulated conditions, they
revived. TheGerman authoritiesmade considerable use of brothels, set-
ting up an elaborate surveillance system that was intended to exclude
all but registered, non-Jewish sexworkerswith a clean bill of health, and
designating separate brothels for use by officers and other ranks.58 In
practice, increasing numbers of unregistered, clandestine sex workers
were active. The demographics of sex work also evolved as more single
mothers and married women took it up, a situation that one commen-
tator at liberation attributed to Vichy’s legislative exclusion of married
women from the workplace.59 Shortly before its return to France, the
provisional government in Algiers accused the Nazis of a deliberate
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policy to promote prostitution in pursuit of a Europe-wide attempt to
weaken the ‘race’. Liberation, it argued, would be a dangerous time of
transition, and Allied troops would need to be prevented from using
the newly liberated France as a sexual playground. To counter this, the
new government of ‘pure’ resisters should see prostitution as inimical
to resistance values. Banning prostitution was thus presented as a form
ofmoral progress bound up in the fight against the occupier and all that
was ideologically foreign to the resistance itself.60

Sexwork in practice differed from the representation of ‘prostitution’.
In the clandestine press, prostitutionwasmore than amatter of solicited
and paid-for sexual services, but encompassed any suspected sexual
relationship between a Frenchwoman and aGermanman.Womenwho
anticipated a glimpse of German officers in Lyons, for example, seem to
have inspired Yves Farge’s very urge to resist:

The trolley-bus from Tassin stopped to let a German motorized column pass,
and some type on the bus dared to say in a loud voice, ‘The French are at last
going to learn what order really is’. I nearly hit him. Then in front of the Grand
Hotel there were women waiting to see the German officers emerge. To one of
them I said ‘Too old for prostitution’. It all began in ways like that.61

Farge’s easy sexualization of his antipathy to women he interprets as
pro-German – ‘too old for prostitution’ – instantiates feminine fasci-
nation with the invading army as though masculine fascination never
existed, andproves the banality of thewomen’s gaze. ‘Too old for prosti-
tution,’ implies thatwomenweremotivated by sexuality combinedwith
the desire for material gain. The fantasy of women’s urge for financial
rewardalso aided thepreservationof Frenchmalepotency, sincewomen
were assumed otherwise to prefer French men. Farge was not alone in
his view of women as materialist sexual beings, and the woman-as-
prostitute was the immoral inverse of the woman-as-mother seen else-
where. But prostitution in the clandestine press assumed more serious
connotations than either sexuality or greed. To be identified as a pros-
titute during the occupation was to be marked as having relinquished
the right to be French.

The clandestine press presented prostitution as a foreign, not French,
affair: prostitutes were malignant Gestapo agents, out to seduce resis-
tance secrets from themale resister at themoment of his greatest vulner-
ability. Only once in the press sampled here, in a Trotskyist paper, was
sex work presented as the ultimate economic recourse for women un-
able to find other sources of income.62 More frequently, the mention of
prostitution sowed nationalizedmoral doubt on its practitioners so that
not only were prostitutes presented as working for the enemy, but their
very national identity became subject to misgiving. French men who
paid for sex were portrayed as merely weak. This further reinforced
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the idea that in order to be upstanding, men required the moral exam-
ple of the honourable andmotherly women around them. ‘Prostitution’
thus functioned to bolster resister morality, and underscored the impor-
tance of patriotic gender roles. Women guilty of sexual intimacy with
German men learnt from this press that they could expect a gendered
retribution by other women. Both the judged and the judges were ad-
dressed apostrophically, the former identified as those who ‘have no
right to the name of Frenchwoman’ and the latter as the French element
who ‘should punish’.63 ‘Women of Lyons, your patriotism turns to dis-
gust when you see women whom one cannot qualify as Frenchwomen
displaying themselves with German troops’, wrote Femmes patriotes in
an unusually bitter piece, giving the name and address of a woman it
accused of so acting.64

As female sexuality became inscribed as servicing betrayal, it fed the
viewthat itwas the responsibilityof the stout, righteouswoman (‘French
mothers’) to restrain the energetic male libido. Young collaborationist
women who acted as German spies (‘execrable Gestapo bitches’), bore
no comparison with young resister women, who simply had no sexu-
ality as far as this press was concerned. One of the few times vindic-
tiveness emerged in the women’s press was on this ‘delicate chapter’
when men had to be instructed to ‘do the necessary’: ‘pretend to ac-
cept their propositions, set them a trap, correct them severely, shave
their hair and, finally, take their identity cards. The photo will serve
to identify and punish them when the time comes.’65 The expectation
that liberationwould provide the opportunity forwomen to punishwas
equally explicit, as in the centre right resistance paper, L’Aurore, which
outlined a ‘special measure’ that would befall such women, whose
foreheads would be marked with swastikas in imitation of the actions
of a German who had reportedly carved one on his French lover’s
abdomen.66 Femmes françaises was clear that women were to be the au-
thorities to whom men would turn for guidance on which treacherous
women to punish at liberation and how to go about it. In the event,
women did not exert such authority,67 though the attribution of the
punitive function to them increased the chasm between the desexual-
ized French woman and those others. The separation between collab-
orators and resisters is drawn in the harshest possible terms because
of the use in the women’s press of a gendered view of collaboration as
resting within the female body.

Authentic French women could only be slurred by the attribution of
prostitution to them. On the impossible alliance of true French femi-
ninity with a marketable sexuality, the Mouvement National contre le
Racisme announced under the heading ‘outrage to French women’ that
the Académie de Médecine had ‘unanimously protested against the in-
troduction of a gynaecological examination to which women required
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for work in Germany would have to submit. This examination, which
gives noguarantee froma scientificpoint of view, canonly be considered
an insult to Frenchwomen, given that only prostitutes are obliged to un-
dergo such treatment.’68 In distinguishing between French women and
prostitutes, this protest against inhumane treatment legitimized the ex-
amination of prostitutes as it demurred from those on the others.We see
here a tripartite distinction between images ofwomen – as the prostitute
collaborator, the asexual active resister and the good, maternal, French
woman. Far from being set in stone, national identity became subject to
momentary transformation, its conferment an honour under constant
threat of withdrawal. Collaboration, it was suggested, led to the loss of
French identity. In the associations of Frenchness and honour, and the
subsequent enfranchisement of women in terms of patriotic valour, it is
therefore of little surprise that there were calls for female collaborators
to forfeit the right to vote, though these were rarely put into practice.69

As prostitution had become metonymic with the very idea of unease
and shifting identity, the exclusion from Frenchness that it enforced fur-
ther underlined the sexualization of femininity, and dismissed women
as real or potential active citizens.

The clandestine women’s press rarely concerned itself with people
beyond the national family, either women in other occupied countries
or those deemed beyond the national interest within France. Not one
protested when Jews over the age of six in the occupied zone had to
wear the yellow star after May 1942 (paying for them with clothing ra-
tion coupons) though at least one did note the Vél d’Hiv rafle a couple
of months later.70 How the clandestine press dealt with the starkest as-
sertion of racialization in occupied France, then, may provide clues to
the resister imaginary nation, and how far it was able to resist Vichy and
Nazi racial discourses. According to one tract addressed to ‘Frenchmen,
Women and French mothers’, it was the duty of those French ‘worthy
of this name’ to protest against the rafle.71 The tract separated readers
into three groups, two defined by gender and national identity (French-
men and French mothers), and one by gender alone (women), though
French mothers were further defined by their gender function. To be
scandalized by round-ups, this tract suggests, combines gender and na-
tionality inways that are inclusivewith respect towomen, and exclusive
when motherhood and masculinity are concerned. La Franc-Comtoise
also put a feminine gloss on the rafle. It marked the round-up as an
affront to the nation, since ‘Jewish or non-Jewish’ women should all
feel threatened by its attack on some Jewish women. Protection of all
women, it is suggested, was essential for national pride; it was moth-
ers in France, rather than French mothers, who in this instance were in
need of security.72 Here is a France responsible for all its inhabitants,
not merely for those who earned the honorific ‘French’ via displays of
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national devotion. In underlining the insufficiency of defending solely
Frenchmotherhood, La Franc-Comtoise implicitly contested the conditio-
nal conceptionof Frenchnesspresent inmost of the clandestinewomen’s
press. When the women’s edition of Humanité instructed ‘French
women’ to teach their children ‘to hate Hitler and to love the little
Israelites, innocent victimsof fascism’, theyhint at the contrary inference
of guilt – of the government, the arresting police or other, less innocent
and more adult Israélites.73 The response to the rafle as an opportunity
to shore up women’s – albeit politicized – maternalism diminishes the
round-up’s significance, and again confines women’s activism to the
home. Use of the term ‘Israélite’ might also indicate Humanité’s refusal
to employVichyist differentiationbetweenFrenchandnon-French Jews,
and to promote the non-French Jews, threatened by deportation, to the
term generally reserved for Jews native to France. Conversely, an es-
tablished term which avoided immigrant Jews’ usual self-nomination
as Juifsmay have assisted the reader to distance herself from the events
and individuals of the Vél d’Hiv rafle. Neither of these interpretations
excludes the other. On this occasion, the internationalist communists
protested against antisemitism and also referred to ‘Juifs’, although the
latterwere countenanced as part of theVichy imaginary, since theywere
enclosed, like ‘foreigners’ and ‘Jewish capitalism’, in inverted commas.74

Only one other paper aimed at women, La Voix des Dauphinoises, found
the Jewish deportations bruising to the national ego. Here, interpreta-
tion expanded beyond the local to the national level under a heading
‘what thewomen of France think’. Quoting a recent sermon, theywrote,

For thewomen of France, ‘Jews are human beings’, and they have a right to help
and protection. In attacking, deporting, killing the Israelites, Hitler wants not
only to annihilate a minority which is odious to him, he wants to humiliate the
whole of France in forcing it to renounce the principles on which it has based
itself for 150 years and which have given it glory.75

This article appears to have been written as a late reaction to the
Affiche rouge, the notorious German poster produced after the mass
arrest, torture and execution of dozens of MOI resisters in late 1943.
Twenty-three of these formed part of the network centred around the
Armenian poet, Missak Manouchian, and many of their tortured faces
were featured on the poster that was plastered across Paris after their
execution at the Mont Valérian prison. Olga Bancic, the only woman in
the network, was not pictured; she was taken to Germany and decapi-
tated in May 1944. Like the occasion in the Nord–Pas-de-Calais, when
only the Ménagère network of housewives remained after the arrest of
all known male resisters, Bancic’s omission from the poster attests to
the authorities’ refusal to countenance women as political actors.76 The
poster’s accusations that these resisters were foreign terrorists found
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little public support, and it was often torn down or covered in graffiti.
La Voix des Dauphinoises had an alternative response: using the femi-
nine language of the family to express attachment to republican princi-
ples, it elevated all those foreigners noble enough to join themaquis into
honorary French and, in the name of universal humanism rather than
hatred of antisemitism, found the deportation of Jews humiliating for
France.
La Voix de la femme juive, which published its sole issue in August

1943, reflected someof the familialist andnationalist tendencies outlined
above but displayed subtle and significant differences.77 Its title alludes
to a reader and producer’s dual identificatory potential. It regarded the
Jewish woman not as innocent victim, nor as though her entire militant
character were encompassed in the access to national identification that
resistance patriotism would confer. Published shortly after the Gestapo
executed the resistance leader Mendel Langer, the paper expressed out-
rage at his execution. Langer, leader of the 35th FTP-MOI brigade and
describedasa ‘tenderhusband’and ‘affectionate father’ aswell as ahero,
was to be avenged by Jewish women. The paper’s inscription of Langer
as a son of ‘our people’ iterates an ambiguity in which the ‘people’ is at
once French and Jewish.Norwas this imagined reader’s political insight
limited as it was elsewhere in the women’s press. La Voix de la femme
juive represented women as active agents in their own deliverance,
and it recognized their individual, communal and national concerns
by discussing international issues, like the liberation of Sicily, alongside
those germane to a woman running a household and connected to the
French Jewish communities. Encouraging news of allied victories across
Europe, with ironic commentary from the Nazi Völkische Beobachter,
marks it out as unique in this literature. Its presentation of Nazi pol-
itics makes it one of only four papers which assumed that women knew
anything of Nazism outside France.78 Unusually, the paper implied no
contradiction between the appeal to be French and that to be Jewish.
A reader was to gain as much encouragement from the example of
heroic Jewish women in theWarsaw ghetto, as from the strikes held the
previous year in Lyons to commemorate Vél d’Hiv. Dual ties to Jew-
ishness and Frenchness would pervade the Jewish women’s resistance
press even after liberation.

In contrast, Notre voix, a Jewish paper with no gendered appeal,
seemed unable to balance gender and patriotism, differentiating be-
tween men and women in its calls for unity. In March 1943 it marked
International Women’s Day with an article entitled ‘Women! Let’s take
our place in the struggle that will liberate France’, quoting extensively
from the manifesto of the Anti-Fascist Soviet Women’s Committee for
8 March. Here it noted that Soviet women were given equal rights on
8 March 1918, which not only opened occupations hitherto reserved for
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men, but gave them the chance finally to create happy homes – a gloss
with greater Vichyist than Bolshevik overtones, at least for the period
immediately after 1917.Notre voixwas silent on the fact that women had
not simply waited to be given equal rights, but that their demands had
initiated the October Revolution, as well as that International Women’s
Day had not started in the Soviet Union. Nonetheless, it was to defend
these rights that Soviet women had thrown themselves heroically into
the anti-fascist struggle against the German invasion, said the paper.
Fascism, it continued, was women’s worst enemy since it wanted to
reduce women to slavery, transforming them into producers of cannon
fodder. ‘Jewish women suffer cruelly,’ it noted. ‘Their husbands, sons,
parents and sisters are deported to the East where the Nazis assassi-
nate them at the same time as the unfortunate Jews of Poland, by thou-
sands.’ In order to protest against this, Jewish women were instructed
to demand at the town hall that more bread and milk be given to their
children rather than it being sent to the ‘Boches’.79 Similar calls were
standard fare in the press aimed at non-Jewish women, for whom the
danger associated with town hall protest was of a different order from
the round-ups that threatened Jews. Notre voix ignored the far greater
retribution that would befall Jews who protested in public, and did
not see that the question of rations was but one of the problems that
beset them – as the paper itself had noted in its previous issue which
proclaimed that ‘deportation is certain death, terrible death’.80 Where
readers of La Voix de la femme juive were to identify with Jews in France
and elsewhere, as well as with other women, the female readers ofNotre
voix were regarded first and foremost as women whose political and
racialized position differed little from that of other women in France.

There is one area in the women’s press in which women’s agency
and international regard as well as drive for action was deployed. An
element of daring to step beyond the predestined boundaries of gender
role is present in themany references to Sovietwomen. These seem to act
as a vehicle for the transference of desire on the part of women in France
and indicate how difficult it was for them to speak directly for them-
selves. The press positioned Soviet women’s feats as desirable but as
yet unattainable.81 The textual effects of these projected hopes appear to
translate the wishes of the French female resister for a recognized place
in the active struggle. Unable to express these yearnings overtly, the pa-
pers underlined Soviet women’s strength and equality with men, and
thisprovides a clue to the fantasies that Frenchwomenmight themselves
hope to realize. Communist literature was full of esteem for the Soviet
Union as exemplar of hope for the future, and references to ‘Stalin’s fan-
tastic politics’ abound from the confused period of the Nazi–Soviet pact
on.82 But beyond the rhetoric of glory, and of reverence for Stalin’s army,
can be glimpsed a more expansive vision of women’s capacities. Early
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during the occupation, Jeunes Filles de France alluded to the disruption
of feminine roles: ‘More than 40,000 [Soviet] girls have completed their
training as tractor drivers.Disdain forwomen and the lack of confidence
in their strength that were formerly so characteristic of village life have
for a long time been relegated to the past.’83 Alongside oblique critique
of the role assigned to women in the Pétainist retour à la terrewas recog-
nition that belief in women’s physical weakness and the necessity that
they undertake different tasks from men was ideologically produced.
Even in resistance literature, it was not, or not yet, possible to make the
same demands for French women. The paper argued that while young
French women wanted work which would guarantee them indepen-
dence, their real dream of the future was represented by a happy home,
a dream turned nightmare by Vichy. Fifteen months later, in January
1942, the paper noted that not only had Soviet women replaced men in
heavy industry and agriculture, but some had entered armed combat
where, ‘knowing neither weakness nor fatigue and moved by sublime
courage, they remain proud’.84 The superhuman quality attributed to
these fighters notwithstanding, here is more than a hint that women’s
capabilities lay far beyond their usual domain in France, represented by
the call that they participate in the liberationist movement by claiming
bigger milk rations.85

The reasons for the disjunction between the idealized Soviet woman
and the reality of ‘modern life’ in France are explained in the discourses
of sexual politics discussed above, as well as by the primacy of class
struggle. Thesemajor divergences between left-wing resisters andVichy
ideology notwithstanding, commonalities among the two sides were
not unknown. Vichy had provided a central place to its own version of
the pro-natalist dream. This rhetoric, we have argued, crossed political
boundaries so that resisters andVichyists assumed thatnational strength
was founded partly on the productive family. Only very few feminists
dared to confront this approach with an alternative ideology that fore-
saw for women a permanent place beyond the family. After liberation,
even some of those who claimed feminism as their own would suggest
that these politics flee from the ‘ridiculous image’ of pre-war suffragism
in order to maintain a feminism attractive to men.86 It was not just that
the clandestinewomen’s press refrained from taking seriously or giving
much credence to feminist concerns, such as the vote or equal rights at
work, but that its representation of women persisted in nationalizing
what it regarded as women’s innate maternalism and familialism. This
was presented as being part of an essential French femininity trying to
maintain itself against the distortion of gender roles imposed from out-
side by importedGerman values. The problemwith such representation
lay as much with the limitations on women’s lives in and beyond the
resistance, as with the continuation of troublesome discourses which
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pitched ‘French’ and ‘foreign’ as eternal opposites, to the detriment of
the non-French already under attack in occupied France. Only rarely,
such as in themarginal voices of Jewishwomen or Trotskyists, did these
apparent dichotomies between French and foreign cease to be quite so
stark. Just how far this adoption of Vichyist familialism would extend
after liberation can be seen in the recuperation of the celebration of
French motherhood that was the Fête des Mères.

Mothers’ Day: the festival of the ‘Renaissance of our nation’

Vichy’s Journée des Mères represented the apotheosis of its national-
ization of motherhood. The Plus Grande Famille, an organization de-
voted to the interests of the large family as well as to families of senior
rank, originated the Fête des Mères during the First World War.87 The
government supported the fête for the first time in 1920 when, in the
post-war upsurge of pro-natalist enthusiasm, it also introduced legisla-
tion to limit access to contraception and provide financial benefits for
large families. Despite this official respect for pro-natalism, though, the
fête attracted little popular attention for two decades.88 It took Vichy
to elevate it, as the Journée des Mères, to pride of place in its famil-
ialist calendar, and it is perhaps for this reason that a number of sub-
sequent commentators attributed its invention to Vichy, so associated
had the two become.89 Under Vichy, this Sunday in late spring was
to be both a national and a local celebration, and it was publicly pro-
claimed at all levels of the state, via Pétain’s personal radio addresses
to French mothers, the conferment of medals on mothers of more than
five children, teas held in town halls, and church services to honour
French motherhood.90 Schoolchildren were constrained to prepare spe-
cial gifts and girls were taught the tasks of motherhood – though such
education was a year-round activity not limited to the weeks preceding
the Journée.Whereas nationalist florists had originatedMothers’ Day in
Weimar Germany, the Vichy Journée des Mères elevated maternal duty
and sacrifice to a status beyond that of a ‘consumerist holiday’.91

As Vichy implanted its Journée des Mères in a timeless French na-
tional culture of its own invention, the celebration’s cruel ironies became
immediate targets for the clandestine women’s press. Vichy’s separa-
tion of parents from their children through war, imprisonment and de-
portation and the deprivation engendered by inadequate rations were
attacked as a wicked betrayal of the family. Papers took the regime
to task for organizing a ‘festival’ when mothers were mourning their
dead children, a ‘celebration’ for mothers when there was insufficient
food for their charges and a ‘holiday solely in name’ for mothers it had
betrayed.92 In a conscious transformation of Vichy’s ideals of mother-
hood, the women’s press also saw the day as occasion for mothers to
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protest against these new conditions. Instead of ‘German-style’ celebra-
tions with a couple of cinema screenings and dreary speeches about
the family, it said, ‘French mothers’ should demand a daily ration of
500 grams of bread, improved clothing allowances and bread for their
prisoner of war sons.93 The clandestine press did not, however, suggest
that mothers needed no festival at all.

In the patriotic and pro-natalist mood of the immediate post-
liberation period, the Fête des Mères was immediately reinscribed as
a celebration worthy of resistance commemoration. The first came just
three weeks after VE Day, on 3 June 1945. It was marked by awards of
certificates and medals little different from Vichy’s.94 Across France, lu-
minaries presented the ‘French family gold medal’ to mothers of ten or
more children.95 In Paris, a gendarme’s wife and mother of eleven was
among twenty-five women to receive theirs from the communist min-
ister for public health and population, François Billoux, at the Hôtel de
Ville.96 In Lyons, representatives of the entire republican elite gathered
to confer three gold medals, eleven silver and a number of diplomas: in
the chair, EdouardHerriot, former president of theChamber ofDeputies
and anti-Pétainist, symbolically reinstated republican continuity. He
was joinedby theprefect of theRhône, the archbishopofLyons,Cardinal
Gerlier, the city’s military governor and the family delegate to the re-
gional assembly.97 In an era ofmedal ceremonies the award ofmedals to
mothersmight be read as compensation forwomen’s exclusion from the
highest resistance honour, the Compagnon de la Libération, the 1,038 re-
cipients of which, bar six, were all men.98 Otherwise, the Fête desMères
gifts of medals – which numbered nearly 5,000 in 1946 – and household
goods offered to those mothers of large families who, according to the
prefect of the Seine, were ‘at the top level of the artisans of Victory’,
could be seen as small crumbs indeed.99 Mothers were also supposed
to be content with being glorified for a single day. ‘For French mothers,
today is a wonderful day three times over,’ crowed the Parisien libéré,
though it seems to have been difficult for them to findmuch to applaud,
beyond it being ‘a Sunday, better still their Sunday and, better again,
their first “day” of peace’.100

Commentary on the fête was far from unified. The Catholic La Croix,
with barely disguised Vichyism, proclaimed war a lesser evil than
the murder of the soul and the death of the nation engendered by
the modern selfish refusal to sacrifice oneself to the duty of bearing
children.101 At the other end of the spectrum, Front national complained
that women’s issues were reduced to platitudes pronounced on a single
day of the year.102 Attention here will focus mainly on those responses
that emerged from the former resistance, to explore the legacy of re-
sister discourses on women which have been outlined above, and how
the ubiquity of maternalism and the sacrifice it contained allowed the
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Fête des Mères to have projected on to it hopes for the reconstitution
and unity of the familial nation.

Anewnatalistmagazine,Maman,wasbornon thedayof thefirstpost-
war fête. Its editor, Robert Wolf-Wolney, had formerly been associated
with two clandestine journals, La Gazette du temps and Le Lot résistant.
Although neither reveals evidence of his later natalist concerns, the first
issue ofMaman declared that themagazine had been‘ conceived in clan-
destinity’ and called on ‘all the French to fight for a new and beautiful
France by increasing the strength, size andmoral influence of the French
Family’.103 According toMaman, protecting the French family involved
not only social, medical and cultural questions, but the regulation of
immigration and the spread of foreigners on French territory, just as
de Gaulle had announced and which will be explored in more detail
in the next chapter. The article ‘Mothers’ Day’ in issue one, recognized
that Vichy had given ‘the greatest possible acclaim’ to the day, only
serving to underline how far its slogan ‘Labour, Family, Fatherland’
ought to have been ‘forced labour, far from the family and against the
Fatherland’.104 Somehow, though, the day could be unproblematically
reinstated as ‘the return of Liberty and Democracy gives Mothers’ Day
its full, moving, meaning.’ Now, the ‘millions’ of French women who
had been ‘deliberately rejected from the national community’ as moth-
ers of STOworkers, political deportees, réfractairesormaquisards (though
not of Jews) were to bewelcomed back, to fulfil their motherly duties.105

Like much of the clandestine women’s press,Maman believed in a ‘real’
family, conceived as one in which the son had been an active resister.
Not contentmerely to celebrate the joyous bounty ofmotherhood, at the
heart of Maman’s new France was a pro-natalism at once resister and
Christian. In common with the first Christian mother, motherhood was
a matter of suffering the loss of her son, a theme that recurred in much
liberation literature.Maman reminded its version of the Marian mother
that ‘The mothers that we must celebrate today are first and foremost
all the “sorrowful mothers” [mères douloureuses] who have suffered
the greatest sacrifice of all.’106Mamanwas self-conscious that its mother
should be symbolic of a new France. The infantile woman of yesteryear
contrasted with the new mother who had proved her sense of respon-
sibility, maturity and experience, to lead the new French family. Just as
women’s resistance activity was immediately mythologized as the rea-
son for the introduction of universal suffrage, so the fact that women
had given up their sons ‘for France’ became inscribed as allowing them
entry to a newly familialist nationwhich, in its devotion to reproduction
and control of outsiders, shared much with Vichy’s own vision of the
‘real’ French family.

The presence of the ‘real’ French family was confirmed in the most
widely distributed daily, the PCF’s Humanité. It was moved to call
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Mothers’ Day ‘the celebration par excellence of the Renaissance of our
nation’.107 The link between national rebirth and reproduction could
not be clearer. Its commentary, again with Christian echoes, sustained
the sacrificial value which had been so distinctive a part of the pre-
liberation clandestine press, itself imitative of Vichy’s own rendition of
the sacrificial mother. The nationalization of motherhood under Vichy
had involved the sacrifice ofwomen’s individuality for the benefit of the
nation which had demanded that she surrender her children to work
in the German Reich. In post-liberation France, mothers were called on
to assume the burden of the nation’s grief. Mourning became estab-
lished as a national motherly duty. ‘The heroic mothers, the sorrowful
mums of those who died for France have not been forgotten,’ it intoned.
‘They have received as homage the admiration and respectful sympa-
thy to which they have the right by reason of their most burdensome
sacrifice.’108 It has been argued that the mater dolorosa acted as a ‘sym-
bol for maternal peacekeeping [who] . . . provides a great deterrent to
the politics of war.’109 The symbolic value attached to maternity at the
end of the occupation, however, elevated and separated mothers from
the rest of society at the very moment that women were supposed to
cede employment and positions of responsibility tomen returning from
Germany. Consequently, the weeping woman encumbered by national
grief was part of the division of sexual labour that accompanied men’s
re-entry into French society and reconfirmed the duty of war. The si-
multaneous nationalization and feminization of grief that Catholic and
communist discourses promoted, underscored not only the necessity
to mother. For the symbol suggests that motherhood was the essen-
tial accompaniment to mourning and that men were excluded from
grief.110

The variations on this figure of maternal suffering suggest that she
was not entirely satisfactory. The communist women’s journal, Femmes
françaises, recast the Fête des Mères as Family Day (Fête de la Famille),
though the change of name had little impact on the view of the mother
as repository of all things familial. Femmes françaises’ 1945Mothers’ Day
issue was illustrated with a picture of two typhus-ridden children in
a displaced persons camp. ‘But where is their mum, and will they re-
discover the tenderness of the lost home?’ it captioned. Here, it coun-
terpoised mothers’ ‘immense joy’ at rediscovering family life with their
experience of Vichy which had, ‘with ghastly cynicism dared to glorify
its “Fête des Mères”’ after deporting mothers whose children had been
snatched from their arms. Femmes françaiseswas not in the least cynical
about motherhood and the family, but it was reluctant to allow women
to exercise functions other than the maternal (though not necessarily
within the confines of traditional marriage, as Catholic respectability
was less important than the care and reproduction of children).111
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With men returning to France, the state emphasized their war-time
sacrifice, and suggested that resolution of the anticipated marital diffi-
culties should start with the wife’s recognition of all that her husband
had renouncedduring these years.Now that thewarwas over, the tables
should be turned so that women might relinquish their desires for the
good of the home, and of the nation – as though there had been no diffi-
culties comparable to those endured bymen in German prisoner of war
camps or factories for womenwho had remained in France.112 The clan-
destine women’s press had by no means shared the view that women
in France had not suffered during the occupation. Out of clandestinity,
though, the familialism that this press had brokered conformed with
that propagated by a government eager to see the heterosexual family
restored to its imagined erstwhile place at the centre of French life.

Not everyone spoke of mothers as sacrificial vessels into which were
poured the nation’s miseries. Some continued to prioritize resistance
humanism above unity-at-any-price, distancing themselves from the
suffocating visions of national redemption via the Fête des Mères. Mil-
itants in the Union des Femmes Juives (UFJ) used the Fête to relaunch
and revive their children’s welfare campaign. At a public meeting with
the Minister for Population and the Union des Femmes Françaises, the
UFJ stated that ‘it was natural that Jewish Women were at the head of
the movement to save children’.113 Childcare was urgent after the de-
portation of so many parents, and was one of the few ways open to
women who wanted to continue as activists. Yet describing this action
as natural, obscured the fact that evenmorenon-Jewsmight havehelped
to hide Jewish children (not to mention adults) and that children were
not necessarily the sole responsibility of women, let alone women of
the children’s own ethnic group. In the event, the UFJ commemorations
that day made a point of marking Jewish women’s international armed
resistance.114 Whilewomen’s sacrificewas not absent from the commen-
tary, the celebrations encompassed greater resistance continuity than in
the natalist and nationalistic blandishments found elsewhere.

The Christian resistance paper Témoignage chrétien explicitly saw
motherhood as ‘the future of France’, yet it too suggested that its read-
ers continue the militancy for which they had become renowned and,
instead of passive spectatorship at medal ceremonies, asked them to
help refugee and impoverished mothers. Far from underlining the in-
dissoluble relationship between the nation and the heterosexual family,
Témoignage chrétien made a rare appeal to counter the widespread vil-
ification of volunteer female workers returning from Germany. These
women had joined the German work force without being drafted
by the STO. As female traitors, the hatred with which collaborators
were regarded in general was coloured by the gender contempt that
flourished at liberation. Témoignage chrétien insisted on the context of
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the volunteer women’s departure. ‘Are they all guilty?’ it demanded,
differentiating between women returning to France who may have
been non-French nationals, deportees, adolescent at the time of their
‘voluntary’departure,pregnant, or forced to ‘choose’ between imprison-
ment in France and labour in Germany after being arrested as resisters.
Even those who had left willingly had paid a heavy price for their ea-
gerness and, before being judged, should be fed and clothed rather than
threatened with violence, the paper said.115 The delineation between
women’s circumstances offered by Témoignage chrétien confronted the
ways that other former resistance papers continued to view the nation as
divided between the ‘true’ and the excluded,which counteredVichyism
only by turning it on its head. Less concernedwith the imaginary nation
as a whole, Témoignage chrétien’s careful regard for all inhabitants high-
lighted the judgemental tone of unity and mass that was pronounced
elsewhere.

The new liberation Fête desMères was the logical outcome of resister
national familialism. Understanding the liberationist underscoring of
the family as part of a necessary populationist framework for a reborn
France allows us to see why contemporary analyses that departed from
this view were so marginal. Suzanne Normand’s scathing account of
Mothers’ Day was one of these rare instances. ‘It reminds me a bit of
the defunct “Week of Bounty”: be good for eight days on the trot, all the
while giving free rein to indifference, egoismandharshness for the other
fifty-one weeks.’ Thus, one had endured radio speeches ‘of sickening
sentimentality and poems whose quality, alas, does not really accord
with their good intentions’.116 What was really necessary was an end to
the rudeness and insolence that facedwomen – ‘and above all, wemean
women’ –Normandwrote, questioningdiscourses that setwomenapart
as inferior.117 Although limited and contained, Normand’s feminism
found little public reflection, and remained isolated, as can be seen from
the case of the post-clandestine feminist press.

A word in edgeways? The post-clandestine women’s press

At liberation, most of the small clandestine periodicals folded while
the larger, better-funded journals transformed themselves into legal pa-
pers. Initially, the spirit of the press’s primary resisting role during the
occupation as an assertion of independence from the authorities became
transferred to the legal press. Quickly, though, this press came to be con-
trolled by a government that elements of the resistance press had itself
fought to install. Editors berated those in power for the paper shortages
that led to decrees restricting the size of their papers, and complained
against control of content. For severalmonths, no authorizednewspaper
apart from the newLeMondewaspermitted to publishmore than a small
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single sheet (reduced still further in 1945), which led some to compare
conditions to those that had prevailed during the occupation.118 Several
papers were censored: all Forces Françaises de l’Intérieur (FFI) jour-
nals were suppressed from mid-January 1945, and Spanish-language
journals (of which there were many in the south), from the following
month.119 The Syndicat de la PresseHebdomadaire Parisienne protested
that while the former clandestine press was being closed down, other
journals with no ‘patriotic’ (i.e., resister) background were allowed to
launch.120 It almost goes without saying that scarcely any of the tiny,
hand-made women’s press survived beyond August 1944. Yet other
journals started in their wake and it is to some of these that we now
turn in order to explore the continuities and ruptures of liberation as
presented in the press born directly out of their clandestine forebears.
La Femme and Privilèges des femmes were edited by Lyons-based

Libération-sud resister, Lucie Aubrac. Both were short-lived women’s
magazines which started publication in 1945; La Femmewas the mouth-
piece of the MLN women’s section, Femmes de la Libération Nationale
(FLN), and its first issue appeared in March, while the independent
Privilèges, which resembles La Femme in all respects, came out from Oc-
tober. Lucie Aubrac was one of those few unmartyred, named women
whose resistance was recognized at the time. Her story as an evasion
specialist is now well known through her autobiography and a feature
filmbased on it.121 Even at liberation,Aubrac had ensured thatwomen’s
resistancewasnothidden fromview, andmade thenow-familiaruniver-
salist demand that their war-time participation should permit them en-
try into full citizenship. They had learnt, she said, ‘how to stay charming
and feminine, but they have acquired qualities of initiative, endurance
and seriousness that they did not have before the war.’122 At a London
press conference shenoted that, ‘there is ahighernumberofwomen than
men in the resistance’.123 This quantitative assertiondependedonaview
of resistance as an endeavour that encompassed more than the armed
struggle, and her two magazines were edited in favour of women’s po-
litical, civil and social advancement.124

Privilèges spoke to readers as though they had concerns beyond the
domestic. Features on education, politics andwomen’s place in the com-
plexities of national reconstruction reflected many of Aubrac’s own in-
terests as a teacher, resister and delegate to the Provisional Consultative
Assembly. They joined opinion, fashion, fiction and reportage – such
as Gertrude Stein’s feature on a tour of Germany with the US army
(issue one). The journal also provided information – such as on how to
register a birth, or vaccinations for babies – at a time when change was
happening at a pace difficult for the public to follow. The magazine was
abundantly illustrated, and included that form popular among female
readers, the photo-story. (Issue two, for example, contained the story
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‘So take a taxi if you’re not in a hurry!’ This ridiculed the restrictions,
petty corruption and convoluted bureaucracy that faced a pregnant
woman, legally entitled to a taxi, trying to cross Paris at a time of severe
petrol shortages.) Fashionwas treated to comparatively lavish coverage
in each issue, while other material was more didactic. Taking an anti-
Eurocentric, non-exoticized view that was rare at the time, an article on
beauty, for example, compared cultural variations and constructions of
femininity in less developed countries. Themagazine also escaped from
the confines of the maternal, and refrained from the widely expressed
derision of the ‘masculinization’ of female sexuality. The return of men,
and the concern to cede them positions of relative power (such as heads
of household or farm) that women had held during the occupation, put
feminists in an awkward position. They were faced with what they rep-
resented as a problem of trying to maintain the political activism of the
occupation years, while remaining available for appropriate men and
establishing their respectability. This meant that resister sexual codes
applicable to the occupation needed to be redrafted. As we have seen,
in the clandestinewomen’s press, active sexuality and desire became as-
sociated with treachery, as the available objects of desire were German
occupiers or collaborators whose status put them out of bounds. Nor,
according to this press, was there much time for sexual activity in the
resistance, and narratives of resister romance were not reflected in the
clandestine women’s press.125 Now, with men back in circulation, het-
erosexual desire once again became sanctioned to the extent that even
prostitution could be regarded as patriotic, as long as it occurred be-
tween French women and French men.126 Feminists faced with the
‘triple bind’ tried not to antagonize their readers – but it was not a
very solid starting point. Some sneered at their pre-war counterparts’
adoption of ‘masculine’ clothes and attitudes instead of instrumentaliz-
ing the power that flirtatiousness and housewifery could affordwomen.
Others viewed women serving in the French armed forces in occupied
Germany as either swaggering and smoking ‘garçonsmanqués’, or silly
coquettes, ‘grinning like cats on heat’ and wearing skirts of indecent
length.127 It was virtually impossible for women in this situation to
succeed, since they were assessed via their gender rather than profes-
sional role. Privilègeswas one of the rare instances whose content envis-
aged a world in which women could be successful on their own terms.
Instead of the appeasement and implicit anti-lesbianism found in other
sections of the press, the magazine’s first editorial approved the ‘femi-
nization’ of the contemporary world, which it regarded as women’s in-
creased access to public areas fromwhich they had hitherto been barred.
Itsmature sense of self-irony andmultiple registers allowed it to publish
reviews of works such as Jean-Paul Sartre’s Les Chemins de la liberté, and
to ridicule abstract concerns in cartoons (two women queuing outside
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the dairy: ‘with butter at 500 francs a kilo and you’re telling me that
existentialism is becoming a problem!’)128 Likewise, though they did
not ignore motherhood, Aubrac’s journals extended their presentation
of women in modes other than the maternal by daring to condemn pro-
natalism.129

A striking feature that sets La Femme and Privilèges apart from other
women’s political publications is the fashionpages. The newglossy,Elle,
which introduced colour photography to Frenchwomen’s journals, was
about to provide an original vision for and of a French woman. Other
political journals for women, such as Femmes françaises, attempted to
combine nationalist communist politics with a nod towards what they
assumed to be their readers’ desire for adornment. It is hard to tell
whether readers were convinced that in crocheting the lacy ‘[national]
renaissance collar’ to enhance a drab old dress (‘of such rich ornamen-
tation . . . all you need is a bit of pearlized cotton . . . and above all a great
deal of patience and care’) they would be supporting the patriotic effort
for a reborn nation.130 Readers accustomed to features of the ‘turn an old
handkerchief into a cheeky summer skirt!’ genre that proliferated after
liberation may have been surprised to find haute couture in Privilèges
and La Femme. Schiaparelli hats and Worth suits were commonplace
on the full-colour double-page spread devoted to fashion in each issue.
Further, at a timewhen images of concentration camp survivors showed
their gaunt subjects bravely facing up to the still uncertain renewal of
life, Privilèges pictured one former deportee to Ravensbrück in a com-
fortable salon modelling a new woollen dress donated by the haute
couturier, Lucien Lelong.131 This designer (and haggard concentration
camp survivors) appeared in Femmes françaises, too. Saint Catherine’s
day was traditionally observed by Paris models holding a millinery
contest. Some fanciful hand-drawn ‘Lelong’ hats adorned the heads of
various models, and the paper declared, ‘Catherinette 45 we wish you
a husband – because France needs cradles’.132 Aubrac editorialized in
the first issue of Privilèges on the recent gains to feminine ‘privilege’ –
that to vote, study or fight for one’s country was no longer a male pre-
serve. These privileges also included an assertion of agency, as the teach-
ing, medical and legal professions were being feminized.133 Aubrac had
performed her own femininity to devastating effect when, disguised as
a well-dressed, aristocratic wife, she gained an audience with Gestapo
officers and so acquired the information necessary to lead the escape
unit that would rescue a number of condemned men. Simone de Beau-
voir may have turned the turban – that necessity for the shaven or
hairdresser-less post-liberation woman – into a fashion statement, but
Lucie Aubrac took another path.134 There is nothing down at heel about
the look of la renaissance française in these two journals. If read as particu-
larist feminine fantasy, rather than as advertising for goods unavailable
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to all but wealthy readers – that is, as an extension of the political
and sartorial acuity Aubrac performed during the occupation – then
the fashion pages underline a move into a confident, public place for
women.

During its first few months, La Femme contained a similar mix in the
samequarto formatasPrivilèges. Itsfirst issue inMarch1945openedwith
Emmanuel Mounier anticipating the journal’s efforts to ‘raise women
from their ghetto’. Its internationalism and broad political spectrum
disappeared along with Lucie Aubrac’s editorship after a few months.
In interview, she avoideddiscussing thedecline of her involvementwith
these journals, beyond noting that sales of the self-financed Privilèges
were too small. In Aubrac’s view, a clue was in the subtitle, ‘for evolved
women’, and perhaps then as now, she suggested, most women were
insufficiently evolved to appreciate its content.135 But themagazine, and
Aubrac herself, also suffered from political hostility elsewhere on the
left. ‘It was exactly the same as conformity under Hitler, as conformity
underMussolini, as conformity under Pétain,’ complained others on the
independent left:

Westruggled for fouryears in the clandestinepress to abolish it.Arewe seriously
to believe that today we will tolerate its revival? Is it credible that we will
once again suffer a regime at the heart of which the government, at the behest
of its friends, gags its enemies, a regime which would grant the minister of
information the right to sack newspaper editors just as he appoints and sacks
civil service chiefs?136

Lucie Aubrac’s departure from La Femme was interpreted as the failure
of the resistance to defend its former ideals – and reminds us that her
encounter with those eager to query her resistance politics in the 1990s
was not her first brushwith hostility from ‘her own side’.137 In La Femme,
internationalism and controversial opinion gave way to domestic trivia
so that by its demise in December 1946 after sixty-six issues, it was as
full of knitting patterns and handy recipe tips (‘steak without meat’) as
anyotherwomen’smagazine, and even lacked the intriguinggossip and
glosswithwhich thenewmagazineswere starting to allure their readers.
Symbolic of the changes to women’s political economy as a whole, the
watered-down La Femme was neither dedicated political commentary
nor glamorous fashion temptation, and it failed on both counts.

Aubrac’s autobiographical account of her daring resistance and es-
cape has been read as ‘feminine humanism’ which, it is suggested, is
‘a merging of humanitarian concerns and women’s issues.’138 This may
offer a useful insight into later conceptualizations of the period, but
does not encompass all the efforts that were made at the time. While
the phrase ‘feminine humanism’ has been attributed to the communist
resister Edith Thomas, other readings regard it as a Vichyist Catholic
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interpretation of ‘“true” feminine qualities’ that would do nothing to
counter normative rules about relations between men and women.139

The feminism of Privilèges and La Femme under Aubrac’s editorshipwas
more radical than the term ‘feminine humanism’ implies. Both maga-
zines mapped new terrain in post-liberation France that would permit
women to depart from traditional values, without denying feminine
particularity.Anti-essentialist, feminist and internationalist, these views
lost out to those which insisted on ‘true’ feminine qualities, as they had
done during the occupation, and which paid only lip service to advanc-
ing women’s position. For some, it was a depressing culmination to
resistance. Adrienne Weill, for example, was a doctor involved with a
London-based United Nations international working party organizing
the return of women deportees from Nazi-occupied Europe.140 On her
return to Paris, she attempted to track down former feminist comrades
and organizations. In the freezing winter of 1944–45, she found politics
in a dismal state:

Don’t be surprised at the hardships I encounter. France is a country which sets
itself back to work in an atmosphere of suffering and difficulty which we can
scarcely suspect at first glance, and which becomes increasingly accentuated
the more one deepens one’s questions. Yes, the façade remains, but all those
active people you knew before who had their fingers on the pulse, completely
lost contact with each other during the years of isolation, relying on themselves,
to say nothing of the constant threat of arrest and deportation. We’re paying
for that now. All the papers burnt, either carefully by the resistance or by the
Germans when they left, and the lack of communications with the provinces –
this is sufficient to paralyse quite a lot. Add to that the victims of the cold (we
have no heating at work or at home) so don’t ask too much of us at the moment
unless it’s a question of immediate life or death. Right now, that’s where we
are.141

The failure of the sort of feminism expressed inAubrac’s twomagazines
or by AdrienneWeill was not inevitable. But the commitment to nation-
alized familialism and all it implied for women permitted even political
adversaries to find accord. The views expressed by ‘the anti-feminist’
in ‘Allow me a word in edgeways’, La Femme’s regular satirical column
during Aubrac’s editorship, prevailed.

Motherhood and assimilationism

If maternalist assimilationism prevented the feminist press from suc-
ceeding after liberation, howwere similar issues portrayed in the Jewish
clandestine and post-clandestine press? Here, the notion of Jewish
agency was an insistent counterpoint to the persecution of Jews under
Vichy. At liberation, discourses of the active Jew, provoked by assim-
ilationism as well as by the recognition of the importance of survival,
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represented a means to reintegrate these marginalized inhabitants into
the French polity. At the same time, though, they helped to obscure
the extent of antisemitism during the war, and of French responsibil-
ity for it. Those who insisted on assimilationism believed that the ac-
knowledgement of difference would bring it into being and thereby
threaten the unity of the republic and, to a lesser extent, those marked
as different. The strength of republican assimilationism explains in
part why the issue of French participation in the Holocaust was ne-
glected for so long after the war. As far as women were concerned,
assimilationism contended that their interests were largely consumed
by family and maternity. We cannot view the question of children
at liberation simply as a matter of discourse, however, and Jewish
resisters in particular paid special attention to those orphaned by
deportation.

It was noted in the last chapter that ideas of suffering were adopted
in the general post-clandestine press, and rejected in favour of notions
of agency in the Jewish press. This differentiation is borne out in con-
siderations of the hidden child, a topic frequently discussed on Droit et
liberté’swomen’s page. The issue of the orphanwas also studied indetail
by Alexis Danan in his unusually long series ‘The war against children’,
published daily in Libération from 18 December 1944 to 3 January 1945.
That first liberation Christmas and New Year – called the ‘week of the
absent’ – was used to honour and prepare for the return of prisoners
of war and political deportees, and an extensive programme of fund-
raising and commemorative events took place. Danan had campaigned
during the 1930s to improve conditions for underprivileged children in
concert with Suzanne Lacore, under-secretary of state for children and
one of three women members of the Popular Front government.142 His
moving series is coloured by the enduring expectation that, even in the
face of overwhelming and unpredictable state power, themotherwould
keep continual and all-knowing watch over her home and children. He
represented these mothers as passive rather than resister, watching in
agony as their children were torn from them, or were sought out by
caring doctors, social workers or teachers willing to hide them. Danan
did not mention mothers who actively sought safe places for their own
children. The children’s helplessness and ignorance evoke the reader’s
sympathy in equal measure:

He was five when a Protestant organization collected him. Impossible, you un-
derstand, to know anything from he himself. He was even ignorant of the fact
that he had so many brothers and sisters. As for his surname, he had only the
vaguest idea once they sent him to school. In any case, this surname made
everyone laugh because of its barbarous inflections. He thought it was a trick.
‘I’m called Raymond,’ he told his classmates, ‘and only Raymond.’143
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Droit et liberté’s treatment of the same subject showed a hidden child,
Micou, in an active rather than passive mode. Not only had her mother
deliberately sought refuge, but the toddler even understood what resis-
tance meant:

she still knew her real name. BecauseMicou is her nom de combat. Yes, Micou is a
réfractaire. She didn’t want to let herself be taken by the Boches.Micou defended
herself, she changed her name and went to find shelter at Auntie Julie’s, who
welcomed her with open arms. And once when her mother mistakenly called
her by her real name,Micou, a fat little finger on her lips, said with amysterious
air and wide open eyes, ‘Don’t say that any more, maman. I’m called Micou.’
Yes, at the age of two-and-a-half, Micou knew conspiracy, applied the rules of
vigilance and taught her own mother.144

The two narratives are presented here not to argue for greater authen-
ticity of one over the other, but to contrast constructions of the Jew-
ish child. Where Droit et liberté underlined consciousness, individual
resister agency and the chosen separation of mother and child, Danan
applauded an organized resistance that had to compete not only against
a ferocious government, but against maternal ignorance and obstinacy
to prevent their children’s departure, often to disastrous results.

Danan’s commentary on the future of hidden children provoked out-
rage. Jewish resistance organizations had succeeded in rescuing about
10,000 children, placing them in rural Christian institutions and private
homes in France or over the Swiss border. Withmany parents deported,
the large number of orphans, many of whom had undergone a change
in identity, posed real problems. First, they had to be found; just as in
other areas of resistance, hiding a child successfully meant keeping the
network of those involved as small as possible, and retaining few writ-
ten records. Lists of children, their original names and addresses, and
where they had been taken, had themselves been hidden or destroyed,
and the restitution of these registers was one of the first tasks to be
completed, before establishing what had become of their parents. The
major resister organizations to have undertaken mass rescue of chil-
dren in France, the UJRE’s Commission Centrale de l’Enfance, and the
CEuvre de Secours aux Enfants, succeeded in finding thousands of the
children it had helped to hide, and both established children’s homes
where many lived to adulthood.145 Some children hidden with families
cameup for adoption, andLucieAubrac, as a delegate to the Provisional
Consultative Assembly, proposed a law to ease the process. For the first
time, this would grant passed rights to single people, widows and di-
vorcees of either sex as well as to non-French individuals and couples
over the age of thirty. The lawwas adopted for a limited period without
further discussion in the chamber.146 Aubrac regarded the adoption of
children into families already having children as ideal, a state of affairs
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until then forbidden by law. Noting that the vast majority of Spanish
republican refugee and Jewish children who had been hidden in France
went to such families, now was their chance to become entirely assimi-
lated into existing French families, with the same rights and civic status
as the biological children. But the conferment of these rights meant the
abrogation of the child’s original civic status.147 It was this matter of
civic status (état civil) and its embedded cultural assumptions that were
to be so problematic.

The government began to discuss the question even before the return
of the deportees, and before news of the Holocaust broke. In light of
concerns about the assimilation of foreigners, it seemed to wish to take
advantage of the fact that the children of non-French deportees who
had been living with French families had become, in its terminology,
‘semi-assimilated’. While their ‘full assimilation’ might be costly and
demanding in terms of education, some suggested, their potential to the
nation could be worthwhile. But the commission set up to discuss this
matter took seriously an alternative proposal that such children should
be sent abroad, even before the possible return of their parents.148 The
view of the non-French parent–child relationship suggested by this dis-
cussion is concomitant, first, with the importance attached to increasing
the young population of France and, second, with the perceived ne-
cessity to render all elements within the nation as French as possible.
Wewill exploremore fully how these debates operated in later chapters.
Letus recall here that thedeportationof Jews fromFrance,most ofwhom
held non-French nationality or no nationality at all, had been assisted by
Vichy’s law that withdrew French nationality from those citizens natu-
ralized after 1927. Having rescinded its commitment to its own popula-
tion, the administrations of both Vichy and now the incoming republic
pushed still further its rejection of the deportees by severing the nor-
mally inviolable relationship between biological parent and child – a po-
sition that Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar implicitly criticized in her response
to de Gaulle’s Victory Day speech in May 1945 discussed in the previ-
ous chapter.149 This it did by instrumentalizing to national needs the
child born to non-French parents. Danan’s approach to this was appar-
ently based on sentiment, but was just as instrumental. Of a four-year-
old child who was the sole known survivor of a family of ten, he wrote:

If his mother returned one day from among the dead, what will she be to him?
And what will he be to her? They believe they can recall that he was handed
over to some benevolent country priest . . . Should his parents ever return, who
would like to say that, according to a set of completely theoretical rights based
on blood and civic status, this child belongs more to these survivors than to the
farmers who, for nearly four years, have nourished him with their bread and
tenderness, as and with their own? . . .We must say something cruel . . . They
will not find each other unchanged . . . the certain truth . . . is that these children,
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should they still dream of amother whom they idealize . . . in reality don’t really
wish to find her again and, on the contrary, at the bottom of their hearts, the
most lucid clearly never want to find her again. The new milieu has absorbed
them without return.150

In being deported, Danan suggests, parents had rescinded their right
to overall care of their children, placing responsibility on the deported
parent rather than on the state then in the process of deciding what
to do with such children. The question of Danan’s irony is moot; his
apostrophic address to deported Jews is so preposterous – ‘We can count
on your wisdom. You will never come back . . . If you are not dead, your
children are dead to you. Everything has been consumed’ – that it is
difficult to read other than as hyperbolic incitement to readers’ outrage.
But the ironywas lost in certain quarters, and angry ripostes appeared in
sections of the Jewishpress. In anopen letter published threedays before
thedeathmarcheswere to start fromAuschwitz, and less thana fortnight
before the camp’s liberation, the Bulletin du Service Central des Déportés
Israélites condemned Danan’s call that the hidden children of deported
parents remain with their protectors even in the event of their parents’
return.151 They complained that severing the links between children
and their deported parents had ‘scandalized and disgusted’ them and
‘seemed completely unnatural’. The left Zionist paper La Terre retrouvée
gave him the benefit of the doubt, fearing that ‘his words had betrayed
his thoughts’.However, tohis suggestion that Jewish childrenwouldnot
wish to see their parents in such a distressed condition, ‘ugly, shadowy,
dramatically foreign to theworldof the living’, it askedwhether children
of Christian resister deportees would ‘prefer’ eternal separation from
theirparents, orwhetherpoorworking-classparentswouldbewilling to
relinquish their children even if other carers could offer greater financial
security.152 Beneath the complaints, though, lies a sense that Danan had
betrayed Jewish hopes for the deportees’ return – a hope that by this
timewas becoming increasingly slim. Danan’s brutal honesty disturbed
the impossible fantasy of an eventual restoration of pre-war life; but it
was further coloured by his differentiation in the value placed on the
French non-Jew and the Jew in France. In the context of familialism
coupledwith an assimilatory drive, discussions such as these once again
placed deported Jews outside the national frame, discursively denying
themthe familial approbation that French families couldexpect.Mother-
hood itself, the condition that all agreedwas themost important role for
adult women, became dependent on a prior relationship to the nation.

Immigrant organizations responded to this gendered differentiation
of the assimilatory project by conforming to its gender and ethnic
requirements while attempting to contest the republic on its own terms.
The Centre d’Action et de Défense des Immigrés (CADI), a federation
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dedicated to the defence of immigrants’ rights and status, highlighted
immigrant participation in the resistance and war.153 Immigrants were
important to France, they stressed, providing examples and statistics to
prove theutility of immigrant labour and creativity in the effort to renew
theeconomyandbirth-rate. TheCADIweeklyUnir (laterUnis) provided
little opposition to conservative discourses, unlike more critical voices
inDroit et liberté. ‘Today [the immigrants] put their intelligence to service
for France in war and France under reconstruction. Tomorrow, via the
progressive assimilation of youth, they will work in ever greater num-
bers for France’s reputation and development.’154 WhileUnis instructed
its female readers to use the holidays as a chance to brighten up an old
tableclothwith embroidery,155Droit et liberté instituted from its first non-
clandestine issue a women’s page devoted to political and social issues.
Its initial statement, from theUFJ, interpreted thepublic andprivate face
of engaged Jewish womanhood as though she were committed to areas
beyond, though including, the familial.156 CADI’s efforts to propel its
readers towards amodel Frenchness explain theirmore conformist view
of femininity. Unis joined the general tendency to collapse France into
the resistance, and offered women the least radical version of how they
might be French. Droit et liberté, whose early women’s page masthead
showswomen engaged infivedifferent activities (working a factoryma-
chine; anurseholdingababy;withachild; readingabookbyabookshelf;
and inmilitary uniform, describing an educated, socially and politically
involved working woman), demonstrates confidence with respect to its
connections to France. CADI’s subscription to a behaviourist school of
assimilation allowed it to project an unjeopardized image of its reader
as just like the French (she owns an embroidered tablecloth), always un-
dermined by adjacent articles demanding legal status for immigrants.157

Less perturbed by issues of national status, Droit et liberté’s political
stance allowed it to recognize a more equal access to work and public
life for both genders. In contrast to other immigrant and Jewish or-
ganizations that wanted women to work in domestic and low-grade
support roles, they demanded training in radio manufacture, metal
work and electrics for women who had become independent heads of
household.158 The constant dangers of exclusion and the shifting fault
line of assimilation which the immigrant bestrode lay at the heart of
whether a woman was expected to be an active thinker or an active
embroiderer.

No knitting

The clandestine and post-clandestine press was one agent in the con-
struction of femininity in France that defined howwomen could belong
to or be excluded from the nation. It circumscribed the family in national
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and gendered terms, and those few voices raised against themain trend
were rapidly isolated and marginalized. Women were held responsible
not only for bringing more babies into the world, but for the well-being
of the nation – an extension of their role during the occupation. Vichy
and resister France had described exclusion from the community of the
tolerated in terms of the national, determined as much by clear gender
lines as by the differentiation between nationalities.

In the years immediately after the war, the space for women’s ac-
tivism declined. Such was the identification between the interests of
mothers and children that by 1950 the UFF had founded a new inter-
national ‘week of the child’.159 It had gone so far along the pro-natalist
road that the date chosen for this annual memorialization of care and
protective instinct was 8 March. This date had once been proudly com-
memorated in the clandestinepress as InternationalWomen’sDay,when
courageous women would take inspiration from Clara Zetkin or the in-
defatigable boldness of Soviet women. The ‘village values’ that the clan-
destine press had soderided as restraining thewomanunder Tsarist rule
and, by extension, her daughter under Vichy, seemed, in this respect at
least, to have been restored.160 Not everybody greeted the downturn
in women’s political militancy with equanimity, and many expressed
disappointment that after years of clandestine resistance, the oppor-
tunities for long-term political activity seemed to have faded. Yet the
germs for this exclusion were present in the very way that the clan-
destine women’s press defined and represented its readership. Vichy
discourses on women, though powerful and given material support,
were contradictory, assigningwomen to a domestic spherewhile requir-
ing many to work outside the home. Wartime conditions accentuated
these embedded ambiguities still further. As material circumstances
changed after the war, the familialist values shared by the collabora-
tionist state andmany of its opponents alike could make an impact on a
longer-term basis than that accomplished by Vichy. ‘Let’s be absolutely
frank,’ despaired Corinne, general secretary of Femmes de la Libération
Nationale, early in 1947. ‘These two years that have just rolled by since
the liberation have been dreadfully disappointing.’161 Women who saw
themselves as onceunited in resistancehadbecome split, subjectmore to
party rather than to grass-roots politics.162 But in setting its own agenda
with respect towomen, the resistance had not encouraged them to strive
beyond a form of patriotic domesticity. Paradoxically, because some
Jewish women’s resistance had been precisely in the area of childcare,
a continued resister identity was available in ways that were closed to
non-Jewish women.

Thenext chapterwill examine thenatalist–GaullistHautComitéCon-
sultatif de laPopulation et de la Famille,whichwas to codifypro-natalist
policy for legislative purposes. At the outset, this committee, dominated
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by the right, had two female members; by 1947 it was seeking a third,
specifically to represent family organizations. Rather than turn to the
major organism in this area, the Union Nationale des Associations
Familiales, or the smaller,workeristMouvementPopulairedes Familles,
the committee appointed Eugénie Cotton, president of the UFF. So ac-
ceptable to the natalist establishment had the UFF become just two
years after the war that her appointment seems to have inspired no
opposition.163 Unlike Corinne of the FLN, the UFF’s retrospective gaze
on the two years since the war found its organization and journal to be
in a better condition than in the immediate liberation period: ‘How did
[Femmes françaises] appear in those days? Text, a lot of text, very long ar-
ticles in small type, covering whole pages without a single illustration.
Practically no fashion.Minusculedrawings, andnoknitting.Nothingon
interior decoration, cooking, children. Too much political news remov-
ing the feminine character from our journal.’ Gradually, it said, the jour-
nal became easier to read, introduced serials, practical fashion tips, and a
mother and baby page. By 1947, the editorial committee claimed that the
weekly’s print run had risen from 80,000 in July 1945 to 170,000 eight-
een months later, while the illustrated supplement attained a figure
of 120,000 copies before being reduced because of paper shortages.164

Contrary to these statements, the post-war publication was in fact il-
lustrated. The UFF also claimed a million members.165 By 1949, it was
sure of its status as a family organization. ‘Childhood,’ announced its
cover headline, ‘our reason for living. Defence of the family and child-
hood, that’s theUFF raison d’être.’166 Despite the alleged popularity of its
pro-natalism, income from sales of Femmes françaises is unlikely to have
supported its impressive print run. Reading was related to economics,
however much Camus may have abhorred such an equation. Privilèges
des femmes had no party or charitable funding on which it could call,
and was unable to compete financially, but it was not solely economics
that forced its closure.167 In the anti-feminist atmosphere of post-war
France, the propagandistic familialism of Femmes françaises helped the
UFF to establish itself at government level, while Privilèges – politically
and financially independent – foundered.

The secrecy necessary for the clandestine press to survive during the
occupationmay have played a part in women’s return to obscurity after
the war. Not only were women involved in the production and distri-
bution of this press forced, like all resisters, to hide as best they could
from the authorities, but their instrumentalization of femininity that
had led many of them to be successful as resisters worked against their
peace-time public participation. This also operated at the level of pro-
duction: the ‘make do and mend’ tendency of the liberation period was
equally present in the clandestine press mode of production. The suc-
cess of the women’s press had relied partly on the fact that any woman
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could produce a journal in her own kitchen; now, after liberation, the
kitchen remained to all intents and purposes her place, and it would
be another twenty-five years before it once again became a site of resis-
tance. The anonymity of women’s press authors, the perceived lack of
necessity to assume even a pseudonym during the war, may also have
contributed towomen’s rapid disappearance frompublic view. Perhaps
female readers’ expectations had been so conditioned by the paucity of
‘high’ politics in the clandestine press that even when it did appear, as
in Privilèges des femmes, they did not appreciate it.

One of the few public areas available to women was social work,
that ambiguous, semi-public, semi-private feminine maternal profes-
sion. UFF journals, among others, were used to recruit social workers
and nurses for work in reception centres for returning deportees or
to care for hidden children and other deserving families. As Madame
Jeanne claimed, there was nothing to be done after the occupation ex-
cept care for children. Here, though, was labour imbued with a strict
sense of genderedmorality.168 It was also workwhich, when carried out
with immigrants, provided the field for the foreigner’s first assimilatory
encounter. But in establishing a link between social service, maternity
and appropriate femininity, French women themselves, as much as the
non-French, were assigned strict roles of how they might fit in to the
newly reconstructing nation after liberation.
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Chapter 4
Limiting liberation: ‘the French
for France’

‘France for theFrench’,CharlesMaurras andhis followers in the extreme
right Action Française insisted and, between 1940 and 1944, exclusion of
all thatwasdeemed foreign in termsof gender role, ethnicity andnation-
ality had been Vichy’s driving force. In 1946, Robert Debré, a respected
paediatrician, and Alfred Sauvy, the demographer and econometrist,
both advisers to Charles de Gaulle, published a book in which they out-
lined their populationist vision for the post-war development of France.
Here, they inverted the Maurrassian slogan, demanding not France for
the French, but French people for France, ‘des Français pour la France’.
Neither Debré nor Sauvy hadmuch time forMaurras (Debré had been a
clandestine resister, and Sauvy claimed to have been).1 But of what did
these ‘French’ consist whom the authors suggested should repopulate
the diminished nation and restore its former greatness?

The provisional government based in Algiers issued the clarion call
for population policies to take centre stage after the war. ‘In post-war
politics, there can be no doubt that the first concern, the only consid-
eration to which all others must be subordinated, must be the recon-
stitution of the population in France’, wrote one of its members who
had designs on a ministerial post.2 Liberation was the demographers’
moment. Amid all the conflict and discord already present in the resis-
tance, despite its unity of opposition to the occupation, there persisted
one field of stark agreement: France was underpopulated. On this, so-
cialists, communists, Gaullists and Christian republicans all concurred
with the now-disgraced collaborationist right.3 Only a few politically
marginal and now scarce feminists, remnants of pre-war movements,
remained sceptical, as we have seen. Population was hardly a new con-
cern, especially for themilitantswhohadbeen trying for several decades
to bring France to its natalist senses and revitalize the country through
a rise in the birth-rate that would at once increase the population, and
redress what they regarded as the unhealthy balance between toomany
elderly and too few young.4 But why was it after the SecondWorldWar
that populationist campaigners’ wishes cohered so closely with those of
a post-resister government set on restoring the republic? What do the
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terms of discussion for the repopulation of France reveal? And how did
the government and its allies seek to embed populationist policy and
thought among its inhabitants?

Populationismwas not a static set of discourses. At liberation, it con-
sisted of a dual vision for national revival: an increase in the birth-
rate, and an increase in immigration. Together, these would provide the
framework on which the new republic could be built. It was perceived
that, for the birth-rate to rise, conditions for mothers needed to be im-
proved, and to this end a range of new family benefits was planned to
encourage women to devote their time to reproducing and raising chil-
dren. New adult residents were to be sought and rigorously selected to
be of maximum benefit to the nation. Limited in terms of ethnicity and
gender, post-liberation pro-natalism was in continual flux, redefining
itself and those it categorized. The racialization that these limitations
produced affected those already defined as French as much as new-
comers, or those whose origins lay beyond French borders. The assim-
ilatory project itself, therefore, far from being open to all as its ideal
might suggest, was restricted to those deemed suitable candidates. The
project to ‘make people French’ was deemed applicable only to those
already perceived as sufficiently similar to ‘the French’ for its actions to
take effect.

From the late nineteenth century, France was second only to the
United States as a nation of mass immigration. Between the two world
wars, there persisted a utilitarian approach to immigration. The gov-
ernment sought migrants in times of economic need, and despatched or
restricted them during recessions – although those who favoured new
restrictive legislation after liberation insisted that immigration had
never before been controlled.5 Legislation after the Second World War
was enacted on the widespread understanding that progressive mea-
sures were being pursued, and that in order to protect the nation, the
population had to come under far more vigorous control than had been
the case hitherto. A brief account of immigrant expulsions from the end
of the First World War should show how contrary to reality this per-
vasive notion was. In 1919, non-European workers among the 400,000
introduced during the First World War were repatriated, and immi-
gration from the colonies was restricted. During the 1921 and 1927
recessions, immigration was once again limited, and work permits
introduced which sent labour to unpopular jobs. By the early 1930s,
repatriations were so frequent that, even with the rise in other forms of
immigration, foreign population figures fell. Labour quotas were intro-
duced in 1932 while, two years later, legislation was enacted to expel
undesirables. The first four months of 1935 saw more than 3,000
expulsions, and the economic crisis led to discriminatory sackings.
Between1921 and1940, over 1millionworkers left France either through
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expulsion or ‘voluntarily’.6 Despite their constant departure, though,
fears of immigrants already detectable after the First World War were
only exacerbated during the 1930s ‘refugee crisis’.7 By any measure it
is evident that the influx of labour had come under both scrutiny and
control in the years before the SecondWorldWar. Myths about refugees
coloured ideas of the dangers of immigrant population and its control
afterVichy.Butafterthewarthefateduringtheoccupationofthosewhom
Vichy defined as foreign came in for very little overt comment at all.

Fears attached to immigration were coupled with those concerning
the birth-rate. Falling reproduction rates were perceived as both symbol
and cause of national decline. Pro-natalists, increasingly strident
after the First World War, believed that France suffered from both
a catastrophically low birth-rate and a burdensome proportion of
elderly population.8 They constantly cited figures from Germany, and
later Japan and Italy as these became enemies, in harsh comparison
with both the perceived reproductive lack at home, and with a fecund
past. As fascist Italy and the Third Reich put their faith in youth
during the 1930s, pro-natalists began to see the preponderance of el-
derly people in France in evenmore catastrophic terms, that the loss and
disablement of young men during the First World War had only acce-
lerated. Terrible projections were made of the death of France itself,
based on the middle years of the 1930s when deaths did outnumber
births. Despite the rise in the birth-rate during the occupation, a fact
which took many demographers by surprise, after liberation they con-
tinued to suggest that the birth-rate was falling. Predictions that by
1985, the population of France would be 29 million were quite stan-
dard, though subsequent analysis has shown that evenduring the 1930s,
trendswereupwards.9 Demographers’ viewofhistorywas imbuedwith
nostalgia for a distant and lost past, and yet when it came to their as-
sessment of current conditions, they took little notice of the long view,
and preferred instead to regard the disequilibrium between births and
deaths in the mid-1930s as clear support for their pessimism. In fact,
therewere numerousways of calculating the birth-rate, all of themmore
or less approximate and none taking into account all the variables.10

The horrifying data that seemed to demonstrate beyond doubt that
Frenchwomen were lax in fulfilling their childbearing duties sustained
the beliefs of those ideologically committed to the need for women to
have more children, and to imagine France as a nation that had lost its
greatness.

Reconstructing the population

Thepost-liberationgovernment set out to tackle head-onwhat it insisted
was the demographic ‘problem’, and Charles de Gaulle announced the
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framework of reconstruction during the spring of 1945.11 In a long ‘state
of the nation’ speech he spelt out the often quoted national need for
‘twelve million bonny babies’ to be produced within ten years. The lack
of population was, he said, ‘the profound cause of our misfortune’ and
‘the principle obstacle against our recovery . . . so that France can be no
more than a bright light going out’. New legislation, however, would
come into play, ‘at the moment, for which we have waited so long,
that our mobilized men, prisoners and deportees return, and when a
large number of French households are founded or reborn’.12 The re-
turn of prisoners of war, political deportees and forced labourers from
Germany was a sensitive issue, and many objected to the proposal to
hold elections – the first in which womenwould be able to vote – before
all the men had been repatriated. Shortly after the end of the European
war, de Gaulle outlined in greater depth three major areas of reform –
modernization of the fonction publique, the nationalization programme
and the introduction of family and immigration policies. ‘Finally,’ he
concluded, ‘measures are required concerning the peopling of France as
much by financial guarantees to families as by rational rules concerning
immigration’.13 The ‘intimate connection’ that de Gaulle sketched
between immigration and the French family was repeatedly expressed
during the liberation years.14 But ‘rationalization’ of immigration and
family policy was not, as many claimed, the institution of some sensible
rules in amuddled area inwhich none hadpreviously existed.15 Instead,
it would be the implementation of a set of ideas in which the develop-
ment of the French populace could, it was hoped, be as scientifically
planned as its future economic progress.16 It was against the perceived
chaos of immigration during the 1920s and 1930s that such rationaliza-
tion, or regulation based on ‘natural’ and scientifically identifiable laws,
was to take place.

Pro-natalism was far from new to post-war France, but it would
be a mistake to view its transformation from propaganda to legis-
lation as simply incremental. Inter-war campaigners were certainly
adept, and the organization that became the Alliance Nationale con-
tre la Dépopulation was prolific and successful in making its mark –
sometimes quite literally, as when their demands appeared on a themed
postage stamp in 1939. Pro-natalismmade an impact immediately after
the FirstWorldWar as contraception and abortionwere suppressed and
benefits introduced for familles nombreuses. It was not until 1939 that
various elements of pro-natalism were assembled into the package
called the Code de la Famille. The promulgation of the Code scarcely
more than a month before the invasion of Poland is significant here for
two reasons. First, it was formulated at a time of heightened fear – of
war, and of immigration. Second, post-war interpretation of the Code
emphasized its original date. Pro-natalists welcomedVichy familialism,
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but afterwardsmaintained the conceit that theCode’s republicanorigins
less than a year before the armistice qualified its work as unfinished.
The return of the republic permitted the Code’s ambitions to be fully
realized, therefore, without explicit reference to Vichy.17 These political
aspects lead me to problematize the term ‘pro-natalism’ itself. For pro-
natalism was never solely about reproduction: the question of which
babies, andwhat sort of populationwas desirable for the nation, always
lay at its heart. As de Gaulle made explicit, the politics of demography
concerned nation, race, ethnicity and gender, and demographers under-
took the project to form a population appropriate for France. For these
reasons I prefer the term populationism.

The wave of demographic enthusiasm in 1945 saw the creation of
numerous new official bodies. In place of the formerMinistry of Health,
the government established a new Ministry of Population and Public
Health, in a bid to end the pre-war atomization of the various govern-
ment departments that dealt with family and population issues. The
new ministry had executive powers in all the key areas of population –
naturalization, the family, preventive health and social security – a sit-
uation even the first minister of population deplored.18 Action did not
stop there, and before the war was over, a further interconnected set
of populationist agencies was set up to protect what the first and sec-
ond ministers of population, the communist François Billoux and the
centrist Robert Prigent (MRP), both referred to as ‘human capital’.19

The one which endures to this day is the Institut National d’Etudes
Démographiques (INED), born less from the ashes than from the still-
burning flames of the Vichy research institute, the Fondation Française
pour l’Etude des Problèmes Humains (FFEPH) that had been founded
in 1941 under the ‘regency’ of Nobel prize-winner, Alexis Carrel.20

As François Billoux announced, ‘just like the National Institute of
Hygiene, we must have a National Institute of Demographic Studies
which, every morning, will remind all the French that we need other
French for France to continue, which will practise a reasoned policy
of immigration or at least the progressive assimilation of immigrant
elements’.21 The Institut National d’Etudes Démographiques became
the key instrument of populationist research and policy, and a few
months after its foundation in April 1945, its links to the ministry and
influence over policy were tightened still further, as it at once came
underministry supervision, andwas officially required to provide train-
ing for ministry staff.22

Within the ministry itself, three new organisms were to admin-
ister and formulate population policy. The Secrétariat Général à la
Famille et à la Population was headed by Alfred Sauvy, who was also
the director of INED; he was charged with coordinating the activities
and decisions of the various ministries still concerned with questions
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of population. The Comité Interministériel de la Population et de la
Famille was to bring together representatives of all these ministries.
Finally, the Haut Comité Consultatif de la Population et de la Famille
(HCCPF) was formed under de Gaulle’s personal chairmanship.23

According to the decree that established the HCCPF, whose members
were chosen by the president himself, it was to be ‘consulted by the
government on all measures concerning the protection of the family, the
development of natality, rural population, urban deconcentration,
the establishment of foreigners on French soil and their integration into
the French population’.24 It met frequently in 1945 – more than once
a week in June – and its deliberations lay behind much of the slew
of populationist legislation that was passed in the first two years after
the war.

Commentators at liberation insisted that these structural moves in
favour of the family and population control were new. In some signifi-
cant respects they were, such as the elevation of scientists and scientific
planning to the centre of government thinking. They also owedmuch to
the recent past. INED had its Vichy predecessor, the FFEPH.25 Likewise,
the first Haut Comité de la Population had formulated the Code de la
Famille in 1939. At the time, Edouard Daladier envisaged this exten-
sion of 1920 and 1923 anti-abortion and anti-contraception legislation in
favour of the famille nombreuse as an opportunity to shore up the nation
against its perceivednumericalweakness. ‘Adeserted country cannotbe
a free country,’ he famously said. ‘It is a route open to all invasions, will-
ing prey for the greedy.’ The newpolicywould ‘permit France to remain
that which it was in the last century’.26 Daladier’s glorification of the
nineteenth century was unusual, as most demographers believed that
France’s golden past lay further back in the eighteenth century. In this
vein, Jacques Doublet, secretary to the 1939 Haut Comité, commented
that it was to redress the over-emphasis since 1789 on the individual
in favour of the collectivity, and particularly the family, that the Code
de la Famille proceeded.27 Indeed, in a move away from individual-
ism that had been criticized as having fostered an anti-communitarian
spirit, the new constitution after liberation specified that both the indi-
vidual and the family were to be assured the necessary conditions for
their development.28 So much for shifts from the past. Robert Prigent,
resister and member of the provisional government in Algiers, later
clarified just how far familialist militants were prepared to compromise
with Vichy. Vichy’s Gounot Law had established a representative body
of familialist organizations, so that familialism was brought into the
direct sphere of the state. Prigent, active in Christian, working-class fa-
milialism, and founder of the Mouvement Populaire des Familles, saw
the chance in Vichy for the concerns of his organizations to remain cen-
tral to government populationism after liberation.29 Nor was Vichy’s
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Table 2 Links between populationist organizations

HCCPF INED FFEPH SSAE Other

Maxime Blocq-Mascart CNR
Fernand Boverat ∗ ANCD
Simone Collet UNAF
Robert Debré ∗ PGF
Jeanne Delabit CGT-FO
Jacques Doublet ∗ ∗
Adolphe Landry ∗ ∗ ∗ UIESP

ANCD
Georges Mauco ∗ UIESP
Maurice Monsaingeon ∗ UNAF
Alfred Sauvy ∗ ∗ LPGF

Commission Générale à la Famille so distant from the new Secrétariat
Général à la Famille et à la Population. It might even be said that Vichy
initiatives were strengthened after liberation. While the Vichy Commis-
sion Générale à la Famille had little legislative power, its inheritor at
liberation did not suffer from such handicaps.

Beyond the strict remit of the state, other organisms were charged
with putting into practice many of the ideas regarding immigrants and
their ‘progressive assimilation’ into France. The Service Social d’Aide
aux Emigrants was one of these. It operated on a relatively small scale,
and indeed complained to the ministry that its lack of funds prevented
the satisfactory fulfilment of its tasks.30 Yet it was a significant organiza-
tion whose examination will help us to understand the ways that famil-
ialism, assimilation and immigration became enmeshed. The crossover
between these agencies and committees was significant, and Table 2
shows just how few individuals were able to have an impact across
the field. Each of these bodies understood population in the dual terms
of the family and reproduction on one side, and immigration on the
other. They framed the very process of immigration in terms of the fam-
ily, so that through successful assimilation, immigrants would be able
to found families and have children, becoming worthy bearers of the
title ‘French’. The terms in which demographers discussed the family
concerned not only the bringing together of women and men in het-
erosexual, productive union, but also the nationality of the family. Just
as the Union des Femmes Françaises addressed French women as re-
producers, so demographers talked of the productive family as French.
This did not emerge suddenly at liberation: even during the débâcle in
early June 1940 and shortly before the government left Paris, the prime
minister Paul Reynaud established a newMinistry of the French Family
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to replace that of Public Healthwhoseminister,Marcel Héraud, had just
resigned.

Nobody, wrote Jean-François Gravier in 1947, could any longer
ignore the problem of population given the fine contributions from
Adolphe Landry, Alfred Sauvy, Robert Debré, Georges Mauco and
Fernand Boverat.31 Gravier’s influential work, Paris et le désert français,
asserted that French centralization encouraged rural depopulation and
turned Paris into a vast parasite that fed off the rest of an inevitably
depleted France. As a former Vichy senior civil servant reintegrated
into the administration after liberation, he was perhaps partisan.32

Each of the individuals he mentioned, plus a number of other notable
commentators on population, were members of the HCCPF. All were
prolific authors who, in common with the other Committee members
bar one, had remained in metropolitan France during the occupation.
Each had published work on populationism during or immediately
after the occupation. Who were they, and what credentials did they
hold that encouraged de Gaulle to seek their authority on matters of
population?

A new member of the HCCPF in 1945, Maxime Blocq-Mascart was
a right-wing, corporatist critic of the Third Republic.33 A former First
World War pilot, Blocq-Mascart studied economics and later formed
the Service Social des Travailleurs Intellectuels, assuming its vice-
presidency after the SecondWorldWar. He was an early member of the
centrist resistance group Organisation Civile et Militaire (OCM), and
much criticized for his detailed fifty-page discussion of the ‘problem of
minorities’ in their 1942 clandestine publication, the OCM Cahiers.34 Al-
though these proposals for exclusionwent somewaybeyondVichy’s, he
became theOCMrepresentative on theConseilNational de laRésistance
(CNR) and vice-president of that body.35 The ‘problem of minorities’
was explicitly one of Jews. In a tone that at times seemed to justify
antisemitism, and was certainly sympathetic to the reasons for its pre-
ponderance, Blocq-Mascart traced its historical roots and formulations
in pre-war France. He criticized Léon Blum in terms more normally
expected from Blum’s Vichyist opponents who had sent him – and in
effect the Third Republic – to trial at Riom. Writing just after measures
had been promulgated to force all Jews in the Northern Zone to wear
the yellow star, Blocq-Mascart remained silent on the matter of Vichy
or Nazi antisemitic legislation. Those members of national and non-
Christian minorities who could not prove four generations of Christian
ascendancy, or three generations of birth on French soil, he concluded,
should be excluded from various occupations and be deprived of the
choice of where to settle.36 While these were not necessarily common
sentiments in the resistance overall, we will see that elements would
be taken up at liberation. After liberation, Blocq-Mascart became a
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delegate to the ProvisionalConsultativeAssembly and founded the cen-
trist newspaper, Parisien libéré. He was president of Entr’aide Française
(the republican version of Vichy’s social work organization, Secours
National) and after 1951, became a Conseiller d’Etat, representing
French interests in its African colonies as they moved to independence.
He was instrumental in de Gaulle’s return in 1958, though later dis-
tanced himself from the president over Algeria.

An obsessive populationist, Fernand Boverat began his publishing
career in 1913 with Patriotisme et paternité, a call to arms in the war
against depopulation. He held senior positions from 1912 until after the
Second World War in the organization that became the Alliance Na-
tionale contre la Dépopulation (ANCD) and described himself as an
expert demographer, though his only qualification was a diploma from
a business school. The son of a well-established stockbroker, it might
be speculated that Boverat’s febrile insistence that others have children
be attributed to his own childlessness.37 His attraction to extreme pop-
ulationism was pronounced during the 1920s and especially the 1930s,
as fascist Italy and then Nazi Germany engaged in what he regarded
as active population development, and as refugees began to arrive in
France.38 In 1939 he was invited to join the Haut Comité de la Popu-
lation that formulated the Code de la Famille. During the occupation,
Boverat continued to write for the ANCD – nowwith bases in the occu-
pied and non-occupied zones – and joined the FFEPH in 1943 as chair
of its new Natality team.39 The ANCD publications of this period were
aimed particularly at young readers in Vichy’s youth organizations, the
Chantiers de la Jeunesse and the Eclaireurs de France.40 After the war,
some accused Boverat of collaboration; in his defence, he claimed in-
stead to have attempted to join de Gaulle in London, only to receive
the humiliating news that his presence was superfluous, at which point
he returned to France.41 There he found that Vichy’s familialism coin-
cided with his own, and the ANCD responded to Vichy’s call for a uni-
fied family movement by joining with similar organizations, including
the Fédération des Associations des Familles Nombreuses and La Plus
Grande Famille, to become Vichy’s official representative of the family
movement in July 1941.42 After the war, Boverat became one of the
HCCPF’s most vociferous members, a prolixity matched only by his
monomaniacal publication record.43

Robert Debré was professor of paediatrics at the Paris Faculty of
Medicine, and fathered a dynasty of prominent Gaullists.44 He too had
been involved with the 1939 Haut Comité, and became a key member
of its 1945 incarnation. His family were pious Alsatian Jews, and he
grew up in Paris, where his father taught at the yeshiva of which his
grandfather was director.45 Debré later abandoned Judaism, which he
associated with Zionist excess and small-minded particularism, a point
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of view that led him to regret the influence that Jewish organizations
would have on child concentration camp survivors who had come to
France in 1945.46 After the invasion, Debré remained in Paris and was
one of the handful of Jews in medicine, education, law or public ser-
vice permitted by Article 8 of the Statut des Juifs to remain in work
after the same legislation had excluded the rest from these areas. Like
other Jewish medical professionals, though, he was forbidden to treat
non-Jewish patients and worked at the Rothschild Hospital, now lim-
ited to Jews alone. Even after the hospital came under constant police
surveillance and was surrounded by barbed wire, some staff delayed
the deportation of patients by faking illnesses and helping them es-
cape.Despite these efforts, therewere frequent round-ups at the hospital
between November 1942 and April 1944.47 Debré used his laboratory to
produce false papers; he also helped to establish a network of medical
personnel to assist refugees and resisters, and two medical resistance
groups. These – the Comité Médical de la Résistance, affiliated to the
OCM,and theFrontNationaldesMédecins, allied to theFrontNational –
aimed to bring together politically divergent wings of the resistance.
The Rothschild Hospital was thus the site of round-ups and arrests, as
well as of succour and resistance. In September 1943, Debré went un-
derground, and later assisted Gaullists to plan the Paris uprising.48 His
research focused on infectious diseases among children, interests that
keyed with his populationist preoccupations. These received full ex-
pression in his 1946 publication,Des Français pour la France, co-authored
with Alfred Sauvy, whose appointment as director of INED he was in-
strumental in procuring and whom he joined as chair of INED’s first
technical committee.49

Simone Collet, née Brunet (known on the Committee under her hus-
band’s name as Mme Olry Collet) was president of La Plus Grande
Famille. This organization for parents of more than five children used
the same address as many other populationist groups, an impressive
building in central Paris that Philippe Renaudin, Vichy’s general com-
missioner for the family, inaugurated as theMaisonde la Famille in 1942.
La PlusGrande Famillewas created during the FirstWorldWar in a con-
sciously élitist move, its name reflecting concerns not just for the biggest
families, but those deemed socially most worthy, who would show the
way to those less fortunate.50 Funding came from industrialists to help
other family organizations to orientate themselves ‘from an intellec-
tual and moral point of view’. During the occupation, Simone Collet
headed their welfare committee, helping middle-class mothers in Paris
through the crisis, forwhich shewas awarded theChevalier de la Légion
d’Honneur in 1946, gaining Officier status in 1966.51 La Plus Grande
Famille published the populationist journal Pour la vie, which began its
new series in 1945 and was intended to span all family movements.52
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The Committee records present her concerns to be the family as
the primary unit of social organization, and hostility to immigration
of anything other than families.53 Collet seems not to have been con-
sidered an important member: when the British Royal Commission on
Population invited the Committee to send a delegation, she was ex-
cluded at the last minute, despite her protestations and appearance on
the original list.54

Jeanne Marcelle Delabit, née Hartmann, was the only left-wing
member of the Committee, although as a founding member of the
Confédération Générale du Travail–Force-Ouvrière (CGT–FO) trade
union bloc, her sympathies were anti-communist. Born in 1892 in east-
ern Paris, where she remained all her life, she began work as a cigarette
maker, becoming a factory welfare supervisor (surintendante d’usine)
during the FirstWorldWar shortly after such responsibilities forwomen
were introduced. She was first elected to trade union office in 1922
and held senior posts in the tobacco workers’ union, the Fédération
Nationale CGT des Ouvriers et Ouvrières des Manufactures de Tabacs,
as under-secretary, secretary-general and editor of the monthly news-
paper. As an anti-communist on the left, she might well have clashed
with her only potential political ally on the Committee, François
Billoux. At the same time, her politics isolated her from all the other
members. As a trade union organizer of many years’ standing, though,
she was familiar with being in a minority position: until 1945, only two
unions, the tobacco workers and the clothing workers, had any women
among their leadership.55 In 1932, she spoke on behalf of the women’s
section at the CGT congress organized by the Comité d’Action pour la
Paix, and as secretary of her union’s welfare section, she ensured that
the interests of women workers as well as men were defended. She was
a member of the Fédération Démocratique Internationale des Femmes
(FDIF), the communist-organized international women’s peace organi-
zation initiated at the end of the Second World War by the Union des
Femmes Françaises.56 In 1945, she was elected to the CGT administra-
tive commission and to the Force-Ouvrière executive commission at its
first conference in April 1948, where she remained for thirteen years.57

This brief biography implies considerable oratorical and organizational
prowess; the HCCPF archives silence her almost completely, though
Delabit was occasionally noted as voicing opposition to measures such
as the family vote, opinions on which the right-wing majority gener-
ally overruled her and Blocq-Mascart. Nonetheless, the presence of two
women on the HCCPF did represent a change from its Vichy forebears;
while women had been a major focus for familialism, they played less
part in the formulation of policy.58 Here, though, it is difficult for the
historian to reach far beyond Collet’s and Delabit’s femininity as it all
but excised them from the written record.
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The fonctionnaire JacquesDoublet had been secretary to the 1939Haut
Comité before becoming a fully fledgedmember in 1945.Hefirst entered
the Ministry of the Interior (foreigners’ section) in 1930 before moving
to the Conseil d’Etat in 1932. During the 1930s he prepared a doctorate
in law on the Nazi Arbeitsfront.59 ‘Relieved of his functions’ to organ-
ize peasants at the Ministry of Agriculture at the end of 1942, he was
hardly in disgrace with Vichy since he immediately joined the Rural
Economy research team at the FFEPH.60 His claim to have remained in
clandestine contact throughout the occupation with other HCP mem-
bers Alfred Sauvy, Fernand Boverat and Adolphe Landry, as well as un-
dertaking unspecified resistance work with Jean Lefebvre and Pasteur
Vallery-Radot (with whom Robert Debré was also connected) would
seem to be stretching a point since only the latter were underground,
and the formerwere allworkingwith the FFEPH.61 At liberation, hewas
briefly involved with the short-lived Ministry of Prisoners, Deportees
andRefugees.62 After thewar, Doublet published a number of commen-
taries on welfare benefits whose chief interest here is their hesitation
vis-à-vis the easy transferability of legislative desires to social change
assumed elsewhere.

Populationists generally credit Adolphe Landry as father of the 1939
Code de la Famille. As deputy for Corsica, government minister and,
briefly, senator, he began to introduce populationist measures such as
reduced rail fares for large families shortly after the First World War.
Landry was president of the Union Internationale pour l’Etude Sci-
entifique de la Population in the 1930s, was a senior member of the
ANCD, and published numerous works on demography before, dur-
ing and after the occupation, most notably, La Démographie française
and Traité de démographie.63 His contributions to the HCCPF were es-
pecially concerned with the details of family welfare benefits, and
he succeeded in his determination that child benefit should apply to
all and not just the first child, but be disallowed for the first child
if it were born more than two years after marriage or if the mother
were over twenty-five years old.64 His party loyalties remained in the
republican–radical ambit, and hewas appointed to theMinistries ofMa-
rine (January 1920–January 1921, as a deputy for Action Républicaine
et Sociale, a group interested in linking technocracy with natalism) and
Instruction Publique, Beaux-Arts and Enseignement Technique (but for
only twenty-four hours in June 1924 before the cabinet fell); finally,
in Pierre Laval’s government he was at Travail et Prévoyance Sociale
(as a Gauche Radicale between January 1931 and February 1932). Af-
ter 1933, Landry took a principled stand and joined what became the
Comité National Français de Secours aux Réfugiés Allemands, Vic-
times de l’Antisémitisme, and in 1940, he abstained in the vote to
grant Pétain full powers.65 Landry joined Robert Debré on the first
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technical committee that helped to formulate the direction that INED
would pursue.66

If Landry was the father of populationist legislation, the paternity
of demographics could be attributed to Alfred Sauvy. His professional
career in this field spanned more than five decades, and his output was
prolific and influential in the construction not only of a fundamental
belief in the workability of a planned econometric demographic policy,
but of a scientistic, historicist view of France, past, present and future.
A graduate of the Ecole Polytechnique, Sauvy worked in Paris for the
Statistique Générale de la France from 1922, where, apart from a brief
period of mobilization at the outbreak of war, he was director of the
Institut de Conjoncture throughout the occupation. It was in this ca-
pacity that he joined Vichy’s Conseil Supérieur de la Famille. Among
other duties, the Statistique Générale helped to compile the census
of Jews during the occupation.67 During the occupation Sauvy pub-
lished a major work on demography, Richesse et population.68 Having
been a member of the 1939 Haut Comité, he claimed to have remained
in clandestine contact with others to plan post-war policy, particularly
with regard to abortion, family andhousingbenefits and retirementpen-
sions, a process greatly easedgivenhis appointment as technical advisor
to the FFEPH Bio-sociology department.69 In 1945, he became head of
INED and remained editor of their journal, Population, until 1976.70 The
transformation of the Fondation Française pour l’Etude des Problèmes
Humains establishedbyVichy in1941 to INEDwasalmost seamless. The
same legislation dissolved the first and created the second, paving the
way for the FFEPH to persist in a new republican incarnation.71 INED
researchers wrote up the results of FFEPH enquiries,72 and continuity
was evident in objectives, personnel and methods.73 Of twenty-five re-
searchers at INED, more than half had been employed at the FFEPH,
and a number of projects that the first initiated were completed by the
second. Thefirst issue ofPopulation frommid-1946 contained avariety of
articles by formerFFEPHemployees. Implicit in theFFEPH’s conversion
to INED was the disappearance of the occupation from the demogra-
pher’s mind. In his introduction to the first issue of Population, Sauvy
noted two dates – the promulgation of the Code de la Famille in July
1939, and the creation of the Secrétariat Général à la Famille et à la Pop-
ulation in April 1945 – as the only ones worthy of recollection, despite
the fact that this Secrétariat owed a great deal to Vichy’s organization
of family at government level.74

Maurice Monsaingeon was a medical practitioner and Catholic
familialist whose official Committee role was to represent the new
Union Nationale des Associations Familiales (UNAF). Another for-
mer member of the FFEPH (he sat on its executive committee),
Monsaingeon was also vice-president of La Plus Grande Famille and
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almost as prolific a correspondent as Boverat.75 Like his son André, he
was an outspoken opponent of abortion. Monsaingeon expressed pious
arguments in favour of the Catholic family, which he regarded as ‘the
providential institution animated by spirituality, intelligence and love
which together make the familial trinity of man, woman and child’.76

As a Catholic, his populationism differed constitutively from Boverat’s,
whose primary concern was increased national reproductivity, though
this too was to be achieved within a family setting.77 Shortly before lib-
eration, Monsaingeon published a Vichyist defence of the family as sole
bedrock of a healthy society which should be constituted to form ‘la
Patrie, Famille de familles’, a position he probably defended asmember
of the permanent section of Vichy’s Conseil Supérieur de la Famille
and president of its Centre National de Coordination des Activités
Familiales.78 Hostile to immigration,which he compared to invasion, he
subscribed to a biologistic view of population movement as ‘a veritable
human transplant or blood transfusion’, a view that echoed the extreme
racism of RenéMartial, whomwe shall meet again in the next chapter.79

Robert Prigent was also a Christian familialist whose religious con-
victions, while profound, were coupledwith aworking-class sensibility
andweremore generous than those ofMonsaingeon. Born in 1910 in the
Nord, Prigent was a Christian trade unionist from an early age, and co-
founded the LigueOuvrière Chrétienne in 1936. In 1941, he founded the
Mouvement Populaire des Familles, representing both these organiza-
tions on Vichy’s various family coordination committees. He left France
in 1942, and by 1943 had been elected to the Consultative Provisional
Assembly in Algiers for the OCM. At liberation, as well as working
with Lucie Aubrac on Privilèges des femmes (he had supported univer-
sal suffrage during the vote in Algiers), he remained a parliamentarian,
and was deputy for the Nord until 1951. For two years from autumn
1945 he was minister for population. After leaving parliament, he re-
mained active until the 1980s in a variety of social welfare, Catholic and
familialist organizations. Prigent had for many years campaigned for
the rights of working-class families, and the family in general, which he
suggested was, ‘isolated, underrated and mocked, and moreover bears
the weight of a terrible inferiority complex which makes it seek only
timid remedies for its suffering’.80 While he wished to raise the status
of the family, his democratic inclinations opposed the family vote in
whose favour right-wing familialists routinely campaigned. The family
vote would give parents a vote on behalf of each child; its supporters
variously suggested that mothers should vote on behalf of their daugh-
ters, or for their children under the age of ten, and fathers for sons or
older children. At liberation, proponents tried to insist that the family
vote would introduce truly universal suffrage, imagining that families
would vote only in their familial, rather than class, regional or other
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interests.81 Against this trend, which had received state support from
Vichy in theory (though in practice it abandoned voting rights for all),
Prigent regarded as imperative the need for familialist organizations to
have a recognized advisory council at state level, as the economy had
done.82

The last person on the Committee was Georges Mauco. As its sec-
retary, he is important for the historian inasmuch as he was in charge
of its papers. His work on immigration and assimilationism forms the
basis of the next chapter. Here, it is important to consider his place on
the Committee. At its first meeting on 30 April 1945, members were
asked to consider immigration. As an expert on this matter since the
early 1930s when he published Les Etrangers en France, a book that
rapidly achieved pre-eminence in the field, Mauco’s hand in the formu-
lation of the Committee’s published proposals is evident.83 In common
with many specialists, Mauco was convinced that some categories of
foreigner would adapt to France better than others. It was necessary,
therefore, to adopt a policy whereby the proportion of desirables would
be maintained. The minutes of that first meeting record that,

The Secretary [Georges Mauco] presented the project devoted to the initial orga-
nization of immigration. He first proposed discussion of the principle of ethnic
selection: Nordics, Mediterraneans, Slavs. This choice rests on experience and
on studies carried out in the last two decades. It further rests on selection carried
out in the United States.
The President [Charles de Gaulle] confirmed the necessity for such a choice.84

It was universally accepted that, even without immigrants, France was
an ethnically mixed nation, and from this, even the intellectual acro-
batics of the ardent biological racists could not depart. Before turning
our attention to the reasons ‘Nordics’ held such appeal at liberation,
let us examine the ideas behind the new structural arrangements on
population a little more closely.

French people for France

Theestablishmentof theMinistryofPopulation, and its constituent com-
mittee and secretariat, owedmuch to a visionary plan that Robert Debré
devised.85 ‘Inspired by a new spirit’, he aimed to put populationism at
the forefront of public consciousness. More far-reaching than a similar
plan by his Algiers-based colleague, Bernard Mélamède,86 Debré’s de-
parted from prior administrative arrangements to propose a new min-
istry whose independent budget and cabinet membership would lend
it the strategic status equivalent to that of a ministry of economy. The
ministry would be dedicated to supporting populationism across the
entire range of government functions. The new body should prioritize
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rebirth, natality and immigration, and sweep away old ideas of a min-
istry of health that Debré suggested took an unproductive interest in
death via its curative, rather than preventive, attitude to medicine. In
addition to a coordinated effort among legislators, educators and social
workers to ensure that France was repopulated with healthy families
and diligent immigrants, a policy of population distribution to key
areas should be undertaken. Theministrywould be organized into three
divisions – health, social welfare, and population. This last would be
subdivided into two sections – first, family, and second, population, im-
migration and population distribution (peuplement).Mindful of his ‘new
spirit’, Debré insisted that the family section be ‘haunted by the concern
to restore the French birth-rate’ via an increase in the number of families
with more than three children – a departure fromDaladier’s promotion
of very large families. Immigrants in the Debré plan were to be ‘fixed by
a system of appropriate proportions according to the categories of for-
eigners’. Assimilation would be achieved step by step, and immigrants
would be granted new status in three stages: first, their initial admis-
sion, then the ‘wanderer’ (pérégrin) status which would award them
economic but not political benefits, and finally naturalization, which
could be granted, or refused, only after this apprenticeship.87 Debré’s
plan depended on a nationalized approach to the question of popula-
tion, that would involve educators and the armed forces as well as the
administration. To this end, he proposed the introduction of national
service for women whereby young women would be obliged to act as
medical social workers, nursing assistants or mothers’ helps, thereby
taking populationism right to the cradle.

With significant modifications proposed by the HCCPF, many as-
pects of the Debré plan were realized, both in the establishment of the
new ministry and in the quantity and content of legislation on nation-
ality and the family passed between 1945 and 1947. The main legisla-
tion consisted of revisions to the Code de la Famille in 1945 and 1946,
and the Code de la Nationalité of 19 October 1945.88 There were also
dozens of other laws on housing, demography, welfare benefits and
the problems known as ‘social scourges’ – chiefly tuberculosis, alco-
holismandprostitution. These extensivepieces of legislation introduced
and amended a whole raft of measures. As far as the family was con-
cerned, the HCCPF voted for changes in benefits to the family such as
payments made to expectant and neo-natal mothers, and measures to
counter infant mortality and abortion (which it called ‘protection of the
family’). It was also concerned to ‘protect the race’ by stamping out al-
coholism and the sale of hard spirits, and by outlawing ‘moral outrage’
(homosexuality and prostitution) and illegal drugs. Many of the com-
mittee’s deliberations were adopted in law. Their wishes to educate the
children of foreigners in ‘intellectual and spiritual’ issues, though, and
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their suggestion that parents of three or more living and legitimate chil-
dren brought up ‘with dignity’ be honoured with a special title and a
distinctive badge to be worn at all times, did not reach the statute
books.89 Among other laws that were passed at this time was one that
broughtprivate establishments that trainedhousewivesunder state con-
trol, for instance, and there were new measures for ante- and neo-natal
care.90 Women who disobeyed measures designed to encourage child-
birth and who failed to attend medical examinations during and after
their pregnancy, would lose their maternity allowances. In any case,
these benefitswere far fromuniversal. In a bid to rejuvenate the country,
allowances would only be paid to parents if the mother were under
twenty-five years old, or if the childwere bornwithin the first two years
of marriage, followed by the subsequent children within three years of
the last.91

In the realm of nationality, the new Code de la Nationalité specified
precisely how French nationality was to be acquired, on whom it could
be conferred, and how it could be lost. Naturalization was at once en-
couraged, and yet subject to new measures whereby the degree of an
applicant’s assimilation was taken into account for the first time. New
residents were forbidden to change their profession from that written
on their identity card for ten years, a situation that some found to be
‘in flagrant contradiction’ with the government’s professed hopes for
speedy assimilation.92 These hopes were encompassed in legislation
to encourage the Gallicization of surnames, until then permitted only
under special parliamentary order on a case-by-case basis, so that indi-
vidualsmight lose their ‘foreign sound or look’.93 As far as professionals
were concerned, the non-French were excluded from architecture, law,
accountancy and pharmacy, and could not run travel agencies or direct
plays. Themedical establishment had formany years been hostile to the
admission of immigrants to their ranks, andministerial permission was
required before any non-French national could practise medicine, or its
branches such as dentistry, optometry, veterinary science or massage.94

The importance of the HCCPF in respect of this legislation should not
be underestimated, given that the Code de la Nationalité and the new
Code de la Famille, plus many other laws, were ordonnances, a type of
legislation not subject to parliamentary debate.95 The significance of the
HCCPF deliberations was further compounded by the friction between
the various ministries with which they consulted – labour, finance, jus-
tice and interior – which meant that the inter-ministerial council met
only rarely.96

Debré’s plan was not the only document available for the Commit-
tee’s consultation. Between them, the members had published dozens
of works and each was considered an expert. If there were any senior
members of the Committee, though, these were Georges Mauco, whose
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propositions for immigration legislation formed the basis of the law that
would eventually be passed (and that is discussed in the next chapter),
Robert Debré and Alfred Sauvy. It is worth examining more closely the
collaborative explorations of the last two in Des Français pour la France,
published in 1946.

Debré’s and Sauvy’s claims to authority stemmed initially from their
scientific backgrounds. Des Français pour la France argued for social
planning on every level, and stemmed from their belief in the leg-
islated management of progress. Population, for them, was a physi-
cal, unified mass, and the low birth-rate was tantamount to an earth-
quake that caused ‘cracks, subsidence and cavings in [to be] produced
in the social body’.97 Society as an earthy crust presented the French
social fabric not only as brittle but geo-physical, intrinsically attached
to its land. The view of the French populace as bound to and created
by their land had long formed part of nationalist discourse of which
Vichy’s retour à la terre could be interpreted as but one version. People,
such as immigrants and city-dwellers, who were held to be remote
from the land were seen as problematic, a theme to be developed in
the next chapter. As far as immigration was concerned, Des Français
pour la France is suffused with a profound ambivalence. The authors
rejected biological racism and asserted that ‘the idea of a “pure race”,
of the “protection of racial purity”, is merely political polemic with
neither foundation nor value’.98 Antisemitism was a ‘false problem’ in-
strumentalized in the service of pan-Germanpropaganda.99 At the same
time, the authors believed in definite cultural differences between im-
migrant groups and that immigrants thus varied in value. The tempo-
rary migration of colonial subjects notwithstanding, Debré and Sauvy
asserted that pre-war immigration proportions were changing from
a domination of Belgians, Italians and Spanish (i.e., ‘Nordics’ and
‘Mediterraneans’) to Slavs, North Africans and Asians. ‘One could say,’
they remarked, ‘that foreign immigration comprises a greater num-
ber of “exotic” elements than previously.’100 It has been suggested that
Debré and Sauvy anticipatedmass immigration open to all. The scholar
and former immigration service civil servant Patrick Weil compared
Sauvy with Georges Mauco, the Conseiller d’Etat, Pierre Tissier, and
minister for labour Alexandre Parodi. He wrote, ‘And if they consid-
ered in respect of the assimilation of foreigners that a hierarchy ex-
ists in the capacity of assimilation according to nationality or origin,
they nonetheless think that “in the case of assimilation and Galliciza-
tion the individual element must prevail over all others. The character
of each immigrant must be examined”.’101 Debré and Sauvy did reject
biological notions of race. But Weil’s quotation was selective, and over-
emphasized the role of the individual in relation to the mass. In the
passage in Des Français pour la France which preceded Weil’s citation,
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the authors worried about the sort of foreigner whose assimilation
was considered more problematic than that of the Scandinavian or the
Belgian:

There remain the Orientals, Levantines, Balkanics, etc. Their influx is far from
being as desirable as that of the Belgians and Dutch, or even the Italians and
Spanish. Here again, one must not raise racial objections but, on the contrary,
realize that these subjects are too far from our civilization and that its level
risksmodification after contact with them. The situation in a city likeMarseilles,
largely open to these immigrants, authorizes certain fears. Severe selectionmust
preside over their admission.102

Immigrants, in other words, had to be selected as individuals, but indi-
viduals from some categorieswere less likely to passmuster than others.
The examination of the ‘character of each immigrant’ was far from
benign. This ‘character’ would have to be scrutinized in addition to that
conferred by membership of a particular ethnic or national grouping,
making entry conditions for members of ‘undesirable’ categories even
harder. Debré and Sauvy considered Germans, though, to be capable of
making an important contribution to France. While certain precautions
needed to be taken to ensure their re-education and prevent cluster-
ing (‘nothing is more annoying’ than colonies of immigrants, they said,
underlining again the assimilation of individuals),103 ‘a contribution of
German blood in reasonable quantity could be particularly precious
since undeniable Germanic qualities could certainly contribute to the
moderation of certain imbalances and compensate for too great an influx
of Latins or Slavs’.104 Many populationists shared the belief that these
‘undeniable qualities’ included industry, creative and rational farming
methods, reliability, order – and reproductivity.105

When the HCCPF came to discuss the proportions of the new immi-
grant influx, they decided to return to nineteenth-century immigration
scales. At that point, it was claimed, ‘Nordics’ had made up 65 per cent,
‘Mediterraneans’ 32 per cent and ‘Slavs’ a mere 3 per cent of the immi-
grantpopulation toFrance.106 After theFirstWorldWar, these trendshad
been inverted, but it was now becoming clear to the Committee that the
order of preference had to return to the former hierarchy. Planning was
to be total, to the extent that theHCCPFwished to fix an annual figure to
the number of foreigners permitted to reside in each département.107 This
would be facilitatedwith the establishment of a register of all foreigners
working in France. Immigrants should not ‘risk changing the physical,
spiritual and moral values which we hold dear . . . for this reason these
foreigners could not be any foreigners regardless’.108 Georges Mauco’s
proposals to the Committee vis-à-vis immigration drew particular at-
tention to the possibilities that new German immigration could hold in
helping the French economy and weakening the German nation: ‘The
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interest should be pointed out of tapping the German population . . .
the only demographic source from which we could hope for a numer-
ically significant Nordic contribution, potentially counterbalancing the
surplus of Mediterraneans in France. This complement could furnish
the work force immediately necessary for French reconstruction, and
at the same time weaken Germany demographically.’109 It is difficult
to see a clear-cut division between what are normally analysed as ‘bi-
ological’ or ‘cultural’ aspects of a population, so intertwined have they
become. When Debré and Sauvy talk about German ‘blood’ they slip
into the language of biology, showing how unclear is the demarcation
between biological and cultural ideas of race. Even if it is still possible
to distinguish between them, the aversion to difference within cultural
racism is no less harsh than that which pertains in its biological ver-
sion. The German nation was considered dangerous, but whether the
value of Germans stemmed from their presumed biological or cultural
qualities is less apparent. Similar overlaps are visible in Des Français
pour la France. Being ‘too far from our civilization’ is construed in cul-
tural terms, but the strength of a foreign culture, and the weakness
of French culture in the encounter between the two, are presented as
though something permanent – and biological – is at work.110 Opposi-
tion to these selection criteria was sparse. In response to an article in Le
Monde by Jacques Fauvet, Action provided one of the rare counters to
the idea that France was in need of ‘Nordics’ to maintain a balance so
as not to ‘risk aggravating a rupture that is already marked in the coun-
try’s human structure’:111 ‘One could appeal to . . . the least contested
findings of contemporary science and respond . . . that [Fauvet’s] pecu-
liar anthropology harks back to the steam age. One could reply to him
that the conception ofMediterranean–Nordic balancemeans absolutely
nothing, and that nothing would permit one to confirmwhether France
today is a “Latin country” or a Nordic country.’112 According to Action,
the logical conclusion of recourse to these ‘Nordics’ was ‘the good and
brave population disciplined by Hitler’. Their irony was unwittingly
close to the truth.

The German question

Enthusiasm for an increasedbirth-rate, de rigueur amongdemographers,
was not a new phenomenon to France in 1945. Pétain famously pinned
the defeat of 1940 on ‘too few children, too few arms, too few allies’.113

Earlier populationists had blamed national weakness duringwar on the
low birth-rate, and their credo gained significant boosts in popularity
after 1870 and especially after the 1914–18 war. Until the Cold War and
the transformation of the Soviet Union into a new political threat, for
populationists, France’s main competitor by virtue of its high birth-rate
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was Germany. Populationist interpretation of Germany’s consequent
numerical advantage – witnessed in France via successive invasions of
French territory – insisted on the greater quality of German offspring in
comparison to the French.

Populationist fear of Germany as a bellicose neighbour, then, was
tempered by admiration for its all too obvious efforts to regenerate its
numbers. During the 1930s, many demographers in France took seri-
ously Nazi presumptions about youth, and were much impressed by
German rejuvenation.AsFrance emerged fromonewar that hadopened
with its rapid defeat in 1940, only to embark on a further eighteen years
of colonial war, many found attractive the potential to retrieve warrior
success through the creation of a strong and virile population.114 Before
the Second World War, many French populationists aimed to emulate
the Nazi programme. Republican populationism’s creed of state inter-
vention with support from Catholic doctrine that criticized the selfish
egoism behind the French refusal to have babies nourished an admi-
ration for the Nazi state which was seen to be tackling these ques-
tions head-on. This was particularly clear after the Anschluss, the Nazi
takeover of Austria, in March 1938.

As Europe hurtled towards war, French populationists turned their
admiring gaze on Nazi efforts to increase German natality. Fernand
Boverat was not alone in the belief that abortion was the major reason
for the low French birth-rate, and that principles of social engineer-
ing could be directly applied to minimize the deleterious effects of in-
dividual choice. He had subscribed to this view since before the First
WorldWar, and became increasingly vociferous in its defence during the
1930s.115 Boverat was encouraged by the apparently miraculous alter-
ations toAustrian reproduction rates since theAnschluss, andapplauded
the ‘immense’ results since 1933 which had been obtained in Germany
from sending abortionists to concentration camps. He suggested that
in Austria, a 20 per cent increase in the birth-rate a few months after
March 1938 was due entirely to the suppression of abortion, rather than
to other ‘encouragements towards marriage and natality [which] have
not yet had time to produce their effect’.116 Lessons to be learnt in France
from such efforts included identifying the unscrupulous foreign doctors
behind profit-making French abortion clinics.117 These individuals, he
argued, along with ‘repugnant’ midwives, should face the firing squad.

Lest it be imagined that only the more extreme populationists main-
tained positions such as these, it should be noted that Alfred Sauvy
veered towards a similarly radical stance. He too found the Austrian
example compelling as it supported his conviction that improvements
to the population could be scientifically planned. In late 1938, he argued
that this type of planning was clear, cheap and ‘certainly efficacious’.
As proof, he advised sceptics to examine demographic statistics from
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Germany ‘since the demographic problem has been taken in hand by
the authorities’. With regard to the birth-rate, he applauded the bene-
fit that would accrue to the nation if the state applied its will, instead
of leaving decisions to the vagaries of individual conscience as liberal
populationists were prone to advise. As evidence, he cited ‘astonishing
results from Austria where, since the Anschluss, the number of mar-
riages has quadrupled over the previous year. The problem of natality
is merely a question of will and forward thinking.’118 Admiration for
Hitler’s transformation of German social mores was not confined to
the quantitative increase in the birth-rate that populationists alleged he
alone produced. In contrast to complaints about the Third Republic’s
ageing leadership and consequently faltering abilities, commentators
in France took to heart Nazi visions that German vitality and strength
stemmed from the young.119 The fact that statisticians routinely calcu-
lated annual national death rates without taking military losses into
account may go some, but not all, the way to explaining their enduring
captivation by Nazi youth.

Praise for the remarkable upturn in the Austrian birth-rate continued
during the occupation. In late 1941, shortly before Vichy made abortion
a capital offence, Adolphe Landry argued formore repressivemeasures.
Personal antagonism to the occupation and the Vichy government did
not dent his admiration for the rapid rise in theAustrian birth-rate.Anti-
abortion legislation had achieved this, he explained, since too little time
had passed for other populationist measures to have taken effect.120 In
similar vein, Sauvy also drew support from Germany and Austria dur-
ing the occupation to suggest that repression of abortion was one of the
main ways that the birth-rate could be made to rise in a short space
of time. So convinced was he that improvements to population quality
would result from an increase in its quantity, that he wished to take ad-
vantage not only ofVichy andNazi attitudes to abortion and familialism
but of their very formof authoritarian government thatmade it ‘possible
to plan a population policy’.121 Sauvy hedged his bets regarding Vichy
in Richesse et population, published in 1943. As a state functionary, he did
not oppose its existence in print, but neither did he rule out a change
of political scene, which allowed him to imagine that democratic elec-
tions would once again be held – at which point children as well as
men should vote, in order to rejuvenate the nation’s politics. While crit-
ical of the fact that what was known in France as universal suffrage
only enfranchised about a third of the population, he was silent on the
question of whether women should vote alongside children, and also
refrained from imagining precisely how minors would exercise these
new ‘democratic’ rights.122

After liberation, these commentators – all of whom held key posts
within or allied to the post-war governments – maintained their
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approval for Nazi reproduction policies, which they sought to distin-
guish from the Nazi regime in general, if only by ignoring it. Eight
years after the first edition of Boverat’s grotesque anti-abortion pam-
phlet,LeMassacre des innocents,123 thenewly formedUnionNationaledes
Associations Familiales published its own arguments against abortion.
This 1947 work made considerable use not only of Boverat, but of J. E.
Roy’s work on abortion, published in two editions during the occupa-
tion (whichSimonedeBeauvoirdescribedas ‘masculine sadism’) aswell
as reiterating approbation for Nazi measures against abortionists.124

It did so, despite the fact that the meaning of incarceration in a con-
centration camp was of a somewhat different order in 1947 than it
had been even in 1939: ‘We see how by introducing severe penalties
(concentration camps, forced labour and even the death penalty) and
developing controls (a 1939 law required all property-owners to de-
nounce any abortion carried out on their premises within three days),
Hitler’s regime obtained an extraordinary diminution in the number of
abortions.’125 A year earlier, similar arguments had been advanced in
Population, INED’s scholarly review: ‘Hitler’s invasion of Austria and
Czechoslovakia was translated into a considerable rise in the num-
ber of births,’ it argued, as a result, predictably, of the Nazi suppres-
sion of abortion – a view shared by Landry.126 According to Sauvy,
this was the least painful method. In Richesse et population he insisted,
‘while it cannot be employed alone, repression of abortion is, accord-
ing to German and Austrian experience, the most efficient and least
onerous procedure to act on the birth-rate’.127 Immediately after lib-
eration, he reiterated this conviction that the Third Reich had proved
that repression of abortion was the least burdensome of populationist
measures.128

One reason for Sauvy’s view that repression of abortion was benign
might be the fact that in France, the 1942 legislation that made abortion
an offence of treason was applied anything but universally. AsMiranda
Pollardhas argued, in themain it targetedwomenwhohad transgressed
Vichyist social mores in addition to having carried out abortions.129

Further, if we examine the Austrian birth-rate more closely, we might
find reasons for its increase other than those that the populationists
proposed. It is true that from 1925, the Austrian birth-rate had fallen
from its peak after the First WorldWar. This trend was reversed in 1938,
and there was a considerable upturn in 1939 (before reverting to its pre-
war rate immediately after thewar).130 However, the overall population
fell between 1938 and 1939, and it was probably medical advances that
contributed to a 33 per cent drop in infant mortality between 1925 and
1938, and over 8 per cent in the year 1938 to 1939. If some of these
earlier deaths were neo-natal, it would account for a great deal of the
rise in the birth-rate.131 This longer-term view of demographic change
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suggests that trendswerealready inplacebefore theNazis imposed their
stringent laws. In any case,while reasons for the rise are not understood,
my interest is in theways that French demographers and populationists
interpreted them.

Not all French demographers were as convinced about the effects
of the Anschluss, beneficial or otherwise. In 1939, Jacques Doublet had
commented on abortion in relation to the recently formulatedCodede la
Famille that ‘the future will teach us whether the law is sufficient guard
against moral deregulation; the example of Austria is nonetheless in-
triguing: less than nine months after the incorporation of the Danubian
State into the Third Reich, the number of births has risen by 20 per
cent’.132 After the war, he was more guarded in attributing the rising
birth-rate solely to Nazi legislation and claimed that it was in the first
sixmonths after theAnschluss that the birth-rate began to rise inAustria.
This should, he suggested, be attributed to home-grown anti-abortion
legislation that the ‘Austrian Republic’ passed in January 1938, three
months before the Nazis officially arrived.133 Doublet regretted that, be-
cause of its associationwithNazism, the continuation of such legislation
was posing major problems vis-à-vis its acceptability in France:

Austria . . . shows how politics can penetrate all domains; it also shows how
politics can, at any givenmoment, prevent demographically useful measures; it
teaches that steps taken to help the family by one regime are easily discredited
by the next, even if their utility seemed to be independent of all partisan concep-
tualization. Current conditions in Austria make the institution not of National
Socialist ideas, but simply the protection of the family, extremely delicate. All
directive measures risk reminding people, at least in part, of National Socialist
ideas.134

There were parallels to be drawn between one discredited regime and
another, but Doublet was wrong to imply that Vichy’s familialist mea-
sures were so frowned upon by post-liberation governments as to en-
sure that all their efforts would be abandoned. The way he historicized
his own interpretation is as significant as his deployment of the terms
‘family’ and ‘republic’. Whatever its political provenance, Doublet sup-
ported the potential social benefits of populationist legislation because
the family was beyond the realm of politics, being ‘independent of all
partisan conceptualization’. The family and familialism, though, were
anything but independent of political manoeuvring, as their interest
to the Vichy and post-war governments proves. Doublet’s explanation
rested on an invocation of the Austrian ‘Republic’ that ignored consti-
tutional changes that had taken place in Austria before 1938. As such, it
echoed the introduction of similar legislation in the newFrench republic
of 1945 wishing to forget its own recent anti-republican manifestations
under Vichy.135 For it was in 1934, with the new right-wing state, and
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not in January 1938, that populationist legislation had been introduced
in Austria. Having closed down counselling centres for pre-marital
couples when it came to power, for example, these were reopened in
June 1935 under new auspices.136 In an entirely populationist move,
these centres tried to ‘preserve’ pregnancy, paving the way for the pas-
sage of Nazi-style legislation three years later, before the Anschluss. In
France, both the populationist right in the form of Boverat, and more
liberal republicans, such as Doublet, laid claim to Austria as a potent
example of the positive benefits of populationist legislation. They did
so by taking a view of history that accorded with their own inclinations
for either the powerful authoritarian state or the powerful republic. We
will return below to this flexible view of history.

At liberation, anti-abortion legislation and practice benefited from
the approval that similar measures had received before and during the
occupation. While Vichy’s most severe, capital, penalties for abortion
were repealed, active antagonism to it did not diminish. In line with
the resurgence of populationist thinking and legislation described here,
prosecutions for abortion rose to such an extent that, compared to the
late 1930s, gross numbers of prosecuted individuals increased ten-fold
between 1937 and 1946. The greatmajority received custodial sentences,
although it lay within judges’ power to fine offenders. Not only did the
figures themselves increase, but in 1946, a higher proportion of defen-
dants was imprisoned than had been the case ten years previously, and
the percentage of acquittals fell from its pre-war rate of 16 per cent to
between 8 and 9 per cent in the late 1940s.137 Those critical demogra-
phers who have argued that pro-natalism was an empty discourse not
reflected in shifts to the birth-rate have failed to take into account its
workings on all those involved in abortion.138 Whatever the effect these
measures may have had on the birth-rate, they had a negative effect on
women.

These statistics and the ideological support given in post-war France
to Nazi Austria’s radical ‘population management’ demonstrate one
aspect of the dynamic relationship between wider discourses and gov-
ernment measures. As populationism took the centre stage after the
war, so other factors associated with a populationist regime receded
into unimportance. In their post-war evaluation of Nazi populationism,
‘The BiologicalWar’, for example, Alfred Sauvy and his co-author, Sully
Ledermann, regarded Nazi measures as ‘successful’, going so far as to
suggest that, considered on its own terms,Hitler’s realization of hiswish
to rid Europe of Jews ought to be seen as ‘entirely successful’. After the
war, as before, Sauvy judged that Hitler’s programme hadmade a posi-
tive impact on the birth-rate, and admired the regime for its foresight in
engineeringademographic shift thatwould result inahigherproportion
of young and fewer elderly people in Germany from the mid-1950s.139
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Despite the title of this 1946 article, the authors made no reference to the
biological racism that underlay Nazi population policy. This is hardly
because the language to analyse racism in these terms did not exist. As
noted above, Sauvy himself, inDes Français pour la France, made explicit
the contention that to speak of ‘pure races’ was meaningless.140 Such
reticence stemmed from elsewhere. Sauvy and Ledermann omitted to
mention that racial qualities were fundamental to Nazi populationism.
Moreover, their citation of Friedrich Burgdörfer, a Nazi race theorist,
seems to have been made within a spirit of scientistic equivalence.141

Just as the Third Reich had demanded of scientists that they legitimate
the regime, so Sauvy was keen that the new French republic provide
him and other scientists with similar accreditation. Sauvy and Leder-
mann failed to point out that Nazi Germany achieved its ends by first,
the suppression of any science that departed from the regime’s princi-
ples; second, the exclusion of Jewish and dissident scientists; and third,
the practice of torture under the guise of science. Throughout Sauvy’s
work, quantity was accorded greater significance than any other factor
in the improvement of a population. It was not that quality was imma-
terial, but that quantity would produce quality – the greater the number
of individuals, the more likely it was that geniuses would materialize
across the social spectrum.As a consequence, Sauvy andLedermannad-
dressed only the quantifiable changes to birth- and death-rates under –
and as a result of – Nazism, and ignored the quality of life, and death,
that the regime produced. Sauvy, for all his econometric training, seems
never to have posed the question ‘at what cost?’

Although the threat from Germany was still explicit as a result of the
‘benefit’ it would gain from the ‘Hitlerite births’ from 1954 onwards,142

Sauvy reached these conclusions less as a result of his vision ofGermany
as a permanent enemy143 than fromdemographers’ evacuation of recent
history from their purview. As we noted above, when he launched the
INED journal Population in 1946, only two dates were significant for
him – July 1939, when the Code de la Famille was promulgated, and
April 1945, when the Secrétariat Général à la Famille et à la Population
(which he headed) was created.144 It has been proposed that French
demographers found Nazi populationism persuasive only between the
Munich crisis and the start of thewar, having ‘inherited’ the attitude that
Germany was populous and reproductive from successive generations
of populationists.145 Not onlywere they by and large responsible for this
attitude, but the ‘German question’ remained both pertinent and a focus
for their admiration during and after the occupation, evenwhen the full
savagery of the Nazi biological war had been revealed. As Sauvy had
said in 1938, for the state to take in hand and transform the ‘problem’ of
populationwasonly amatter of ‘will’.146 Tellingonlyhalf the story about
Nazi Germany and the supposed qualities inherent to the Germanic
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population serveddistinctpurposes forpost-warFrenchdemographers:
it proved a demonstrable relationship between cause and effect (in this
case, policy and social change), and it accorded the technocratic advisor
an indispensable position in the state. For those advisors, the Nazi state
showed that the potential to improve a population could indeed lie at
the behest of politicallymotivated scientists who, blessedwith foresight
and a clear view of the desired outcome, could act on legislators and
see their visions blossom. But there were other demographic concerns
for population improvement planned for post-liberation and Cold-War
France, whose interpretation also owed much to demographers’ view
of history, and it is to one of these that we now turn.

Historicizing eugenics

The challenge for legislators at liberation was the procreation of
numerous, healthy children. They combined coercion with encourage-
ment – the bans on abortion and contraception were upheld, while
familieswere to receive a variety of financial benefitswhenwomen bore
children. In contrast to Sauvy’s chronology, the new 1945 law to protect
mother and childwas founded explicitly on both the pre-war Code de la
Famille and Vichy’s 1942 family legislation.147 Among other protective
measures, marriage could not proceed without a pre-marital certificate,
the certificat prénuptial, a eugenic measure still in force today. Intending
partners would receive a certificate if, in medical opinion, they were
fit to marry. The law of December 1942, introduced after an inter-war
campaign,148 somewhat vaguely declared that marriage could not pro-
ceed unless each partner had been issuedwith a certificate to prove that
they had been medically examined ‘with a view to marriage’. Post-war
legislators favoured more explicit instructions. Just as they spelt out
which chemical and surgical abortifacients were to be banned from sale
or advertising,149 so the 1945 marriage legislation required the doctor’s
examination to focus especially on ‘contagious or chronic afflictions,
likely to have dangerous consequences for the spouse or offspring’.150

The stipulation that the spouse be protected from infection owed its ori-
gins to moves against sexually transmitted disease that can be traced
throughout the twentieth century.151 Vichy’s more radical stance on the
family innovated the certificat prénuptial, a shift that was consolidated at
liberation. There was much discussion of whether the certificate should
protect partners from infection, or go still further to encourage produc-
tive unions between ‘the best stock’.152

Supporters of eugenics argued that its adoption after the Second
World War was founded on its inter-disciplinary mix153 – positions
similar to those held in favour of demographic science as a whole.
Whereas neither biology nor sociology alone could provide satisfactory
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answers to the problem of raising the birth-rate, they suggested, enthu-
siasts regarded eugenics, as a discipline founded on the social as much
as the physiological, as the science of the future.154 By the late 1940s, eu-
genics might just as easily have been regarded as a science of the past.
Yet some saw moral value in the pre-marital certificate. Unlike Alfred
Sauvy, for whom quantity was all, Maxime Blocq-Mascart adduced that
the poor quality of marriage was to blame for the low birth-rate. In his
opinion, a simple certificatewas insufficient. Instead, couples should re-
ceive training prior tomarriage, and the population in general be taught
its gravity, rapidly becoming lost in the assembly lineprocessing of town
hall weddings.155 There seemed to be no satisfying populationists. As
heterosexual couples rushed to marry at the end of the war, appar-
ently in line with demographers’ wishes, so such weddings gave rise
to complaints that marriage was taken too lightly. Blocq-Mascart also
suggested that the certificate be more prognostic than diagnostic, and
stipulate the examiner’s opinion on whether a union should proceed;
if not, the intending couple should be forced to undertake ‘additional
research’.156 It was less a concern for the individual that informed this
sort of eugenic marriage in which undesirables would be isolated ac-
cording to medical opinion, than the enforcement of the state’s ability
to control its population towards national improvement.

One of the problems with this sort of thinking was that even the ex-
perts had little idea of its outcome – as can be seen from the extended
commentary by Jean Sutter, a major exponent of eugenics. From 1942,
hewas head of the FFEPH team for research into nutrition andmade the
transition to INED. He believed that France should be grateful to Vichy
for translating a century-long national aspiration for the certificate into
legislated reality. In his long defence of eugenics that INEDpublished in
1950,157 heunderlined theuniversal approvalwithwhichhe said the cer-
tificate was blessed, despite a distinct lack of clarity as to its usefulness:
‘the services provided by the certificate are certainly extremely impor-
tant’, he noted, ‘even though it is very difficult to evaluate them with
any precision’.158 Obvious though the limits may have been, they in no
way deflected from their purpose those demographers who anticipated
a planned future. Against all evidence, they found the scientific basis of
eugenic predictions convincing – in other words, that it was possible to
knowwhich couplings would produce healthy and nationally desirable
offspring. The sociological perception that ‘the most talented groups’
unfortunatelyhad the smallest families only served toenhanceeugenics’
perceived powers of augury. Sutter considered that an interventionist
government shouldoffermaterial encouragement so that the ‘best’ types
of family would bear the most children.159 When Francis Galton had
devised eugenics some eighty years earlier, he considered social class
to be more or less immutable, and disregarded other factors that put
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the ‘talented groups’ into that bracket. Despite radical developments
in the social sciences since then – not least, the contribution of French
sociology – post-war French demographers averred that simply adding
to the number of the ‘talented’ via reproduction would automatically
improve the quality of the population. Instead of better education or
reductions in poverty, for example, they contended that increasing the
quantity of individuals in a nation would inevitably allow inherited
talent to emerge.160

Demographers admitted that eugenics was not universally admired.
Despite its decline into disfavour, it would, said Sauvy, ‘undoubtedly
give us the most vital and profound debates for tomorrow’s society,’
though perhaps under ‘other forms’ or ‘other names’.161 Renaming
eugenics in pursuit of acceptability echoed Sauvy’s intention to Gal-
licize non-French surnames to aid immigrant assimilation.162 Under
whichever name, the certificat prénuptial combined a modern, demo-
graphic economy with more sinister forebears. Only slightly critical of
the eugenic ‘excesses’ practised in Nazi Germany, Sutter remained con-
vinced that the scientific objectivity of a properly mediated eugenics
would inspire politicians to act in the best interests of the population. As
other commentators saw family improvement measures as beyond pol-
itics or ideology, so Sauvy and Sutter discerned similar common sense
values in eugenics.163 By the same token, their claims that the wish for
eugenic legislation had historical precedence of at least a century situ-
ated such measures as native to France and disguised any explicit link
to Vichy.164

After liberation, populationists often invoked the glories of pre- or
non-republican periods. For them, the caesura of 1789 heralded the
quickening of French decline. According to their account, the Revolu-
tion generated the twin factors of French demographic deterioration – a
falling birth-rate and a rise in immigration. In his introduction to a 700-
page critical bibliography of French works on population published
prior to 1800, Sauvy applauded the abundance of literature on the
subject published before the Revolution and regretted its sudden de-
cline afterwards.165 The Revolution, it would seem, far from ushering
in reforms that transformed France into the civilized republic that
remained recognizable into the twentieth century and whose values
liberation restored, had inaugurated an excessive individualism that
led women to choose themselves over the nation, and childlessness
over childbearing. The bibliography was only one work among a
number that recalled a more fecund pre-revolutionary era on which
INED focused in its first decade.166 These elaborated the philosophes’
derision of celibacy and encouragement of prolific union – as long
as free benefits to poor people were avoided. The Revolution, INED
commented, abandoned these precepts when it rejected traditional
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ancien régime power bases. Instead of making children, the Revolution’s
advocates preferred to make money.167 These arguments relied on a
perception of the eighteenth century as a period fertile for population
and populationist ideas, whose ideological base was entirely commen-
surate with that of twentieth-century demographers. The decline was
perceived less as attributable to changes during the period in general
than as a direct result of the Revolution. Without a republic to disrupt
the belief in fertility, the nation was at liberty to pursue what demogra-
phers presented as its natural pro-natalist inclinations. Sutter’s location
of the earliest demands for the certificat prénuptial during the reign of
Louis Philippe underscored once again the disregard for population
improvement that the republic itself was said to foster.168

It was at the moment of the republic’s restoration after the violence
and authoritarianism of Vichy that demographers turned their gaze to
the pre-republican era. That they, among others, were keen to erase the
memory of the Vichy years is not in doubt; that they did so by sweep-
ing away the republic as a whole, while participating in and profiting
from its very centre, was one of the more subtle mechanisms by which
their scientistic historicism might distance the nation from its recent
past. It has been suggested that Catholic protection of the sanctity of life
underlay a lack of interest in eugenics in France.169 Not only were as-
pects of eugenics adopted, but populationists applauded some of Nazi
Germany’s eugenic instruments, including its concentration camps.170

After liberation, the body remained the battleground it had become
under Vichy.171 In comparison to the 1930s, prosecutions for abortion
increased sharply, and the acquittal rate halved. Against the idea that
all Vichy legislation was repealed, its homophobic legislation and the
certificat prénuptial were not only retained, but were adjusted to greater
precision. Only after the occupation did the physical and mental health
of an applicant for naturalization become so explicit a concern that it
was codified into legislation.172 New republican structures also bene-
fited from the success of Vichy’s familialist discourses. Central as popu-
lationism was to Vichy, state apparatuses for its development were less
coherent. Now,with a newMinistry of Population, a Secrétariat Général
à la Famille et à la Population, and a national institute dedicated to de-
mographic research whose members were enjoined to train ministry
fonctionnaires, populationism could enter the state at levels that pre-war
populationists could only have dreamt.

Becoming French

When immigration resumed after the Second World War, Germans
were not numerous amongst them, nor were certain efforts to integrate
‘Nordics’ charmedwith success.173 The new 1945 Code de laNationalité
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was introduced to regulate immigration and, while it moderated some
of the HCCPF proposals, it did not, contrary to Patrick Weil’s asser-
tions, reject assimilation.174 The Code introduced various categories
of foreigner – temporary, ordinary, or privileged residents, though
Debré’s ‘wanderer’was not confirmed in law. Temporary residentswere
forbidden to marry in France without authorization from the ministries
of Justice and the Interior. Ordinary residents’ stay was limited to three
years, although their papers could be renewed, while those who had
entered France under the age of thirty-five could obtain privileged sta-
tus after three years. For parents whose children lived in France, each
child added five years to the age at which they could acquire privileged
status. Women would still lose their French nationality on marriage to
a non-French man, though they could retrieve it on application.175

The lack of specific reference to assimilation did not mean its
absence. Although never defined, the Code entailed a relinquishment
of particularism overall. Before permitting naturalization, authorities
would note that the applicant spoke French, had received some French
education, had French friends and undertook French activities, rather
than being exclusively involved with immigrant-run sports or social
clubs, trades unions or religious organizations – an area of particular
suspicion.176 Their children should receive French education and im-
migrants should have been ‘emancipated’ from their original national
milieu. The feelings they exhibited about France, particularly during the
occupation, were also taken into account.177 Those unable to be success-
fully assimilated and who would be denied naturalization as a matter
of course included anyone who had suffered from mental illness.178

By the early 1950s, at the depth of the Cold War, conditions for im-
migrants had deteriorated. Raymond Sarraute, who campaigned for
the restoration of property and accommodation to Jews after liberation,
wrote in despair of the conditions facing immigrants and against ‘the
cycle of persecution against immigrants which has developed in France
over the last five years andwhich constitutes, with our colonial policies,
one of the saddest aspects of post-war French politics’.179 Despite their
patriotic resistance during the occupation, Sarraute argued that these in-
dividuals’ civil rights were being suppressed – ‘democratic’ immigrant
journals andorganizationswerebanned,whilemonarchist ornationalist
groups, especially those expressing antipathy to the Soviet Union, were
allowed to flourish.180 Political activists were being deported, as was
the case of interviewee Madame Paulette, whose husband was arrested
while bill-posting communist material in Paris.181 Refugees were being
sent back to the border and surrendered to their former persecutors. ‘No
French government until now, even Pétain’s government, has dared to
violate thismoral rule,’ Sarrautemaintainedwith some exaggeration.182

After the ‘period of euphoria’ which for Sarraute characterized the
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immediate post-war period, life for immigrants had become intolera-
ble, he said, with a particular cause for concern contained in the Code
de laNationalité itself. Article 96 stipulated that, ‘the Frenchpersonwho
behaves in fact like the national of a foreign country can, if he has the
nationality of that country, be declared by decree to have lost French
nationality . . .measures taken with regard to him can be extended to
his wife and children if they themselves have foreign nationality.’183

The code thus initiated particularism and decried its existence; it legis-
lated to retain difference among those it insisted should assimilate. So
committed to the integrity of the family was the government that fe-
male immigrants were allowed no independence of thought and could
be routinely despatched with the men. ‘Frenchness’ had assumed such
definite attributes – though they were not spelt out in legislation – that
civil servants were empowered to classify individuals on the basis of
generalized behaviour, rather than specific actions, behaviour that was
deeply gendered. Under-attachment to France could, and did, lead to
expulsion.

Any doubts that assimilation was not a gendered process can be
dismissed when it becomes clear that INED’s major study of assimi-
lation among immigrants was carried out in their homes.184 Although
only heads of household were interviewed, so that of thousands of re-
ports, the number of female respondents stayed in single figures, INED
concluded that assimilation was most clearly visible in the home envi-
ronment.Whilewomenwere rarely questioned in person, theywere ad-
dressed by the report’s methodology and conclusions. The assessment
of the relative Frenchness of a family was based on indicators such as
what they ate, what sort of education the children received, what lan-
guage was spoken at home, and how the family socialized. Given that
men were often absent from home – at work during the day and fre-
quently in male social groups in the evening – all these aspects were
largely or wholly the responsibility of the mother.

Maternal responsibility for delinquency – or its apparent opposite,
Frenchness – was confirmed in an important study of immigrant crime
carried out by the FFEPH during the war and written up by INED in
1947. In linewith the FFEPH’s biological orientation, the report confined
its interest to those regarded as foreign in their enduring ‘biological’
rather than temporary juridical sense whereby a naturalized immigrant
would disappear from the category ‘foreigner’.185 That is to say, a for-
eigner remained categorically foreign regardless of the passport they
might carry. The study focused on Russians and Armenians and was
undertaken by Madeleine Doré, secretary to the FFEPH commission on
immigration from 1943.186 It corroborated the centrality of the mother
for assimilation. The ability to speak French was not a good indicator
of assimilation, Doré noted, since this was the ruling-class language
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in Tsarist Russia. More important was ‘the orientation imprinted by
the mother’, for ‘when the mother is French, the children are French,
not only juridically but in their own thoughts’.187 Doré was scrupulous
in her analysis of foreigners’ participation in crime. According to the
police, foreigners, largely Jews, were responsible for customs fraud and
currency smuggling. Her examination of serious cases, however,
pointed to equal French involvement. This capacity for precision was
based less on an analysis of bias that from the perspective of 1947 might
have been suspected of the police in 1943, than a belief in the truth of fig-
ures. In the case of foreign involvement in collaborationduring the occu-
pation,Doré found that thenon-Frenchaccounted for only 2.8per cent of
arrests for collaboration, yet theymadeupnearly 8 per cent of those held
inprison. For her, thiswasproof not of any tendency among the courts to
imprison the non-French, but of their guilt. Crime, formerly associated
solelywith foreigners, was thought to have increased among the French
because the occupation had ‘put the population in conditions of insecu-
rity until now reserved for immigrants, and this provoked a collapse of
morality in all sections of society’.188 Much literature at this time echoed
the inversion whereby the French were repositioned in a situation that
the immigrant normally inhabited. Arguments such as these did noth-
ing to remove the notion of a criminal tendency residing within the
foreign. Instead, the suggestion that during the occupation, the French
had been made to feel foreign within their own borders emphasized
still further the necessary re-Gallicization of those already defined as
French at liberation, while simultaneously insisting on the necessity
for those yet to be thus defined to assimilate to French principles as
quickly as possible, and that those incapable of so doing be barred from
remaining.

The French family

The intermediary intended to supervise the correct behaviour of immi-
grant mothers in respect of their children was the social worker. Their
activities demonstrate how the re-establishment of the French family
involved the assimilation of immigrants into gender as well as national
roles. As Vichy had envisaged France as a family, and a nation based on
the unit of the family, so the post-war government and its demographers
found in the family the root for Frenchness. Motherhood was the dual
key to assimilation and to reproduction, and the role of ‘the family in
the nation’ was felt to be an area worthy of special study.189 For their
part, Debré and Sauvy insisted that ‘the child, eternally forgotten, must
become public friendNo. 1’.190 Parents should receive compensation for
bringing babies into the world, and all ‘material and moral assistance’
be provided for pregnant women and mothers at birth.191 By the same
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token, Debré and Sauvy submitted that the childless or insufficiently
fecund be more heavily taxed than those with children.192 Similarities
here with Italian fascist policy are noteworthy, with which the authors
were familiar, the 1939 Haut Comité de la Population having sought
advice from the Italian government on its populationist plans.193 Debré
and Sauvy insisted that this measurewas conceived not as a penalty but
as compensation for those who brought up the subsequent generation
who in turn would support the childless in their old age.

The World Congress on the Family and the Population was held in
Paris in June 1947 and marked the international centring of family de-
mographics in France.194 The HCCPF itself as well as individual mem-
bers were key organizers, particularlyMauriceMonsaingeon as head of
the Union Nationale des Associations Familiales, which was officially
represented in decision-making forums on welfare benefits. Delegates
came from twenty-six countries in addition to France, including Latin
America, Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, China, North America
and Europe. Scientific advances were cited in support of conservative
arguments in favour of women’s return to the home and it was believed
that ‘only the rural family continues to remain a really normal family
unit’ as emblem and instrument of conservatism.195 TheHCCPFmotion
in favour of the family vote for all elected assemblies reflected this com-
mitment to the family.196

The family became a crucial organismboth for France’s domestic pol-
itics andaspart of its international self-representation. Itwas also seenas
the best place for immigrant stability. Research suggested that ‘the fam-
ily, limited to the couple and their children, offers . . . the immigrant the
best external structure whose form is needed for him to reinforce his life
and forge a future . . . [The family] constitutes a protected island where
situations of conflict between himself and his entourage can cease’.197 In
contrast to the barracks-like foyers where single male immigrants were
often housed, a family home was probably a great deal more comfort-
able, but assimilationism did not prioritize the individual immigrant’s
comfort, nor was it free from ideological constraints. As assimilation
became a national undertaking, it was logical that organizations with
direct personal contact to the immigrant should see assimilation as part
of their task. It fell to the Service Social d’Aide aux Emigrants (SSAE),
founded in 1924 as the French branch of the Social Service International,
to perform this mission.198

During the occupation, many social workers drew a logical link be-
tween their pre-war profession and the need to resist the occupation,
and the resister Berthy Albrecht is but the most celebrated example of
the many social workers who were active in resistance. Likewise, many
women who undertook resistance tasks found themselves working in
areas that could broadly be encompassed under a social work brief.199
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This does not indicate that social workers’ political commitment leant
automatically towards the left, and women members of extreme right
organizations also forged a place for themselves in welfare work, where
theywere expressly forbidden tohave immigrant clients.200 Thepolitical
inclinations of social workers themselves are of less interest therefore
than the structures that they regarded as fundamental and which they
sought to defend.

At all levels, women undertook the organization and day to day
labour involved in social service, and often complained about lack
of funds.201 Organizationally, the SSAE had familial links with the
HCCPF, as their vice-president, Dr Lucie Thuillier Landry, was
married to Adolphe Landry, while GeorgesMauco sat on their board.202

Lucie Chevalley, president of the SSAE and of the Section des Migra-
tions at the Conseil National des Femmes Françaises, was clear how far
the remit of the dedicated social worker should extend.203 Her private
correspondence notes that social workers could not act bilaterally, both
protective of their clients, and informing against them. Chevalley spelt
out the duties of, and problems facing, social workers in a specialized
team working for the Ministry of Justice that would carry out enquiries
into families that had requested naturalization:

Neither workers responsible for a district, nor social workers in the foreign
labour sector can carry out these enquiries, because these social workers have
slowlygained the family’s confidenceandcannot thenprovidepotentiallyharm-
ful information on it. However, specialized social workers under the Ministry
of Justice could, in response to a request for naturalization, find themselves in a
completely different situation with respect to the family. In this case, she could
fulfil her role both as investigator and,with the agreement of the Foreign Labour
Social Services and the district workers, an educational role, pointing out to the
family the necessary improvements to be made in order to obtain a favourable
response to their request for naturalization.204

As a senior professional social worker, Chevalley’s resolute commit-
ment in public to the national good was unassailable. No one, she
claimed, contested the essential role of social workers in modern life.
Family women themselves, social workers ‘understand the needs of
families, help them at difficult times, are familiar with the services that
one might expect from the administration and other bodies, know how
to accomplish the necessary formalities, etc’.205 For the SSAE, work-
ing within strict egalitarian principles meant aiding the assimilatory
process: ‘the fundamental principle for social work with foreigners is
to treat foreign families exactly like French families in order to obtain
integration into the French population and progressive assimilation as
quickly as possible’.206 But an underlying contradiction arose in that im-
migrants were unlike other families, because they were ‘all more or less
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disconcertedby theirderacination, their ignoranceof our language, laws
and institutions’. A view of the immigrant as dependent and infantile
was commensurate with the unequal status assumed between social
worker and client in general.Where it departed from this rule, however,
was in the policing of difference. While this was expressed in terms of
helping integration and not abandoning immigrants to themselves ‘like
a separate class’, it necessitated a concomitant elevation in status for the
social worker:

Social workers must be made aware of the problems of immigration in general,
and given specialized sessions on foreign families, so that they can understand
whether these families are really assimilable or whether it would be better to
make them return to their original country or to remigrate to another country.
Under normal circumstances, ordinary social services would be the best agent
of assimilation.207

Helping people to return or re-emigrate would have economic benefits,
too: compared to the cost of keeping ‘inadaptable foreigners’ in ‘our
hospitals, our prisons, or our centres’, the cost of running a repatria-
tion service would be negligible.208 The reiterated ownership of these
centres – ‘our hospitals’ – reconfirms the inappropriateness of the un-
welcome immigrant. The conscientious social worker was intended to
comprehend her work within a national perspective, assessment of the
immigrant family’s appropriateness to France coming to override the
more traditional social work brief that took account of the client’s indi-
vidual difficulties: ‘Before examining any social problems, onemust first
know whether a foreign family is worthy of the welcome they received
from us, whether it is worthwhile and useful that they settle down here
even more and, after progressive assimilation that has been carefully
supervised, become a new element in the French collectivity’.209 Nor
was this simply a question of proper training, either on the part of the
social worker or the immigrant. ‘It is absolutely useless,’ intoned Mme
Chevalley, ‘to try and stabilize and assimilate a family in France which
is inadaptable or unassimilable; this would be time lost and a waste of
resources’. Just like the new Code de la Nationalité, assimilability, or
its opposite, were conceived as absolutes that nothing could alter. As a
consequence – and here the social worker’s training did assume impor-
tance – it was vital for her to know ‘in which collectivity’ – i.e. country –
‘this family would have some chance one day to become useful and
happy’.210 As an international organization, the SSAE itself could be the
conduit by which such an unfortunate family might find happiness and
utility.

The feminine connections between the social worker and the client
family – the unit which formed the majority of the SSAE case load –
underpinned the familial role that was necessary for immigrants to be
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considered ‘worthy’ or ‘useful’.211 In interview, Madame Rivka com-
plained of the suspicion with which her social worker regarded her
household management skills during her repeated, and repeatedly
denied, attempts in the 1950s to obtain subsidized housing.212 Although
the authors of the report on assimilation of Poles and Italians referred
to above realized after research had been completed that little infor-
mation had been obtained on women as a result of questions having
been confined to men, it is clear from the type of question posed that
women were expected to play a central role in family assimilation.213

Responses to rigorous enquiries as to the family’s preferred domestic
celebrations or food that was eaten on Sundays were taken as real indi-
cators of ‘emancipation’ from their original national environment, and
one might suppose that had the interviewees answered other than the
standard pot au feu (stew) which seems universally to have been con-
sumed, the interviewer’s commentariesmay have regarded the family’s
attempts to assimilatewith still more suspicion. Reinstated in the family
themselves after the occupation, social workers (especially those with
a resistance background) remained in a split feminine world of half-
public, half-private operation.

The oscillating referent of la famille française – at once the nuclear fam-
ily in France and French society overall – clarifies the extent to which
immigration became gendered at this time. This ‘French family’ was the
organism into which the migrant – and her social worker – were sup-
posed to fit. In creating the conditions whereby the normative hetero-
sexual imperative became nationalized, populationist organismswithin
and beyond the government widened the scope of assimilationism to
encompass gender roles as well as nationality and ethnicity. Already
suspected as deracinated, immigrants who refused to be absorbed into
a familial milieu became tarnished as free-floating and unrooted, qual-
ities which were held to militate against their successful assimilation in
France. Single menwere damned either way – too young and they were
thought flighty and unstable, too old and suspicions could be raised
against the fact that they had not yet managed to marry.214 Nor was a
couple without children considered a family, but derided as a ‘celibate
pair’.215 Because of the pro-natalist leanings of demographers, popu-
lation increase via immigration was always seen through the prism of
familialism. The corollary of this was that the family itself was regarded
not simply as the ideal milieu for absorption into France, but as a unit in
which special ‘French’ qualities were to be developed. These ideal qual-
ities had deep roots in the French past, and the historicization of France
at liberation that excised Vichy and the occupation from demographic
consciousness assisted in the recuperation of those aspects of Vichy –
and Nazi – populationism that demographers had found attractive.
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The historian of immigration Gérard Noiriel offered a new view of
immigration in Le Creuset français, deepened in Les Origines républicaines
de Vichy.216 The approach of the earlier work privileged the idea as well
as the ‘fact’ of the immigrant, but was ultimately confined by its own
definition of the linguistic problem of ‘the immigrant’ which, expressed
in classic economistic terms, not only failed to take gender into account,
but buried it. Quoting the theorist of immigration, Abdelmalik Sayad,
Noiriel remarked that, ‘in industrial societies, “labour gives ‘birth’ to the
immigrant, gives him being; it is this too, when it ends, which ‘kills’ the
immigrant, articulates his negation or his return to non-existence” ’.217

Economic need undoubtedly governed part of the desire for increased
immigration after the war. But the immigrant ‘subject’, the produced
idea of what an immigrant was, is not coterminous with the worker
‘subject’ – however much the Ministry of Labour may have wished that
to be the case during negotiations on the Code de la Nationalité.218 Pop-
ulationist desires for a larger population rated immigration as less de-
sirable than reproduction among the native French. Moreover, given
immigrant mothers’ responsibility for the successful acquisition of
Frenchness in her children, the immigrantwas always viewed through a
familialist lens.However, sinceFrenchnesswasatbase consideredanab-
solute and, to a very large extent, a permanent quality, themother–child
endeavour would inevitably be an uphill struggle. The distinction be-
tween cultural and biological racism that is believed to distinguish
French racism from other European versions starts to blur if one ex-
plores more carefully the sorts of roles accorded to women in the family
(in effect, their only legitimated social role), and the expectation that a
particular family could be recognized as assimilable or unassimilable.
The insistence on assimilation as a familial process, and the allocation
of strict roles to women, made assimilation a requirement to acquire
‘Frenchness’ at once an ethnic–cultural attribute, and a gendered one.
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Chapter 5
Controlling liberation: Georges Mauco
and a population fit for France

For Georges Mauco, a renaissance man during the renaissance française,
the liberation appears at first glance to have been transformative. Until
recently, Mauco was claimed as the major expert on immigration in
the 1930s.1 He combined this expertise with interests in population,
education and psychoanalysis. All were situated within a belief in
the necessary defence of France – as place, as civilization and as idea.
We have already explored the populationist principles that informed
the scientific and political terrain on which the reconstruction of France
was to take place after liberation. We concluded that the formation of,
and conformity to, a set of ethnicized and gendered relationships to
the nation were prerequisite for an individual to be considered prop-
erly French. Here, the construction of these relationships is explored
in greater depth through the institutions with which Mauco was asso-
ciated, and his published and unpublished texts. Beyond his work on
immigration, Les Etrangers en France, published in 1932, little attention
was paid to Mauco before the 1990s.2 Towards the end of the twentieth
century, his expertise and role in the administration started to come
under greater scrutiny.3 These discussions reflected increased recogni-
tion of Mauco’s importance as an individual, as well as of changing
conceptualizations of political history that was now more inclined to
address the inner structures and discourses of government and policy
than was formerly the case. The years 1940 to 1944 were absent from
Mauco’s official curriculum vitae.4 In re-establishing those years, the
paradigmatic themes of his life and work will be reconceptualized as a
wider shift to centrist political thought between the mid-1930s and the
late 1940s. As a whole, these themes connect a set of powerful ideas and
organisms whose interest extends beyond that of the individual to the
political structure of post-war France itself.

Mauco’s view of population development was informed by three
fears: of the mass arrival of immigrants; of depopulation; and that the
social misfit would fail in their obligatory adaptation to norms. His as-
similationist model relied on a view of France as a glorified civilization
into which it was only natural that outsiders, of various types, would
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desire to flow. To counter these desires, the assimilationist nationwould
be required to remould the outsiders in accordancewith national needs.
Mauco’s concern with Jews, or more specifically, ‘the Jew’ – less the col-
lectivity of diverse individuals than their imagined spectral threat – lay
at the core. In Mauco’s work, and in liberation France more generally,
‘the Jew’ was represented at once as ‘French’ and ‘foreign’, assimilated
and unassimilable. Moreover, the ‘immigrant’ was frequently coded as
Jewish. At the historical juncture of the liberation, framed by the Holo-
caust, the investigation of these codes will serve our understanding of
the full implications of assimilationism. In so doing,wewill reconstruct,
and subsequently deconstruct, the gendering of immigration and assim-
ilationist discourse which, because it is already and essentially othered,
is frequently understood as ungendered.5 This will lead me to argue
thatMauco’s attention to France was asmuch about defending a certain
form of gender relations as it was about ethnicity.

Mauco was as old as the century, of the generation that came of age
after the FirstWorldWar. Born into amodest family in 1899, he tracedhis
native Frenchness – and courtly status – back to the fourteenth century
via a singer at the court of Louis XV. Towards the end of the nineteenth
century, both sides of his family lost their wealth and he was brought
up in relative poverty in central Paris on his father’s income as a café
waiter. Since Mauco became a psychoanalyst, he might have compared
his own early twentieth-century genealogy to Sigmund Freud’s discus-
sions of the ‘family romance’. Freud observed that in order to correct
‘actual life’, the child freed itself from ‘the parents of whom he now has
a lowopinion and [replaces] themby others, who, as a rule, are of higher
social standing’ – not unlike claiming a lineage that substituted royal
servants for those who served cups of coffee to harried urban workers.6

By the time Mauco was ten, and just as Freud was publishing these re-
marks, Mauco’s family had acquired their own café, and they moved
just beyond the city’s western limits. During the lean years, as was cus-
tomary at the time, he and two siblings were sent to lodge in spartan
conditions with a family of agricultural labourers. The First World War
broke out before Mauco could complete his education and, after a brief
stint as a junior clerk at the Ministry of Finance, he was called up in
1918. He left the army in 1922, after a posting to Constantinople and
further studies. He then entered teaching and spent about ten years at
the Ecole Normale d’Instituteurs de la Seine, a men’s teaching college.
In an unimaginative atmosphere that separated ‘intelligence from the
heart’,7 he was responsible for discipline among the residential trainees
and assisted with the civic and moral aspects of teaching.8 Students
themselves subverted the rigorous discipline – actions which, it might
be assumed, were to an extent tolerated, since they published accounts
of the nocturnal editorial meetings in their own newspapers.9 By 1928,
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Mauco’s approach to the punitive environment was influenced by read-
ing Freud and undertaking analysis with René Laforgue, one of the
twelve founders of France’s first, and only pre-war, psychoanalytic or-
ganization, the Société Psychanalytique de Paris (SPP).10 It was possibly
while working at the Ecole Normale that Mauco first encountered the
sex educator and racial ideologue René Martial, when he came in 1924
to speak on sexually transmitted disease as part of his mission to ‘edu-
cate the educators’.11 After leaving the Ecole Normale in 1933, Mauco
taught in the wealthy districts of St-Germain-en-Laye and the sixteenth
arrondissement of Paris, where he remained until after the war, though
much of the time on secondment.

During his period at the Ecole Normale, Mauco gained a history
degree before preparing his doctoral thesis on immigration while act-
ing as assistant to the Sorbonne geographer Albert Demangeon.12 From
1936, he worked at the foreign section at the Ministry of Labour un-
der Alexandre Parodi.13 The Popular Front fell while Mauco was at
the ministry, and in 1938 he helped to draft the Daladier government’s
new legislation concerning foreigners. These laws introduced strict new
rules that forbade immigrants to change their occupation, and included
clauses that would enable the government to intern undesirables. At
the very least, it seems likely that Mauco influenced references to the
need for ‘rational discrimination’ between immigrants based on their
‘degree of assimilation and attachment to our country’.14 Relationships
with populationists developed during the 1930s, and an association
with Adolphe Landry led Mauco to become secretary of the short-lived
Centre d’Etudes du Problème des Etrangers en France, established in
1935 by the diplomat and former senator Henry de Jouvenal. Here,
he was joined by thirty prominent men, and one woman, concerned
with demography and immigration. Of eclectic political persuasion,
they ranged from the race hygienist René Martial (who chaired the
sub-group concerned with ethnic selection and sanitary aspects of im-
migration) to the future Popular Frontist and former Dreyfusard Paul
Grunebaum-Ballin.15 Two years later, Mauco became secretary of the
Union Internationale pour l’Etude Scientifique des Problèmes de la Pop-
ulation, of which Adolphe Landry was president. Mauco retained his
position until the 1950s. Apart from a brief period of mobilization at
the outbreak of the Second World War, he remained in Paris through-
out the occupation. From 1945 to 1970 he was secretary of the Haut
Comité Consultatif de la Population et de la Famille (HCCPF), and in
1946, founded the Centre Psycho-Pédagogique, the first psychological
retraining centre in France for what at the time were called maladjusted
children.16 He continued to publish on immigration and psychology
until his death in 1988, whereafter a number of his books remained
in print.
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Mauco publishedmore than twenty bookswith reputable publishers,
and dozens of articles in learned and general journals. In his autobiog-
raphy,Vécu 1899–1982, though, we find a questionable historical record.
This is only the starkest example of the author’s unreliability, the ramifi-
cations of which will be taken up below. Many of his publications were
essentially reconfigurations of material written earlier.17 The fact that
an audience remained available for work undertaken decades before
may provide a clue to the immense durability of Mauco’s version of
populationism within a variety of French political systems. Sufficiently
malleable to survive radicalization by Vichy, populationism remained
embedded within, though not unchanged by, republican milieux. The
resilience of the field was mirrored in Mauco’s work, and this underlay
the reasons forhis incorporation into thenewresister-basedgovernment
at liberation, just as it had enabled his co-option by its predecessors. Out
of the direct gaze of the public eye, his position as an educator, senior
member of the administration and prolific author ensured that his voice
echoed at numerous levels.

A protectionist perspective informs Mauco’s work, protectionism
that set the nation at its heart. Trained in the school of geographical
studies that developed in France in the early twentieth century, chiefly
under the influence of Paul Vidal de la Blache,18 he shared with other
practitioners a humanized view of geography. This geographical school
formalized an enduring conception of France as essentially more beau-
tiful than other nations as a result of its human cultivation. It contrasted
this to other geographical traditions, as well as to other nations, whose
emphasis lay more on the transformation of landscape by nature and
time.19 Yet, milieuwas also held to influence national and regional char-
acter. In the French school were revealed tensions between what was
considered permanent and natural, and the transformative power of
human influence. Core aspects of these conceptions persisted for at least
the first half of the twentieth century. As trainers of immigrant appli-
cants for naturalization were instructed to teach their candidates in
1946, ‘there aremanybeautiful countries in Europe including those from
which the immigrants come. But French soil alone has the charmwhich
results from a varied landscape uniquely combined with its humanity.
French nature is, as nowhere else, completely penetrated by history, that
is to say, by the labour and genius of man.’20 French culture’s poten-
tial mutability at the hands of certain immigrants, too dissimilar to the
French to be easily assimilated, however, was at odds with the view of
that culture as something lodged within the nation’s geographical de-
velopment. Itwas the latentmalformativepowerof this human influence
that gave rise to the controlling desire at the core of Mauco’s project.

The Haut Comité Consultatif de la Population et de la Famille, re-
constituted anew in 1945, exemplified this expression of control. As we
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have seen, Mauco was instrumental in the Committee’s adoption of a
dual remit at its first meeting: first, to extend the Code de la Famille, re-
structure family benefits and attack the ‘social scourges’ of alcoholism,
prostitution, tuberculosis and abortion. Second, it would organize im-
migration on the basis of priority for ‘Nordic’, then ‘Mediterranean’
and, lastly, ‘Slav’ candidates.21 This selection, proposed by Mauco and
agreed by de Gaulle, was to be rigorously imposed by border controls
and recruitment agencies posted abroad.We have explored the extent to
which belief in the importance of ethnic selectionwas shared by popula-
tionists; let us now trace the conceptualization of ethnic selection itself,
which was informed by the notion of fixed ethnic character, or ethnie.

Assimilationism and its discontents

The need to assimilate the individual within society remained para-
mount forMauco.Hisworkwas imbuedwith a clear sense of normative
behaviour, language and character. Frenchness implied unproblematic
superiority. All those who spoke a different language, were conditioned
by different cultures or exhibited anomalous psychological tendencies
were expected, if capable, to conform. The logical conclusion of their
failure to do so was exclusion. This was not at odds with a vision of the
authoritarian state founded on traditional principles embodied in the
Vichyist National Revolution, whichMauco addressed at the beginning
of thewar.22 Facedwith the inadequacies of capitalist liberal democracy,
his article ‘Révolution 1940’ outlined a four-phase consensual social rev-
olution in economy, politics, morals and demography. The revolution
would be led by an educated élite, evolved from the desiccated con-
dition of French intellectualism. The current rulers were criticized for
their over-reliance on qualification instead of the creative pursuit of
knowledge. The French needed to create a world where ‘individual-
ism cedes to collectivism, the rights of the community take precedence
over the rights of man’, he said. Rejecting the outworn principles of
1789 as over-determined by individualism, and contemporary politics
and economics as an anachronistic legacy of the nineteenth century,
Mauco argued for a ‘thoughtful’ fascist revolution. Communism was
suffused by Jewish-influenced, semi-Asiatic internationalism, ethni-
cally inappropriate for Europe, and subject to the diminished mentality
of Jews who had been persecuted for centuries: ‘The Stalinist Soviet
Union,’ he wrote, ‘evokes Jeovah [sic], that inhumane God, inaccessible
to mercy, who weighs on Jewish mentality, even while Jews believe
themselves to be free.’ Fascism, in contrast, proffered a ‘less brutal’
revolution that would leave intact traditional, middle-class values. ‘It
operates more via enthusiasm than via hatred,’ he mused, ‘it seeks to
construct more than to destroy.’ In retaining valuable principles from
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the past, fascism ‘makes for an orderly socialist revolution, while com-
munism makes for destruction and general ruin’, in support of which
Goethe’s maxim ‘better injustice than disorder’ was invoked.23

All this redevelopment depended on the revirilization of society,
Mauco continued. Destructive expression – gloomy songs, narcissistic
cinema and morbid art – would have to be banned for the public good.
In commonwith the extreme right that had represented the Jewish left –
and especially the Popular Front prime minister Léon Blum – as a de-
crepit and decadentMarianne,Maucomade explicit the degenerate and
feminizing role of Jews in prevailing political values.24 Likewise, the
mentally sick and undesirable foreigners sapped the nation’s masculin-
ity andwouldhave to bebarred, either by eugenic sterilizationor ‘draco-
nian’ exclusions. The bourgeois especially were to be ostracized from a
‘humaneandvirile’ society,whichwoulddependonproductive labour–
quite simply, those who didn’t producewouldn’t eat. Nonetheless, only
during the period of transition would strict measures be necessary; af-
terwards, the individual would be freer than under liberal capitalism.
Decline was most visible in demographic change, where the ‘peaceful
invasion’ of immigrants had already altered national unity.25

These fascist sentiments expressed on the cusp of Vichy echoed
themes Mauco elaborated elsewhere. His view of immigration as ‘a
peaceful invasion’ – a metaphor to which we will return – spanned the
pre- and post-war periods. His own learning notwithstanding, he held
the intellectual, as well as the Jew and the bourgeois, in contempt. More
originally, he proposed that it was not biological characteristics that ren-
dered Jews unfit, but what he termed their persecuted psychology. This
idea of collective ethnic psychology underlay his vision for immigration
and population policy overall. While not confined to Jews, it was that
group above all which represented the worst aspects of uncontrolled
immigration, and raised the disturbing question of gender confusion.
The search for a proper relationship between native and incomer, be-
tweenmasculine and femininewas, to express it anotherway, the search
for the correct balance between authority and subject. It was in the new
science of psychoanalysis that some were seeking solutions to these
problems.26

The comparatively late arrival of psychoanalysis in France in themid-
1920s has been attributed to anti-German sentiment that often masked
antisemitism, and suspicion from within a moralistic psychiatric tra-
dition that condemned Freudian ‘pansexualism’.27 That should not be
interpreted as a lack of interest in psychology, whose scientific study
had long and distinctive roots in France. Freud himself had studied in
Paris in the 1880s. Ideas of collective psychology had been popular-
ized from the 1890s onwards, especially by Gustave Le Bon. His notion
that institutions had no effect on a people’s psychology, or ‘soul’,28 ran
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counter to republican efforts to improve the French population via in-
stitutions such as the school.29 Such ideas had obvious appeal on the
right, and Maurice Barrès was not alone in finding them attractive,30

but there were more subtle overlaps with the geographical understand-
ing of the influence of land on its inhabitants, however much that
was framed within a republican model. Mauco merged many of these
ideas with newer ones from psychoanalysis. He entered analysis with
René Laforgue while writing his doctorate on foreigners in France, and
began to practise shortly after its publication. The tessellation of these
twin interests in psychoanalysis and immigration emerges most clearly
from Mauco’s belief in ethnic psychological character: each ethnic
group, known as ethnie, could be recognized by its fixed psychological
traits. This idea was in turn indebted to reformulations of Jean-Baptiste
Lamarck’s late eighteenth-century theoriesof the inheritanceof acquired
characteristics whereby the environment’s actions on an organism
would be both permanent and inherited by future generations. Collec-
tive experience among a group of people, itwas held,would leave a psy-
chological imprint forgenerations to come.For example, Jews’perceived
migratory tendencies were not the result of antisemitic exclusion, but
because Jews had inherited the characteristic to migrate from the time
of the exodus. Lamarck’s views of evolution also depended on a balance
between active (masculine) and passive (feminine) elements, whether
spermandovum,changeand tradition, elite andmass.Rejectedbymany
natural scientists, inparticular thoseoutsideFrance after thepopulariza-
tionofDarwinian evolutionism,Lamarck’s beliefswere readopted in the
early twentieth century by some social scientists andpsychologists.31 In-
deed, Freud found here a possible solution to the problem of the infant’s
rapid acquisition ofwhat he perceived to be cultural phenomena so uni-
versal that he termed them ‘laws’.32 Towards the endof his life, in ‘Moses
andMonotheism’, Freudproposed possible relationships between these
laws and Jewishness.33 These explorations of the relationship of a people
to the individual unconscious or preconscious state were highly ten-
tative. ‘Moses and Monotheism’ was published in German and English
only in 1939 (the French translation appeared in 1948). Freud had, how-
ever, begun to formulate someof these connectionsbetween the environ-
ment andcollective ethnicpsychologyearlier. Inprivate correspondence
from 1922, he complained to Sandor Ferenczi about the vicissitudes that
he faced, noting his ‘strange secret longings . . . perhaps from the her-
itage of my ancestors from the Orient and the Mediterranean, and for a
life of quite another kind, wishes from late childhood unrealizable and
ill-adapted to reality’.34 Ten years later he suggested to Arnold Zweig,
recently returned from Palestine, that ‘we hail from there . . . our ances-
tors have perhaps lived there through half a millennium, perhaps a
whole one (but even this only perhaps) and it is impossible to say what
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we have taken along in blood and nerves (as one incorrectly puts it)
as a heritage from life in that country’.35 It has been argued that these
ideas of an inherited Jewish ethno-psychologywere Freud’s – nothing if
not cautious – responses, not to the ‘ancient traditions of religious iden-
tity, but to the suppressed discourse of anti-Semitism’, which, it is said,
‘haunted Freud’.36 Analysis of the effects on Freud of the antisemitic
milieuwithinwhich heworked lies beyond the scope of this discussion.
What is stressed here is that for Freud, the relation between individual
psyche and collectivememorywas founded on and activated by fantasy
and remained in considerable tension.

In Mauco’s hands, the notion of ethno-psychology cohered with the
generative kernel of all his work, the necessity for control. He admitted
no inkling of the fantasy that informed Freud’s hesitant formulations,
translatingwhatwemight regard as his,Mauco’s, own fantasmatic fears
into definite reality. Ethno-psychology informed Mauco’s understand-
ing of the collective unconscious, which, like others in the French tra-
dition, he regarded as conditioned by biology, environment and social
relations. All were genetically reproduced from social and natural expe-
rience. But as an authoritarian, the individual and the small groupwere
of less account for Mauco than the large collectivity, as he made clear in
‘Révolution 1940’. This psycho-social thinking is especially evident in
frequent references to the anguish and uprootedness of refugees. From
his Lamarckian position – and for all Freud’s tantalizingly vague ap-
preciation of Lamarck, Mauco’s search for a correct balance between
authority and subject might be considered a Lamarckianization of
Freud – Mauco argued not for refugees to be given special help, but
for their exclusion. This was because the shared collective agony rooted
in refugees’ ethnic character was immutable even to civilizing French
forces. Such characteristics were applied more widely to foreigners’ ca-
pacities – or assimilability – for labour, politics, mental health and ad-
herence to the law, to become grounds for their inclusion or exclusion
from the nation.

A fundamental belief in the malevolent anti-assimilatory drive
among immigrants informed Mauco’s imaginary. In the 1930s, this be-
came elevated to a doctrinaire refusal to allow immigrant communities
to retain their own social or religious organizations.37 These, he held,
were repositories of nationalism, language and culture, all of them in-
herently anti-French. His antipathy rested on a binary opposition be-
tween immigrants, who, he said, remained essentially hostile to France
(despite departing their original country) and the French, hierarchically
placed above them by virtue of their better civilization. He regarded
immigrants’ wish to keep something of their national, political or cul-
tural past as an anti-modernist clinging to backwardness. Those who
had arrived in France because of persecution and might therefore be
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well disposed towards it, were no better off, since this very fact would
form in them a collective memory of either victimization or the latent
desire to conquer.38 The dichotomy between the backward immigrants
and a modern France suggests that Mauco held dear a view of France
as modernizing and progressive. Yet this was far from the case.

When the League of Nations invited Mauco in 1937 to present his
expert views on assimilation, even an appeal to his audience’s liberal
tendencies could not disguise the exclusionism of his argument.39 His
lengthy presentation contained all his hopes and fears of assimilation
that had been in development since the early 1930s, and it provides a
useful contrast, from a distance of only three years, to ‘Révolution 1940’.
Immigrationwould be desirable only if tightly controlled and formed of
groups ethnically appropriate for France. French immigration controls,
Mauco insisted, were non-existent – a point of view that would inform
the stricter entry and residence requirements imposed after 1945. French
civilization was undeniably superior, he argued, and its prestige made
it attractive and thus easier for the immigrant to assimilate. But certain
ethnic groups, or ethnies, were by definition unassimilable. The linguis-
tic difficulties that Slavs, for instance, encountered when faced with
the French language underlay their inability to put down roots, unlike
Italians or Spaniards whose languages had much in commonwith local
dialects in the borderland French regions that they favoured.40 Immi-
grants’ isolation could result in mental illness, schizophrenia, paranoia
or criminality. But here we meet one of many internal contradictions:
steps that immigrants took to avoid isolation, such as by moving to
big cities, were feared to such an extent that measures were deemed
necessary to prevent them so doing. Foreigners, argued Mauco, had an
instinctive resistance to their new country, a sort of ‘psychological iner-
tia’. Immigrants could never make good republicans because they were
contemptuous of the common good, taking to crime or going mad in a
society reliant on individual autonomy.41

But it was important, Mauco noted, not to imagine immigrants as a
single block, without taking account of ethnic, class and professional
differences. These made Asians, Africans and Levantines impossible to
assimilate, andmorally andphysicallyundesirable.Nonetheless, France
itself was scarcely ethnically pure, so there could be no objection to mi-
gration on biological grounds and nothing could hurt immigrant work-
ers more than to feel part of an inferior caste.42 They should therefore be
accorded the same housing and social rights as the French. But here he
differentiated between productivemanual labourers and the unproduc-
tive, trafficking immigrant, strongly codedas Jewish.Nevertheless, Jews
were not absolutely incapable of productive activity, as their (ancient)
history as shepherds proved; they had simply lost the aptitude from
centuries of ghettoization.43
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Mixed marriage was another area of dubiety. As a populationist,
Mauco focused more on children than on their parents, and so referred
to this asmétissage, or interbreeding. The idealmeans for speedy adapta-
tion, it would result in disaster if differences were too great. ‘In general,’
Mauco suggested, ‘the Frenchwoman has a finesse and consequently,
a capacity to suffer, which renders painful these unions in which the
foreigner frequently seems brutal. This is above all true when ethnic
differences are accentuated.’44 Almost daily, unfortunate marriages be-
tween French women and Arabic or Asian men showed how difficult
assimilation couldbe. Successfulmarriageswereoftendependent on the
French wife, given ‘the great power of the woman to fix and Gallicize’.
Assimilation among Europeans (with certain ‘Levantine’ exceptions)
was rather more likely, given the greater ethnic homogeneity of the
continent.

Bymid-1937, when this paperwas presented, the number of refugees
in France was growing, though the difficulties they would face in find-
ing a safe haven were to become acute from 1938. Mauco’s conclusions
implicitly separated refugees from other,moreworthy, immigrants. Soft
and hard legislative instruments were to be brought into play. Worker
immigrants should be protected from the police and given proper leg-
islative status. The rest – the ‘degenerate elements’ who reinforced crim-
inality, the intellectuals and artisans who flocked to the cities and the
ethnically different – should be excluded. While clusters of Jewish
refugees should be avoided since they provoked hostility, repatriation
should be instituted only as a last resort, a point developed in the 1938
legislation on foreigners that provided for ‘places’, that is to say camps,
inwhichundesirablesmightbe contained.45 Adaptation shouldbeaided
by preventing the isolation of immigrants, creating institutions to pro-
tect them and reducing ‘anti-assimilationist’ propaganda from churches
and political institutions of the countries of origin, which acted as arse-
nals of conservative nationalism. The formation of immigrant colonies
in France should be avoided and original language schools or trades
unions diminished. Manual workers were more worthy for naturaliza-
tion than intellectuals, and other desirable workers should be attracted
through loans so that they could establish farms.46

Mauco’s equivocation here was dependent less on the basic liberal-
ism of his views than on his environmentalism.47 While the emphasis
would change by the time he wrote ‘Révolution 1940’, all the impor-
tant elements were present, including the rejection of values espoused
on both the right and the left that would make fascism attractive: the
belief in the assimilable and unassimilable, the necessity for markers of
immigrant difference to be obliterated; and the innateness of psycho-
logical characteristics. Difference had to be ironed out, old connections
replaced by new ones and an ethnic uniformity established in order to
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create ‘generations of authentic French people’.48 The possibility that
assimilation might operate in two directions, that France and its inhabi-
tants couldalter andadapt alongwith the immigrants,was ever-present,
but repressed. In other words, it formed an originating loathing for dif-
ference. The most that could be admitted was that foreigners ‘assimi-
late France within themselves’.49 This is ethnie’s central ambivalence: on
the one hand, environmental factors were dynamic; on the other hand,
ethnic psychology had become somehow fixed. Mauco was happy to
explain its roots, but refused to admit the potential for revision. Psychol-
ogy, the curative science of the mind, was unable to initiate its habitual
processes of change when applied to the ethnic collectivity. This ethnic
collectivity was thus immune to the very psychological processes that
defined and in large measure created it.

Two interconnected concerns asserted themselves here: the perceived
inaptitude for manual labour among Jews and refugees and the ten-
dency for immigrants to settle in cities. Both of these beliefs coalesced
in a hatred concentrated on the trafficker (more likely in practice to be
a shopkeeper than a major entrepreneur): unproductive, parasitic, de-
pendent on an urban economy, and probably Jewish or, more rarely,
Armenian. Four times – for his doctoral research in the early 1930s, for a
study on agricultural labour at the end of the decade, at the outbreak of
war and at liberation –Mauco undertook a series of local studies in areas
with high densities of immigrant population. Each time he found the
propensities for city settlement and labour inaptitude – but nuanced by
the context of the time. In the 1930s, the need for a rural return to the land
lay uppermost, andMauco believed that immigrants should be encour-
aged to take up farming instead of forming urban clusters.50 This would
provide a practical solution to overcrowding and reduce the threat that
groups of immigrants were held to pose. It would further exchange
the idea of rootlessness and mobility ascribed to the immigrant for that
prime image of fixity andworth, that of the peasant wedded to his land.
The desire to repopulate rural areas, and the investment of the country-
side with an authentic Frenchness lacking in the city, were sentiments
that historians have long associated with, but which were not confined
to, Vichy.51 The various, doomed, schemes to encourage immigrants
to the land52 cannot, therefore, automatically be attributed to Vichyist,
or even conservative, trends, given the Popular Front’s enthusiasm for
rural repopulation and folklore.53 The opportunity to develop these
ideas into concrete proposals came when Mauco worked with under-
secretary of state for immigration Philippe Serre in early 1938. Serre
and Mauco more or less forced Jewish organizations to accept their
plan to resettle thousands of Jewish refugees in agricultural collectives
by the threat of expulsion for any refugee who refused. The plan only
foundered when the government fell.54 But resettlement plans were not
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simply based on practical considerations. More certain is that the con-
comitant suspicion of the city – with its mass of strange peoples per-
ceived to be speaking incomprehensible languages and unfettered by
the need to conform – was associated with anti-modernism and author-
itarianism. Here, the correlation that French geography made between
the people and the land attained its reactionary apotheosis.

After the war, Mauco was commissioned to investigate levels of pa-
triotism among immigrants. The reports he furnished to theMinistry of
Population were informed by a ready typologism that reduced immi-
grant groups to single motifs.55 North Africans, for example, he found
to be ruled by an excessive libido, and Jews by money, while northern
Italians were solid and industrious, and the Flemish excellent farmers.
This sort of information led the army, during discussions on the clo-
sure of brothels in 1946, to argue not only that brothels remain open in
Metropolitan garrison towns, but that, given ‘the morals and mentality
of the North African population,’ sex workers be of the same ‘race’ as
their North African clients.56 For Mauco, especial unease focused on
what he saw as the inherently Jewish characteristics of an incapacity for
manual labour, coupled with an innate mercantilism.57 Jewish refugees
were inscribed as traffickers even when they were engineers or doctors,
and the fact that of 202 German and Austrian refugees in the Grenoble
area, fifty-five – more than a quarter – were manual labourers, went
unremarked.58

The effects of this reductive approach were stark. Called up at the
outbreak of war, Mauco successfully argued for his transfer to a unit
that would investigate whether foreigners could be useful for national
defence.59 At this point, about 8,000 foreigners (5,000 of them Jewish
refugees) were interned in camps in southern France as a threat to na-
tional security. Many of the non-Jews were Spanish republicans. By the
end of 1940, with the camps under Vichy control, the figure had risen
to 40,000 (28,000 Jewish refugees), while two months later, in Febru-
ary 1941, there were 47,000 foreigners, 40,000 of whom were Jewish.60

The period between the outbreak of war and the invasion was one of
confusion and arbitrary decision. A ministerial circular of 21 Decem-
ber 1939 outlined conditions under which men over the age of forty
could be released if they were, for instance, ex-legionnaires, married to
French women, or in the process of naturalization. These potential lib-
erties were undermined by the fact that those regarded as communists
or black marketeers were declared dangers to national defence, while
pimps and vagrants were seen to threaten public safety. Refugees were
by definition without a home, and often short of money and contacts.
To define, and then incarcerate, them on the basis of ‘vagrancy’ was
one of the more cynical self-fulfilling categories applied to them. Even
those who might have been released were subject to the lethargy of
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the committees established to decide their cases.61 The type of evidence
with which the committees were provided was hardly encouraging.
According to the lists he compiled, Mauco’s interest in the internees’
occupations was confined to the far from numerous agricultural work-
ers, miners, butchers and bakers, and ignored the carpenters, industrial
workers, shoemakers, metalworkers, engineers and financial and busi-
ness workers.62 His efforts were not the only ones being carried out in
the camps. David Vogel, of Russian origin, who was interned in three
camps, released, rearrested and deported, never to return, described in
a manuscript found buried after the war,

Lists of Austrians, of other foreigners, lists of everybody’s profession, lists of
ages, of precise former addresses, of spouses of French women or fathers of
French children, lists of those who possessed certificates of loyalty and of those
who did not, a frenetic monstrosity of lists. What need they had for these lists,
what they would do with them, we didn’t know. Lists of those who possessed
blankets and of thosewho didn’t, then the number of blankets of thosewho pos-
sessed blankets; lists of thosewho needed clothes, and shoes, and underwear . . .
As far as the use they would make of all this information, everybody offered
their opinion with as much assurance as if they had been in the captain’s confi-
dence himself. TheAustrianswould definitely be liberated. The other foreigners
too. And the husbands of French women. And those who possessed certificates
of loyalty (some had about thirty, from their baker, grocer, butcher, concierge).
Those who had an income would be liberated and so would those who were
needed at work. In short, we didn’t stop being liberated. As proof, the lists! If
not, what functionwould they serve?Wewould receive blankets, clothes, shoes,
underwear. As proof, the lists!

No one was liberated. They didn’t distribute any blankets.63

Retraining refugees for new occupations was not seriously contem-
plated. In any case, under legislation of December 1938, a foreigner’s
profession had to be noted on their identity card, and alteration could
lead to expulsion.64 As far as engagement in armed service was con-
cerned, the military considered most non-French people to be unfit,
and that Jews were ‘temperamentally’ unsuited to soldiering.65 Even
legitimate cases of internees who came under the ministerial remit as
suitable for release remained hidden in files, and large proportions of
Jews in the camps were deported.66 Mauco seems to have disagreed
with the army on immigrants’ overall unsuitability for the forces, espe-
cially where Italians were concerned.67 This opposition did not, how-
ever, extend to the Jews, who made up the majority of those interned
in the camps he visited. Liberal beliefs in the utility of an immigrant
work force collided with his own restrictive analysis, and the results
for the thousands interned in French camps who were later deported
were catastrophic. During the Holocaust, prior skills very occasionally
helped some deportees to survive. Primo Levi’s training as a chemist,
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and Anita Lasker-Wallfisch’s virtuosity on the cello, for example, coa-
lesced with other factors such as their youth, fitness, the relatively late
dates of their deportation, as well as luck, to let them see the arrival of
liberation troops at Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen respectively.68 Itmust
not be concluded from this that skills necessarily promised survival. On
the contrary, and against any expectations of ‘economic rationalism’,
millions of potentially useful labourers perished in the Nazi drive to-
wards the elimination of Jews. In the early months of the occupation,
the refusal of the authorities in France to consider the people held in its
camps as able workers may well have helped to condemnmost of them
to death.

The idea of trafficking became a metaphor for Jewishness itself,
though it mutated according to the period and context within which
Mauco was writing. He ignored the specific historical contexts – not
least, the ban on usury among Christians, and the numerus clausus that
denied Jews education and entry to the professions in many European
countries – within which trade was adopted among some parts of some
European Jewish communities from themedieval period onwards.69 In-
stead, he ascribed to Jews an innate tendency towards trafficking, which
came to signify the totality of their economic and social behaviour – and
thus the Jewish ethnie itself. The year after liberation, he declared that
intermediaries were bleeding major cities and rural areas dry, a view
shared by Jean-François Gravier, adviser to the newMinistry of Urban-
ism and Reconstruction, and one that the Ministry of Population used
in their decisions to discourage the naturalization of shopkeepers and
intermediaries.70

In Les Etrangers en France, Mauco had noted that:

Along with the mass of immigrants, there is equally the arrival of too great a
number of elements unfit for manual work, and who only come to France from
their innate disposition for traffic andbusiness. This is the case of Polish, Russian
or Romanian Jews, Armenians, Levantines, and in general all the Semites and
certainGreeks andArabs.Now, there are only toomanyparasitic intermediaries
who interpose themselves between the producer and the consumer . . . The too
frequently artificial stimulus they can give certain businesses is not that which
should be sought in a healthy economy.71

A footnote followed this remark: ‘These wogs [métèques], often re-
cently naturalized, are frequently found in shady businesses, fraudulent
bankruptcies and swindles.’ Just in case readers failed to notice the Jew-
ishness of these intermediaries, theywere cast in five varieties in a single
sentence. Shortly before the outbreak ofwar,Mauco noted that refugees,
‘psychically diminished by anguish’, were now compounding the prob-
lem of unproductive immigrant labour that increased criminality by a
third, demoralized commerce and depressed the ‘French collectivity’
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which had reached ‘saturation limits that put at risk the very spirit of
the nation’.72 The very process of becoming a refugee caused suchmen-
tal affliction as to disable their capacity to become fully formed French
inhabitants. Examination of individual cases, it is implied, was unnec-
essary, since membership of the group took its inevitable toll. Mauco’s
association of Jewishness with parasitic speculation was constant, yet
revealed that the time necessary for ethnic psychology to become per-
manent was somewhat elastic. Sometimes only a few years appeared
necessary, as in the case of refugees, while at other times, centuries of
one aspect of life, such as ghettoization, had imprinted stains so indeli-
ble that subsequent decades outside the ghetto failed to remove them.
Dismissive of biological explanations of race – and often of the con-
cept ‘race’ itself – recourse to an idea of ethnie presupposed not only
permanent characteristics but the rapid acquisition of new, generally
detrimental ones.

Evaluating nationality

Mauco approved of immigration; he just didn’t like immigrants very
much. If the disquieting uncertainty that the immigrant held in the con-
servative French imaginary was to be solved in part by defining their
ethnie, then it was a short step to imagine that one ethniemight be more
valuable than the next. As the HCCPF was considering immigration
controls in April 1945, ready for presentation to the Provisional Con-
sultative Assembly, Mauco furnished the Committee with data on the
value of different nationalities, in the form of an assessment of immi-
grant labour (Table 3). Research for the table had evidently been carried
out before the war. Indeed, Mauco had used it in Les Etrangers en France
and as supporting evidence to his presentation in 1937 to the League of
Nations, and would continue to cite it until the 1950s.73 Yet the origins
of these evaluations lay further back still, and it first appeared in 1926,
in a work by André Pairault on immigrant industrial labour.74 Pairault
had begun his investigation of 258 factories in 1924, as a new wave of
migrant labour arrived in France, and as US quotas closed the doors
on mass migration from Europe. Of particular importance were data
collected from eight heads of department on a single day in February
1926 in an anonymous Paris-based motor manufacturer that employed
more than 17,000 workers, nearly 30 per cent of whomwere not French,
though the largest single group came from French colonies in North
Africa (the vast majority of whom, being neither French settlers nor
Jewish, were never granted citizenship). The heads of department had
been asked to judge the quality of their work force. Easily quantifiable
data such as output per individual or number of days sick leave taken
might have been reliable as long as proper statistics had been kept.More
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subjective categories, such as the workers’ appearance or their aptitude
for the French language, were presentedwith equal numerical certainty,
though they were largely reliant on late-nineteenth-century notions of
visible deviance.

No nationality scored higher than the imaginary French worker
whose worth was fixed at a notional ten points, and who formed the
basis for comparison. In the ‘test’, Belgians scored highest and ‘Arabs’
lowest, by a large margin. Neither in the commentary on, nor in the use
of the table, was the contradiction noted between the apparent undesir-
ability of ‘Arab’ workers, and the fact that numerically they represented
almost asmuchof thework force as all theothernon-Frenchnationalities
combined. In any case, only the Russians and the Arabs constituted any
statistical relevance, as can be seen from the italicized column added
to the table to show how small was the proportion of the work force
filled by other nationalities.75 It has been suggested that French sta-
tistical methodology, in taking account only of nationality rather than
ethnicity, has created great difficulties for the accurate charting of ethnic
demography.76 That does notmean that ethnic tropeswere non-existent.
In the case of North Africans, the inaccurate designation ‘Arab’ came to
signify many of the reservations about the mutability of France, against
the need that it remain unaltered. The table presents stark evidence of
the racialized conditions that they faced in the 1920s.

Pairault regarded the results of his research as of sufficient signifi-
cance to apply across the industry. Under Mauco’s pen, their applica-
bility stretched not just beyond motor manufacture, but across time.
In 1937, he pronounced, ‘naturally, we cite these appreciations because
they conform for the most part to those recorded in numerous other es-
tablishments, in all regions and in all professions’.77 More than a decade
later, he contended that ‘experience proves that uprooting and insuffi-
cient professional preparation makes the foreign worker inferior to the
French worker, with resultant consequences for discipline, stability and
productivity’.78 Judgements formed in the social, economic and techno-
logical context of the aftermath of the First WorldWar remained consis-
tent forMauco twenty years on, despite radical change in all these areas.
In addition to the dislocations of the occupation, the proportion of non-
French inhabitants of the Paris region dropped by 50 per cent between
1926 and 1946, and the gross numbers of non-French andnaturalized fell
by a quarter.79 Change was just as significant in the industry on which
the statistics had been based. Whereas the period after the First World
War had inaugurated its most rapid period of growth, many workers
had been sackedduring the economic crisis of the early 1930s, and itwas
the non-Frenchwhowere the hardest hit.80 Labour and production con-
ditions after the SecondWorldWarwere incomparable to those after the
First, whenmass productionwas in its infancy, trade unionmembership
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more rare, and staff–management relations still based on deference. By
the 1950s,moreover, external signs of deviancewere in general no longer
so readily appropriated to indicate a morally suspect character.

The implications of Mauco’s plagiarism and constant use of the
table were significant. Its echoes are embedded in the very substance of
the 1945 Code de la Nationalité since his presentations to the Haut
Comité formed the basis of that legislation. In 1950, twenty-five years
after the original study, Mauco cited a slightly revised version of the
table.81 Belgians remained at the top and ‘Arabs’ at the bottom. Indeed,
the table remained almost indistinguishable from its 1926 original. In
a bid to increase its appearance of scientific enquiry, the column on
whether a particular nationality was judged satisfactory was dropped
and the ‘physical aspect’ was now determined by a doctor, though it
is a matter of conjecture whether medical practitioners would have
examined nearly 5,000 individuals. Mauco proposed that ‘the personal
attitudes of the foremen influence the marks . . . but even these attitudes
are a factor to be borne in mind for assimilation because they contribute
to the climate in which the immigrant must work.’82 Similarly, he at-
tributed Jewish ‘faults’ (‘contempt, underhandedness, being too skilful
[trop grande habileté]’) to the ‘inevitable consequences to which oppres-
sion automatically leads’.83 Even prejudice could be instrumentalized,
and recognizing ‘oppression’ was in no way connected to countering
it. The assimilationist circle was complete. From a definite and calcu-
lable value of a foreigner’s ethnie, assimilation now seemed dependent
on the imaginary place that the foreigner inhabited in the eyes of the
French.Mauco now admittedwhat had remained hidden until then: the
assessment of assimilability rested on the prejudice or toleration of
the beholder, and not on the innate characteristics of the incomer. For
the immigrant, it would amount to the same thing. The native needed
protection and it was the native’s rejection or acceptance of the for-
eigner that determined their assimilability and, ultimately, admission
to the nation.

L’Ethnie française

Admission to and exclusion from the nation became vital issues dur-
ing the occupation, and the determination of ethnie a matter of life and
death.Notorious as a scientific authority underpinning theHolocaust in
France, GeorgeMontandon and other right-wing racial ideologueswere
farmore influential onMauco thanhe ever gave credit.84 One of the chief
architects of ethnic anthropology inFrance, by the1930sMontandonwas
retreating from his earlier study of Siberia, Japan and Ethiopia in favour
of areas closer to home. His book, L’Ethnie française (1935), attempted to
pin down and categorically define the French, not in terms of biological
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race, but via a dynamic relationship between biology, language, place
and psychology. Along the way he rejected the idea of a Jewish race,
insisting instead on a Jewish ‘racial type’ that was descended from two
races.85 Already attracted to German nomenclature and racial explana-
tion, L’Ethnie française differentiated between the ‘political’ idea of the
nation and the ‘natural’ one of nationality. Linguistically, Montandon
explained, the challenge to grasp these concepts was troubling for the
Francophone, who could distinguish little between the sound of the
words nation and nationalité, while the German speaker was unlikely to
confuseNationwith Volkstum.86 Montandon was beguiled by the instal-
lation of the Nazi regime in Germany, and was closing down the liberal
potentials a more subtle analysis might have offered. For it was against
the nationalist aspirations of pan-Germanism that the coherence of the
French ethniewith the territory of Francewas contrasted.Volkstum, over-
ladenwith pan-Germanist andNazi nuances, was by nomeans the only
available German translation for ‘nationality’. Montandon elucidated
that French speakers were unaware that elsewhere, the linguistic na-
tion did not necessarily correspond with the main bloc of nationality, as
he said was the case in France. With respect to linguistic minorities in
France, not only did he distinguish these from French-speakers, but the
French themselveswere split into seven racial categories.87 All, however,
consolidated into the French ethnie. Yet, while Montandon refused the
idea of a pure race, he speculated that future studies may have proved
the correlation between race and culture.88 An examination of the de-
velopment of the term ethnie shows how far from liberal its origins, and
continuing usage, were.

The term ‘ethnie’ has its origins in fin-de-siècle conservative racial ty-
pologism. It seems to have entered the printed language in 1896, when
the extreme right-wingGeorgesVacherdeLapougedistinguished ‘race’,
an adjunct of zoology, from ‘ethnie’, a descriptor of human groupings.89

The linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, rejecting any correlation between
language and physical characteristics (consanguinité) later spoke of
ethnisme, ‘a unity resting on multiple relations of religion, civilization,
commondefence, etc.,which can evenbe establishedbetweenpeoples of
different races and in the absence of any political link’.90 Notwithstand-
ing the attraction of Nazi analyses for many who used the term ethnie
in the 1930s, the French context forced them to critique the notion of the
Aryan super race. In a nation where the assertion of racial unity was ab-
surd even for many of those who found its principles compelling, they
had to reach a definition uniquely French. It was to this task that Mon-
tandon and René Martial both applied themselves. By the mid-1930s,
when Montandon’s L’Ethnie française joined Martial’s La Race française
(1934), the termwasmorewidely accepted, though its application to the
French case was complex and solipsistic:
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An ethnie, a people, is thus the result of interbreeding [métissages] many races
or parts of races, and a simple look at contemporary peoples is sufficient to
demonstrate the profound differences which separate the ethnies thus formed.
These differences express themselves far more by psychology than by anatomy,
because in the same populace there may be greatly varied anatomies precisely
because they come from the hybridization of races, but there is but one single
psychology . . . From the psychological point of view – the most important –
race is constituted by the hereditary moral, mental, intellectual, emotional and
relational unity of any given people, whatever the amount, nature or quality
of interbreeding which has concluded in forming this race, this people, at the
moment that one comes to consider it. It is this psychological ensemble which
constitutes the ‘ethnie’ . . . The good hybrid, from the point of view of race, is
not so much one of fine physical stature, as he whose individual psychology
synchronizes well with national psychology.91

Martial’s explanation rested not so much on the circular interdepen-
dence of national psychology with ethnic psychology, as on a belief in
the imperative of national unity. This preconditioned his view of ethnie
anddeterminedhis opposition to admissionof theoutsider.Mauco’sun-
derstanding of ethnic psychology integrated Montandon and Martial’s
explanationswithhis own reactionary interpretationsderived frompsy-
choanalysis. For him, the trauma necessarily undergone by the refugee
and, toanevengreater extent, theEuropean Jewaftergenerationsof anti-
semitism, proved so formative as to determine the innate andhereditary
psychology of the collectivity.

Though his extreme and active racism only developed during the
1930s, Montandon’s fascination with race had developed far earlier.
During the First World War he had published an ironic commentary on
Arthur Gobineau’s treatise and Friedrich Nietzsche’s opinions on the
subject.92 Following medical training in Zurich, he emigrated to prac-
tise medicine in France. His move into anthropology was rapid, and he
carried out field work before the First World War in Ethiopia, continu-
ing afterwards in Siberia, where he worked with the Red Cross. In 1933
he became professor of ethnology at the Paris Ecole d’Anthropologie
and published La Race. Les races. By the time that L’Ethnie française ap-
peared, his growing obsession with Jews was evident. Apart from pin-
ning down their characteristics, his ‘solution to the social problem’ of
Jewish cohesiveness and the residual expression of Jewish biological
characteristics in spite of a variance ofmilieuwas ‘the creation of a com-
pletely independent Palestine which would have its own legations and
consulates in other countries. Israelites who opted for Palestine would
be furnished with Palestinian passports, and be regarded as foreigners
since they would be away from home; the others would have no reason
not to assimilate.’93 Montandonwas preoccupied by themaintenance of
Jewishness among communities with long experience of mobility: why,
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when the environment was so formative, were Jews so Jewish? It would
appear thatLamarckianenvironmentalismwasnot so clear cut.After the
German invasion, Montandon’s increasingly virulent antisemitismwas
nourished under the regime installed in Paris, where he became consul-
tant to Louis Darquier de Pellepoix’s reinvigorated Institut d’Etude des
Questions Juives et Ethno-raciales after the departure of Xavier Vallat.
This post he combined with the issue of certificates to prove whether or
not the holder was of the ‘Jewish race’ [Certificat d’appartenance à la
race juive] that sent thousands of Jews to the killing centres, and earned
Montandon a good income in fees and bribes.94 His viewswere exposed
in L’Ethnie française, a journal established and edited by GérardMauger,
a former student, which accepted only ‘Aryan’ advertising and point-
edly refused publicity for plays or films starring Jewish actors.95 Ten
issues of this formidable example of Nazi racial science in a French con-
text appeared between March 1941 and April 1944.96 The print run has
been estimated at 10,000.97 The first issue established its aims for socio-
national renewal by means of Franco-German collaboration. As far as
the editors were concerned, the French were an Aryan ethno-race, and
themeaning of Aryanism and ‘analogous notions’ would be clearly and
scientifically explored in the journal, via ‘anthropo-somatics . . . raciol-
ogy and ethnology . . . heredity and its consequences, eugenics or racial
hygiene, natality and its demographic repercussions, the ethnic aspects
of comparative religion, ethnography or the study of past and current
civilization, sociology in its ethnic aspects and even linguistics’.98

As an immigration specialist, itwasMauco’s scholarly and civic func-
tion to follow current intellectual trends. Despite later disavowals, it is
clear from his article ‘Géographie et Etnographie’ [sic] that Montandon
informed his thinking.99 Critical of slapdash school geography man-
uals which ignored scientific accuracy in respect of race, this article
argued that the key factor was the prevalence of a certain type, the
‘ethnic germ’, dominant in France since prehistoric times.100 In observ-
ing that ‘the first distinction to bemade is that of race and civilization or
ethnie’,Mauco followed the anthropological theses of the 1930s explored
above, and approvingly cited unspecified works by Montandon and
the first four issues of L’Ethnie française. From this he lifted the division
of the peoples of France into racial sub-groups, the Nordics, Alpines
and Mediterraneans.101 In contrast, the ethnie, he explained, could in-
clude those from different races but whose shared characteristics de-
rived from similar experience. This could even cause physical change,
such as that undergone by emigrantAnglo-SaxonswhobecameYankees
under climatic influence. The French seemed to made of stronger stuff:
transplanted across the Atlantic to Canada, they remained faithful to
their origins even after 250 years, an example Montandon had like-
wise treated.102 Mauco illustrated how ethnie operated in Europe with a
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Figure 2: George Montandon’s European ethnies
Source: George Montandon, La Race. Les races. Payot, 1933, 238

diagram (Figure 2) found on the front cover ofMontandon’s La Race. Les
races.103 He traced the prehistoric racial origins of the French, conclud-
ing that the French ethniewas the only appropriate term for the national
commonality ‘which incorporates and moulds together the diversity of
the races, without removing from each its own characteristics and qual-
ities’. Montandon had reached similar conclusions in his book L’Ethnie
française.104

Mauco published two articles in issues six and seven of the jour-
nal L’Ethnie française.105 These traced the unchecked flood of refugees
into France and their essential unassimilability. Armenians, Russians
and, notably, Jews were unassimilable because they spoke a different
language and exhibited an innate incapacity to a sense of national affil-
iation. Somewhat paradoxically (a paradox visible in much antisemitic
discourse at this time), they also managed to insert themselves almost
immediately into senior professional positions to become a major influ-
ence on French leadership. Their isolation led to increased criminality
and mental problems. Throughout these articles was woven a fear of
outsiders who tricked and transformed themselves. Uncontrollable and
unstable, Jewish immigrationwas to be particularly dreaded because of
Jews’ ability to ‘mask’ difference ‘by completely oriental suppleness’106

and the fact that French Jews lost their Frenchness on contact with the
foreign ones. These eastern tricksters were not what they seemed,

because [the alteration of character] is the product not only of education and
the action of the milieu on the individual, but in part from heredity. Modern
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psychology – and especially psychoanalysis – has shown that these traits, trans-
mittedwith the influence of the parents from the infants’ very first years,modify
the very unconscious of the subject and can only be absorbed after many gener-
ations’ submission to satisfactory conditions and the complete escape from the
influence of the hereditary milieu.107

The only hope, therefore, was to make Jews less Jewish, but this action
was more or less impossible under normal conditions since it would
imply their removal from the parental home and local community. Only
more radicalmeasures, it is implied, could achieve the task.Ofparticular
alarm was Jews’ ‘inversion’ of gender roles whereby aggressive Jewish
women complemented weak men:

Criminality reveals their quite singular behaviour. Jews commit few brutal
crimes against the person. In an inversion frequently noted among them, Jewish
women were often more combative than the men. Male Jewish criminality is
less than a third of that among the French. It is even inferior to that of non-
Jewish women, which reveals a singular repression of aggression and physical
combativeness.108

Furthermore, Mauco added, Jews occupied the country’s ‘nervous cen-
tres’ and thereby ‘devirilized’ authority.109 Disruptive Jewish sexuality
was a theme that antisemites often projected on to Jewish authors as
an obsession of the latter, and was one of the rhetorical devices used to
justify the deportation of women, as we shall see below.110 All ‘Jewish’
qualities, such as intelligence, assumed the seductive power of masking
and fantasy: the brilliance of so-called intellectuals was merely a veneer
of abstract theorywhich had ‘departed from reality’.111 The ‘Jewish’ pro-
fessions that Mauco singled out were all connected with over-layering,
dressing, decorating and masking – culminating in his deathless exam-
ple of Jewish trade-union infiltrationism, their take-over among cinema
make-up artists.

Mauco later defended the publication of his second Ethnie française
article on the grounds that it had formerly appeared in the scholarly
quarterly,Annales de géographie, though this reflectsmore the coincidence
of interests between Montandon and the geographic establishment.112

Indeed, Mauco owed his introduction to Montandon to Maurice
Grandazzi, general secretary of the Annales.113 In L’Ethnie française, the
article was preceded by a signed note suggesting that the previous arti-
cle had been overly harsh on Armenians who, as Christians, were more
easily assimilable than Jews.114 While it displayed little of the virulence
of the first, its rehearsal of populationist arguments that the low birth-
and highmortality rates in France put it at the bottomof European regis-
ters, included cause for especial disquiet because of the presence of large
numbers of foreigners. The appearance of such classic demographics in
L’Ethnie française is especially noteworthy in the context of its obsessive
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antisemitism and ultra-collaboration. Here, Mauco cited only pre-war
statistics. In work written later during the occupation, he demonstrated
his continued immersion in demographic studies which were based on
more up-to-date material.115 Approving the effects of Vichy pro-family
propaganda and anti-divorce legislation, he was pleased that even the
reduction in the sense of well-being provoked by the war had produced
less egocentrism and a greater likelihood that individuals would repro-
duce to complete their interior, family, life.

It has been suggested that the basis for the first Ethnie française piece
was Mauco’s submission to the Riom trial.116 The trial was a misman-
aged showcase designed to pin blame for the defeat on military and
political leaders of the Third Republic. Mauco’s deposition aimed to
clarify how the Third Republic government had failed to pay attention
to warnings about the decadent effect of inappropriate immigration.117

Whether the Riom deposition preceded the Ethnie française piece is un-
clear, but the twowere almost identical. It is evident thatMaucopublicly
expressed the same sentiments in two different environments and with
ample time to assess Montandon. The Riom text complained of the sub-
version of French character by uncontrolled immigration:

A number of problems remained unsolved – ethnic choice, selection, the protec-
tion of health, the formation of clusters, assimilation, the alteration of the French
spirit by the invasion of the liberal professions and urban activities. Moreover,
the political principles of equality and absolute respect for the human person
were contrary to measures regarding the quality of immigration. This resulted
in allowing, surely but silently, the alteration of the human structure of France
in permitting without choice the most diverse foreign elements to penetrate
it . . . Numerous individuals judged politically undesirable (communists, social-
ists, royalists, etc) or ethnically undesirable (Armenians, Jews) surged towards
France.118

Immigrants, the former Popular Front civil servant told the court, car-
riedwith them the burden of their sense of failure and feverish desire for
revenge, but no capacity for productive labour. Their solidarity enabled
them to slide into the most influential positions, while Russians, and
above all Jews, never stopped complaining of France’s failure to inter-
vene in theiroriginal countries.Togainadmittance, Jewshadalso tricked
the French authorities with regard to Germany’s real power (though it
is unclear why French intelligence services had been unable to provide
counter-evidence). Theweakness of the French in the face of theGerman
invasion was, for Mauco, less an issue of too few tanks and soldiers, or
even demography, than the responsibility of Jewish spies and liars, just
as the catastrophically low birth-rate was the responsibility of foreign,
Jewish abortionists.119 The weakening of the French spirit, and specifi-
cally its demasculinization, was also laid at Jews’ door.120
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The left-wing journal Action issued a public complaint against
Mauco’s associationswithL’Ethnie française inNovember 1947, followed
by one in Droit et liberté the following year.121 Calling into question
Montandon’s science, Droit et liberté demanded that Mauco’s senior at
Matignon, Louis Joxe, investigate how one of Montandon’s collabora-
tors could have acceded to an elevated government position. Noting
that Mauco, as head of the Centre Psycho-Pédagogique, was lecturing
on children’s sensitivity, the author, a former resister who had helped
rescue many Jews in the southern zone, accused him of ‘enormous re-
sponsibilities’ in the deportation of Jewish children and that personal
experience should demonstrate how sensitive they could indeed be.

AMinistry of Educationpurge committee subpoenaedMauco in June
1947 after Maurice Thorez, leader of the Communist Party and France’s
vice-president, hadbrought theEthnie française articles to its attention.122

Mauco’s main defence was total ignorance of Montandon’s aims and
opinions. He argued that his first Ethnie française piece had been ‘de-
formed’ from the original, turning it from a balanced scientific study
into a nasty antisemitic tract. Although he provided no evidence to this
effect, Mauco claimed and the committee accepted that the article had
been commissioned to explain the facts regarding the Jewish commu-
nity in France against Vichy propaganda by none other than ‘Israelite
personalities (Ancel, Halphen, Milhaud, Seror, de [sic] Laforgue, of the
Executive Committee of the Antisemitic League [sic], etc.)’.123 In any
case, Mauco claimed to have submitted the article to the Annales de
géographie in December 1940. A month earlier, Montandon’s handbook
Comment reconnaı̂tre et expliquer le Juif had appeared.124 Mauco failed to
mention, and the committee did not notice, that the same piece had been
submitted to Riom.

It is true that a manuscript of the first Ethnie française article was
edited – ‘Israélite’ replaced by ‘juif’, ‘Nordic elements’ changed to
‘racially Nordic elements’, and an implication of the ‘final solution’ in-
troduced into a section demanding help for France from other demo-
cratic countries with respect to refugees. Rarely modest, Mauco main-
tained to the committee that in this case he had opted for anonymity,
only to be confounded when Montandon printed the author’s name
and his position as secretary of the Union Internationale pour l’Etude
Scientifique de la Population above the article.125 According to his pre-
sentation to the committee, Mauco’s work showed ‘constantly how im-
portant geographical and psychological factors work against racism’
and that he had believed Montandon’s review to be ‘scientific’ (his em-
phasis). Mauco remained bitter about the post-war purge, though his
acquisition of testimonials for his participation for three days on the
barricades during the liberation of Paris suggests that he might have
anticipated difficulties. According to Vécu, at this time, ‘the notion of
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justice disappeared, dominated by the desire, notably among Jewish ju-
rists, for overtly expressed revenge’.126 Furthermore, his participation
in Montandon’s publication had ‘brought me death threats from badly
informed Jewswho, at liberation, had killed ProfessorMontandon at his
home, in front of his wife and children’.127 Mauco attributed criticisms
in the former Jewish and non-Jewish resistance press to the same badly
informed Jews who erroneously executed Montandon. He was not the
only person to report Montandon’s death, and many historians have
followed suit. Against these claims, it has been suggested that Montan-
don and his three children survived the assassination attempt, though
his wife did not and, after hospital treatment, all four were evacuated to
Germany in August 1944. According to this account, Montandon lived
until 1961.However, theParis court of justice abandonedhis caseas early
as June 1945, after his lawyer providedwhatwas probably a faked death
certificate.128

Mauco alone appears to have been unaware ofMontandon’s pre-war
antisemitism. On the left, Montandon was vilified, especially for an
article in the Italian journal Difesa della Razza in 1938.129 Harsh crit-
icism of Montandon’s pseudo-scientific antisemitism appeared in La
Lumière, Le Droit de vivre, Nouvel âge and the right-wing anti-fascist
journal, L’Ordre.130 With the antisemite’s absurd quest for accuracy,
Montandon corresponded with the authors of these critical pieces, and
succeeded in obtaining a right to reply in La Lumière.131 Maucomight not
have been a regular reader of the left and anti-racist press, yet Montan-
don’s reputation was equally widespread on the right.132 ‘Our mutual
friend’, Céline, had recommended Montandon’s services apropos ‘the
anti-Jewish struggle with which our organism deals’ to Henry Robert
Petit, director of the antisemitic newspaper Au pilori, who requested an
articleon ‘theFrench raceand thedemographicprinciples [which] above
all should discuss the Jewish ethnie’ in September 1938. On this occa-
sion, Montandon regretted his inability to comply with Petit’s ‘amiable
proposition’, and recommended that Petit condense another ofMontan-
don’s articles on the topic. This, for which Montandon claimed support
fromMussolini, concludedwith ‘concretepropositions . . . to regulate the
Jewish problem definitively’ in a way far better than others, including
Action Française, had so far imagined.133 Montandon was likewise in
regular correspondence with Darquier de Pellepoix and Robert Vallery-
Radot over questions of Jewish racial typology and antisemitic action
in France before the outbreak of war.134 The senior Nazi race scien-
tist, Hans Günther, of the Anstalt für Rassenkunde in Berlin, was de-
lightedwithMontandon’swork,whoseproposals for the ‘solution to the
Jewish question’ he found remarkably similar to his own Rassenkunde
des jüdischen Volkes (though the appreciation was not reciprocated).135

Montandon’s reply to the professor elaborated still further his plans for
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solving the eternal question. Apart from forcibly transferring all Jews to
Palestine, he had read with approval of

branding with red-hot irons . . . and, personally, in certain cases, I would wel-
come the amputation of the tip of the nose as the appropriatemeasure for female
Jewish persons, since Jewish bitches are no less dangerous than the men; in one
such case, in my own practice as a young doctor in Zurich, I discovered the best
effects of such an operation to be achieved by biting.136

This is presumably his idea of a joke (though some early psycholo-
gists had favoured rhinoplasty as a cure for hysteria). Using largely
nineteenth-century German sources, Sander Gilman argued that the an-
tisemitic trope of the distorted Jewish nose represented the equally dis-
figured, because circumcised, penis.137 Jewish male sexuality was so
widely regarded as having been feminized by Jews’ economic posi-
tion and by the perceived mutilation of their sexual organs, that Otto
Weininger, in a widely distributed work, imagined a third, uniquely
Jewish, sex.138 While there were manifold representations of overbear-
ing Jewish women, Montandon’s fellated circumcision positioned fe-
male, Jewish sexuality as qualitatively parallel to, and equally noxious
as, the male. Given their outrageous phallic possession, the necessity to
reduce Jewish women’s potency permanently then becomes obvious.

The occupation was infinitely variable in Mauco’s account. As early
as 1941, he said, he was distributing tracts for the resistance Les Petites
Ailes de France – an unusual activity, given that between 1939 and 1942,
he was a member of the fascist Parti Populaire Français.139 He even met
its leader, Jacques Doriot, who had requested an article on population
from Mauco.140 There, he recalled ‘a fine and sensitive man, while I ex-
pected to find an authoritarian fanatic’.141 When he was not writing for
Montandon or meeting Doriot, his claims to active resistance are gener-
ally difficult to substantiate from the available evidence. Mauco did join
the barricades for three days during the liberation of Paris, acting on
one night as look-out for German positions in the Bois de Boulogne just
behind his flat.142 There is no substantive evidence for his claim to have
saved any refugees and no copies of replies to the few pre-war requests
for help from refugee organizations. As a civil servant and recognized
consultant on immigration, Mauco was better-placed than many to as-
sist refugees, and a number of organizations attempted to persuade him
to help. Despite his later boasts, it would appear that he did little even
before the outbreak of war. In the absence of evidence, his assertion
to the Association Internationale d’Histoire de la Psychanalyse that he
had helped the Freuds escape from Vienna143 rests on the possibility
that he could have advised Freud’s former analysand and senior mem-
ber of the SPP, Marie Bonaparte, of official procedures, while she used
her high-society international diplomatic contacts to make the journey
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as safe as possible.144 Finally, he claimed to have hidden throughout the
occupation all the Union Internationale pour l’Etude Scientifique de la
Populationfiles thatAdolpheLandry entrusted tohim.AsLandrynoted
at the first meeting to reconstitute the Union after the war, ‘the minutes
of that 1937 Assembly are missing. They disappeared, with most of the
Union’s documents, as a result of the occupation of our central office by
the Germans.’145

Evidence of what Mauco did achieve during the occupation points
in another direction. One of his activities was to prepare a new gloss
on the 1939 Code de la Famille. After 1945, the Code was generally
presented in terms that suggested its suppressionbyVichyand its happy
resurrection in times of retrieved liberty at liberation.Under the heading
‘Race protection’, Mauco explained that the intentions of thosewho had
formulated the Code had been blocked, leaving them with what could
be considered, at best, a partial achievement:

Other measures were envisaged concerning housing, protection of the race
against the influx of foreign refugees, especially Jews – who, diminished by
anguish and illness, infiltrated all the country’s nerve centres, the educational
role of the press, radio and cinema then in large part in foreign hands, etc.

In sum, for the first time in France an exceptional effort was attempted to
fight the country’s demographic decline. For the first time, a little justice was
imposed on the distribution of family expenditure. Battle lines were drawn up
whichwould submit egoism and excessive individualism, which weremortally
bleeding France, to the general interest. An effort was also initiated to extricate
the French race from the invasion and delinquent influence of wogs [métèques]
which were altering it more and more. But here the deaf resistance of those
concerned paralysed the rapid discharge of the necessary measures and the
Foreigners’ Statute could not appear.146

Mauco’s contribution to L’Ethnie française had been no aberration, but
coincided with the development of his thought during – and, crucially,
after – the occupation.

Had Mauco’s purge committee been a little more tenacious, it might
have uncovered the fabrications that made up his defence. The hearing,
held six days after hewas called to account, was brisk and superficial.147

The committee chair provided adequate analysis of Mauco’s anti-
semitism that quite accurately noted the similarity to familiar 1930s
arguments against Jews. Yet Mauco’s habitual hiding behind others,
claiming that responsibility for theEthnie françaisearticles laywith senior
Jewish academics, was sufficient to convince them that he had ‘commit-
ted an error of judgement to believe that it was possible to continue to
publish objective articles on such a burning question during the occupa-
tion.Yet he cannot be accusedof antisemitism.’148 Maucowasvindicated
in February 1948when hewas informed that the committee saw no case
to answer.149
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Mauco’s defence rested on science and, in certain ways, the case was
represented as a struggle between science and politics. Neither element
wasneutral in theway thatMaucoand the épuration committeeassumed.
No better illustration than Montandon is needed to show the extent
to which politics inevitably imbue science. Our earlier discussions of
demography in the previous chapter provided no less stark examples.
It would have been impossible, asserted Mauco’s supporters, to guess
that a ‘man of science’ would so deform his knowledge in the service of
racial hatred.150 But, as far as his own work was concerned, it was not
about racism, but innate psychological factors which, as a scientist, he
believed himself objectively able to describe. Far from being a matter of
Jewish qualities, Mauco further maintained that ‘the particularism for
which Israeliteswere reproachedwasa consequencenot of racial factors,
but of a psychology common to all refugees, Armenians and White
Russians as well as Israelites’.151 Meanwhile, in the context of the need
to ease formerVichyists and their skills in government andmanagement
into the liberation administration, the acquittal placed politics above the
scientific rigour demanded of a court.

‘Five tonnes for the demographic struggle’152

Exoneration left Mauco free to pursue his interest in children, the
major concern for populationists. In the previous chapter we noted how
discourses of immigration and populationism reinforced each other at
liberation. In Mauco’s case, they joined in the form of populationist ed-
ucation. Pro-natalist propaganda for children, known by its supporters
as ‘demographic education’, was introduced officially in 1939. It was
planned and prepared under Vichy, but only realized after liberation.153

In 1943, the Ministry of Information had asked experts at the Fondation
Française pour l’Etude des ProblèmesHumains – including the director,
Alexis Carrel, Alfred Sauvy, Fernand Boverat, Paul Haury andAdolphe
Landry – to take charge of all materials and methods for teaching de-
mography in lycées.154 So convinced was the ANCD that the liberation
government would look favourably on Vichy policy in this respect, that
it referred to Vichy decisions to strengthen its post-liberation demands,
remarking that itwasonly ‘the events of thewarof liberation [which]up-
set anddelayed the executionof theprogrammecurrentlyunderway’.155

As early as the end of 1944 when the épuration was at its most fierce, it
recalled that ‘Our relations with the Government itself were facilitated
by the fact that the words “Family and Fatherland” figured in its slogan
and that on this twin terrain our demands could not but be warmly
welcomed’.156 In the bellicose rhetoric of the new Cold War, the liber-
ation government declared that all students from secondary school to
doctoral candidateswere to study the ‘sanitary armament of France and,
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in particular, French demography’.157 Indeed, by 1949,Mauco’s lectures
to military recruits had acquired official sanction so that the Ministry of
Defence stipulated that all recruits were to be taught their ‘responsibili-
ties as citizens’ to reproduce, especially given that ‘the upturn in French
natality following the end of the SecondWorldWar has been realized to
have been frequently overestimated’.158 Similar material was provided
to prisoners of war still in German camps, to novice parents and their
children, young professionals and military cadets.159 At a time of se-
vere paper shortage, Mauco helped furnish five tonnes of paper for the
quarter of a million textbooks on populationist history and geography
that were distributed to schools from 1946.160 These included diagrams
and explanations culled from Montandon’s journal, L’Ethnie française,
including the observation that Judaism could explain the ‘characteristic
traits of the Jewish spirit: instability and the aspiration for unity’.161

Mauco’s contribution to this literature, La Démographie à l’école,
was co-authored with his épuration defence witness and editor of the
Annales de géographie, Maurice Grandazzi, and published in 1948. An in-
terdisciplinary teachers’ manual, it provided geo-historical background
to diminishing population figures. Apart from rehearsing urges to in-
crease the birth-rate, its new historicization of the French past rendered
the immigrant an economic necessity, yet a demographic liability. In
a period of rising birth-rate, populationists needed to retrieve a new
raison d’être, which they found in racism.162 Immigrant reproductiv-
ity, said Grandazzi and Mauco, had ‘masked’ the ‘deficit’ in French
reproduction.163 Simply being born in France was insufficient to con-
ceal one’s difference from the truly French. Despite its ‘strong national
unity’, and calls for marriage between French and non-French partners
to accelerate assimilation, Francewas revealed as a nation inwhich gen-
erations of residence could not obscure the taint of non-French national
origins.164 The incipient danger of immigration was reflected in figures
that declared that as many as one in seven people in France was of ‘re-
cent foreign origin’. ‘Recent’ here referred not to the refugee influx of the
1930s, nor even to the post-First World War wave of immigration, but
dated from 1801. In line with populationism’s veneration of the eight-
eenth century as a golden age, so the dawn of the nineteenth, and the
telescopic intimacy with which the Napoleonic era was viewed, her-
alded the decline and dissolution of Frenchness. And although it was
‘almost’ impossible to distinguish races in France from one another, the
authors reprinted the schematic grid from the front cover of Montan-
don’s La Race. Les races (Figure 2) and explored the character and physi-
cal differences between the various types.165 Once again, arguments that
assimilation could overcome racial difference were contradicted by the
certainty that even the great grandchild of the foreigner would remain
forever foreign. Assimilation could only be an imitative approximation.
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Populationist propaganda tended to situate what it called the foreign
demographic threat – countries with higher birth-rates than France –
as coeval with the military–political one. Before the war, Germany had
been represented as the major competitor to France. Now, propaganda
attempted to reconcile itself to the new politics of nation and gender of
the liberation and Cold-War world. With the Allies victorious and Nazi
Germany – in this respect at least – substantially vindicated for what
were applauded as its successful pro-natalist and anti-abortion policies,
the external threat shifted. In the 1930s, populationist propaganda had
generally illustrated international reproduction rateswith babies of pro-
portionately different sizes,while nostalgia for a fecundpastwas shown
with adults of varied size in appropriate period costume.166 In Mauco’s
work, international reproduction rates were shown by differently sized
workers. In order of political threat, retranslated into reproduction rates,
the newcomer, theUSSR,was a hugeworkerwhose naked armswielded
an enormousmallet, Germany a farmer holding a rake, Britain a country
gent inplus fours, and Italy agondolier,whileFrance, ever the exception,
was represented by aminusculeMarianne. Germany’s benign represen-
tation here by a key retour à la terre image is significant in the transfer of
political hostility to the Soviet Union.167 Similarly, to illustrate the glo-
rious past, La Démographie à l’école showed an eighteenth-century man
standing beside someone half his height, diminished because his lower
half has been severed, while the remnants of his upper body rest in a
pool of blood. The modern man’s gaze, enhanced by a dotted line, is
directed towards eighteenth-century man’s loins, these accentuated in
their turn by his cane held at a saucy angle. This dramatic castration
of the present internally supported the representation of Marianne as
a feeble refugee, unable to work and sapped of strength and prowess.
The historical revisionism at work here inconographically manifested a
continued threat to Frenchmasculinity – externally from the excessively
virile Russian with his mallet–phallus, and internally from the dismem-
bering tendencies of the French female, encouraged by the decadent
effects of immigration.

Official congratulations for the book came from the president,
VincentAuriol, theMinistries of Education,ArmedForces andSocial Se-
curity as well as INED. The HCCPF demanded that it receive the fullest
backing.168 Mauco’s expertise was now in some demand, and his talks
to naval cadets framed demographic alarmism in geopolitical terms.169

France, he said, was at the centre of a European zone of falling birth-
rate, ‘mathematically’ on the road to extinction.170 What he called the
‘population centre of gravity’ had shifted from its pre-war location in
Bavaria to somewhere near the Polish border; it was the responsibility
of the French military to wrest it back again. The resolution of the Cold
War seemed to lie in the reproductive capacity of French men. Only by
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fathering large families could international French power be rebuilt. For
Mauco, as for other populationists, the parent of one or two children –
the majority in France – was an evident egoist, who put their own com-
fort before national welfare.171 The outcome of this self-interest was
physical weakness and lassitude of the parent and, by extension, the
nation. The devirilization of France that Mauco had detected before the
war could now be countered by a combination of militarism and repro-
ductivity. Setting out a position from which he never retreated, Mauco
asserted that only through parenting could an adult achieve full de-
velopment and that without children, death was ‘more complete’. Even
the baby boomwas insufficient defence against depopulationist tenden-
cies; other demographicmeans to improve the quality of the population
would have to be sought.

At liberation, Mauco pursued his professional expertise as a psy-
choanalyst and educator with young people. He claimed that during
the occupation he had continued working as a school teacher. But his
post-war interest in ‘maladjusted children’ resulted not solely from his
wartime teaching and psychoanalytic connections. In linewith his inter-
est in a ‘strong and disciplined’ France,172 he had become active in the
Association des Centres de Réadaptation Sociale des Jeunes Chômeurs
(AssociationofCentres forRetraining theYoungUnemployed). Based in
a poor residential district of north-east Paris, this centre was established
in 1938 to retrain young unemployed men, and Mauco’s failed attempt
to be elected vice-president in 1941 testifies to his activity there during
the war, in contradiction to his curriculum vitae, which dated his in-
volvement, as vice-president, between 1937 and 1939.173 In 1941, he was
compensated with a post as administrator, and he took his place on the
governingbodyalongside thegovernment’s general secretary for youth,
theprefect of the Seine, the labour secretariat’s director of labour, and the
director of youth labour and technical training.174 Philippe Serre, former
undersecretary of state for immigrationwithwhomMauco hadworked
on immigration plans and legislation before the war, and member of
the 1939 Haut Comité de la Population, was president. Six months later,
at the end of July 1942, Mauco gained his coveted vice-presidency.175

The management committee considered the centre’s associations with
Vichy with a certain amount of euphemistic regret when, in October
1941, it was explained that some former colleagues, including the di-
rector, Guy de Beaumont, were no longer available owing to ‘certain
incompatibilities’.176 The compatible residue soldiered on. Alongside
learning a new profession, the young trainees followed a course plan
imbued with Pétainist principles (the final week examined the life of
Pétain himself),177 though Mauco remained critical of the individual’s
total submersion into the collectivity.178 In the centre, the ideas ofworth-
while labour, as opposed to unproductive mercantilism, were realized,
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in a setting that would exclude Jews as a matter of principle. The as-
sociation with retraining and adaptation to a set of nationally prede-
termined values would again figure in the Centre Psycho-Pédagogique
that Mauco founded immediately after the war.

Within a classic populationist concern to increase the number and
quality of the population,179 the centre placed ‘infantile mental hygiene’
to the fore.180 The conservative psychological circles in which Mauco
moved after the war were fortified with the inauguration of the Societé
Française de Psychanalyse.181 More nationalist than the SPP, its espousal
of Christian values bolstered the Centre Psycho-Pédagogique’s con-
formist retraining programme. The Centre regarded parents as the root
ofmost children’s ills and they, alongside teachers,were alleged to be re-
sponsible for any failures of treatment.182 While it was at pains to stress
the affective inadequacy of French education, which, it was held, placed
too little emphasis on children’s emotions, and the need for children to
break free of excessive parental control, it aimed less for children’s free
expression than their integration of traditional norms, such as success
at the baccaleuréat for a pupil considered slow.183 At practical and theo-
retical levels,Mauco’s previous experience coalescedwith this post-war
work to produce a vision of containment and enforced belonging. Using
a discourse of liberty, the Centre Psycho-Pédagogique was as informed
by populationist preoccupations to increase the quantity and quality of
the French populace as were Mauco’s views of immigration. Quality
would be maintained within a secure notion of the greater collectivity
into which the ‘maladjusted’ child would have to fit.184

Populationistswere concerned above allwith children, and this ques-
tion governed Mauco’s application of psychoanalytic principles. After
the FirstWorldWar, it seemed to some as though traditional locations of
authoritywere being swept away. Conservativesworried that the pater-
nal head of the family no longer wielded as much power over his wife
or children as formerly, and that young people andwomen had become
newly arrogant and unconstrained by the pre-existent order. It was in
this context that psychologists in France erected the concept of the sym-
bolic father.185 Here, the newly weakened normal, everyday father was
replaced by a new, powerful, symbolic one. ForMauco the psychologist,
symbolic paternal authority resided in the familial father; forMauco the
educator, in the teacher; and for Mauco the immigration expert in the
state. The immigrant’s social past contaminated their present: the more
different a migrant was from the French, the less they were worth to
the country, in terms of labour and sociability.186 In an apparent projec-
tion of his own disregard for the foreigner, he ascribed them a dislike for
the newmilieu as a ‘variable contempt according to nationality and the
degree of misadaptation’,187 a resentment particularly marked among
refugees. But for Mauco, the prior, regressive authority of the foreign
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nation or culture was waiting to be replaced by a new, desired one. His
critique of authority thus implied its inherent retention. As the ‘dogma
of the irreproachable family must be abandoned’ and parental love rec-
ognized as ‘heavy, carnal power which suffocates the infant’,188 so the
immigrant should be released from the stifling, pre-modern tendencies
of the country of origin. As long as, it would appear, that didn’t take
place in France.

With respect to the family, Mauco steered a course that veered from
that of Catholic populationists. Maurice Monsaingeon, for example,
placed the familial trinity above the state, a view only modified when
the state itself was seen to embody the family, as during Vichy.189 In
this regard, Mauco touched the core of republican anti-clericalism. His
co-operation with a school for parents in 1946 (housed in the Maison
de la Famille, the same building as Boverat’s Alliance Nationale con-
tre la Dépopulation), could be seen as an expression of this.190 While
the school was a private initiative, institutional intervention into what
Catholics regarded as the private realm of the family was within the
frame of republican demands that its citizens behave appropriately. But
Mauco’s psychoanalytic perspectives meant his rhetoric of the family
extended beyond republican echoes.

Within the nuclear family, the child could suffer from its father’s
brutality and the mother’s excessive maternalistic smothering of her
son’s virility.191 Mauco’s ‘enormous contempt’ for the foreigner has been
recognized;192 his contempt was equal for the woman who broke free
of her preordained gendered bounds. Women inhabited a position that
was nothing if not ambivalent. Female immigrants were supposedly or-
derly and exerted a stabilizing influence. They founded families, had
babies, weakened men’s ambulatory tendencies and represented con-
servatism. ‘The woman,’ Mauco wrote, ‘assists greatly in stabilization
and adaptation, not only because she allows a family to be founded,
but also because she needs to root herself, and because life routines are
stronger in her than in the man who is more enterprising and tends
to flit about’.193 Yet this had the unfortunate additional effect of pre-
venting the child from forming a proper relationship with the symbolic
father, the new nation, via language. The home was reduced to a site
of atavism that repressed the child’s natural assimilationist tendencies
because there reigned, quite literally, the mother-tongue.194 The remote
incomprehension assumed to exist between the autochthon and the im-
migrant was laid at the door of immigrant women, who were held to
prolong the use of non-French languages.

Women who were either not maternal at all, or were overly mater-
nal, were equally dangerous. Like Jacques Lacan (from whose views
Mauco otherwise distanced himself), Mauco believed that in conjunc-
tion with an authoritarian father, these non- or overly maternal women
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could produce a homosexual son.195 This was apparently more the re-
sponsibility of the mother, since children would be damaged in general
were paternal authority absent.196 Although it might be postulated that
Mauco was himself homosexual, his populationist politics insisted that
parenthood was the chief fulfilment for an adult.197 Those who were
obviously homosexual either needed to be cured of their sexuality or
Mauco refused to recognize it at all.198 Nonetheless, it was in a vari-
ety of homosocial milieux that Mauco achieved his own fulfilment, and
recognized that success could take place. The liberation of Paris was
a week of intense celebration of male bonding and heroic discourse
when men in shirt-sleeves sweated together behind piles of sandbags
and cobblestones, rifles at the ready. The most absent player in this sce-
nario of political and sexual excess was, perhaps, the stifling mother.
The citation for Mauco’s own three-day participation on the barricades
read, ‘Georges Mauco (Georges in the underground) was a particularly
active element of opposition to the occupier as much by his action on
his own pupils (of whom fourteen fought at his side at the liberation)
as a teacher at the JB Say College, as by his active participation in the
clandestine organization of the resistance’ – a moment of vaunted, vir-
ile and spectacular fatherhood.199 Thanks to him, fourteen young men
were at his side. But his activity here also confirmed his own youth as
the relationship became multiplied as both one of brother to brother,
and father to a great many sons.

In her study of the inter-war period, Carolyn Dean described how,
after the First World War, a new discourse of deviance emerged regard-
ing the dangerous invisibility of the new criminal, particularly the crim-
inal woman, prostitute or homosexual.200 Lombrosan typology, whose
uptake had been swift in the late nineteenth century, had relied on phys-
ical characteristics such as the squint or prominent ears of the criminal to
detect alterity.201 By the endof the FirstWorldWar, the invert or the pros-
titutewho looked like anybody else had become discursively dominant.
The especial insidiousness of this invisible threat lurkingwithin became
gendered, Dean argues, not because crime was committed by women,
but because of the inherent qualities of crime itself. No longer based on
brute force, crimewasdelinquent, cowardly, cunning andmanipulative,
‘characterized above all by a rejection of “honest” work and by sloth;
they were motivated less by greed or necessity than by pleasure’.202

Mauco’s views of immigration and assimilation dovetailed with and
extended this earlier view of the deviant.

Immigrants, Mauco stressed again and again, silently crept up on
France. Whether he framed immigration as a ‘silent invasion’, a ‘peace-
ful invasion’ or, still more frequently, that immigrants arrived ‘surely
but silently’, beneath the representation of the immigrant lay fear for a
nation under siege.203 So devilish was the invasion, it is implied, that
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those invaded were oblivious to its occurrence. Earlier discourses of
the deviant criminal woman were mapped on to the foreigner who had
assumed her cunning attributes. Slippery, hidden away in workshops,
unsupervised and uncontrolled, the supreme exemplar of this indepen-
dence was the odious intermediary and artisan. Self-determining yet
socio-economically connected both upwards and downwards, these in-
termediaries aroused Mauco’s apprehension to such an extent that he
even saw themwhen theywere not there – as in the case of the Grenoble
refugees cited earlier. By presenting immigrants as essentially uncon-
trollable, linked to their weakness and innate deviance, those tropes
previously inhabited by the female acted to gender immigration itself.
But the formation of what he perceived as monoglottal clusters, and
the restrictions forced on children by their mother-tongue, prove this
‘invasion’ to have been anything but silent.

Whether he was writing on immigration, demography or child-
hood, the same factor remained primordial: France needed protection
from ‘degenerate elements’. In populationist anthropomorphization
of France, portentous discourses of its ageing population were trans-
ferred on to the nation itself, in the process of losing its dynamism and
adaptability.204Within this syndrome layan implicit genderingofFrance
and, by extension, its constituent populations. It would be simplistic to
mark the penetrative ingress of the immigrant as masculine. Rather, the
immigration process described here was smothering, atavistic and dis-
simulating. The way Mauco expressed the feminine, as regressive and
seductive, allied forcefully with his view of immigrants. Sometimes this
was explicit, as in his call for special institutions that would oversee
the protection of all immigrants, ‘as has been done for female Polish
workers’.205 He stressed immigrants’ resistance to assimilation, their si-
multaneous visibility and invisibility, pre-linguistic maternal condition,
and the endurance of unassimilable ethnies. Ultimately, the discursive
fear of immigration lay in its vacillatory and feminized threat to gender
fixity.

According to Patrick Weil, Mauco ‘favoured a selection policy that
was not only ethnic, but also professional and sanitary’.206 To separate
profession, health and class from ethnicity is to misconstrue ethnic ty-
pologization for sociology. It was the very incorporation of all these
classifications under the single umbrella of ethnie that refused the immi-
grant as complex, individual and unbound by the categories into which
she or he was placed. The value-laden approach to different categories
of immigrant established Jews as a model liable to absorb all others.
Though formulated in terms of economic protectionism, this catego-
rization was driven by the pervasive idea of a type whose inescapable
tendencies would inevitably materialize like a sort of recessive psycho-
bio-cultural gene. France was forced to look beyond its own borders to
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recruit workers, but Mauco’s warnings cohered with the extreme am-
bivalence regardingmodernity that in France lay at the heart of anxieties
over depopulation, and thatwere symbolized in the sacred value placed
on the countryside against the dangers of the city. Keen to avoid the in-
troduction of regressive elements that the immigrant allegedly brought,
this ambivalence expressed equal fear of change from within. Only the
native French, trained to reproduce and conform,wouldbe fully capable
and appropriate for this task.

For the historian of psychology Elisabeth Roudinesco Mauco was
guilty of racial prejudice, a catch-all that condemns at a stroke many
writers and thinkers in twentieth-century France, andwhose reductive-
ness obscures cultural or historical specificity.207 Seen at its most blatant
in the Ethnie française articles, the fear of seduction by a masked and
disguised figure of indeterminate gender was a core theme through-
out Mauco’s work. Immigration controls were, he maintained, neces-
sary for economic reasons, and to reinforce the strict gender values that
pertained at the end of the Second World War – and which would tri-
umph in the 1950s. Mauco’s interest to the historian is not to place him
within one extreme camp or another, to prove him either a man driven
by extreme antisemitism, or to demonstrate his effort and benevolence
towards immigrants.208 This is the central mistake: he wasn’t either.
He was both. This was the man excited enough to join the extreme
right demonstrations in Paris on 6 February 1934 – but who, by his
own account, remained an observer at the corner.209 The foundation of
Mauco’s thought was a temporal taxonomy that undercut and formed
a versatile but enduring structure for the political imaginary. His chal-
lenge to the historian is to escape from an over-rigid classification of
individuals as either antisemites or tireless refugee workers and to resi-
tuate a subjectivity capable of incorporating a variety of simultaneous
possibilities. This is not to suggest that historiography become as un-
scrupulous asMauco, nor to propose a facile relativism.On the contrary,
specificity remains vital. It would not be incorrect to suggest that, po-
litically, Mauco was sycophantic, publishing ambivalent prevarications
with the League of Nations, National Revolution echoes in 1940, Nazi
racism during the occupation, Gaullist Cold War rhetoric in 1946 and
gauchiste, though deeply misogynist, defences of sex education and lib-
eration after 1968.210 To do sowould not bewrong, but it wouldmiss the
point. Liberal institutions of the 1930s, asmuch as arch-collaborationists
and Vichy agencies during the occupation, and government institutions
at liberation, all welcomed the idea that France, embattled and attacked
by unsuitable outsiders trying to gain admittance, could be controlled.
Mauco was accused of collaboration in 1947–48, a charge which, like so
many, failed to stick.His detractorswere correct, too, but limited:Mauco
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collaborated with any political current that admitted his perceived
necessity for restriction and conformity, and he discovered it within
each. Our determining focus should, therefore, be as much on the un-
derlying structures as on traditional overarching political positions, for
these remain consistent throughout and, still more, consistently plausi-
ble in liberated France.
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Chapter 6
Liberation in place: Jewish women in
the city

At liberation, the assimilatory project loomed large in resister and de-
mographerdiscourses. Buthowwas theproject receivedand interpreted
by those who had been its targets during the occupation? Some an-
swers to this question will be sought from testimony from interviews
with a number of immigrant Jewishwomen fromParis. There is no sense
that the interviews together forma sociologically representative sample,
though it is also unclear quite how such a sample might be constituted.
Women, immigrants and Jews had faced Vichy exclusionism from a va-
riety of standpoints. I chose to interview a number of individuals on
the basis of their femininity, Jewishness and foreignness – essentialized
traits, perhaps – rather than on the basis of their actions that might in
some small way express their agency, such as joining resistance groups,
going into hiding or having babies, for instance. It has been a central con-
tention of this study that gender in general, and references to maternity
in particular, framed the assimilatoryproject.Motherhoodprovidedone
of the areas of reflection in interviews, although the people concerned
did not necessarily see themselves primarily as mothers. All had un-
dertaken paid work, though many suspected that their femininity and
loss of education while in hiding had hindered the type of employment
available. A number had been political activists before, during and after
the war. All had married and had children, and all were in Paris during
the period of liberation. It is instructive, therefore, initially to explore
the places of their existence, and the meanings attached to them.

The district of Belleville in north-east Paris lies at the edge of the
tourist map. Its place on the city’s memory map is more secure. His-
torically, Belleville’s left-wing traditions were regarded from outside
with suspicion, and from inside with pride. Today, nostalgia and exoti-
cism percolate popular views of the area, as a result of the twin factors
of immigration and post-war urban renewal.1 Towards the end of the
twentieth century, a longing for Belleville’s lost urban texture, much
of which had been condemned as slum, and for its former inhabi-
tants became combined with a vision of its contemporary local culture
as oriental and exotic. Willy Ronis was only the best-known of the
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photographers who humanized Belleville’s poverty and architectural
decline after the Second World War.2 Robert Bober turned absence and
loss into poetry in his film, En remontant la rue Vilin (the doublemeaning
suggests as much remembering as climbing the rue Vilin).3 A homage
to his novelist friend, the late Georges Perec, the film traces the life of a
steep and narrow street that no longer exists except in photographic and
personalmemory,wherePerec andhis scarcely rememberedmotherhad
lived before she was deported, along with thousands of other Belleville
residents.4

Formerly a number of villages, the poor, hilly district of Bellevillewas
incorporated into Paris in the 1850s – though it could be argued that it
was only connected to the centre after 1935, when a new metro line,
planned in 1907, finally opened. Belleville has long been perceived as
an area of immigration, an assessment accentuated by theNorthAfrican
origins ofmanyof its current inhabitants.5 Yet until the endof the Second
World War, the proportion of foreign population in Belleville was actu-
ally lower than in Paris overall.6 The image of pre-war Belleville as one
of the main sites of Yiddish Paris remains nonetheless intact, for immi-
grant Jews and their descendents, as much as for onlookers. Attracted
by low rents and an anti-clerical, left-wing tradition that pre-dated the
Paris Commune (the last barricade of the Commune fell here in 1871),
many politically active eastern European Jews settled in Belleville be-
tween the wars.7 It was perhaps their radicalism and their foreignness
that made them especially visible in a society of increasing right-wing
extremism and xenophobia. So pervasive was the sense of left activism
that one interviewee attributes her father’s joining theCommunist Party
to his quest for speedy assimilation.8 Jewish immigrants joined resident
French, Armenians and Greeks, and were followed by refugees from
Spain and the Third Reich. A large proportion of the immigrant pop-
ulation worked in clothing and footwear manufacture, and was as a
result subject to the annual impoverishment of the slack season. Their
politics left them at best suspicious, if not contemptuous, of religious
piety.9 While there was a lone consistorial synagogue, the Jewish pop-
ulation had been sufficiently numerous to account for three branches
of the childcare organization, the CEuvre de Secours aux Enfants (OSE)
in a single street in the years immediately after the Second World War.
Later assurances of Belleville’s inter-war devotionalism were no more
than vain attempts to inject religiosity where little existed.10 It was only
after the arrival of Jews from North Africa that religious observance in-
creased, thoughwithin their Sephardi, rather than the eastern European
Ashkenazi, traditions.11

Almost half the immigrant Jewish women interviewed had lived or
worked in Belleville, and some still did.12 Of those who had not, some
drew attention to the slightly greater wealth, or dedication to religious
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practice, that left their families disdainful of the Belleville inhabitants.13

In other words, Belleville figured in the imagination, even when it
played little role in daily life. It was echoed by another Parisian district,
theMarais,which summonsup images of adifferent Jewishness.Known
by its Yiddish-speaking inhabitants as the Pletsl (little square), Jews had
inhabited this area of central Paris in the Middle Ages, but there is no
reason to believe that it saw continuous Jewish settlement. EasternEuro-
pean Jews, arriving from the 1880s, foundaffordable housing in adistrict
that had escaped Haussmann’s reconstruction in the mid-nineteenth
century, and descendents of the Alsatian Jews who had moved there
after the Revolution.14 The Marais was mainly settled by eastern Euro-
peans, both Jewish andCatholic, though Turkish Sephardim lived in the
southern part of the district.

The perception of these distinct neighbourhoods is remarkably sim-
ilar. Yet even before gentrification, the Marais’s villas and proximity
to the most ancient part of Paris made visible its antiquity and prior
wealth. In contrast, for decades after the Revolution, Belleville remained
largely farmland. In the 1960s, the geographer and demographer Louis
Chevalier found it almost axiomatic to invoke Belleville when speaking
of the Marais, whose loss of authenticity he regretted in comparison
to its retention in Belleville (at least until what he termed the ‘North
African invasion’).15 Today, Parisians and non-Parisians alike flock to
the Marais for its mix of airy elegance, chic boutiques, gay village and
the falafel-and-Holocaust of the rue des Rosiers. ‘For everyone,’ states
US-born sociologist JeanneBrody inher essayRuedesRosiers: unemanière
d’être juif (Rue des Rosiers: a Way of Being Jewish), ‘the rue des Rosiers
is not simply “a” Jewish quarter, it’s “the” Jewish quarter’.16 It is always
awkward to substantiate ‘everyone’, but the assertion is characteristic of
tendencies that need deeper exploration. For the rue des Rosiers plays
a more complex role even than the very broad one that Brody attributes
it as ‘the’ Jewish quarter not merely of Paris but, it might be suggested,
of France itself.

Brody’s ascription relies less on a way of Jews being Jewish, perhaps,
than on a way of non-Jews thinking Jewish in an orientalizing process
of imagining.17 In another oriental context, the British colonial admin-
istrator Lord Cromer compared what he regarded as European civi-
lization and rationality to Egyptian deficiencies. His lengthy exegesis
openedwith theobservation that ‘themindof theOriental . . . likehispic-
turesque streets, is eminently wanting in symmetry. His reasoning is of
themost slipshoddescription’.18 That the places inhabited by ‘Orientals’
reflect their difference from westerners is borne out in numerous nar-
ratives of their neighbourhoods, even in so deeply ‘rational’ a city as
Paris. In the 1990s, Brody described her discovery of ‘another universe’
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that was the Jewish Marais. Almost invoking a ghetto, she observed
that, ‘surrounded by large perpendicular roads or avenues, these little
hemmed in and tortuous streets haven’t been broached’.19 Twenty years
earlier, David Weinberg, in his discussion of Jewish immigration in the
1930s, referred to that ‘labyrinth of narrow streets around the Saint-Paul
metro station’, and proceeded to argue that increasing immigration, low
birth-rate among native-born Jews and constant creation of new Jewish
organizations meant that the Paris Jewish community (he spoke of a
singular entity) was ‘one of the most unstable’.20 For his part, Georges
Mauco in the 1940s noted the maze-like squalor of the district when
recommending potential photographic sites to illustrate immigration in
Paris.21 The association of this urban maze with its oriental inhabitants
has a long precedent. In the seventeenth century, the historian Sauval
regarded the streets of themedieval Jewish settlement as ‘narrow, tortu-
ous and obscure’ at a time when much of the city would have had such
an aspect.22 Nancy Green dehistoricizes Sauval’s observations with the
implication that the streetswere little changed after six centuries.23 Is the
Marais thatmuchmore labyrinthine than other parts of pre-Haussmann
Paris, such as the area around the Saint Michel metro station? Does the
vision of another world made up of tortuous streets not owe more to
the alterity of its inhabitants than to its architecture? In her 1962 work
Du ghetto à l’occident Charlotte Roland echoes these narratives of the
Marais when she describes tiny, winding streets teeming with people
and noise, which ‘make this neighbourhood like a non-stop open-air
market’. Here, though, she is writing not of the Marais but of Jewish
Belleville. The title of her work, From the Ghetto to the West, implies
that progress inevitably accrues to east–west migration, an implication
belied in the book’s content. That these migrants did not leave ghettos
but cities and small towns, albeit many of themwith densities of Jewish
population unknown in the west, is obscured, at least in the title of this
otherwise fascinating work. ‘Despite their dilapidation, overcrowding
and the narrowness of the streets,’ writes Roland,

these centres inwhich the population under study is concentrated don’t seem at
all pitiful. Like oriental or southern European cities, they share the liveliness of
places where the coexistence of work and everyday life concentrates the crowds
in incessant activity, a confused brouhaha that combines noise, smells and the
gestures of labourwith the general colour of life.Mixedwith an architectural en-
semble full of surprises and the absence of those large andmonotonousmodern
industrial complexes, the whole seems picturesque in a way that easily hides
the painful reality of life for the local inhabitants.24

This ‘picturesque’ Belleville is informedbyRoland’s enthusiasm.Robert
Anchel, in contrast, scorned the Marais and the ‘unpleasant habits’
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of its oriental Jews.25 But almost regardless of an author’s stand-
point, Belleville and the Marais have been subject to similar geographic
orientalism that signifies an impenetrability of their inhabitants’ culture
as much as their terrain, with the former encoded before the latter is ob-
served. The equation of place withmentality, by observers often keen to
stress their status as outsiders, contains repercussions in contemporary
interplays of memory of these two areas.

Thanks to the census of Jews that the German military authorities
ordered in September 1940, they and the French police were well in-
formed that Belleville and the Marais housed significant numbers of
non-French Jews. Theydeported thousands frombothdistricts, and con-
centrated their efforts also on other areas in Paris with high densities
of non-French Jewish population. If there was slippage in the commen-
taries on Belleville and the Marais, and mass round-ups in each, a rel-
ative unity of memory might be assumed. That is not the case; notable
divergences persist in the experience and memorialization of the occu-
pation. This is chiefly related to pre-war communal politics, and debates
about Jewish resistance. Far from theMarais functioning as ‘the’ Jewish
neighbourhood in the memory of occupied Paris, it is Belleville that
has become predominant. It commands this position largely from the
claim made on its behalf as ‘the’ site of Jewish resistance.26 In lists of
Jewish communist resisters responsible in 1944 for different parts of
Paris, for example, only Belleville and Avron (another part of the twen-
tieth arrondissement) are named, all the other areas being denoted by
their arrondissement number.27 Resister Marais has been sidelined, rep-
resented as concentrating on communal politicking rather than national
politics.

Much of the debate turns on the role and definition of Jewish resi-
stance.28 In simple terms, the debate considers whether Jews in France
were to resist the Nazi occupation, and so identify as French, or to
resist antisemitism, and so identify as Jews. Being identified as Jews
was, particularly for republican non-immigrants, associated with anti-
semitic persecution. For many communists, it reduced anti-fascism to
unwarranted segmentation that sidelined the issue of class. Commu-
nists, among others, further emphasized that French people as a whole
were subject to exterminatory measures just as much as Jews, and so
not only was the distinction unnecessary, but interests other than the
common anti-occupation one could not but damage unity.29 Historio-
graphic endeavours have highlighted Jewish activity in various resis-
tance branches. Somehistorians have emphasized the vital rescue aspect
of resistance whereby thousands of children and adults were hidden in
France or helped over the borders to Switzerland or Spain.30 Rescue,
though, sometimes involved treading a fine line between resister
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instrumentalization of official bodies and a more dubious conformism,
even trust in Pétain’s government.31 Others have examined the activity
of clandestine Jewish communists. Often in the front line of communist
resistance, they were of central importance to the resistance effort
overall. On the deportation of Jews, there is little evidence that the com-
munist national leadership paid this much attention at the time.32 It is
clear, though, that immigrant and French-born Jews were among the
first resisters (for example, in London with de Gaulle; in the Musée de
l’Homme and Solidarité networks; or as part of the Libération-sud and
Défense de la France leadership teams), and that their proportions in all
branches of resistance far outweighed their numerical representation in
the population at large.

The problem with framing ‘Jewish resistance’ as an alternative be-
tween being French or being Jewish is that it allows little space formulti-
ple allegiances of the sort withwhich JacquelineMesnil-Amar grappled
and which were discussed in the first chapter. Given the high propor-
tion of Jews among resisters, it is unlikely that either the various fac-
tions represented in pre-war Jewish politics, or the individual political
tendencies, should suddenly be eclipsed after the invasion. While the
politicizing effects on Jews of the rise and arrival of Nazism should not
beminimized, the universal identification of a single enemy, or unity re-
gardingmeans of combat, should nomore be anticipated among Jews in
France than among any other inhabitants. Points of crossover and con-
vergence of interests abound. While the communist leadership tended
to eschew the idea of Jews as a special case, the communist-affiliated
Mouvement National contre le Racisme (MNCR) actively focused on
the effects of antisemitism.33 In the case of the interviewees, twopre-war
residents of theMaraismadevehement claims for it as a site of resistance.
One operated, for pragmatic reasons, with a communist resister cell in
Belleville (and attended school under her real name,wearing the yellow
star, at least until she went underground in 1943), while the other joined
Hashomer Hatzair, left-wing Zionists, in the south, assisting children’s
escape to Switzerland.34 A parallel contest emerges for ownership of
resistance origins, alongside a counter-claim from the Marais and non-
communists that Jewish politics and memory be divested of the com-
munist aura they have assumed since the upsurge of interest in Jewish
memoryof the occupation. Insteadof dichotomy, amany-layered, some-
times ambivalent, series of belongings emerges fromwitness testimony,
of a kind farmore subtle than any imaginedby thedemographerswhose
works were explored in the previous two chapters. Primary belonging,
as the demographers well knew, is rarely to a nation, but to one’s home.
What, then,didhomemean to immigrant Jewishwomenbeforeandafter
liberation?
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Coming home

Women’s place was in the home. Vichy insisted on this point and, as
we saw in chapter three, so did much of the resistance that addressed
women directly. That the economy of occupied France required many
women to work outside the home was but one of Vichy’s myriad con-
tradictions. The pro-natalist nationalism that flourished at liberation
relied on and reinforced the tenet of the woman in the home. During
the occupation, though, the home and the neighbourhood became in-
creasingly perilous places for Jews subject to round-up and deportation.
From 1941, Jews in Paris were rounded up out of doors, and locations
such as metro station exits became notorious. Dozens of stories of lucky
escape feature the chance decision to use ‘the other’ exit. Yet for more
than a year, the mass arrest of working-age men provoked little protest
beyond the communities affected. This situation changed when Jewish
women and children started to be arrested in their homes from the sum-
mer of 1942. Home then became the site not of refuge, but of terror.
The differences between the first mass round-up in May 1941 and that
of July 1942 were stark. In 1941, men were issued with a summons to
local meeting points such as schools or garages, and thence transported
to purpose-built camps in the Paris region, such as Beaune-la-Rolande.
Visitors could not enter the camp, but were permitted to talk with in-
mates through the barbed wire. Despite the huge risk involved, one
group of women even successfully protested for them to be allowed
food parcels.35 Deportations of these men started in March 1942. Dur-
ing the largest single mass arrest of the occupation, in contrast, French
police entered the homes of non-French Jews in Paris during the night
of 16–17 July 1942 and arrested 12,884 people, of whom a third (4,051)
were children.36 After the inhabitants of a flat had been arrested and the
property removed, the doorswere sealed and entry forbidden.Women’s
clandestine literature mocked Vichy’s sacramentalization of the home
that it was in the process of destroying. This, however, was not be-
cause doors were barred against the home’s former inhabitants, but
because with men sent away, the heterosexual matrix, and the economy
it sustained, became unviable. What did an allegedly stable position
in the home mean for women whose survival necessitated their forced
departure?

Recent studies have argued that women in occupied France enjoyed
a relative degree of autonomy, which some translated into feelings of
emancipation. Despite shortages, and Vichy’s restrictions, the absence
of men forced women into positions of responsibility that few had
known in peace-time.37 Resister women often felt equal to men, even
though historians have pointed out that their roles often continued
to be gendered.38 Jewish women did on occasion more often assume
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resister roles that were equal to men, such as bomb manufacture.39 In
general, though, they underwent a significant loss of freedom. When
Jews as a whole, and non-French Jews in particular, experienced this
loss, is there any sense in which gender played a part? Let us ex-
plore this through one aspect of resister women’s work. Women in
hiding, like Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar, took responsibility for their own
domestic security, and often that of their families and resister comrades.
Mesnil-Amar sought safe housing in the Paris area for four individuals
(herself, both parents and her daughter), all lodged separately. By 1944,
Mesnil-Amar alone had lived at nine addresses; the danger multiplied
with each new lodging in which the family members would be safe, fed
and able to trust the landlord and concierge. The working-class immi-
grant Madame Jeanne had to locate safe housing for the leaders of her
resistance network, whose leases she signed under constantly changing
false names. The experience is replicated many times over. Exposure
could come in a variety of guises. In fear of imminent arrest, Madame
Jeanne and her resister partner fled their apartment in April 1942, tak-
ing nothing with them. Forced to rely on others, Madame Jeanne, now
pregnant, spent the next six months clothed in an unsuitable black satin
dress donated by a friend’s relative. The tawdriness of her outfit, and
her foreign accent, would have raised suspicions against her, and those
like her. It was via interviews with former resisters that H. R. Kedward
developed the concept of ‘the woman at the door’.40 Forgotten even by
local, resister history, this vital figure acted as buffer between hostile vis-
itors such as the police or militia and a male resister. Her dissembling,
prevarication or pretend slow-wittedness could provide him with time
to escape, or send search parties in the wrong direction. In the case of
immigrant Jewishwomen seeking safe housing, twowomenwere at the
door: one, the concierge, was inside while the other, outside, was forced
into snap decisions about whether to trust the interlocutor on whom
she must depend. Like Kedward’s woman at the door, the concierge
could activate ruses similar to those that protected resisters. In this case,
though, she could denounce a tenant or refuse her entry. This is not to
mark concierges as informers, but to note their power as doorkeepers
and watchers. Urban resisters came to rely on them, but concierges
are also known to have betrayed countless potential deportees.
Immigrant women, visibly impoverished and revealed as foreign by
their accents, were placed in positions of extreme riskwhen seeking safe
housing.

The gendering of the war and occupation in France has been de-
scribed as a situation in which men departed (as soldiers, resisters,
forced labourers), while women stayed. This may have been the case
for non-Jews, but did not apply to immigrant Jews. Not one of the inter-
viewees remained at home during the occupation. The sole individual
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among the sample who stayed in the same district was forced into
hiding, and the fact that this was only about a kilometre from her for-
mer home in noway decreased the danger.41 On the contrary, familiar to
locals as pre-war shopkeepers, the family could have been denounced at
any moment. Not only did they leave home, but all the other interview-
ees were separated from those to whom theywere closest. Familymem-
bers who managed to survive were often far from each other (Madame
Fanny’s father was in the Pyrenees while she remained in Paris, for ex-
ample, apredicament shegreatly resented); othersweredeported.Mem-
ories of the liberation inevitably interweave with those of the discovery
of the Holocaust a few months later. Madame Rachel was unique in re-
maining with her entire immediate family (both parents and a brother)
throughout the occupation. Madame Magda, deported from Hungary
to Auschwitz in 1944, lost all her family except her sister and a cousin.
Four of Madame Jeanne’s siblings were killed at Treblinka, 6 kilometres
from the home she had left as a young teenager. Her Jewish resister part-
nerwas arrested and executedwhile shewas pregnant in 1942.Madame
Perla’s close relatives had also remained, and perished, in Poland; she
was deported with FTP–MOI comrades to Auschwitz in 1943. Madame
Sara witnessed the massacre of her whole community by an Einsatz-
gruppe near Bialystok. Madame Rivka’s parents, Polish Jews who ar-
rived in France with the exode from Belgium via Berlin, were deported
from a southern zone camp and her brother was killed in the resistance.
Many of Madame Frida’s resistance comrades were arrested and killed.
Madame Hanna’s father was arrested during a round-up in October
1941. Madame Paulette’s parents were both taken during the Vél d’Hiv
round-up andher brotherwas delivered to theGermans as hewas cross-
ing the Spanish border to join the Forces Françaises de l’Intérieur (FFI).
The Vél d’Hiv rafle saw the arrest too ofMadame Sarah’smother (her fa-
ther had died in hospital in 1941), Madame Nechuma’s mother and the
best friends of Madame Fanny and Madame Hanna. Madame Esther’s
mother and sister survived Vél d’Hiv, only to be deported later in the
year.

After the liberation of territory, young women returned home to face
the consequences of this shattering of family and community. Almost all
the interviewees were of Polish origin, and the end of the war brought
knowledge of the terrible losses in Poland, and that Poland had been the
location of all the killing centres. In addition to the direct murder of par-
ents and siblings,many lost those close to them in the years after thewar.
Their partners’ health broken in the camps or by war, Madame Fanny
and Madame Magda were forced in the 1950s into early widowhood;
Madame Denise was mourning her mother who, already weakened by
cancer, succumbed to the strain of going into hiding and crossing the
demarcation line on foot. Madame Rachel’s father’s last moment with
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his family was her twentieth birthday in July 1947. Madame Esther’s
father died in July 1945, immediately after his arduous return from
Switzerland.Madame Paulette’s brotherwas killed in a cycling accident
while she was on honeymoon in 1945. Madame Hanna’s mother died
in 1948, the same year her fiancé was killed in the Arab–Israeli war. We
know of the inmates who survived the camps only to die at liberation,
but not of the number of Jewish deaths after May 1945 that could be
attributable to the privations inflicted in Nazi-occupied Europe on Jews
whowere not deported. In the small, unrepresentative sample here, and
counting only those individuals whose demise is related to the effects
of the war in Europe, 30 per cent lost close family members in the seven
years after 1945.

In order to understand the significance of the return home after
the violence of the occupation, it will be situated in the context of re-
newed violence that took place not in the home but on the doorstep. If
local violence was overwhelmingly at the behest of Nazi and Vichy
authorities during the occupation (outlaw resister violence not-
withstanding),42 at liberation, the local community and resisters often
undertook violent revenge on women accused of collaboration. In a re-
tributive humiliation of women and remasculinization of space, about
20,000 women accused of collaboration were publicly shaved and pa-
raded through the streets.43 The home played a central part in the shav-
ings, as women, whose traditional place was the ‘private’ home, were
violentlydragged from it and installed inpublic. The confusionof public
andprivate that theseacts entaileddisplaces the idea that thehomewasa
private refugewhile simultaneously insisting that itwaswomen’s right-
ful place.Afraid and ashamed to be seen inpublic, theywere forcedback
into seclusion.44 Numerous interviewees witnessed the shavings in the
streets of Paris, and their recollections half a century after the events help
us to situate their own reclamation of their city homes. By August 1944,
Madame Hanna was a clandestine resister transporting explosives. She
encountered the femmes tondues, shaven women, in Belleville. Her ac-
count of this episode is entwined with her view of liberation as ‘a very
deep disappointment’, a moment when no action was taken against
an important bureaucrat working for the Union Générale des Israélites
Français (UGIF) whom she had held at gunpoint over two days in a
UGIF community clinic. Rifling their files led to her discovery of UGIF’s
involvement in the deportations. Of the femmes tondues, she said:

I found it abominable. I fled. I saw two femmes tondues with a swastika on their
heads in a street in Belleville . . . It wasn’t political action. OK, they’d slept with
someGermans, thatwasn’t so bad. In the clinic thatwe’d occupied, they brought
in a couple of concierges who had denounced a Jewish family . . .we kept them
two or three days until the police station opened. I was in charge of writing the
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reports . . . there were about half a dozen collaborators and I had to take the files
to the police so they could go and find them. I arrived with my files . . . and [the
policeman] looked at my reports, ‘Oh là là, very well written, well done,’ then
he noticed those concierges who had denounced the Jews. And he said to me,
‘Oh, the Jews, give them an inch and they take a mile.’ I didn’t know what to
say I was so flabbergasted. And . . . the police came to get them and, two or three
days later . . . I met the man, the concierge’s husband, who recognized me, and
he said, ‘Watch it, we’ll get you.’ So, when I saw people who had denounced
Jews being liberated, and women who’d slept with Germans being shaved and
arrested . . . it was brutal – if they had arrested the Germans and shaved them,
that wouldn’t have upset me, but the women – no.45

Madame Hanna’s disapproval of the shaving rests here on a relativistic
approach to justice and retribution. It is not any intrinsic unfairness of
the women’s treatment that provokes her comment, but the refusal of
the French authorities to acknowledge their greater crime at themoment
of its discovery.

Madame Rachel privileges both Jewishness and gender as factors in
her understanding of the shavings, and the liberation more generally.
Her account allows us to understand further the relationship of these
Jewish women to their liberated environment. Madame Rachel was not
a resister, and spent the last eighteenmonths of the occupation in hiding.
Only afterwards did she discover that her father had been active in a
resistance cell. Her background was atypical of immigrant Jews, her
parents having worked alongside non-Jewish Poles in the coal mines
of northern France before moving to Issy-les-Moulineaux, an industrial
suburb south-west of Paris.46 She was alone in offering an account of
liberation in Paris which parallels, though departs from, classic, non-
Jewish, versions. In recollection, her reactions reflected a mix of fear
and thrill that are now set within a frame of femininity.

Her initial response to being asked about the liberation was its ‘joy’.
Female joy and male heroism were the chief features emphasized in
public commemoration of the liberation drama, given vast media cov-
erage during the fiftieth anniversary of liberation two years before the
interview took place. The commemorative public image offered scant
place to liberation as a moment of discovery of horror, or the start of
mourning or, in Madame Rachel’s terms, as an explosion of revenge.47

The testimony demonstrates its development from this public image –
adolescent girls flirtingwithAmerican soldiers – to a story that had been
concealed.48

Issy-les-Moulineaux was a working-class area of diverse immigrant
communities, hardbyamajorGermanencampment andhome toanum-
ber of strategic industries, including Renault. Liberation was preceded
by Allied bombing and accompanied by a great deal of violence. With
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German gunfire from the Meudon hill a few kilometres south-west, the
Americans arrived:

we hugged the Americans, we climbed on their lorries, we tried to talk to them,
we were madly happy, and during that time, what was most extraordinary is
that . . . we behaved as though there was nothing unusual – it’s incredible when
I think about it. And not only that, they were shooting mortar bombs, full of
shrapnel . . . and therewere youngpeoplewhowerewoundedand theRedCross
were lifting the wounded onto stretchers and we just carried on singing, being
happy, while everythingwasmixed up – it was amazing –we saw thewounded
passing in front of us and we carried on talking to the Americans and the guns
went on firing, it was crazy! It was completely mad!49

Contemporary photographs and footage of the liberation of Paris con-
firm this mélange.50 It is almost as if the account needed to launch itself
with familiar elements of wild happiness and the simultaneous shoot-
ing that both tempers and heightens it. If this image of liberation was
itself gender- and age-specific – the image of young women aboard the
liberators’ vehicles is no less well known than that of crowds sheltering
from sniper fire – then what followed in Madame Rachel’s account is
filtered by the teller through later reflections on her youth and femi-
ninity. The occupation had not only produced long-term fear, though of
what, precisely, remained unknown, but necessitated protection from
adolescent sexual experience that we understand would normally have
accrued to a young woman growing up in an urban environment in the
1940s. The account echoes that of another witness, whose ‘memory is
split between traditional versions of the Holocaust and her own expe-
rience’, when she spoke for the first time of having been abused by the
family of those hiding her as a young adolescent in Poland.51

When the Germans came out of themilitary encampment . . . [andwere] handed
over to theAmericans, theywere in rows like soldiers, one behind the otherwith
their hands behind their necks, and I remember that my mother, who already
knew that in Poland she had already lost practically everyone in her family, one
of her brothers and everyone, and she already knew all that, and she spat in the
face of one of the soldiers, so much did she hold against him. She didn’t know
how to express herself yet at the time, and we didn’t know precisely what had
happened, we didn’t know yet about the dramas of the concentration camps . . .
and I remember seeing my mother spitting in a German’s face.

A justification for her mother spitting in a German soldier’s face here
struggles for articulation. It is possible – but only possible – that by
August 1944 Madame Rachel’s mother did know of the family deaths
in Poland. In her daughter’s memory, the mother’s unrespectable and
shocking behaviour can only be tied to a wider German crime and
cannot be justified solely on the grounds of her mother’s recent per-
sonal torments. It is still more shameful that the mother might have
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mimicked – or even initiated – similar actions among non-Jewish
women. The spitting seems to require a larger context than France –
in stark contrast to widespread patriotic sentiments of suffering that we
explored in chapter two. There is little reason to think that Madame
Rachel’s mother responded to the German soldier in a particularly
Jewish way. As we will see, local loathing was forceful and could eas-
ily have accommodated, if not encouraged, this action. The speaker
continues:

I was terribly afraid of the Germans, very, very frightened, at that moment I
was very upset to see the Germans who had made us so frightened. I suddenly
realized thatmy life had been in suspense – I knew at the time that it would have
taken so little to have beendeported – I still didn’t knowexactlywhat thatwould
have meant, but I knew I could have been taken . . .How did I react? I was very
disturbed because they were really upsetting days. There was the arrival of the
Americans, therewere theGermanswho came outwith their hands behind their
necks, it was very upsetting to see, as there were several thousand Germans . . .
inside [the encampment] with weapons [and] factories inside, it was extremely
big. And we lived in the middle of it all!

It was the kind of fear that made you tremble, I remember shaking, with fear,
with emotion, shaking about everything that had happened and, just to add to
the picture, at the same time as the Germans came out as prisoners, they were
shaving the women . . .who had been with them! . . .

It was dreadful, atrocious, and it scared me, disturbed me dreadfully. I was
very shockedby it all because they took thewomenwhowere still hidden inside.
They knew that they would be denounced . . . These men caught them, young
girls for the most part. And opposite the military compound, my parents had
their shop, right there. There were numerous shops – there was my parents’,
there was a greengrocer, a fabric shop, a florist and there was a hairdresser. It
all happened there, where the shops were. And they took the women out of the
military compound to the hairdresser. And we – my mother and me and my
brother and my father – were in front of the shop, though it had been closed
downandnobodywas inside.Andwe stood there and saw theGermans coming
out and the women coming out and they took them right in front of us to the
hairdresser and they shaved them. And two days later, maybe three – oh it
was horrible, really horrible – the FFI organized a march with all these women,
there were a lot of them, they were naked, and they painted swastikas on their
heads and their bodies with brushes dipped in tar. And there were themen, and
someone was beating a drum. There was a column of FFI on both sides and the
women in the middle and they made them march from Issy-les-Moulineaux to
Meudon, some kilometres away, all the time with the drum and the escort of
people from Issy-les-Moulineaux. It was very disturbing . . . one doesn’t know
what to think or say. Therewas such a reaction of hatred, stronger than anything
else, stronger than reason, and the people following shouted awful things at the
women, it was a sort of revenge.

At the time I thought it was right! Hah! I was against the Germans, therefore
I was against these women. What did I know, what did I understand, I think I
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didn’t understand, all I understood was the hatred that we had. I wasn’t yet a
woman, it was only later that I learnt a form of tolerance, that I asked myself
questions, why did those women do that, maybe they really needed to, maybe
it was a way for them to survive, but at the time I saw it as revenge. I hadn’t
had any sexual experience, I hadn’t known any boys. Actually I was still a child,
even though I was sixteen, I’d had no opportunity to live like a teenager . . .

KHA: Did you participate in the procession?
Mme R: I remember having marched a bit and then . . .we got to where we’d

been hidden, about a kilometre, and then they climbed up to Meudon but I
didn’t go up, I stayed where we’d been living, and didn’t go any further. Nor
did my mother, nor my brother, nor my father, but there was a huge crowd . . .
I remember seeing them coming back again . . . completely naked, with bare
feet . . .
We knew what we’d risked, but in fact it wasn’t even us who did it, it was

the French. It’s strange to take the time to recall . . . such very powerful memo-
ries. There was such indignation between the Germans, the women who were
shaved, the Americans, it was complete turmoil, awful. The guns were still fir-
ing, even then, because not all the Germans had given themselves up, so there
were Germans still firing at the same time as all that. Awhirlwind like that. That
was the liberation.52

Madame Rachel paints a vivid picture of the liberation of her neigh-
bourhood. The creation of spectacle was a fundamental element in the
reiterated ritual that the shaving of women became. As on many other
occasions when it occurred, the shaving appears here to have been pre-
meditated. If ‘the visible constitutes . . . the contemporary theater of our
fundamental options . . . twopractices of space clash in thefieldof visibil-
ity, the one ordered bydiscipline, the other based on astonishment’, then
nowhere is this more apparent than in the imagined boundary between
the shuttered shop and the public space of the women’s humiliation.53

The restitution of the family’s space was coincident with the vengeance
beingenactedat thehairdresser a fewdoors away.Theyparticipate in the
parade of women, yet leave it once they reach the safety of their former
hiding place, thereby re-enacting the fearful visibility that they them-
selves had undergone until that moment. At liberation, they become
voyeurs, indeed actors, where they had for so long attempted an impos-
sible invisibility as Jews hiding in an urban environment in which they
had previously been well-known neighbourhood shopkeepers. Know-
ledge, as much as spectacle, informs this memory – knowledge as duty,
and as justification, a particularist feminine Jewish knowledge that re-
sists culpability and yet is haunted by it. In the original French, this is
evidenced in the slippage between the use of an othering ‘on’ (they),
of those French shaving the women, and the first person ‘on’ (we) of
her family, twice enumerated as ‘me . . .my mother . . .my brother . . .my
father’. Their partial complicity in the procession that they leave early
might be read as an assimilatory moment, a reconstitution of this small
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space as their own among the other inhabitants. The rage against ‘the
Germans’ that they share with other locals is extenuated by the know-
ledge that their experience of the occupation was wholly dissimilar.
The geography present in this account replicates the particularity of
Madame Rachel’s family’s experience of the occupation. In hiding, and
yet sometimes atwork, they relied on neighbours and colleagues to pro-
tect themwhen round-upswere imminent.As a consequence, the family
waswithin the local community to an exaggerateddegree in comparison
with more mundane times, and yet excluded from it. Their participa-
tion in the communal violence against the women was similarly partial
and uncertain. Above all, it was measured by their personal geogra-
phy. Together the family supported the procession of naked women
from their old shop to their hiding place. Neither place was home –
the shop no longer belonged to them, and they had no further need
of the safe house – but the line between these two locations delimited
the space that for the past two years had, in only the most tentative
of ways, been theirs. Madame Rachel’s testimony cannot be read with-
out understanding the Jewish and feminine costs of this war and this
liberation.

Again and again, the interviewees’ accounts refer to the streets in
which they experienced the liberation. Far from Mesnil-Amar’s deep
yearning to reclaim tree-linedavenuesofwhosepossession shewasonce
sure, these references to urban geography instantiate a lack of certainty
that the street had now become safe. It is difficult to disentangle the
Jewish from the feminine aspects of this: women are often made to feel
that city streets are unsuitable, or unrespectable, locations for them,
and during the occupation Jews were often in danger out of doors.
Both aspects should be borne in mind when interpreting the material.
Let us recall the few, highly gendered, visual tropes that have come to
encompass liberation: the barricade, with men in shirtsleeves and guns;
the Allies’ armoured vehicles, with smiling young women in summer
dresses sitting high up beside the soldiers; the parades, with generals
and troops striding down broad avenues; the jubilant crowds. Images
of women reclaiming the streets for themselves are rare, and certainly
do not form part of the visual cannon, in contrast to images of armed,
yet obviously civilian, men. Neither are they present in these tentative
accounts. The street remained unsafe for Jewish immigrant women at
liberation and Madame Hanna would have received the concierge’s
husband’s threat – ‘watch it, we’ll get you’ – both as a Jew and as a
young woman who knows that the danger would not vanish with the
liberation of territory. The image of the city as dangerous for women,
or a place in which women are invisible, has a long history, most of
which has been bad for women.54 Instrumentalized by pro-natalists, it
provided the evidence they needed to dispatchwomen to the home and
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to the countryside.55 It is not the picture that I intend to paint of liberated
Paris. It is, however, important to contextualize the story of unmitigated
joy that has sidelined the feminine and the Jewish in favourofmasculine,
non-Jewish versions of events.

A question of authority

If the intervieweesexplain the femmes tondues in relation to theirposition-
ing as Jews during the occupation, an exploration of their perspectives
on national authority might clarify the picture of their adjustments to
view themselves as French. One outcome of these sources was the way
that respect for the republic’s institutions and the nation, in the guise of
the police, emerged. No questions were asked about the police during
interviews. It might be expected that these respondents would dispar-
age the behaviour of the Paris police during the occupation, and all did
indeedmake a point ofmentioning their role in the Vél d’Hiv arrests. As
agents of the state, and the uniformed face of collaboration, the police
were among the first to be accused of responsibility for deportations,
crimes that affectedmany of the respondents. Not one referred to police
participation during the Paris uprising from 19 August 1944, an event
quickly mythologized that helped for many years to obscure their more
nefarious activities during the occupation.56 For while the police helped
to ensure that only about half the planned arrests took place during the
Vél d’Hiv rafle, they still managed, in a single city, to arrest nearly 13,000
individuals in the space of thirty-seven hours.57 That the police should
emerge as a topic of praise is worthy of some investigation.

Wehavealready seenhowthepolice formedpart ofMadameHanna’s
realization of disappointment, if not betrayal, at the liberation, in her
account of their failure to act against some local informers. Elsewhere in
her account are ambivalent tales of the police. In 1942, she was living in
the Marais. A week before Vél d’Hiv, a non-Jewish school-friend whose
father was a policeman was told to inform his Jewish friends to beware.
The afternoon before the round-up, he suggested that Madame Hanna
should sleep away from home. On this occasion, she tried to persuade
some friends to joinher at her occasional lodgings inVincennes, adistrict
east of Paris; two came, but a third was preparing an exam and refused
to move. She was arrested and deported.58 Nine months earlier, Hanna
hadbeenwalkingwithher father andhis friendwhen theywere stopped
by a policeman checking papers. The officer allowed the two men time
to escape by insisting he had to verify procedures with his superior.
The friend took his chance and ran; Madame Hanna’s father, whose
papers were always in order, waited patiently to be arrested. He too
was deported. ‘I hate the police, but I can nonetheless say that it was a
policeman who saved us,’ she reflects.
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Madame Madeleine’s communist family, living in the tenth
arrondissement, had also heard rumours about the July 1942 round-up.
They assumed that, like the year before, adult men would be targeted,
so her father stayed elsewhere that night. At four in the morning (just
as the rafle began), a policeman knocked on the door accompanied by
the concierge. He announced that her mother should pack for herself
and the children, and he would return in half an hour. Snatching a few
belongings, the children and the dog, and rushing past the protesting
concierge, her mother found refuge at the nearby Italian shoe mender’s
which had become a communist meeting place. Of the policeman’s
behaviour, Madame Madeleine says,

For me it was an admirable act of resistance, because there were many French
police officers who couldn’t tolerate the arrest of women and children. It wasn’t
easy for them to become perpetrators, even if they’d got used to obeying the
occupier. There were many police officers who wanted to arrest wrong-doers,
who stayed in the police because it was their profession – I mean, they had to
eat . . . but it was unthinkable to take women and children.59

Later, in the spring of 1943, the police intervened in ways that reflect
the full panoply of their behaviour during the occupation. Madame
Madeleine’s cousins were active, and later celebrated, resisters, and it
was in their mother’s flat that Madeleine and her family found occa-
sional refuge. During the period of intense activity against the FTP–MOI
in 1943, another police officer visited to warn that the flat had been
denounced as harbouring resisters. The next few days were spent
burning incriminating material but as nothing else untoward occurred,
the family gradually came to believe that it had been a false alarm.
Madeleine had fallen ill and remembers that one afternoon, her father
(a former university lecturer in Warsaw, now a knitter) was in the pro-
cess of explaining themeaning of ‘utopia’ to her.At this point, five police
officers arrived and, after handcuffing her father and uncle, proceeded
to ransack the flat. The girl’s illness meant that instead of returning in
the early evening, Madeleine’s mother came back during the afternoon.
‘Bonsoir, Madame,’ she reports the police chief as saying triumphantly,
‘just the person we’ve been waiting for.’ On this occasion, her parents,
both stateless, were taken, in the daughter’s view as trophies to replace
the real prey, the resister brothers.60

MadamePerlawas an active resister in 1942 (though had not yet gone
underground) when a friendwent to renew his identity card at the local
police station, only to be informed that there was little point since all
the Jews would be arrested the following day. When the police came
knocking, Madame Perla refused to open the door.61 Madame Rachel
attributes her family’s survival to ‘left-wing French gendarmes’, as well
as resisters at the nearby Renault factory. The police would alert the
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family each time the threats became more serious, and they would go
to sleep in someone’s storeroom or attic.62 Madame Esther was living in
the thirteenth arrondissement when, the afternoon before the rafle, a po-
liceman fell into step beside her and her sister and, without making eye
contact, advised them not to sleep at home that night.63 The same after-
noon, MadameNechuma reports that she was sitting with some friends
on the pavement when a policeman approached them, saying, ‘We’re
going to do a round-up; try not to be here.’ Like many others, they had
no idea whowould be targeted, so that nightMadameNechuma stayed
with her best friend, a non-Jewish girl, while her father slept in an attic.
Feeling it unlikely that a middle-aged woman would be in any danger,
her mother remained at home. At six in the morning, Nechuma remem-
bers her friend’s mother waking her. ‘She said, “Chuma, they’re taking
your mother!” ’ The girls rushed down to the street, where Nechuma’s
mother refused to look at her daughter but mouthed, ‘Gaye veg,’ get
away, as the friend tore Nechuma’s yellow star off her coat.64 Madame
Paulette believes that ‘there was probably a resister who was a senior
person at the police station’. She attributes this individual with letting
her free along with her brother when her parents were arrested; once
again, they had heard rumours of a rafle and so her father and older
brother had avoided staying at home that night. However, the concierge
gave the police the addresses of relatives where her father might have
hidden, and he was tracked down to his sister-in-law’s. After both
parents had been arrested, the police returned for the children, who
were taken to the town hall of the nineteenth arrondissement, where an
unknown officer apparently ensured their release.65

The grudging gratitude present in these accounts coheres with their
tellers’ ambivalent reclamation of French identity and its attendant
administrative structures as their own. But perhaps the starkest rap-
prochement with the natural power invested in the state is expressed
by Madame Paulette, whose husband was deported to Poland in 1951
for bill-posting PCF material:

There was a law in France which said that a foreigner had no right to get mixed
up in politics. Well, he was mixed up in politics, they knew he was a member of
the Communist Party and they expelled him. It was within Cold War logic and
French law . . .we had certain disillusions regarding the Communist Party, and
ended up understanding the position of the French government with regard to
communist activists.66

They stayed in Poland (where she claims they were treated as French
rather than as Jews) for nine years. Even though her husband had been
a political deportee and could have applied for naturalization, and she
was entitled to return, there is apparently no bitterness in Madame
Paulette’s recollection of this expulsion.67 This suggests an overriding
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respect for the French state, an attitude imparted above all via its educa-
tional system, and that endures despite its perversion by Vichy and the
continuation after liberation of bio-geographical categorizations of the
type favoured by Sauvy or Mauco.68 These accounts together allude to
a reconciliation tempered by an ambivalence itself determined by expe-
rience. While, as was argued above, Mesnil-Amar’s pronouncement of
reconciliation at the moment of liberation was premature, a recomposi-
tion of memory in relation to the police, adjusted through the prism of
assimilation, allows it to emerge as more settled.

These stories of the police as agents of assistance as well as of repres-
sion help to draw out gender as a factor of the Holocaust. Even at the
limits of its greatest terror andexcess, theHolocaustwasnot experienced
equally. Vichy andNazi discourses of motherhoodwere each connected
to their separate ideologies of race. TheNazis applied to Jewishmothers
the reverse of the protective praise showered on Aryans, and indicted
Jewish women for their capacity to reproduce what the Nazis feared
would be a generation of vengeful Jewish children. This lay behind
the reason that a quarter of all Holocaust deaths consisted of Jewish
children. In the camps, women experienced sexual violence and were
separated from their children. Pregnancy was a terrible liability, and
women were subject to experimentation on their reproductive systems.
In Paris, real or simulated pregnancy occasionally provided a means of
escape,wherebywomenmight be sent to hospital instead of toDrancy.69

But the figures are stark. Of transports fromFrance toAuschwitz in 1943
and 1944, the number of women selected for work, as opposed to im-
mediate gassing – inmates who might have at least a remote chance
of survival – was roughly half that of men (2,707 women against 5,494
men).70 During the Vél d’Hiv rafle, as the German military command
noted at the time, many men had already been arrested, and others hid
in the belief that women and children were not threatened.71 Madame
Nechuma andMadameMadeleine’s parents were far from alone in sus-
pecting that mothers would not be targeted. In the event, adult women
outnumbered men by almost two to one (5,802 to 3,031), while women
and children together outnumberedmen bymore than three to one. But
we must not forget that the home was supposed to be safe for women.
Their internalization of this belief, even in the face of warnings to the
contrary, led to tragedy.Discourses of homewere not only powerful but,
in this case, treacherous.

‘I love this country, but . . .’72

Mauco, Sauvy, and their contemporaries refused to countenance thepos-
sibility that immigrant Jews could ever sufficiently divest themselves of
their particularity to assimilate properly. The overwhelming evidence
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from the interviewees underlines the poverty of this type of thinking
and its reductive categories. The ambivalence that all interviewees ex-
pressed about their French status rested on the pragmatic, and more or
less accidental fact of their residence. But while such ambivalence may
be manifest, the accounts reveal significant debts to French republican
discourses of national identity as well as to Jewish and other discourses.
In response to questions about her reactions to the atmosphere of resis-
tance patriotism which permeated Paris at liberation, Madame Hanna
said,

I was never a patriot . . . France? Well, when I was in the resistance, there were
two Frances – resistance France, and then there was Pétainist France, whichwas
the majority. Of course, I detested that France. And there was no question that I
was going to stay in France, Iwanted to go toPalestine – I didn’t feel French.And
today I still don’t feel French, I couldn’t care less about France, I couldn’t care
less about any country except Israel. Having said that, it’s the country where I
live and if France were threatened I would do just as I did during the war . . . To
some extent, my Jewishness connects to the idea of universality which drives
Judaism, even if the universal of the Jewish religion is that when the Messiah
comes everyonewill be Jewish.Hmm.Everyonewill become Jewish? Personally
I don’t believe that. But this universality that I have experienced because being
born in Poland, andnot having lived in Jewish environments all the time, having
lived side by side with good French people, having gone to a school where I
had an English teacher who incidentally was Jewish – she was marvellous, that
woman . . . she disappeared after the Pétainist laws . . . Personally I felt universal,
I felt part of everything, of everyone, and I believe that it was my Jewishness
which drove that.73

It is not the hierarchization whereby Madame Hanna’s sense of Jewish-
ness towers over her attachment to France that emerges here, but the
infusion of French universalist values by which her Jewishness is in-
terpreted. Madame Hanna does not suggest that she would re-engage
in resistance if the Jews were threatened again, but if the nation were –
andmoreover, a nation that she admits to disparaging. MadameHanna
is hardly a classic Zionist; while she lived briefly in Israel, returning
to France in part because she wanted to divorce her husband (whom
she married in order to acquire nationality), she also describes herself
as attracted to Trotskyist ideals of permanent international revolution.
It was among these groups that she found her political home after the
disappointments of liberation.74 Her uneasy relationshipwith France in
spatial terms (she also lived in Belgium from the late 1950s, working for
the Common Market) is less fraught, therefore, in intellectual ones.

We could compare this to Madame Magda’s liberalism and sense of
being a ‘citizen of the world’ that could, she suggested, be ‘one of the
consequences [of] deportation’. When lived in the context of France,
with whose image of freedom and asylum she grew up, this antipathy
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to nationalism assumes a similar tenor as that of Madame Hanna, of
French and Jewish universal values.75 Madame Sara echoed these ideas.
For her, France was ‘the best country that exists. Germany didn’t exist
for me, nor Poland, nor the Soviet Union . . .when we arrived, France
was the country of the rights of man . . . to be able to walk about in the
evening without being frightened . . .was something really special.’76

These discourses of Frenchness and Jewishness and the impossibility
of prioritizing one over another extend beyond the realm of nationality.
‘We can’t be put in a category,wewere beyond categorization,’Madame
Fanny stated of herself and her husband, a Jewish resister deported as
political to Buchenwald and expelled from the PCF after the war:

We weren’t workers, we weren’t intellectuals, we weren’t bourgeois – certainly
not bourgeois – we didn’t know what we were . . .We believed that a category
exists but had nonetheless noticed that somepeople had their own family ethics,
ethics for their own milieu. And in comparison to our parents, we jumped nu-
merous generations, but with respect to our friends we were completely down-
graded. I mean, how can you explain that today?77

The perplexity of explanation is part of what forms this disparate group
into a community of sorts. They share a commondisregard for the agony
that the lack of national belonging was supposed by demographers
to impart. All express ambivalence about French non-Jewish culture,
though few suggested French non-Jews themselves were indistinguish-
able from each other. Madame Rivka retained visceral hatred of what
she regards as an inherent conservative traditionalism which renders
them untrustworthy, while Madame Magda was bored with incessant
discourses of war-time suffering. Madame Jeanne disliked their inquis-
itiveness about national origins (she retorts that she’s been French for
longer than her interlocutor). Some have similar suspicion of French
Jews. Madame Jeanne detected a chasm of misunderstanding that sep-
arated immigrant Jews from French Jews who felt ‘completely 105 per
cent French’ and who found eastern European Jews ‘annoying’ and
‘inferior’. France itself is sometimes regarded as cultural home, a place
of refuge, and the location of a pleasing language – but never some-
where of total belonging. This is not, however, cause for anxiety, but of
taxonomic contingency:

My country isn’t Poland, it’s not Israel, it’s a floating country which is the coun-
try of the Jews . . . Though when I find myself in a Jewish environment, I get
profoundly irritated by the constant remarks between Sephardim and Ashke-
nazim because I was always against ‘racism’ . . . It’s always like that in a floating
country . . . I was always attached to a country, this country, and I always knew
that I wasn’t quite French, I hitched myself to France but I knew that I wasn’t
French.When Iwas asked to assess what I was, I understood that I was of Polish
origin . . . for a long time I believed that Poland was my country because my
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entire childhood was cradled in my mother’s Polish stories of her life there – it
was a miserable life . . . It’s a cocktail . . . I’m a French Jewish woman [Je suis Juive
française].78

A number of these interviewees appear to inhabit this imaginary coun-
try, managing to live and work successfully in France while remaining
unattached to the nation. It could be argued that ‘Juive française’ is less
the emphatic reclamation of a name than an announcement of the inad-
equacy of the terminology that assimilationist compunction supplies.
The past is neither to be wholly rejected nor wholly embraced in ro-
mantic nostalgia in the ways thatDes Français pour la France and Mauco
feared. More than a lost Poland, it is the paucity of available language
that seems to emerge through Madame Fanny’s search. ‘Je suis Juive
française’ sounds an incomplete finale to what has gone before. ‘How
do you explain that today?’ retains its piercing pertinence.

Each of these women encompasses the fractured sense of self that
Jacobin universalism would deny but that remains paradoxically wide-
spreadwithin the Republic. To attempt to confine them analytically into
this or that category by foregrounding the unique and univocal would
be to act in similar fashion.79 The resistance that they mount against
any such imposed unity is borne out most clearly in they ways they
speak of their children. Of traditional generational assimilation (which
assimilationists hope becomes stronger further down the ancestral line),
Madame Paulette says:

My children, for example, are married to non-Jews . . . Assimilation is the fact
that children no longer feel Jewish. That is to say, they identify with France for
the French, with the dominant religion, etc., and that’s what I call assimilation,
but I must say that deep down I don’t have the impression that that is the
case . . .my son and daughter feel completely Jewish. They haven’t renounced
their Judaism – on the contrary.80

Unspecific national and ethnic definitions imparted by these mothers
exist as a legacy of the female immigrant generation that survived the
Holocaust. The emergence of a community certain of, and even con-
tent with, its own mutable Jewishness was provoked by the war and
took place within an atmosphere of insistent, and effective, assimila-
tion. Let us recall the picture of the meeting that opened this book:
one of indecision, of standing and sitting down again while Kaddish
was sung for Perela Traler. We could read that as confusion. In the con-
text of the diverse allegiances of which these women spoke (some of
whom were present at the memorial), let us read the occasion instead
as one that conceded multiplicity, which only becomes uncertain be-
cause it occurs within a French national context that itself is nervous of
cultural plurality.81 That gathering is reminiscent of another that took
place nearly fifty years earlier, when a group of Jewish political activists
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would meet shortly after the war. ‘The atmosphere is a rather curious
mixture of Yiddish, Russian, Zionist and French traditions,’ noted the
observer. ‘They play theMarseillaise, theMarch of Stalin and the Hatik-
vah in order to reconcile all the political tendencies of the participants,
of whom only half stand, while the rest manifests its disapproval or
indifference.’82 What seems important to underline here is less the fac-
tionalism than the fact that these oppositional tendencies were meeting
together at all. This was the community, and any assumption that it
be single-minded either in the face of or after the occupation fails to
anticipate the potential for proliferating belongings that the immigrant
generation produced, and that is retained anddeveloped by its children.
Discourses of the universalmight be internalized, but resistance to them
persists.

It was, in part, through their roles as mothers that these women ful-
filled one of the assimilationist prerequisites, while at the same time
resisting the assimilationism that the rest of this book has described.
The imperative to mother is one of the avenues that we have explored.
Widely regarded as a necessity for the French woman in her duty to
the nation, and the means by which the immigrant woman would im-
plant her husband, children and herself asworthy inhabitants of France,
maternalism appealed to Vichyists and to its deepest opponents. The
immigrant Jewish women interviewed here did not primarily present
themselves as mothers. They portrayed themselves as leather work-
ers, garment makers, psychologists, market-stall holders, resisters, sur-
vivors and embattled or appreciative political militants. They revealed
post-war occupations as workers, students and professionals, often in
psychology or social work. The list is not exhaustive. Nevertheless, the
power of the notion that the assimilationist project be completed by
and within the family is palpable in the ways that so many presented
the family as the lens through which they viewed assimilation. All had
children, and the only one not to marry had lived with the father of
her child. Yet they spoke both within and against dominant notions of
assimilation. Some voiced the impulse to marry as emergent from the
tragedy of the Holocaust.83 The oral evidence suggests that the baby
boom operated differently among Jewish and non-Jewish women in
France. Women whose marriages had ended in divorce claimed that
not only had the injunction to marry been powerful, but that the pos-
sibility of creating life out of the Holocaust had been stronger than the
evidence that the men they were about to marry were unsuitable.84 The
birth-rate among Jews may have been similar to that among non-Jews
in France, and is to be distinguished from the birth-rate in the Displaced
Persons (DP) camps, which was higher than in any other post-war
Jewish community.85 Like the displaced persons, though, women who
were often the sole survivor of their familymayhave felt a pressing need
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to form new, if unwise, familial relationships.86 These they framed as
a response to the Holocaust, not to the French national ‘need’ outlined
by populationists, but it seems likely that populationist ideas informed
their decisions too.

It was through children that the populationist choice between the
maintenance of a clear-cut ethnic identity and the creation of a uni-
tary Frenchness, was refused. Some interviewees were proud that their
children hadmarried non-JewishNorthAfricans, or had becomeprofes-
sional Arabists or anti-racist lawyers. The marriage of their children to
non-Jews, often feared within the Jewish establishment as an abandon-
ment of Jewish lineage, was regarded by thesemothersmore as an act of
confirmation of their children’s Jewishness that expressed the rejection
of the unitary, in either its Jewish or French versions. Madame Jeanne
articulated this most clearly, and became conscious of a political neces-
sity to cross cultures as early as the 1930s, when she took the unusual
step of marrying a non-Jewish man (whom she divorced early during
the occupation, losing her non-Jewish surname in the process). Her re-
jection of Jewish and French exclusivity stemmed from a considered
political stance. She grew up in a non-Jewish area of rural north-east
Poland and moved to Warsaw to attend high school and escape the sti-
fling domination of her father. In Warsaw, though, she was excluded
from non-Jewish organizations and joined the Bund, the Jewish, non-
Zionist socialist organization notable for its high proportion of women
members.

As a child, as a young woman, I tried to break the barrier . . . when I came to
France I said to myself, ‘We must break that barrier, Jews can’t be eternally iso-
lated . . .We live in the same country, we aren’t in a ghetto, we aren’t surrounded
bywalls, we surround ourselves by a wall!’ Mentally. We don’t mix with others.
I was always conscious of this, and personally I broke that wall. Between 1930
and 1939 . . .my best friends were not Jewish . . . the fact that I had close friends
who weren’t Jewish helped me enormously during the occupation . . . I could
helpmy family and other people through the fact that I had friends on the left.87

It must be admitted that Madame Jeanne’s perspective was rare. While
a relatively large proportion of Jewish immigrants were communist ac-
tivists, fewwere so conscious of political communalism.Madame Sara’s
experience of a different kind of ghetto raised linked questions from an
alternative perspective:

Persecution . . .wasn’t a privilege . . . It was a secret just for myself. They de-
stroyed us in the flesh, and in the head. I remember in Polandwhen they arrived
in ’39, the Germans were blond and tall and handsome . . . I said, ‘So they really
are superior to us.’ They stripped off to wash, they were great-looking guys,
blond and everything. And I thought, ‘Maybe it’s true what they say.’ It was
awful. And in the ghetto . . . they made us feel guilty, they said that the Jews
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were shit, they smell awful, and so on. It was they who made us smell bad, but
we were doubly guilt-ridden . . . they conditioned us!88

This is just the sort of conditioning that Mauco would have regarded as
sufficient reason to refuse ghetto Jews entry to France.

Interviewees repeatedly contrasted their sense of distance from
France with one of being settled and at ease in Paris. The single entity of
the nation seemedat once too overwhelming and too restricting formost
respondents to feel comfortable with it. Paris, though, answered to their
identificatory needs for a particular place. It was not, as Mesnil-Amar
romanticized, on account of birth thatmade one identifywith that place,
although Madame Jeanne thought it ‘inevitable’ that one remained at-
tached to the country of one’s birth.89 For most, though, residence in
a country was contingent and patriotism remained irrelevant. While
some interpreted their residence in France as being in the country of the
rights of man, they stayed less from love of the country than a sense of
familiarity. Madame Madeleine regards the restoration of the tricolour
in what had been ‘swastika-infested Paris’90 as ‘a fantastic symbol of
rediscovered liberty. Even if one is not a chauvinist, to have seen these
swastika flags on public buildings was absolutely unbearable . . . It was
a dreadful symbol.’91 The flag of the restored republic became then a
counter-symbol that represented the swastika’s defeat, rather than an
evocation of pride in and for itself. Yet it cannot be disconnected from
the context in which the tricolour was raised. If the country was too
problematic, the city was an entity to which interviewees were deeply
attached and in which they were implicated. With a long history for
European Jewry, it provided space to enact the sort of Jewishness
claimed by Madame Fanny, who suggested that being Jewish is ‘to be
not like the others’. Being ‘not like the others’, then, becomes normative
within its radical Jewish context. A legitimation of immigration and
resistance, it compels those so defined to remain vigilant about cur-
rent social norms and to contest them where necessary – an endeavour
undertaken with pleasure according to accounts of many of these inter-
viewees, whose children refuse traditional versions of assimilation, and
continue to battle with received ideas of race.

The reflections that have been analysed above were articulated at the
end of the twentieth century. Theywere formedwith the benefit of hind-
sight, and certain factors – such as thememorialization of theHolocaust,
the dismantling of state socialism in eastern Europe and the rise of the
French far right, to name only a few – undoubtedly played a part in
their composition. What interested me was less the search for new facts
than the ways that the interviewees understood the sorts of ideas that
have been explored in the rest of this book. To end with, let us consider
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the status of the interview. Oral sources have come under close and
critical scrutiny since the 1970s, when historians, eager to break from
the elitism of positivism, began to question people who had witnessed
particular movements, events or aspects of history, especially those that
had been marginalized.92 Critics sometimes suggest that questions go
only one way, from the historian to the respondent. Like any other
source though, issues that arose from interviewee testimony informed
the progress of research elsewhere. That this needs elucidation is one
of the peculiarities of oral history’s position in the broader historical
discipline.

Oral accounts are necessarily mediated by the context in which they
arise. Responses, and indeed questions, are determined by contempo-
rary discourses, as is their interpretation by the historian. In a recent
work on testimony, Annette Wieviorka, who has undertaken hundreds
of interviews with survivors, regards this as so problematic as to dis-
miss the witness from History (her capitalization).93 While it might
add colour, she says, witness testimony is too embedded in its mo-
ment of articulation, too washed by emotion, to be instrumentalized
as a document could be. It is generally assumed that, since most wit-
nesses to the Holocaust were murdered and, even before their death,
had little access to the requisite tools to document their plight, written
sources from the victims’ point of view are rare. To counter this notion,
Wieviorka describes some extensive archives prepared by the inhabi-
tants of the Lodz and Warsaw ghettos. These collections were started
in October 1938 when the German government deposited 12,000 for-
merly Polish and now stateless Jews over the border into Poland, where
they lived in penurious conditions. The archives eventually consisted
of daily chronicles, even monographs, of ghetto life, diaries, theatre
posters, ration cards, clandestine newspapers, Nazi decrees, and other
memorabilia. Buried in milk churns shortly before the destruction of
the Warsaw ghetto in April 1943, some of these documents were found
after the war and are now stored at the Institute for Jewish History in
Warsaw. Wieviorka cites the existence of this extraordinary archive to
invalidate the need to record the, necessarily unreliable, living witness.
For this witness is bound to contemporary cultural politics and ideol-
ogy in ways that to Wieviorka are restrictive and inauthentic. Today,
she insists, ‘not one witness any longer recalls, as he did before, how he
kissed French soil on his return or cried with emotion on hearing the
Marseillaise. The witness always fixes his tale with a finality that tran-
scends it.’94 Are witness accounts really that unreliable, or uniform? Is
their only use to add colour to the past, and not allow us new ways to
interpret the relationship between the present and the past?95 And are
witnesses not permitted to temper memories of their joy of return to
France with subsequent encounters that they interpreted as rejection?
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The witness testimony presented here does not much resemble
Wieviorka’s experience of finality. Certainly, the interviewees’ accounts
are imbued with myth and received ideas, that we have analysed as
forming part of their contested notions of national belonging. The ac-
counts also reveal plenty of differentiation. Some former members of
the PCF (the most Stalinist of post-war western European communist
parties) allude to the party in ways that invoke the details that emerged
after 1989. Others remained proud members, or had fond memories,
while a further set explored their expulsion from the party in terms
that connected gender and Jewishness. The differences between the ac-
counts, and their composition that incorporates elements from ‘outside’,
do not invalidate the accounts, but allow the historian to read them
through other reflections on the time, just as a historian would take the
context of a written document into account. The very discrepancy of the
accounts throws light on the myth-making and historical construction
that for Wieviorka is irrelevant in our analysis of the past.

Her example of the milk churns is instructive, but their contents re-
main unusual. Most historians who privilege the written above the oral
account find their sources in archives, and these often belong to the
state or its local derivatives. Most of the documents emanate from offi-
cial sources. Entry to archives and the time necessary to read them are
largely restricted to professional historians. The claim against the oral
account not only discards the witness, but requires ‘History’ to be con-
fined to an elite whose scientific credentials are founded on criteria that
are themselves ideologically constructed.96 Nor are other contemporary
written accounts necessarily the transparent truth. Bias of some sort is
likely in official documents, especially those prepared for an authori-
tarian regime during a war. Victim accounts, such as a Jewish resister
diary written at the time (one of this book’s sources), could scarcely be
claimed as a free or true mode of expression. Fear of its discovery by
the police meant that much was left unwritten. Indeed, as an account of
resister activity, Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar’s diary is disappointing since
it excludes almost all her clandestine operations. As an insight into a
world of the female Jewish resister, though, it is inspiring, passionate
and suggestive.

As far as allegations of uniformity are concerned, this is also dis-
proved in the accounts collected here. One interviewee found her hus-
band uncomprehending of her own search for Jewishness. Having lived
in a non-Jewish environment, and despite her family’s continued atten-
dance of a synagogue during the occupation, her only sense of Jewish-
ness at that time was that imposed by persecution. Others were fully
confident of their Jewishness, that they expressed in secular and reli-
gious ways. Somewere ardent anti-communists, while others remained
members of the party. Stories of divorce, of political disagreements, of
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factionalism were all present. None of it adds up to uniformity. While
the accounts are necessarily produced within and from available dis-
courses, they are not obliged to run along parallel tracks.

Wieviorka draws a false dichotomy between the emotionality of the
living witness and the utilitarian dryness of the written account.97 I
cannot be the only reader who, immersed day after day in memo-
randa, newspaper accounts, published diaries, inter-ministerial corre-
spondence and other types of written document, each of which was in
some way concerned with death on a mass scale, found the emotional
onslaught sometimes hard to bear. The interviewees, in contrast, rarely
cried; on the few occasions that they did, it was generallywhen recount-
ing the death of a parent, or even a pet, before the start of the war. Not
a tear was shed when these women spoke of the deportation of their
parents or siblings.

Listening to individuals allows us to hear about personal experience,
which in turn provokes the analysis of factors that are difficult to grasp
from written accounts. There is no denying that individual agency is
affected by external factors – indeed, the interplay between the two
has been one of this book’s overriding concerns. Above all, thinking
about the ways that the interviewees told their stories led me to try to
understandhowcontemporarydiscourses andpractices about thehome
and the neighbourhood interwovewith theway thatVichy antisemitism
proceeded in occupied Paris. Without these oral accounts, it is unlikely
thatwewouldhavebeenable to reach these conclusions, becausewritten
records would not have provoked their analysis. If the street and the
kitchen are gendered and racialized sites, then we need to hear how
they were inhabited in order to enlarge our understanding that would
otherwise be at best generalized or at worst ignored. Police and court
records do contain information about the street, if rather less about the
kitchen, but only once tensions have reached a certain, dangerous point.
It was precisely because of prior relations with the police that Madame
Hanna’s encounters on the street with antisemites and crowds attacking
women led to no court records at all. Hearing about them later permits
us to enrichour conceptualizationof the streets of liberatedParis beyond
the image of the vast open-air dance hall that it became on the 25August
1944. Unpoliced crowds becamemenacing in newways at liberation for
young Jewish women, who only a few days before would have found
the presence of police even more alarming.

The fact that the accounts come years after the event may not make
thehistorian’s task any easier, but does lend themmore than the richness
of reflection. Elementsmaybemissing thatwould have beenunderlined
at the time, but that is the case for historiography too. Inscribed in cur-
rent concerns, writing and talking more than fifty years after the events
allows us to bring to the forefront the theoretical issues of today in order
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to achieve ever greater understanding of the past. Madame Rachel’s
story of the femmes tondues, for example, had, she said, been concealed
until the interview. Only once the language of women’s history had
became more widespread could she articulate this episode. In many
ways her entire story is one of concealment – of herself during the oc-
cupation, and of her memories until public discourses gave them per-
mission for expression. Far from damaging the oral account, public dis-
courses allow witnesses to tell things that they may not otherwise have
dared.

Finally, let us examine more closely the question of accuracy, whose
absence Wieviorka so deplores in witness testimony. Madame Magda
relates that she, and her entire extended family, were deported in 1944
to Auschwitz-Birkenau from a small Transylvanian town then under
Hungarian rule. She, her sister and a cousin were selected for labour;
the rest of her family was murdered on arrival at Birkenau, at the start
of the frenetic periodwhen 400,000Hungarian Jewswere deported dur-
ing the second half of 1944. In December that year, MadameMagda and
her sister were moved to the Gross Rosen concentration camp, where
she worked as a slave labourer and, as Soviet troops came westwards,
to two other camps in Germany. In April 1945, US troops liberated
her. Against all injunctions, the two sisters befriended some French
prisoners of war in a camp near by, and it was on their lorry that
they arrived in France. A felicitous encounter with a Jewish colonel
at the border ensured that their passage was relatively speedy and
untroubled.

In lateMay1945,MadameMagdasays shearrivedat theHôtelLutétia
in Paris. For deportees, the Lutétiawas the first stop on the path towards
reintegration in French society or, in the case ofMadameMagda, her first
French resting place. The hotel represented the epitome of comfort for
what she recalls as the three days of her stay. Her impressions of it are
filtered through the eyes of someonewho had spent a year in conditions
of terror and privation:

It was a marvel, I tell you, because when you leave a camp, even after the
liberation – the Americans had put us in a barracks and we were better housed
but even so itwas amilitary barracks and therefore incomparablewith theHôtel
Lutétia.

KHA: Were there a lot of people at the Hôtel Lutétia at that point?
Mme M: I believe we were the only ones.98

Madame Magda’s impressions would have surprised managers of the
Lutétia, for whom conditions were far from desirable. Intended as a
calm, restful environment reserved for high-status political deportees,
it quickly became overcrowded.99 On 2 June 1945, a few days after
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Madame Magda’s arrival, the Ministry of Prisoners, Deportees and
Refugees received complaints of chaos and disorder that threatened
to overwhelm staff. The ministry was further informed that the welfare
and themedical sections seemed ignorant of each other’s work, that res-
idents lacked basic care in their rooms and that medical attention was
negligible.100 Madame Magda, though, found in the Lutétia an oasis of
welcoming ease. Are we to dismiss her narrative on grounds of factual
error? Not at all. It points instead to the profound contrast between
the conditions she had endured in concentration camps and the ones
she met on arrival in France. Moreover, her first impression of France
was supported by ideas from her childhood, where she had learnt that
‘France is the country – how do they put it? – a verywelcoming country,
where they welcome refugees.’ We hear also the former deportee who
admits to a willing suppression of the more unpleasant aspects of her
past. Does this invalidate her testimony, or make it too emotional? Does
it confirm the failure of all deportees to recall their joy at arriving in
France?

Implicit among critics of oral history is the suggestion that the in-
terviewee be innocent and pure. When they prove to be imbued with
contemporary cultural politics, their contributions are to be rejected. But
rarely were these respondents unreflective. Formal educationmay have
been denied many, and their backgrounds may have been modest, but
they were often conscious of the problems of transmission. Madame
Sara realized that neither keeping silent, nor informing her children of
the suffering associatedwith theHolocaust, could be satisfactory: ‘If one
said nothing after the war, one was at fault,’ she said, ‘and if one spoke,
I know people who say, “My mother has poisoned me with everything
about the Shoah.” ’101 Madame Madeleine remembers her first view of
the occupying troops: ‘There was a rumour, we went down to the street
and I saw the motorized troops arrive. It was a sort of grey-green block.
It was sparkling, it was backfiring, it was bellowing. They turned the
corner of the road . . . and in my mind – I must have seen some horror
films – it was death which advanced.’102 It is improbable that a young
girl in pre-war France had seen many horror films. The attribution to
cinema of her childhood reactions indicates Madame Madeleine’s own
consciousness of the ‘impurity’ of memory and its composure from var-
ious public and private sources.103 Oral accounts of the Holocaust are
often read through a filter of either heroism and sorrow.104 I gained lit-
tle impression from the interviewees that they regarded themselves as
either heroines or transmitters of sorrow, and I have aimed to acknowl-
edge their position within local and national contexts that have under-
gone enormous change. Growing old in a France of whose mounting
racial tensionsmost were keenly aware, as theywere of the increasingly
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reductive terms via which those tensions were understood, they could
not but connect the moment at which they spoke to the period under
discussion. Above all, they remind us of the complexities of national
belonging by referring us back to a time when the state was dedicated
to reducing and instrumentalizing national allegiances at their simplest,
and most devastating, level.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

Sixty years after the events described in this book and as it was going
to press, France was undergoingwhatmight be read as a crisis of assim-
ilationism. Some people of immigrant origin born in the country were
believed to feel a lesser sense of belonging than they should, and the
same went for immigrants who had lived in France for many years. In
any case, the two categories were often confused. Whether the ‘crisis’
was crystallized byMuslim girls who sought to identify their religion in
that bulwark of state secularism, the school; or the largely male football
fans who booed the national anthem at matches between teams whose
Frenchness – being Corsican or Algerian – was highly contested; or the
increasing respectability of the extreme right, especially among male
voters, problems of assimilation were coming into ever-sharper focus
at the turn of the twenty-first century. As each of these examples sug-
gests, the crisis was one in which questions of race and racialization
were deeply entwined with and affected by gender.

This book has traced some of the historical foundations of another
crisis of assimilationism and national identity. In its incarnation as lib-
erationist foundation for the new republic that was expected to emerge
after the war, assimilationism gained in significance at one of the defin-
ing moments of the French twentieth century. Assimilationism applied
to gender, nationality and ethnicity, elements that reinforced and condi-
tioned each other in a complex web. It was a major element in France’s
approach to its population, positioning individuals in racialized and
gendered categories that were then mobilized to impose limitations on
them. In their idealized condition, assimilationist desires are for equal-
ity, not restriction. Being limited by its own essential categorizations,
however, assimilationism contains implicit and often explicit grounds
for inclusion or rejection. The assimilationist discourses and practices at
liberation that I have explored explain the continuities not just between
thegovernmentofVichyand the republics thatprecededand followed it,
but between Vichy and its opponents. In this sense, I have expanded on
Gérard Noiriel’s work which examined the republican roots of Vichy’s
ethnic policies, but which paid little attention to resisters and took no
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account of gender.1 Yetpublic andprivate resister expression, suchas the
clandestine press andwomen’s diaries, showed the deep roots and vari-
eties of thinking around gender and Jewishness, and the extent towhich
these issues were correlated. When links are made with demographers’
writings on similar topics, we can establish a complicated, contradic-
tory, but nonetheless coherent picture of how assimilationist thought in
France operated vertically through socio-economic strata, and horizon-
tally across political boundaries.

It was to restore an acute sense of lost certainty of what being French
meant that the ‘assimilatory project’ became so fundamental at liber-
ation. If the notion of a unitary and uncontested national identity is
absurd for any modern nation, it had become impossible in France
during the years of the occupation. There were so many competing,
and yet insistent – at times murderously so – definitions of national
identity, and the country was so carved into pieces that it was extremely
unclear to anyonewhat ‘being French’ reallymeant. Nonetheless, a pro-
founddesire to define Frenchnesswas dear to nearly all political sectors.
Vichy’sNational Revolution aimed to restorewhat it regarded as the lost
values of its version of Frenchness. This included the wholesale rejec-
tion of some groups of people for whom ‘being French’ was held to
be impossible. Parts of the resistance engaged in a counter-project that
imposed an alternative set of values but which was no less categorical
when it came to inclusion and exclusion. While resister categories were
inclined to be basedonpolitical rather than ethnic or national factors, the
tendency to slip into an essentialized taxonomy of ethnicity, nationality
or sexuality was shared by the resistance and Vichy.

Oneof themajor projects at liberationwas the restorationof anational
sense of unity. As the symbolic resurrection of the republic involved the
physical creation of a new statue of Marianne, the female incarnation
of the republic whose bust adorned public buildings, so she was con-
trasted to a new feminine figure who came to symbolize the suffering of
France under the Nazis. There is no doubt that the inhabitants of France
had suffered during the Nazi occupation, which began with the deaths
of 112,000 soldiers in the six weeks of fighting in 1940, a rate higher even
than that at Verdun in 1916.2 About 1.5 million people, mostly men, had
been taken to Germany and the economy had been ransacked. Tens of
thousands of people had been executed, or perished in the killing cen-
tres and concentration camps. The number of individuals connected to
those ‘absent’, oftenwomen, ran intomillions. Inmany districts, hunger
had been chronic, though elsewhere foodwas abundant. In this respect,
there is little to be gained if France is compared to other occupied coun-
tries which experienced Nazi power and brutality to a greater extent;
people in occupied France had scant idea of what was going on in the
other zones, let alone in other countries. For all the profiteering that
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occurred in parts of the French economy, for many people, the experi-
ence of occupation was dreadful. But the image mobilized at liberation
to remind them of this misery and to draw them together once again – a
mother mourning the loss of her son – was not neutral, and nor should
we expect it to have been. This representation of grieving maternity can
be read either as one of the many individual mothers who had lost their
sons, or as France itself. The image also reminded people of the nation’s
losses in 1918.At liberation,motherswere obviously not the only people
to be bereaved, nor were young men the only ones to have died.
The occlusion of other potential mourners becomes comprehensible if
we take into account the period’s insistent familialism and its bid to
restore the heterosexual family as the nation’s core unit. But was this
image simply one of familialism?

Liberation and the restoration of the republic were full of contradic-
tions. Vichy’s anti-republican objectives had entailed its reinstatement
of the link between church and state, and the promotion of Catholicism.
It might be thought that, even if there were considerable overlaps in the
populationist aims of Vichy and its successor republic, we might detect
more rhetorical distance between the two in terms of their fundamental
convictions regarding religion than was the case. In fact, liberation in-
volved not only the historical recuperation of previous non-republican
eras of French history that helped to hide Vichy, but the elevation of
imagery that equated France with Mary mourning her dead son Jesus,
one of Christianity’s originating narratives. Just as support was almost
universal for the ceremonial nationalization of the family that was
Mothers’ Day – support which certainly extended to the militantly sec-
ular and anti-Vichy French Communist Party – so the image of France
as a Christian family bereaved in the loss of its sons was accorded
widespread exposure. These inflections came at the moment that the
secular republic superseded Catholic Vichy. The image, often deployed
on Mothers’ Day, suggested that women could fulfil national duties
of mourning, and also maintain France’s connection to the church.
Gendered assimilatory discourses made the nation men’s primary al-
legiance; in contrast, they provided women with not one but multiple
allegiances, most obviously to the home. At liberation, these discourses
opened the way for women to act as proxy for a nation still yearning for
its links to the sacred. Reference to this Christianized mater dolorosa
could, moreover, only consolidate the need for ‘outsiders’. Whether
these outsiders were constituted in terms of ethnicity, nationality, re-
ligion or gender non-conformity, they were then impelled to maintain
the acts of dissimulation and hiding that they, or at least the survivors,
had refined during the Vichy years.

As a symbolic entity, then, the new gendered republic in mourning
was not much more welcoming as far as women were concerned than
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Vichy. Let us not overstate the case here. The new government did put
real legislative distance between Vichy and itself. After liberation, for
example, the issue of women’s equality started to come to the fore.
Women could nowvote, and stepswere taken to ensure that they earned
equal wages to men, though it would be many years before the wage
gap began to close in any significant measure.3 But it is much harder
to distinguish the two regimes when it comes to the rhetoric, and in-
deed the practicalities, of the family. Home-based and reproductive,
with Christian overtones, women’s functions appeared to be restricted
at liberation in ways that Vichy and its adherents would certainly have
recognized.

This mobilization of a repository of Catholic images to understand
the nation inmourning, and by extension the family, women and France
as a symbolicwhole, had implications for non-Christians. Before consid-
ering this symbolic France in more detail, it is worth referring briefly to
some of the historiographic discussions that have emerged since the late
1990s, on the issue of non-Christians during this period. These reflect in
particular on the historical significance of Jews andVichy antisemitism.4

Interest in Jews at liberationwas confined neither to issues surrounding
their deportation, which came to an end inAugust 1944, nor their return
to France after May 1945.While the latter assumed great importance for
the 2,190 individuals concerned, those close to them and the remaining
Jewish inhabitants of France, itwas rather insignificant for thenationas a
whole.Western European fascinationwith Jews throughout themodern
period – whether nominally ‘pro-’ or ‘anti-Jewish’ – represents worries
that extend far beyond the numerically relatively insignificant Jewish
population of a particular country. Analysis of this fascination can re-
veal ambivalences that lie at the heart of a culture and which are not
necessarily about Jews as concrete individual subjects at all. At libera-
tion, as before, immigrant assimilability or unassimilability was framed
in terms derived in large measure from the language and beliefs used
to describe Jews, whether or not their referents were in fact Jewish.
Jewishness and its supposed attributes were elements woven in to the
very fabric of Frenchness. We should take note, therefore, when some
historiography from the turn of the twenty-first century argues that his-
torians’ focus on Jews has become excessive. These samehistorians have
also suggested that, since very few people apart from those directly im-
plicated showed much interest in the deportations, it is anachronistic
for historians to concentrate on the subject.5 This is seriously to mis-
understand the cultural significance of ‘the Jew’ in modern western
European thought, politics and society. More specifically, when Vichy’s
own anxiety about the Jew was so violent that they legislated for Jews’
exclusion from the economy and then society as a whole, something
rather serious was occurring that surely warrants historians’ continued
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attention. Suggestions that historiographyaboutVichyantisemitismhas
come to dominate investigations into the period do not stand up to
scrutiny.

Hostility to Jews did not end at liberation. While France saw nothing
like the equivalent of the murderous pogroms that took place in Poland
when the tiny number of Jewish survivors attempted to go home,
former members of collaborationist organizations like the Parti
Populaire Français did mobilize aggressive, and sometimes violent,
demonstrations when Jews returned to Paris to reclaim their former
homes.6 These took place within what was occasionally a more gen-
eralized mood of antipathy. Madame Hanna, for instance, recounted
how her mother faced the resentment of neighbours who, having taken
advantage of their absence and with the probable connivance of the
concierge, had entered their sealed apartment some time after July 1942
and removed their furniture. Themother’s protestations over its rightful
ownership did not result in the restitution of her property, even though
she took her complaints to the police.7 More seriously, a number of
protests against the return of Jews were organized in Paris. Hundreds
of demonstrators were reported to have gathered at various locations
when Jews returned at the end of the war, and the following year, often
with what was seen as the complicity of the police.8 Demonstrators
found encouragement in the poorly drafted legislation on the return of
accommodation to former residents. This stipulated that it could only
be retrieved on condition, first, that it had not been taken over by new
tenants in ‘good faith’ and, second, that the original inhabitants had
been forcibly removed. Exceptions to the obligation to return property
were numerous. No claims could be made if the new tenants had previ-
ously become homeless through bombing, were evacuees, or ‘refugees’,
that is, people who had moved within France, or were these people’s
spouses, parents, or children. Nor could those with a dependent who
was a prisoner ofwar, political deportee, forced labourer or in the armed
forces be asked to move.9 So extensive were the exceptions to the rule
of reclamation that lawyers handling the claims of Jews to their for-
mer housing regarded the situation as paralysed.10 Antisemites took
advantage of the fact that many Jews had fled ‘of their own accord’, and
organized themselves into bands of ‘tenants of good faith’ to resist the
return of accommodation to Jewish survivors.11 While it is important
not to exaggerate the number or frequency of these protests, it would
also be a mistake not to recognize their political and cultural signifi-
cance. Such an error would be comparable to the long-term occlusion
from historical investigation of the women shaved at liberation. For all
that Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar described herself as a tourist, many of the
homecomings for absent Jews were far from the easy recuperation that
the term ‘tourism’ suggests.
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An additional factor complicated this. Who belonged to the nation
and who did not continued to exercise government minds after liber-
ation. It might be imagined that one could add the rider ‘even if this
no longer resulted in deportation for those who were deemed not to
belong’. This, however, would be historically untrue. Precisely because
of the rules about assimilation in the context of the ColdWar, foreigners
who ‘got muddled up in politics,’ as Madame Paulette put it, were
subject to expulsion or internal exile, even if their numbers were far
smaller than during the occupation, and the results nowhere near as
devastating.12

Whether Jews at liberation regarded themselves as tourists, survivors
or simply as French, there was no inevitability that France would seek
to represent the period of occupation as one of suffering. Immigrant
Jewish resisters – who by any standards had suffered abominably –
represented themselves instead via images of strength and agency.
Jewishness, they insisted, could not be encompassed in victimhood.
Parallel stories of the fate of Jewish children during the occupation,
discussed in the second chapter, reveal the dislocation between Jewish
resister representations of survival against non-Jewish ones of Jewish
powerlessness and mortality. It is in the context of Jewish agency that
the implications for women of these stories of home and children can
be understood. Where Jacqueline Mesnil-Amar stressed the number of
Jewish children who had been murdered, Droit et liberté invoked tales
of their capacity not only to survive, but to decide and act on their own
survival tactics.13 In terms of femininity, neither of these texts is unam-
biguous, but needs to be set within the wider picture of gender politics.
At liberation, a relatively large number of women were newly elected
to local or national political posts, in contrast to the pre-war era, when
none had been elected and very few appointed to political office. For
the vast majority of women in France, though, there was little room to
concentrate on more public issues, and children represented both their
traditional domain and one that would ensure the nation’s future after
a damaging war. In claiming children and the home as their terrain,
though, Droit et liberté and Mesnil-Amar were doing more than under-
scoring the re-establishment of the home as a feminine ideal. They also
countered Vichy’s discursive constructions of the Jewish woman as not
properly feminine. For Vichy’s assertions that women’s place was the
home, and the educational efforts and propaganda that it developed
to uphold this idea, were made only with respect to those it defined
as French women. The Jewish home was transformed from a place of
safety to one of fear, arrest and flight, as the minuscule number of Jews
who survived in France and were able to remain in their homes dur-
ing the occupation attests. Mesnil-Amar and Droit et liberté’s reconcilia-
tion with France at liberation involved a reassertion of their feminized
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humanity, a move that simultaneously broadened and closed down
their, and otherwomen’s, fields of vision.Welcomed back into the realm
of those who belonged, they were immediately confined to those pat-
terns of belonging deemed appropriate to women.

These patterns were defined by maternalism, where still more
contradictions emerge. The homewas classified aswomen’s ideal place,
and the family as the supreme mechanism of assimilation, for here,
stability and rootedness were held to reside. But the child’s ability to
assimilate was dependent on the prior assimilation of themother. Anxi-
ety about the ability of immigrant mothers to fulfil the assimilatory task
allotted to them coalescedwith general disquiet about immigration and
the birth-rate. It was difficult for immigrant women with children to
escape from the discursive paradox into which they were boxed. En-
couraged by pro-natalist discourses to reproduce, they then found that
their parenting skills were regarded with suspicion, and that their con-
tribution to the French birth-rate derided as hiding the deficiency of
‘French’ births.14 As far as Georges Mauco was concerned, while it was
also the responsibility of mothers to Gallicize their offspring, their own
lack of assimilatory potential as foreigners and as women would mili-
tate against their children’s better assimilating interests. As we saw in
chapter five, motherhood itself was regarded as both essential and as
a condition that enforced restrictions on the child. At the same time,
the family was idealized as the bedrock on which the nation would be
reconstructed. The mother, romanticized and yet distrusted, was rarely
able to escape the confines of her contradictory position. Moreover, in
a situation that persists despite numerous legislative modifications, the
immigrant status of the children of immigrants, even if they were enti-
tled to French nationality, remained immanent.

This problem of the mother’s influence on the child’s access to lan-
guage had wider social implications. Alfred Sauvy and Georges Mauco
both reiterated that immigration was an invasion that was ‘surely but
silently’ taking over France. It was, in fact, immigrants’ incessant and
incomprehensible chatter that they seemed to fearmore than their quies-
cence. In 1945, an article never previously included in nationality legis-
lationwas introduced into thenewCodede laNationalité: applicants for
naturalization would have to be able to speak French. Eighteen months
after its introduction, ministers realized that, far from encouraging the
population increase they so desired, the law was slowing down natu-
ralizations, and therefore militating against assimilation. The tensions
between the twin desires for assimilation and for a successful economy
were becoming acute. The minister of population circulated officials in
the field with a set of instructions to clarify the intentions of the law. It
reminded them that, in light of national interests to increase both the
number of children and the number of workers, the law’s language
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requirements should not be applied too strictly. Priority cases in
particular – miners, war and resistance veterans, industrial and agricul-
tural workers, the small number of high-flying technologists, scientists,
writers or artists, and fathers of three or more children – should still
be naturalized and encouraged to change their foreign surnames de-
spite any linguistic weaknesses they might exhibit.15 But this compro-
mise would inevitably lead to a downgrading of the unified nation
represented in the ability of all its inhabitants to share what demog-
raphers and ministers believed to be the superior French language. No
longer could themaxim ‘if speaking signifies thinking in general, speak-
ing French signifies thinking clearly’ be seriously defended.16 The prob-
lem was that many populationists continued to invoke an apparently
immutable distinction between what they held to be the supremacy of
rational Cartesian expression over foreign babble.

The one set of foreigners that the minister singled out as undesirable
were those engaged in commerce. Is Mauco’s hand visible here? His
hatred of shopkeepers, based on his analysis of their trade as Jewish,
was pronounced. Inasmuch as it was his proposals that were discussed
and agreed by the Haut Comité Consultatif de la Population et de la
Famille, andwhichwent forward to become the foundations of the 1945
law (which was not discussed in parliament), his personal influence on
the legislation was marked. The ministerial circular argued that in re-
cent years, ‘many hundreds of thousands’ of foreign intermediaries and
shopkeepershad takenup residence inFrance; fromnowon theywere to
be discouraged. It is quite feasible that shopkeepers themselves – who,
along with farmers and middle-class employees, had joined collabora-
tionist political organizations in higher proportions than other social
groups – had agitated for this reminder.17 But their interests cohered
with more powerful ones represented in the new recourse to scientism
and the structures established to sponsor it. It was scientific expertise,
in psychology, econometrics and demography, as well as in industrial
technology, that would triumph at liberation.

While this study has focused on a number of individuals, its overall
aim has been to investigate the gendered and racialized structures of
assimilationism. That said, the legislative framework of nationality and
familialismconstructed at liberationowedmuch to the expertise of a few
strategic individuals whose interests keyed with the ‘need’ for immi-
grants and children. This need was most clearly expressed by Gaullists
and, in this respect as in many others, they succeeded in putting their
stamp authoritatively on post-war France. In the context of the gender-
ing of assimilation, however, their success would have been less certain
had it not corresponded so closely with the populationism supported
elsewhere on the political spectrum. The HCCPF may have become a
less significant body after de Gaulle’s departure from government, but
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by that time, the main family and nationality legislation was already in
place.

Liberation marked a crucial moment in the state’s willingness to
invest in science and technocracy as a new force for the future. Disasters
of old, it was contended, could be planned out of existence, and poten-
tial hazards might be predicted and averted by a combination of social
and natural sciences. The prevalence of planning in the realm of popula-
tion was also related to both Vichy and Nazi Germany. France’s victory
over Nazi Germany in 1944–45 owed little to French scientific and tech-
nological advances. France’s defeat in 1940 had been another matter. If
anything had proved the necessity for France to develop along scientific
lines, and that science extend beyond the traditional or natural sciences,
it was believed to be the defeat. At the end of the war, everythingwould
be subject to quantification, rational analysis and prediction. With a
number of scientists installed as government advisers, the dynamic re-
lation between the planners and the executive was established.18

Alfred Sauvy was one of the most important of these new advisers
in the area of populationism. But his findings were based on dubious
data. The arguments for population development that he developed
with Robert Debré suggested that ‘blood’ was equivalent to ‘national-
ity’ and that permanent, recognizable characteristics accrued from it.19

Likewise, despite the contradictions in Georges Mauco’s propositions
whereby Jews and other ethnic groups, or ethnies, were held to have
permanent attributes and yet exist within an evolutionary system that
could alter these characteristics, for him, the dangers of these ethnies
were inherent. Herein lies a major problem of assimilationism. Its very
articulation brings difference into being and its very project – to mould
the characteristics of the non-French into those appropriate for France –
becomes unviable if these characteristics are seen as bound to an im-
mutable biology. Any assumed distinction between the biological and
the cultural elements of racism in France becomes more blurred than is
often thought.

The establishment and structure of the HCCPF and, concomitantly,
of populationist legislation as a whole, was part of the move towards
planisme. Regarded by communists (including the first minister of pop-
ulation, François Billoux) as anti-democratic, theMinistry of Population
succeeded in drawing into its remit many areas of responsibility.20 No
longer was social security a matter for the Ministry of Labour, for ex-
ample, or naturalization considered the responsibility of the Ministry
of the Interior. The state, already more present under Vichy than its
own rhetoric implied, broadened its scope at liberation. Sometimes this
involved bringing private industry and banking under state authority,
but it was also especially marked in the area of populationism. The sci-
entific expertise collected within the membership of the HCCPF was
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hidebound by its interpretation of populationist needs in themost dras-
tically restricted terms. Suspicion of the foreign, and fear of the feminine
were convictions to which members gave full rein in the new Cold War
demonization of the Soviet Union and parallel rehabilitation of Nazi
Germany. All these elements informed their and other demographers’
historicization of Vichy that permitted its implicit recuperation via its
occlusion from demographic memory.

For all the government’s apparent certainty about national identity
at liberation, it remains unclear what being French really meant. So
multifarious were France’s inhabitants during the occupation (as they
are today), that only the vaguest of gestures can be made towards a def-
inition of national identity. In contrast, we can be rather more specific
about how national identity was supposed to be formed, of what it con-
sisted, and what elements were held to threaten it. Given the fear of the
Jew and the feminine, examining these factors provides clues to assess
and problematize national identity more clearly. Moreover, exploring
Jewish women’s lives during the occupation and discourses around
Jewish femininity disrupts any universalizing tendencies to draw con-
clusions about women as a whole. The very condition of the modern
Jew, defined by a refusal or inability of commitment to a singular iden-
tity, upsets the assimilationist project. Within this project, women were
likewise regarded as incapable of alliance to a singular identity. The con-
structions of the foreignness ofwomen, and the femininity of the foreign
Jew cohered so as to undermine the assimilatory project at its inception.
Who belonged to the category of the ‘real French’ was an issue that exer-
cised many republican and anti-republican commentators at liberation.
For all that the concept was illusory, this authenticity was explicitly ex-
pressed – most famously in de Gaulle’s speech at the liberation of Paris
on 25August 1944 – and held to reside in a unique allegiance to the state.
It was therefore incompatible with both Jewishness and femininity. This
realization lay behind much twentieth-century antisemitism. Mauco’s
agony that Jewswould not be properly French or historians’ incredulity
that theymight not be properly Jewish,whichwere discussed in chapter
two, both result from their differentiated failure to recognize the implicit
meaning of this modern construction of Jewishness.

Individuals’ ambivalence and lack of total identification with a na-
tion are not very good rulers when it comes to measuring their com-
mitment to improving conditions for themselves, others or their sur-
roundings. On the contrary, it is those who confess to the deepest con-
victions about a nation and who seek its defence in the imposition of
eternal divisions between one set of people and another who most en-
danger it. This is not a plea for tolerance, which is always dependent
on its obverse, intolerance, nor is it one for enrichment. A state is not
a fruit salad, and immigrants don’t simply add flavour and variety, as
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some immigrant organizations purported at liberation.21 In 1947, the
Minister of Population noted that, when gauging the degree of an im-
migrant’s assimilation, it was important for officials ‘to investigate all
the elements that permit one’s appreciation of assimilation, most no-
tably the applicant’s behaviour during the occupation, which will re-
veal whether he has acquired the manners of thinking and reacting of
the French population.’22 It is unlikely that the minister intended any
irony when he glossed over the sometimes ignoble ‘manners’ of parts
of the French population with respect to the occupiers, and ignored that
relatively large proportion of foreigners – anti-Nazi to the bone – who
had been ardent resisters. This book has been about the impossibility of
knowing precisely what ‘behaving like a French person’ meant. It sug-
gests that, if the example of the 1940s has any pertinence, the attempt
to impose ever more stringent definitions of national identity cannot
be resolved. Reminding ourselves of these difficulties, and of the po-
tential that fluid andmultifarious identities might confer, have implica-
tions for our view of the past. In the context of mounting European dis-
quiet about the ‘foreign’, they may also give us pause for thought in the
future.
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